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Foreword 

C.A. Balaras, D.A. Charalambopoulos 

“ENERGY in BUILDINGS” is an annual International Conference that took place for the third consecutive year. 

The events bring together professionals of all disciplines associated with the built environment including Engineers, 

Architects, Professors, Researchers, Building Owners, Property Managers, Investors and other disciplines. The 3rd 

International Conference EinB 2014 was organized by the ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter in collaboration with the Technical 

Chamber of Greece (TEE). The event was held in Athens, Hellas on November 15, 2014.  

A total of 19 speakers from Croatia, Hellas, India, Italy, Serbia, and the United Kingdom, along with several poster 
authors, prepared 28 technical papers that are included in these Proceedings. The main conference topics covered 
numerous hot topics on: High Performance Building Design & Operation, Near Zero Energy Buildings, Green Building 
Performance, New Trends in HVAC & Architectural Design, Refurbishment for Improved Energy Performance, 
Simulations & Practical Tools, Energy, Materials & Technology Management, Energy Security, Daylighting & Artificial 
Lighting, Indoor Air Quality, Solar Utilisation & Integration, Life Long Learning.

The program also included seven key-note speakers: 

Prof. Dr. W.P. Bahnfleth, Department of Architectural Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, USA 

Ch. Spirtzis, President, Technical Chamber of Greece (TEE) 

Admiral G. Christopoulos, Hellenic Navy 

Prof. Dr. E.A. Yfantis, Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering Section, Hellenic Naval Academy 

Prof. Dr. B.W. Olesen, Intl. Centre for Indoor Environment and Energy, Technical University of Denmark 

A. Amanatidis, General Secretary, Technical Chamber of Greece-Section of Central Macedonia 

Prof. Dr. E.V. Hristoforou, School of Mining & Metallurgical Engineering, National Technical University of Athens 

Three workshops were also organized during the conference and were all very well attended: 

W1: A New Era for High Performance Buildings Using BIM, EU Project ISES Partners 

W2: Ventilation Standards for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality, Psychrometric Analysis and Air Handling Units Components and 

Characteristics, A. Triantafyl lopoulos 

W3: Hybrid Electric Energy Integrated Cluster, E.V. Hristoforou; FEA Techniques for Improving the Energy Consumption of 

Buildings, C. Vossou; Thermoelectric Generators and their Applications for the Domestic Sector, D. Kossyvakis; Hybrid 

Photovoltaic – Thermoelectric Energy Conversion Systems, G. Voutsinas; DC/AC Converters for Renewable Energy Conversion 

Systems, N. Giannoulakis 

All the presentations and videos from the conference are available on the ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter’s website 

(http://ashrae.gr/einb2014.php).  

We specially thank the speakers, the members of the Conference Scientific Committee, the numerous volunteers, the 

Children’s Choir of the Municipality of Dionisos and the Traditional Hellenic Dancers of NTUA that provided 

entertainment during the social event, the sponsors and all the 350 participants that made this a successful event. 

Constantinos A. Balaras, PhD  FASHRAE 
Mechanical Engineer, Research Director 
Group Energy Conservation 
Institute for Environmental Research & Sustainable Development 
National Observatory of Athens 

Dimitris A. Charalambopoulos, MSc  MASHRAE  BEAP 
Mechanical Engineer 
EinB2014 Conference General Chair  
ASHRAE HELLENIC CHAPTER Treasurer 2014-2015 
ASHRAE Conferences & Expositions Committee 

http://ashrae.gr/einb2014.php
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Harmonized Rural and Urban Sustainable 
Development to Preserve Natural and 

Cultural Heritage - via Renewable Energy 
Sources, Energy Efficiency and BPS 

M.S. Todorović* 
Academy Of Engineering Sciences Of Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia, Permanent Guest Professor, School of Energy & 

Environment, Southeast University, Nanjing, China, Director vea-invi.ltd, Belgrade, Serbia 

 

ABSTRACT 

Paper presents new – original vision of the development potentials and patterns, which could trace reliable development and foundation of the 

harmonized rural and urban - sustainable development preserving natural and cultural heritage. Described is a pilot project which experimentally 

introduces innovative methodology based on multi-sectorial approach, encompassing connection of territories with similar development potentials and 

problems, and active participation of local communities and other relevant subjects in the development challenges of the chosen territory. Its pilot 

dimension is not only important in regional context, but should inspire projects in other regions and help national authorities to define their policies 

in a broader European Perspective so that the experience carried out in South East Europe can be beneficial not only to other European countries 

but the project background, the project goals, project content are of global importance. Paper outlines technical advances in integrated 

buildung/HVAC/RES (Renewable Energy Sourcces) technologies design and Building Performance Simulation (BPS) for integrated 

optimization of the energy efficiency and RES implementation, as well as its crucial role in the harmonious smart-grid control of RES based 

distributed energy co- and tri-generation for Zero CO2 emission “high performance” Energy Plus villages and cities planning. Further, attention 

has been drawn to the needs for holistic, large - scale renovation of existing buildings, particularly residential - both rural and at the level of the 

urban municipal energy system.  

INTRODUCTION  

An extremly intensive people migration is under way around the world, particularly in developing countries and 

developing economies. People are leaving their homes and villages and from the rural areas are moving to more and more 

dense urban centers causing a series of social, unemployment/political and economical problems to be solved by 

muniipalities, regional and local governments, businesses and policymakers. “The urbanization that happened after the 

industrial revolution in the highly-industrialized countries was much, much more gradual than urbanization is now," said 

Janice Perlman, an author and founder of the Mega-Cities Project (http://www.megacitiesproject.org/biography.php), 

adding: "Still, there was a lot of chaos and difficulty and a lot of environmental problems. But now it's just accelerated 

exponentially." 

In synergy with the outlined dramatic historic people migration and not independently but partly consequently, more 

and more often the world is wittnessing "weather extremes" with catastrophic consequences. In order to stop the global 

climatic changes and its obvious consequences, besides the energy consumption rationalization, energy saving measures 

implementation and energy efficiency improvement on all existing levels and in all energy conversion processes, it is 

necessary to develop independent, vital/elastic energy systems using exclusively environmentally friendly and clean solar 

and other renewable energy sources (RES).  

                                                           
* deresmt@eunet.rs, 381 11 2660532 
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To reduce people migration to cities and reach harmonious sustainable social and economical development is 

necessary to harmonize rural and urban development reducing differences in living conditions, including accesibility to 

energy supply, reducing and suppressing environment pollution and CO2 and other GHG emissions. Intensively and 

uniformly spread refurbishment of existing buildings in both rural and urban areas, in conjunction with renovation and 

reconstruction at master and urban planning level is necessary to reach Zero Energy (ZE building has enough minimized 

energy loads and demands to be satisfied exclusively by RES) and Energy+ (E+ or “net-positive”) and Zero CO2 Emission 

(ZE&ZCOE) buildings, and harmonius integrated sustainable rural and urban development.  

Series of research and engineering projects around the world (Hein De Haas, 2010, Westhoek H.J., M. van den Berg, 

and J.A. Bakkes. 2007, etc.) show that all around the world, in rural areas, is possible to reach ZE&ZCOE status of 

buildings, and even more - to reach EnergyPlus (E+) status, but in dense and dense urban centres in many cases it is not 

possible, and that is very important argument why rural/urban harmonization is crucial for our civilization and planet Earth 

sustainable future. Hence, the implementation of renewable energy sources (RES) and RES integrated deep energy 

refurbishment and design new E+ level buildings presents reliable model of harmonized integrated rural and urban 

development (Todorovic M.S. 2010).   

METHODOLOGY SEARCH TO APPROACH SUSTAINABLE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT 

To contribute to the preparation of political document presenting a convergence between the European and National 

priorities and goals of the Local Development Pilot Project (LDPP),† creating in the same time guidelines for sinergetic 

natural and cultural heritage protection and sustainable development of two undeveloped municipalities in Serbia 

(Despotovac and Zagubica), it is necessary to specify and define relevant specific targets and means, as follows:  

 LDPP project’s aim is to create guidelines for promoting heritage and sustainable development of Despotovac and 

Zagubica Municipalities, as well as to set up methodology for long-term harmonized integrated rural and urban sustainable 

development of local communities and corresponding wise management of their potentials.  

 To determine how development is to be traced to be sustainable, it is important to stress what is characterizing the 

Earth and the world today with the reference to the technical and technological development and related to it local, regional 

and the Earth resilience – capacity. 

Environment, energy resources and life support systems. A natural catastrophe database related to the "weather 

extremes", shows that the number of "extreme weather" events like windstorm and floods has tripled since 1980, what 

exactly classifies them more as global warming results than natural weather events. "The speed of climate change is 

underestimated at every step of the way because we had not been able to anticipate all of its subtle feedback loops, as for 

example currently occurring permafrost melting"(J. Rifkin)2. The whole Arctic-Siberian continent is permafrost-covered and 

within it are all the carbon deposits of the pre-Ice Age, which as a result of permafrost towing is going into the water and 

coming up as methane (22 times more potent than CO2 in trapping solar heat) (UNEP, 2009). The enormous increase of 

the world’s most developed nation's productivity and economic growth is based on technologies and consequently 

resources exhaustion. Hence the most developed countries with the most increased industrial systems are to be today, 

regarding the resources exhaustion and wastes production, in a most critical stage. However, reality is different. Only a few 

distinct countries and nations are crowned by the wealthy achievements and economic growth (Todorovic, M.S. 2000).  

It was in 1972 when famous three word Closing message “Only one Earth” has been delivered at the Closing Session 

of the “UN Environment Conference 1972” (WHO 2002, UNEP 2009). Today, more than forty years later reaching 

fascinating technical and technological breakthroughs in many domains, humanity is facing with more and more distinct 

and of the growing order of magnitude problems of resources exhaustion and wastes disposal. Industrialization and the 

increasing consumption of resources, spurred on by the demands for higher living standards from an exponentially growing 

                                                           
† Strasbourg, 14 February 2013, AT(2013) 032, Regional Programme on Cultural and Natural Heritage in South East Europe, Local 

Development Pilot Projects (LDPP), Strasbourg, 14 February 2013, AT(2013) 032, 
2 http://theosophy.net/group/new-economy/page/jeremy-rifkin-s-third-industrial-revolution-and-climate-

change?xg_source=activity 
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population, are polluting Earth's oceans and atmosphere, denuding forests, depleting the ozone layer of the stratosphere 

and creating intensively increasing global warming. Resources exhaustion and wastes generation and disposal are 

consequences spread nearly uniformly around the world making easy evidence that present rate of usage of the Earth's 

resources and its environment is unsustainable.  

Approximately 30–50% of total energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions result directly from operating 

buildings and 10–30% of GHG emissions are generated indirectly by the production and transport of building materials and 

components (embodied energy) and disposal of construction and demolition waste.  

In addition, life support resources of oxygen and water (freshwater in the world's lakes and rivers makes up a tiny 

fraction about 1 part in 10,000 of all the water on Earth) a vulnerable global heritage on the Earth in past, today became 

under siege and progressive degradation (Todorovic, M.S. 2000). Hence, the Earth and Humankind as a whole ia at a critical 

point to make hystoriocal crucial turn from irreversibility to reversibility, to promote and implement RES and materials 

sources, and environmental technologies – processes, not only to minimize and suppress but to stop pollutants reliese and 

recycle wastes, whenever it is possible, not only at the site of waste production, but even within process internally.  

Global warming impact on agriculture and land use. Warming is expected to lead to a northward expansion of 

suitable cropping areas and a reduction of the growing period of determinate crops (e.g. cereals), but an increase for 

indeterminate crops (e.g. root crops). Increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations will directly enhance plant productivity and 

also increase resource use efficiencies. In northern areas climate change may produce positive effects on agriculture through 

introduction of new crop species and varieties, higher crop production and expansion of suitable areas for crop cultivation. 

Disadvantages may be an increase in the need for plant protection, the risk of nutrient leaching and the turnover of soil 

organic matter (Olesen J.E. and Bindi M.2002).  

In Serbia, as the southern area, the disadvantages will, and already appeared, as predominate. The possible increase in 

water shortage and extreme weather events may cause lower harvestable yields, higher yield variability and a reduction in 

suitable areas for traditional crops. These effects may reinforce the current trends of intensification of agriculture in 

northern and Western Europe and extensification in the Southeastern parts of Europe (Olesen J.E. and Bindi M.2002). 

Policy will have to support the adaptation of European agriculture to climate change by encouraging the flexibility of land 

use, crop production, farming systems etc. In doing so, it is necessary to consider the multifunctional role of agriculture, 

and to strike a variable balance between economic, environmental and social functions in different European regions.  

Research will have further to deal with the effect on secondary factors of agricultural production, on the quality of 

crop and animal production, of changes in frequency of isolated and extreme weather events on agricultural production, 

and the interaction with the surrounding natural ecosystems. There is also a need to study combined effects of adaptation 

and mitigation strategies, and include assessments of the consequences on current efforts in agricultural policy to develop a 

sustainable organic agriculture that also preserves environmental and social values in the rural society (Olesen J.E. M.2002).   

Potential impacts of climate change on groundwater recharge and streamflow in a central European low mountain 

range are investigated. The resulting effects on mean annual groundwater recharge and streamflow are small, as increased 

atmospheric CO2 levels reduce stomatal conductance thus counteracting increasing potential evapotranspiration induced by 

the temperature rise and decreasing precipitation (Eckhardt K., Ulbrich U. 2003). There are, however, more pronounced 

changes associated with the mean annual cycle of groundwater recharge and streamflow. Due to the warming a smaller 

proportion of the winter precipitation will fall as snow. The spring snowmelt peak therefore is reduced while the flood risk in 

winter will probably increase. In summer, mean monthly groundwater recharge and streamflow are reduced by up to 50% 

potentially leading to problems concerning water quality, groundwater withdrawals and hydropower generation (Eckhardt K., 

Ulbrich U. 2003). 

Hence, concerning the climate Change Affecting Southern Europe can be given conclusions: the balance of impacts of 

climate change will be more negative in southern than in northern Europe - warming of future annual climate is greatest over 

southern Europe: severe implications for forest fire occurrence (in Serbia we had catastrophic fires last summer) and for 

human health risk of water shortage is projected to increase (Olesen J.E. and Bindi M.2002 Eckhardt K., Ulbrich U. 2003). 

Harmonized integrated rural and urban development. The most important issues for the sustainability of our 

future are related to water, soil, air purity and living space, raw materials - minerals and metals, and energy sources (Afgan 

H.N., 2010, and Todorovic, M.S. 2000). There is no doubt that fossil fuels will continue to be the key to satisfy energy 

needs until well into this century. Some of fossil fuels can be directly replaced by biofuels. This fact explains the very 
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distinct importance of agriculture and forestry biomass production and their sustainability. Sustainability of agriculture and 

food chain is strongly correlated to the land uses and natural vegetation, providing materials necessary to satisfy basic 

human needs such as food, fuel, fibre and shelter. Land uses change continually, responding to the changing demands of 

the growing population and industry needs for raw materials. Management of natural resources affects future production 

possibilities and threatens biodiversity and habitats. Deforesterisation and land degradation is to be prevented. Forestry 

products such as wood, herbs, wild fruits, nuts and berries, can be important sources of income, as well as energy, food, 

feed, vitamins and medicines.  

Intensification of farming processes in developed countries has led to overproduction associated with contamination 

and deterioration of the soil, water and vegetation. Excessive use of fossil fuels and emissions from industrial activities, 

causing pollution and global climate change, influences the sustainability of natural production systems including 

agriculture.  

Relevant regional and pilot dimension of the project. LDPP is a pilot project which experimentally introduces 

innovative methodology based on multi-sectorial approach, which includes connecting territories with similar development 

potentials and problems, as well as on active participation of local communities and other subjects included in the 

development of the chosen territory. Here is certain vision of the most attractive topics, development potentials and 

patterns, which could trace reliable approach to the harmonized - sustainable development. The pilot dimension is not only 

important in regional context, but should inspire projects in other regions and help national authorities to define their 

policies in a European Perspective so that the experience carried out in South East Europe will be beneficial to other 

European countries. However, it is to be stressed that the project background, the project goals, and project content are not 

only European, but of global importance. It is evident that very similar problems many other regions in the world are 

facing, particularly developing countries and economies.   

RES, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND BPS TO APPROACH ENERGY PLUS BUILDINGS AND VILLAGES   

Energy savings in buildings by increasing their energy efficiency is extremely important because of buildings high 

share in the national overall energy use and the obtainable extremely large energy savings. Miniaturization and distributed 

energy production based on the RES integrated energy system, have vital role in such model to be applied in new and in 

existing buildings. But, their efficient and economical introduction must be preceded by the energy efficiency optimization 

to the level of minimum energy demands, implementing all known and available measures, knowledge, technologies and 

energy efficient systems and equipment.  

Energy is mainly consumed during the use stage of buildings. A smaller percentage of the energy use is for materials 

manufacturing, construction and demolition (known as embodied energy). Important additional fact is that building sector 

not only has the largest potential for reduction of GHG emissions, but also that potential is relatively independent of the 

cost per ton of CO2eqv. achieved (IPCC 2007). Hence, well planned and realized buildings sector Energy Efficiency Action 

plans (EEAP) and/or National Energy Efficiency Action Plan/Building Sector (NEEAP/BS for the period 2012 and 2018 

(Todorovic M.S. 2010 and 2010) can be the most important action planning contribution to achieve effectively energy 

savings in countries and the world as a whole. Energy-related impacts of buildings must be considered in their life-cycle 

analysis focusing all factors relevant for energy use, and CO2 and other GHG emissions, implementing a holistic approach 

to determine and analyse total building performance: energy flows and interactions between the different systems of 

buildings – HVAC&R and other technical systems, as well as focusing a multiple-domain comfort and IEQ (thermal, light, 

air quality, acoustics, noise, ionizing and electromagnetic radiation, etc.). Further, attention has to be drawn to the needs for 

holistic, large - scale renovation of existing buildings, particularly residential - both rural and at the level of the urban 

municipal energy system.  

There are financially supported ongoing programs on the energy efficiency and renewable energy sources, any 

prediction about the possible overall savings is not easy to be made, because the statistics on the energy consumption on 

neither group of buildings was not available, particularly not in NEEAP/BS requested form (Todorovic M.S. 2010, 

NEEAP/B).    
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Household sector - public and commercial activities, excluding agriculture have been in permanent growth in the 

observed period. Private, domestic and foreign investment in Serbian urban centers resulted in an attractive development, 

particularly combined multipurpose type of buildings – commercial with the office, shopping and luxurious residential 

areas, with enormous installed HVAC power. However, design of some of these buildings did follow the most rigorous EU 

energy efficiency standards and became in that sense landmark in the region (example of the reconstruction of USCE 

center, although total glazed building has specific heating loads less than 50 W/m2, and specific heating demand annually 

less than 50 kWh/m2). This tendency is evident in currently designed buildings. In the most of recently designed buildings 

the average consumption of heating energy is predicted to be under 100 kWh/m2.  

Building performance simulation (BPS) in design or redesign, reconstruction and refurbishment phase is to encompass 

all relevant building domains: building intrinsic performances (energy consumption, acoustics, etc.); occupant comfort; and 

life cycle impacts assessment (LCIA), which characterises the environmental impacts of building energy consumption, the 

construction materials and processes occurring during the LC (including the construction, use, maintenance and 

deconstruction phases). BPS is a powerful method and technique for predicting building’s dynamic behavior, building’s 

energy efficiency and RES integration optimization. BPS enables building’s environmental technologies and sustainability 

harmonization (Clark A. Miller, 2007).   

TRADITIONAL RURAL HOUSES CHALLENGE TO CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTS 

The influence of architecture on people is huge and far-reaching. At the end of the 60’s and the beginning of the 70’s 

of the 20th century many scarecrow houses were built all over Balkan (Fig. 1). These settlements had been built according 

to needs of people and the community, in harmony with nature and the milieu. Manners and forms of building in one 

nation and in one culture are not created by chance but are results of crystallization which lasted for millenniums.  

It would be a challenge for contemporary architects to be asked to start planning houses representing the 

reminiscence of traditional village houses heritage (Fig. 1. in Serbia and Romania and in Fig. 2 in Montenegro). 

Romania house (third in the second row in Fig. 1.) successfully participated in 2012 in Solar Decathlon Europe in Madrid, 

and its inspiration was Romanian Prisba (forth in the second row in Fig. 1). The house is the mirror of the people who live 

in it, a psychological, social, material, and spyritual.  

Is it possible that spirit to catch and transpose it in a modern house, but taking in account that the style and the 

rhythm of a modern man’s life are much different than they were in earlier times. We have not to go back to heritage and 

tradition, but to start with them - to transpose the inherited and to develop it to modern needs, to the modern itself, which 

must not be an empty shell, and especially not formal and lifeless architecture. The old houses were generally built out of 

material that could be found in the nearby milieu. Skillfully used material from natural milieu and respecting the 

characteristics of the climate, exquisite architectural results were achieved. The famous labelling program LEED is based on 

the same logic and its aim is to promote sustainable buildings concerning IEQ, environment protection and energy. The 

study of the traditional buildings of all nations in the world are justifying the first basic principle of sustainable architecturee 

- small is beautiful. 

Sustainable ZE-Eco-Settlement methodology – a case study. Synergetic study on the energy and environment’s 

constrains relevant to a settlement’s sustainability in a rural coastal area in Montengero has been conducted (Todorovic S.M. 

2010). Multidisciplinary engineering assessment to approach sustainable zero energy eco-settlement’s feasibility has been 

developed. Performed investigation did encompass technical feasibility of a construction of a sustainable Net Zero Energy 

Settlement at the Mediterranean Sea. Building’s dynamic behavior and energy efficiency have been studied and optimized by 

the BPS - Building Performance Simulation, resulting in very significant reduction of thermal loads of the initial 

architectural designs.  
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Fig. 1. Traditional rural houses in Serbia and Romania - architecture, construction types and materials  

Proceeded integrated multidisciplinary engineering study did result in preliminary design of a sustainable settlement of 

energy efficient Net Zero Energy Buildings and did confirm technical feasibility of village’s sustainable energy and water 

supply by the reliable implementation of solar PV and wind technologies, including PV powered sea water desalination. 

Finally, it has been shown that HVAC (heat pumps using sea water as a heat source/sink) and other building’s technical 

systems can be effectively and efficiently powered exclusively by RES (solar thermal, PV, wind and biomass) and that the 

water recycling by the bio-aquatic water treatment is closing feasibility of the village sustainability.  

     

Fig. 2. Traditional houses and their ruins in dead villages at the Adriatic coast in Montenegro  

Approach Optimization Tasks are to address: construction’s energy efficiency, non-transparent and glazing’s 
characteristics relevant for heat transfer, controlled air infiltration, solar radiation, and visible light penetration; HVAC, 
energy supply systems and RES energy efficiency optimization via BPS; RES technical potentials and building’s RES 
integration/construction technologies optimization including and not neglecting any of the locally available RES; systems of 
water supply (sea water for technical use, desalination for drinking & sanitary use, and usage of rain water), sewerage, 
purification and use of waste water via complete water recycling. 

Bioclimatic - Energy Conscious Architecture  addresses:  thermal mass and energy storage, compact forms; controlled solar 
radiation access by shading; use of water surfaces and plants bio-cover; tightness and natural ventilation/controlled 
infiltration; heat/cool thermal storage and natural cooling using mechanical and combined ventilation.  
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Integrated Sustainable Zero Energy Village Buildings Design – Building/HVAC and Other technical systems/Energy supply include:  

 BPS & optimization of buildings thermal behavior dynamics; models of TMY on local hydro-meteorological data;  

 Thermal heating and cooling loads/power; required installed power of HVAC/technical system’s; energy supply 

system power & related investment;  

 Potential and availability of specific RES energy fluxes, their inter-relation and dependence on the distribution, 

form and size of the situated buildings structures, and of the possible micro-climatic changes by greening and 

watering aimed to reduce thermal loads and increase energy efficiency.  

In addition, addressed is to be importance of the embodied energy and Life Cycle CO2 emission as well as life Cycle 

Health Assessment for a holistic buildings, and integrated determination and balancing of buildings direct and indirect use 

of energy during their life - cycle.  

Technical – Technological Systems cover: System of electrical lighting & related electrical installations; preparation & heating 
system of sanitary water; HVAC in regard to specific needs for the realization & control of the indoor air quality and 
comfort conditions; system of efficient and cost-effective usage of available RES; system of efficient and economical 
technical use of sea water, sea water desalination, and system for rain water collection and usage; sewage system and waste 
water treatment and purification.  

URBAN RESIDENTIAL – MUNICIPAL RES INTEGRATED REFURBISHMENT 

Numerous residential buildings erected during the period of intensive construction in New Belgrade, from 1950s to 

1980s, have become dilapidated and completely untended. Many of them have visibly damaged façades, moisture 

penetration into the walls and lack of indoor comfort, primarily inadequate air temperature with high infiltration of outdoor 

air, regardless of extremely high energy consumption for heating from the Belgrade district heating system and high 

consumption of energy for air-conditioning units (80 – 90 % appartments have), leading to the alarming increase of peak 

loads in the electricity network during the summer period. New Belgrade residential buildings area is covering 4.096ha. 

Within the exclusively high rise residential buildings are approx 90.000 dwellings with total dwellings area of 5.000.000 sq. 

meters 90 % of dwelling are within Belgrade’s District Heating System (DHS) Todorovic M.S. 2012).  

The aim of the project was an architectural revitalization (retrofitting) through the application of measures and 

technologies for improving and providing energy efficiency on the quality level which will ensure cost effective integration 

of renewable energy sources - RES utilization (Todorovic M.S, 2012).    

A four-floor building with 7 entrances and three substations of the district heating system was chosen as a typical 

residential building. For several scenarios of the building construction, computer models were created and calculations were 

made, for meteorological data of the typical meteorological year (TMY) of Belgrade, such as: МО1 – model of the building 

according to the design of 1969; МО0 – model of the building approximately as it is today; МО1 - МО5 are building of the 

improved construction’s energy efficiency; and М – model in accordance with the data obtained from Belgrade DHS plant 

regarding energy consumption of the building concerned.   

     

Fig. 3. Belgrade’s Residential Building Existing Façade (left), PV integrated (middle ST), right (opaque)   
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The results of the performed calculations are presented on Fig. 4. Results (left) show that with the reference to the 

basic model МО0 specific heating losses are reduced  4 times (from MO0 to MO5), and specific heat gains are reduced 

more than 4 times. Hence, installed heating power of the DHS heat exchanger in DHS substation in buildings after 

refurbishment is to be 4 times smaller, and similar order of magnitude will be reduction of necessary installed power of air-

conditioning split units. Diagram on the Fig. 4. (right) shows that the annual energy demand for heating is reduced also 

by 4 times by improving the building’s envelope. Furthermore, there is a good accordance of the results of energy 

consumption determined by the dynamic simulations (MO0) with the measured consumption (M) at the DHS substation’s 

heat exchanger.   

Diagram on the Fig. 4. (left) shows also that the cooling power demand determined by the simulations is very close 

to the power of installed air-conditioning units. Presented results confirm significance and magnitude of possible effects of 

the project implementation, not only on the energy saving of residential buildings, but on the entire energy consumption in 

Belgrade, as well as on the other 57 cities with district heating systems and with identical situation concerning building’s 

wastage of thermal and electrical energy (Todorovic B. M. 2012).   

By the preformed BPS predicted building’s refurbishment results are excellent approval that approach to 

refurbishment can successfully lead to the effective integration of solar energy utilization. Namely, not only reduced loads 

by the refurbished envelope’s thermal features, but the fact that building’s envelope construction attacked by the moisture 

penetration needs intervention/reconstruction to the ventilated façade offer challenge to perform “Synergetic 

refurbishment approach” increasing energy efficiency and integrated solar energy utilization.  

Concerning the construction works and existing building structure statics, low weight PV cells and PV system’s 

simplicity would make it the most appropriate of the solar technologies candidate to be integrated in renewed façade. As the 

most cost-effective variant of interventions for architectural and energy reconstruction of the analyzed “case building” has 

been selected complete construction of a new residential floor (as financial potential source of funding by selling new-built 

apartments), ending with the green roof or the roof plate that contains photovoltaic panels for electricity generation. For 

the Belgrade Typical Meteorological Year, implementing BPS have been determined incident solar global radiation and 

potentially produced electricity by the BIPV (Table 1). 

  

Figure 4. Specific: heating and cooling loads (left) and annual heating and cooling energy demand (right)  

Potential BIPV electricity. For the Belgrade TMY (Typical Meteorological Year) conditions, implementing BPS by 

dynamic simulations have been determined incident solar global radiation and potentially produced electricity by the PV 

panels integrated in the building’s façade. In the Table 1 are presented for the determined BIPV area values of installed 

power and yearly produced electricity, obtained by the TRNSYS simulations. 

The main relevant characteristics of selected PV modules type BP SX 3195 are: Maximal power 195W; Voltage on 

Pmax 24,4V; Current at Pmax 7,96A; Short-circuit current 8,6A; Open-circuit current 30,7V; and Area is 1,41 m2. For the 

Belgrade TMY, implementing BPS have been determined incident solar global radiation and potentially produced electricity 
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by the BIPV – integrated PV in the building’s facade. For the total installed area on the west oriented facade of 1310 square 

meters total installed PV power potential for selected PV cells/panels is 179,7 kW. One third of that power would be 

enough to power all existing AC split units in the same building. Thus, obtained result is more than significant justification 

to proceed with development of the “Cost Effective Solar Integrated Refurbishment of Residential Buildings in New 

Belgrade” and to accomplish fully integrated residential/municipal energy refurbishment, encompassing as follows:  

a. The facade’s synergetic reconstruction to the highly thermally insulated PV integrated “ventilated – façade” did 

result in significant reduction of heating and cooling loads in building  4 times with the reference to the existing; 

replacement of heat exchanger (4 times lower capacity and of higher energy efficiency at the current technology level) in 

building’s substation of DHS). Thus liberated 75 – 80% of the existing installed DH capacity could be directed to other 

users - new built space in the same “Case building” or other new buildings spaces within the Belgrade municipal DHS.  

b. As New Belgrade has been built on “ground-water” existing air-source/sink split units are to be replaced by the 

ground-water heat pump (HP), resulting in reduction of necessary electrical power – order of the COP ratio change related 

to the source/sink (air/ground-water) temperature difference. Also, ground water PV powered HP can be used energy 

efficiently for heating in certain periods of year, what will further contribute to the DHS demand reduction and in the same 

time further increase of the renewable energy balance.  

Table 1. Installed BIPV area, power and annually produced electricial energy  

Surface 

Orientation 

Angle 

Deg. 

Surface  

Area m2 

PV area 

m2 

Installed  

Power kW 

Produced Energy 

kWh/m2 year 

West 90 700 697,9 96,5 49015 

West 90 370 366,6 50,7 25908 

West 90 240 239,6 33,2 16805 

As in the design conditions, one third of the potentially integrated PV panels would be enough to power all existing 

AC split units in the same building, there are prospects when there is surplus of produced electricity by the integrated PV 

for the HP operation with the reference to the HP demand, to use PV electricity for lighting, and appliances, etc. or even 

send it to the electrical grid, further increasing the renewable energy balance and cost-effectiveness of selling PV power at 

the very attractive Feed-in Tariff prices.  

CONCLUSIONS - RES INTEGRATED REFURBISHMENT AND DISTRIBUTED ENERGY
+ GENERATION  

Urban energy+ generation potential. Presented review of the case study of the RES integrated retrofit of one urban 

(not dense) residential housing in Belgrade did show that improvement of building envelope and structure thermal features, 

will result in reduction of specific heating demand and DH-district heating energy consumption. Thus District heating 

system can increase own heating capacity for the same amount of thermal power and delived energy. Integration of PV 

panels non-transparent on the opaque parts and semi-transparent as the second facade on the appropriately oriented 

external walls will result in installation of significant PV electricity to power AC split units, and substitute EDB’s grid-

electricity. Further example (elaborated in NEEAP (Todorovic S. M. 2010, US-Aid) of potential harmonious larger installed 

scale PV integrated refurbishment of existing residential buildings could be assessment results presented in the Table 2. 

(Relevant data on the PV panels area, installed PV Power and potential electricity production).  

Necessary financing formula can be obtained on the similar way like in EU countries by joining financial support of 

the PPP type. Within the project implementation, concurrently with the basic activities defined above, other activities would 

be carried out, those important for the program interconnection and functioning along with the development and 

contingent consideration of necessary modifications of the housing system management on the level of the municipality of 

New Belgrade and the entire city of Belgrade as well as in other cities in Serbia.  

Rural energy+ generation potential. In rural areas, mainly in all countries around the world, distributed houses can 

be RES integrated refurbished to become Energy+, producing more energy, particularly electriral than they are using. 

Scoring and monitoring results of recently held Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 (SDE 2014) did show extreme values of 

produced and used electricity ratios. Similar to the energy balance results of the SDE 2012 much more was electricity sent 
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to the grid than used. During the 14 days that lasted the previous SDE 2012 (Second European) competition, the solar 

houses produced, 1,5 - 3 times more energy than the energy they consumed, exclusively with solar energy, and at the La 

Cité du Soleil® in Versailles in Paris the surplus energy exported to the grid was even higher. 

Interelated interdisciplinary experience in implemented project approaches within the reviewed case studies, can 

provide certain valuable advances in applied knowledge and generalization atemps addressing methodology development 

related, particularly to the sustainability criteria and indicators deteminration relevant for the harmonized integrated rural 

and urban sustainable development. Elements of it present in the same time initial knowledge basis and are intrinsic to the 

natural and cultural heritage protection and to the sustainability approach generally. To set up methodology for long-term 

sustainable development of local communities – crucially important is detemiination of the relevant criteria and indicators 

for wise management of their potentials. 

Table 2. Potential distributed larger scale PV integrated refurbishment of existing residential buildings data  

Total buildings useful area  m2 3.302.895 

Total annual amount of heating energy use/demand before 
refurbishment  

MWh 412.861,893 

Total annual amount of heating energy use/demand after 
refurbishment 

MWh 137.620,631 

Annually saved energy for heating  MWh 275.241,262 

Specific heating demand before the building’s energy 
efficiency improvement  

kWh/m2 year   
120 

Reduced specific heating demand after the building’s energy 
efficiency improvement 

kWh/m2 year   
40 

Totla area of installed PV panels  m2 412.000 

Installed PV power  MW 56,610 

Annually produced PV electricity  kWh 29.063.430,77 

Costs of the buildings Energy Efficiency improvements of 
construction 30 – 60 € / m2 

3.302.895 x 30 to 60 € 99.086.860 to 
198.173.700 

BIPV PV panels cost  412.000 x 200 € 82.400.000 € 

PV Integrated refurbishment estimated total costs  € 181.986.860 to 
280.573.700 € 

It can be concluded that to develop buildings and housing approaching ZE and Energy Plus neighbourhoods and 

settlements and sustainable regional society and economy as a WHOLE is neccesary:  

 Development of the integrating sustainability and heritage buildings conservation models (for the new-design 

buildings and existing buildings). 

 Development of the models of the ZE&ZCO2  emission new designed houses and refurbishment models for the 

existing residential houses, for both types (low-rise and multi-appartment houses), as well as development of similar models 

for new designed and existing commercial and non-heritage public buildings. 

Zero CO2 emission sustainable Economy development is to be based on the:  

 Development of the Zero Carbon Village - energy autarcic settlement design and construction model, by the 

development and demonstration of a totally CO2 neutral and energy selfsufficient residential area. 

 Research and development of the prefabricated Zero energy buildings components. The focus of the research is 

put on industrialized modular mass production of "Zero Carbon Houses", energy organic healthy food production. 

Namely, in environmentally clean and climate very favorable environment in this area Homolje is destined for organically 

grown food of high biological quality. Such food can become the most important element of the economic, commercial and 

tourist offer, a substantial share of the motive tourist visits and eventually incoming residence.  

 Unique beauty of the region’s natural heritage, rural landscape, make offer internationally for the investment in the 

resourt motels, villas and dwellings construction. 
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 Cultural heritage of the Resava-Mlava region: numerous archaeological sites, medieval monasteries and churches of 

great importance, rare medieval manuscripts, many buildings of traditional construction, historical industrial landscape, 

settlements, museum, archaeological and ethnological collections.  

 Creation and production artistic souvenirs related to the nonmaterial cultural heritage including various and diverse 

rituals and customs, unique motives on bread and picturesque myths and legends, creation and production of national 

costumes, traditional crafts for export.  
Finally crucial for fully holistic sustainable integrated rural and urban development is preservation of both natural and 

cultural heritage including the very special role of historic buildings. Historic buildings are inherently sustainable. 

Preservation maximizes the use of existing materials and infrastructure, reduces waste, and preserves the historic character 

of older towns and cities. Sustainability begins with preservation. Historic buildings were traditionally designed with many 

sustainable features that responded to climate and site. When effectively restored and reused, these features can bring about 

substantial energy savings. Taking into account historic buildings' original climatic adaptations, today's sustainable 

technology can supplement inherent sustainable features without compromising unique historic character. 

Preservation keeps history and culture alive. The public benefits of both preservation and sustainability are very clear 

and that is explanation why these goals go together. Museums house the treasures of world history and are showcases of 

our cultural heritage. They are often buildings of great importance and representative of the culture of their society. In the 

context of energy and environment museums not only constitute a large number of tens of thousands of buildings in 

Europe, but are also visited by millions of people. Consequently, they have a great significance further to culture for the 

tourist economy and they are of tremendous importance as the demonstration and educational potential.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the first steps of a project that focuses on the research and development of high energy-efficient building elements, assessed under 
integrated protection criteria and life cycle design aspects. More specifically, it concerns a holistic approach in designing and evaluating the building 
elements of new and existing constructions in Greece, with regard to their energy, hygrothermal, fire and environmental performances.Apart from 
the knowledge and the theoretical results that will be derived during the project, there are also more practical products, such as a catalogue and 
computational tools with numerous constructional details and information regarding their thermophysical, hygrothermal, fire resistance and 
environmental properties. These tools are very useful for all engineers, especially during the design and the decision-making phases of a new building 
or a renovation project. The expected products of the proposed project will not only act as a guideline for the technical community, but it will 
promote the use of building materials, which are efficient from every aspect of view.  

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the first steps of SYNERGY project that focuses on the research and the development of high 
energy-efficient building elements, assessed under integrated protection criteria and life cycle design aspects. More 
specifically, it concerns a holistic approach in designing and evaluating the building elements of new and existing 
constructions in Greece, with regard to their energy, hygrothermal, fire and environmental performances.  

The SYNERGY program is funded by the Action COOPERATION 2011 of the National Strategic Reference 
Framework. This Action supports the cooperation between enterprises and research institutions of the country, through the 
joint implementation of research and technology projects that promote green development, competitiveness and 
extroversion of Greek enterprises, as well as improve the quality of life of the citizens. Key objective of the Action is the 
motivation of the private sector to undertake Research and Development activities and increase the funding from own 
resources. It is elaborated by two academic units of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (the Laboratory of Building 
Construction and Physics and the Laboratory of Metal Structures) and two SMEs, FIBRAN, which plays a leading role as a 
producer of insulation materials both in Greece and in Europe, and TESSERA MULTIMEDIA, an ICT company that is 
active on the development of software and applications as well as on web design.  

The project started on the beginning of 2013 and is going to last 30 months. During this period a detailed analysis of 
all building elements met in the majority of constructions in Greece will be conducted with reference to their energy, 
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hygrothermal, fire and environmental performances, as well as catalogues and computational tools for their properties’ 
estimation will be developed. Although the above aspects may have been studied individually in the past, there is still a lack 
of information regarding their combination at a national and international basis, which has led to the vulnerability of their 
proper practical implementation. 

It has to be highlighted that such an approach is crucial for the development of efficient buildings in the view of the 
implementation of the forthcoming EPBD recast, which aims at the promotion of nearly zero energy buildings and the 
enhancement of their environmental characteristics during their entire life cycle. Apart from the knowledge and the 
theoretical results that will derive during the project, there are also more practical products, such as the catalogues and the 
computational tools with numerous constructional details and information regarding their thermophysical, hygrothermal, 
fire resistance and environmental properties. These tools are very useful for all engineers, especially during the design and 
the decision-making phases of a new building or a renovation project. In fact, their importance will come to light in a few 
years, when the design and the construction of a building will take into account several energy related criteria due to the 
near zero-energy building requirements.  

THE SYNERGY CURRENT AND FUTURE OUTCOMES 

Within the context of the SYNERGY project all the common construction element configurations that can be found 
in the building envelope of typical Greek buildings (load bearing elements, walls, roofs, floors) have been recorded, 
designed and systematically classified. In order to include the vast majority of building typologies in Greece, buildings with 
bearing elements made of reinforced concrete and steel have been studied. Additionally, the study refers to new building 
constructions (with envelope elements thermally protected according to the requirements of the building energy 
performance legislation) as well as to existing buildings with poor or no insulation protection. Beyond the 180 construction 
details that have been produced for the individual building elements, details of their junctions have been elaborated, giving 
all necessary information for the appropriate layers’ succession, the associated materials and the finishes. An example of the 
produced details is shown in Figure 1, representing the individual building component, i.e. a flat roof, and Figure 2, 
portraying the junction between a vertical and a horizontal building element, i.e. between the wall and the flat roof.  

The holistic approach employed in the SYNERGY project for the evaluation of the building elements’ performance 
includes the aspects of energy efficiency, hygrothermal behaviour, resistance to fire and environmental impact. The 
examined parameters and the methodologies that are used for the analysis are described below for each individual issue. 

1. Lime-cement mortar
2. Reinforced concrete
3. Vapour barrier
4. Thermal insulation
5. Polyethylene membrane
6. Lightweight concrete for slopes
7. Cement based leveling compound
8. Water proofing membrane
9. Geotextile
10. Cement mortar
11. Cement tiles

Figure 1. Construction detail of a conventional flat roof. 
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1. Lime-cement mortar
2. Thermal insulation for walls
3. Reinforced concrete
4. Brick masonry
5. Cement tiles
6. Cement mortar
7. Geotextile
8. Water proofing membrane
9. Cement based leveling compound
10. Lightweight concrete for slopes
11. Polyethylene membrane
12. Thermal insulation for roof
13. Vapour barrier
14. Reinforced concrete
15 Marble tile 
16. Cement mortar

Figure 2. Construction detail of the junction between the vertical wall elements and the flat roof.

The energy performance of the building elements 

The energy performance of a building element is mainly represented by the value of its thermal transmittance (U-
value), which is defined as the rate at which the heat transfer is conducted through its unit area per temperature difference 
between its two sides. The U-value is the reciprocal of the total thermal resistance of the building component, RT, i.e. the 
values of thermal resistance of all layers that constitute the building component, Ri, as well as of the inner (Rsi) and the 
outer surface (Rse) of the building component (eq 1). The thermal resistance of each layer is equal to the ratio between its 
width (d) and the thermal conductivity (ƫ) of its material, whereas the thermal resistance of the outer and inner surface of 
the component differentiate with regard to the direction of heat flow (ISO 2007a). 

ܷ ൌ ଵ
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ൌ ଵ
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(1) 

Within the project’s context, the U-value of each building element that has been identified and included in the analysis 
was calculated for different widths and thermophysical characteristics of the thermal insulation layer. For the remaining 
layers, the conventional widths and materials used in Greek constructions were taken into account. Given that among the 
objectives of the current project is to deliver catalogues and tools for engineers, a practical table was formulated for each 
building element, presenting the building element assembly along with the layers’ configuration and a matrix presenting the 
thermal transmittance values that are derived for the different widths and thermal conductivity values of thermal insulation, 
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as shown in Figure 3. The width of thermal insulation starts from 0.0m, representing existing buildings with no thermal 
protection and continues with a width that ranges from 0.03m to 0.14m with a step of 0.01m. For the thermal conductivity, 
typical values of the insulation materials that are available in the Greek market were taken into account, i.e. values ranging 
from 0.027 W/(m K) to 0.055 W/(m K) with step of 0.02 W/(m K), as well as the values 0.065 W/(m K), 0.075 W/(m K) 
and 0.085 W/(m K). The combinations of d and ƫ that result in U-values lower than the maximum allowed values per 
climatic zone are indicated in the matrix with different color. The practical merit of this matrix is that the engineer can make 
a quick estimate of the required thermal insulation, while at the same time the accurate and comprehensive construction 
detail is at hand.     

Furthermore, one can perceive at what extent the thermal behaviour of the existing buildings can be enhanced, since 
such constructions have either inadequate (i.e. 0.03 m – 0.04 m) or no thermal protection. This information can be of great 
interest, since due to the expected adaptation of the national legislation on the thermal protection requirements to the 
EPBD recast, it is very likely to expect significant decrease of maximum acceptable heat transfer coefficients in some Greek 
climatic zones. In every case, the direct assessment of the energy performance of the construction elements with enhanced, 
conventional and limited thermal protection can present the potential benefits that can arise from the thermal insulation of 
existing buildings. 

Beyond the thermal transmittance, another significant parameter for the evaluation of the overall thermal behaviour of 
the building envelope is the estimation of the linear thermal transfer coefficient of the thermal bridges located in composite 
building elements and at the intersection between the construction elements. Thermal bridges are more intense in areas 
where the thermal flow is increased due to the geometry of the building envelope or due to significant differences in 
thermal resistance of the adjacent elements in contact. Especially in Greek building constructions, thermal losses due to the 
existence of thermal bridges are very important due to the presence of relatively many balconies in the building facades that 
interrupt the continuity of the thermal protection and due to the dominant construction practice (external thermal 
protection of bearing, concrete elements and cavity insulation in walls). 

The influence of thermal bridges in the energy performance of the building envelope is taken into account by the 
linear thermal transmittance coefficient Ƙ. Values of Ƙ for certain construction elements joints had been calculated for 
typical configurations of the Greek constructions and are included in an atlas published by the Technical Chamber of 
Greece. However, this atlas provide values only for the case of buildings with concrete bearing elements and brick walls, 
while it neglects the influence of the material thickness and thermal properties on the linear thermal transfer coefficient. 
This information is of great importance in cases where, beyond the fulfilment of regulation requirements, a more accurate 
estimation of the building’s actual heating and cooling needs is required.  

Within the context of the SYNERGY project, the linear thermal transmittance encountered at the junctions between 
the examined construction elements -and their variations- have been calculated, resulting in a prolonged atlas for thermal 
bridges. Moreover, the Ƙ values resulting for different widths of thermal insulation have been calculated, and in parallel the 
possible positions of the thermal insulation layers are taken into account. For every examined case, apart from the 
calculation of the linear thermal transmittance, the temperature profile within the construction element is calculated and 
presented on the elements’ cross-section. This representation has a twofold merit: firstly it assists non-specialists to 
understand the thermal bridging effect and secondly it constitutes valuable information when estimating the probability of 
vapour condensation. 

The calculations of Ƙ values and the temperature profiles within the joint building elements were conducted with the 
help of a 2-D energy analysis software and in line with ISO 10211. The presentation of the results for each building element 
follows the example of Figure 4.  
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Figure 3. A practical table for estimating the thermal transmittance of a particular building element for different widths and thermal 
conductivity values of the thermal insulation material. 

Figure 4. The temperature distribution at the junction of a flat roof and a vertical wall element and the resulting values of linear thermal 
transmittance Ƙ for various widths of thermal insulation.  
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Apart from the different widths and positions of the thermal insulation layer, different finishes of the vertical building 
elements were taken into account into the study, representing the most common façade configurations, i.e. conventional 
coating (cement-lime mortar), decorative ceramic tiles and natural stones. It is assumed that the latter are installed on the 
building façade with the help of a metallic grid, which forms either a close, unventilated or a ventilated air gap. 

The hygrothermal performance of the building elements 

The study of the hygrothermal behaviour of the building elements reflects their performance against the presence, 
accumulation and variation of moisture in their mass or on their surface, as these phenomena are induced by various 
factors. More specifically, two main axes can be discerned: the estimation of vapour condensation risk inside and on the 
surface of the building elements, as well as their performance against rain and driving rain.  

For the estimation of vapor condensation risk a calculation tool has been developed. It can be used for the 
determination of the temperature and the vapour pressure profiles prevailing across the building element, as well as the risk 
of interstitial condensation. If the latter occurs, the amount of the condensation is calculated, along with the amount of 
evaporation. The comparison between the condensation and evaporation rates follows, which indicates whether moisture is 
accumulated in the building element on an annual basis. The algorithm employed by the tool is in line with the international 
standards (ISO 2012, ISO 2007b). The basic steps are summarized as follows: 

x Selection of the boundary conditions for the building element analysis (i.e. city, for the climatic data, and 
usage density, for the vapour production). 

x Determination of the building element’s position and composing layers, as well as the materials of each layer. 
The tool is equipped with a database containing the common building elements and materials, which can be 
enriched with new assemblies. 

x Calculation of the saturation vapour pressure and the water vapour pressure (Figure 5) for the assessment of 
the interstitial condensation phenomenon on a monthly basis. 

x If interstitial condensation occurs, the first month of the condensation is determined. The accumulated 
condensate is calculated till the rate of condensation becomes negative, i.e. till evaporation occurs.   

x Determination of the condensation and evaporation rates on an annual basis in order to assess whether 
moisture remains in the building element. 

Additionally, the performance of the building components against rain for the horizontal elements and driving rain for 
the vertical elements are studied. The accumulation of moisture in building components due to rain water may occur 
not only in horizontal but also in vertical elements; the latter ones are affected by the moisture load induced by driving 
rain. The horizontal building components examined in the context of the research project are effectively protected 
against rain and therefore the study is limited to vertical building components. The approach adopted is the 
assessment of water accumulation risk inside each element due to driving rain. Towards this assessment, the main 
question dealt with is the quantity of water that can be absorbed by each component under the influence of various 
driving rain loads (combinations of driving rain intensities and driving rain incidents’ duration). The calculation of this 
quantity comprises a series of simplifications and assumptions. The core of the mathematical background of the 
calculation has been developed on the basis of the sharp front model theory (Hall et al. 1995, Hall et al. 1996, Janssen 
2012) and on relationships derived for the description of rain water absorption by an exterior surface (Blocken & 
Carmeliet 2012). The mathematical formulations used for the calculations were derived on these bases with the 
appropriate modifications, when needed, in order to be readily usable in terms of the available material data and also 
take into consideration the necessary parameters. 
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Figure 5. The water vapour diffusion and the saturation vapour pressure in a multi-layer building element, when no interstitial
condensation occurs. 

The fire resistance performance of the building elements 

This project investigates the thermal response of building elements under fire conditions. These conditions 
correspond to well-known forcing functions (Eurocodes) that delineate the evolution of temperatures in the time domain. 
It is critical to point out that the propagation and spread of fire from one side to another is a highly complicated and 
multifaceted procedure. As it is clear, the prediction technique to quantify the behaviour of fire and to define the means to 
diminish the impact of fire on people, property, and the environment is exceedingly important. In order to carry out this 
study FDS is employed; Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of fire-driven fluid 
flow developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The above software solves numerically a 
form of the Navier-Stokes equations appropriate for low-speed, thermally-driven flow, with an emphasis on smoke and heat 
transport from fires. The exploitation of CFD and FEM research models is essential in order to predict precisely the actual 
fire scenario, determine accurately the time-history temperatures at each discrete point (evolution of temperature profiles 
T(t)) and override the demand to conduct large-scale fire experiments. 

In this study several building elements, of new and existing constructions in Greece, are studied under the EC1 
standard curve. The analysed building elements refer to typical structures and materials adopted in the Greek region. For 
each building element the temperatures are calculated at specific cross sections of the assumed geometries. These cross 
sections correspond to: (a) the masonry formed by perforated bricks, (b) the concrete beams of the building fabric and (c) 
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the horizontal concrete slabs. The current examination is focused on the transient fire resistance analysis of the above 
assemblies, while the following aspects are assessed: 

1. The influence of the type of the insulation material (expanded polystyrene EPS or rockwool MW).
2. The geometrical characteristics (varying thickness) of the insulation material.
3. The position of the insulation material (internal surface, centre and external surface).

In Figure 6(a)-(b) the evolution of temperatures for a representative cross section of a building element is illusrated. 
Although many of the above issues have been studied in the past, there is a lack of information on their combination. This 
setback, which leads to the vulnerability of designing efficiently building envelopes, is intended to be answered within the 
context of this project. The extracted outcomes are critical in order to lessen the fire risk of buildings that express the 
construction practice in Greece. At last, recommendations for the determination of the efficient use of fire insulation 
materials and the benefits that can be obtained in comparison to non-insulated structural elements will be provided. 

The environmental performance of the building elements 

Under this task the aim is to study and estimate the environmental impact in the different levels of building materials, 
elements and whole buildings, according to life cycle principles, with the use of LCA tools. The intention is to show clear 
results and provide useful practical information of the environmental performance of the building materials, elements and 
whole buildings to engineers and to construction industry professionals. 

In accordance with the principles of sustainable construction, the minimization and reduction of the impacts on 
nature and environment depends on the performance of the building during all the phases of its life. It is well known that 
the life-cycle of a building is a process, which starts with the formulation of a need to build and the preliminary planning. 
The phase of construction itself covers a rather short period, in contrast to the use and reuse of various building elements 
and buildings as wholes, eventually ending in the demolition of the building and waste management, or deconstruction and 
reuse of building elements. During every phase of the life cycle, decisions are made concerning the performance of the 
building, with or without consideration of the full potential impacts of these decisions. The LCA is a technique that 
evaluates the inputs and outputs of raw material and emissions in each step of the material life, adding the resource 
extraction impact and the emission of pollutants. Its origin is the immediate products industry and it was adapted to the 
environmental evaluations of building. However, the construction process, the use and demolition of the buildings are still 
more or less artisanal, and there is no precise information on the inputs and outputs of resources and emissions. On the 
other hand, the performance and the operation of a building depend on the integrity of each building system, which 
consists of materials, connections and interfaces. As the application of LCA in the construction industry is based on the 
analysis of each material used in the construction system, the result of this analysis is the sum of partial results of each 
material. However, a building is formed by constructive systems that are connected, forming the whole. For this reason, the 
positive outcome of the evaluation of materials does not guarantee that a building system composed of these materials is 
also positive. The application, assembly form and use of equipment in the building system modify its environmental 
performance. It is worth noting that the absence of database of materials of the Greek market makes the use of LCA 
software, created in other countries, difficult because these are supplied by local databases or similar. Considering this 
difficulty, it is very important to transform the results of an LCA in data understandable to architects and engineers 
responsible for the selection of building materials, elements and systems. At the beginning of any decision, before setting 
their own priorities, architects and engineers need to be aware of the great variety of issues that should be re-evaluated from 
the perspectives of life-cycle and environmental sustainability. LCA is very important to compare possible alternative 
solutions, which can bring about the same required performance.  
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Figure 6. Temperature variations of an externally insulated concrete beam: (a) EPS and (b) Rockwool. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The need for energy conservation in buildings is an urgent priority both for Europe and at a national level. The 
requirements of current regulations and the more stringent requirements specified in the foreseeable future (EPBD recast, 
EUROCODES 2 and 3, EPD-Environmental Product Declarations) necessitate the thorough analysis and development of 
reliable component solutions that will ensure high energy and hygrothermal performance, fire safety and minimized 
environmental impacts in the lifecycle of the building components and buildings.  

The project not only focuses on the development and organization of theoretical knowledge, but also aims at the wide 
dissemination of its results, mainly through the development of user-friendly databases and calculation tools for the basic 

(a) (b)
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axes of the study. The unified tool that incorporates all the results obtained from the estimation of thermophysical, 
hygrothermal, fire and environmental performance of building elements with respect to their constructional configuration 
and the climatic conditions is web-based in order to facilitate its distribution and use by multiple users. 

It is important to highlight that the expected products of the SYNERGY project will not only act as a guideline for 
the technical community, but it will promote the use of building materials, which are efficient from every aspect of view. 
Subsequently, the private companies that participate in the project will not only benefit from the transfer of knowledge, but 
will also support their products, as well as gain important information for their further development. Within this context, 
the SYNERGY project can lead to significant energy savings and reductions in greenhouse gas emissions through the 
implementation of its results. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses in detail specific barriers to establishing energy efficiency policies in Croatian public buildings that have been discovered 

after years of collaboration with, and field experience in, such buildings. In general, these barriers to energy efficiency policies arise for technical 

reasons and as a result of specific human behaviours. Although the information presented in this paper relates specifically to the geographical areas 

of Splitsko- Dalmatinska and Dubrovacko-Neretvanska counties in Croatia, the research can be generalised to the country as a whole. The 

paper also analyses the important role of the United Nations Development Programme in encouraging proactive energy efficiency policies in public 

buildings in Croatia. Finally, a new organisational framework is proposed to eliminate existing barriers and to establish a system in which 

knowledge-based energy efficiency policies are implemented by systematically realising prioritised energy efficiency projects. The research presented in 

this paper should also be useful to countries facing similar barriers to energy investments with long-term benefits to society. 

INTRODUCTION 

Croatia recently became a member of the EU, and Croatian laws regarding energy policy changed rapidly during the 

negotiation period. Directives (European Commission; 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009 and 2010), laws and regulations 

(Energy act 2001, Law on spatial planning and construction 2007, The environmental protection act 2007, Legislation on 

energy efficiency on final energy consumption 2008, Technical regulation on rational energy usage and thermal performance 

of buildings 2008, Regulations on the energy certification of the buildings 2010), regarding energy and energy efficiency 

were promulgated to ensure compatibility with EU policies. Furthermore, an energy efficiency master plan (Energy 

efficiency master plan for Croatia 2008-2016, 2007) and a national energy efficiency action plan for Croatia (1st National 

Energy Efficiency Action Plan of Croatia 2010, 2nd National Energy Efficiency Action Plan of Croatia, 2011) were also 

established to ensure a long-term proactive approach to energy efficiency with continuing investments in projects generally 

related to energy and energy efficiency. In 2013, the Croatian government began a program to renovate public buildings by 

2014 and 2015, with 3 per cent of the heated and/or cooled surface area of such public buildings to be refurbished each 

year in accordance with EU policy. Unfortunately, most of the EU, including Croatia, continues to be negatively affected by 

the recent global economic crisis at this time; few countries in the EU have managed to successfully emerge from the 

economic crisis, and those that have are experiencing sluggish recoveries. For its part, Croatia has experienced a slow 

recovery, which has also affected its energy market. The Croatian energy market is highly sensitive to global energy market 

trends because more than 50 per cent of the energy that Croatia uses is imported (approximately 6.5 billion euros or 15 per 

cent of the GDP), and this amount is expected to increase in the future. Thus, investments in energy efficiency and energy 

efficiency measures are crucial to promote economic recovery and to prevent future economic crises.  
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To that end, Croatian researchers have performed a number of studies and analyses (Borozan 2013, Bukarica et.al. 2013, 

Bozicevic-Vrhovcak et.al.2006, Pasicko et.al. 2012, Duic et.al. 2005, Puksec et.al. 2005, Uran et.al. 2009 and Krajnc et.al. 

2007) to provide the basis for investments related to energy efficiency that will benefit Croatian society.The United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) has played an important role in encouraging measures to increase energy efficiency in 

public buildings through the national “Removing Barriers to Energy Efficiency in Croatia” energy efficiency projects 

(UNDP-EE-projects, 2013). Other projects have focused on public buildings owned by counties and cities, such as the 

Sustainable Energy Management in Cities and Counties (SEM) project, and in government buildings, such as the House in 

Order project (HIO). In Croatia, involvement of the UNDP was crucial to establish the infrastructure for sustainable 

energy management in cities, in counties and in government buildings. UNDP project activity in Croatia began in 2006 and 

ended in 2013, when Croatian governmental institutions the Fund for Energy Efficiency and Environmental Protection and 

the Ministry of Civil Engineering took over programs initiated by the UNDP and became responsible for their 

implementation. Because of its importance, the role of the UNDP at the various levels of government is described in more 

detail in proceedings of the manuscript. Implementation of new laws and directives regarding energy and energy efficiency 

is creating a need for additional investments and also requires an increase in the number of educated professionals who 

oversee project implementation. In Croatia, there are many barriers to this process; some of these barriers arise due to 

technical reasons (Borg 2008, Fanny Harvey 2009, Soroye et.al. 2010 and Fleiter et.al. 2012), and others are the result of 

specific human behaviours which are often generated by cultural mindsets (Bye et.al. 2008, Nӓssén et.al. 2009,  Galis et.al 

2010, Gynter et.al. 2011,Hauge et.al.2012).  

 

The objective of this paper is to present and analyse the barriers to implementing energy efficiency policies (Horowitz 2011, 

Thomas et.al. 2011, Blum et.al. 2013 and McNeil et.al. 2013) in public buildings in Croatia based on the author’s experience 

in collaborating with municipalities and counties in the Dalmatian region. The paper also proposes a new organisational 

framework to overcome current barriers to energy efficiency policies in public buildings. The new organisational 

framework, recommendations and proposals presented in this paper should also be useful to countries with developing 

economies that are in the process of establishing proactive energy efficiency policies. 

 

GAPS AND BARRIERS: FIELD EXPERIENCE. 

       As discussed above, barriers to achieving energy efficiency can be categorised as arising for technical reasons or from 

human behaviours. This paper's analysis of these barriers is based on the author’s experience as the UNDP project 

coordinator from 2008 to 2013 for the SGE and HIO projects in the Dalmatian region (Splitsko-Dalmatinska and 

Dubrovacko- Neretvanska Counties in Croatia). This region has approximately 1,500 public buildings (UNDP project 

results 2013) and a population of 577,336 residents (Croatian bureau of statistics 2013). Figure 1 presents the barriers to 

energy efficiency in public buildings based on the author’s experience in collaborating with cities and counties in this region. 

The barriers illustrated in Fig. 1 are based on the current organisational structures in most public institutions in Croatia, 

particularly at the local level. Each of the barriers is described in more detail below. 

 

Legislation and its implementation 

 

         Because Croatia is an EU member, the Croatian parliament has enacted laws regarding energy and energy efficiency 

that are consistent with EU energy policies. These laws are implemented at the national level through ministries or other 

large central government departments and at the local levels through county-level, city-level and municipality-level 
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institutional organisations. However, the recent increase in the number of laws and regulations has created difficulties that 

significantly hinder implementation at the local level. The primary problem is insufficient funding and a lack of 

professionals with training in energy efficiency. A final factor impeding implementation of relevant legislation is resistance 

at the local level. Individuals at public institutions report that the primary reason for the slow pace of implementation is a 

lack of employees; existing employees are overburdened and unable to perform additional activities in addition to their 

current tasks. 

 

Legislation and its 
implementation

Political 
constraints (will 
and awareness) 

Educated 
professionals

Funds and 
financing

Documentation 
and public 

administration

Project idea

Project 
realisation

Behavioural context  (cultural mindset)

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic overview of barriers to energy efficiency in Croatia. 

 

However, in the author’s experience, it is not overwork but rather employees’ lack of knowledge and the low number of 
professionals with training in energy efficiency that are the primary barriers in these situations. In addition, some individuals 
in public institutions who are politically protected are able to ignore legislative mandates because they experience no 
negative consequences for flouting such mandates and for this type of behaviour in general. For instance, an individual who 
was responsible for collecting data on a building’s monthly energy expenditures refused to perform this task although it had 
been duly assigned by a supervisor. This person has been addressing his problems with the union because the collective 
bargaining agreement does not state that he is responsible for the assigned activity. The above example reveals a serious 
problem in the organisational structure of public management at the local level that produces economic damage over the 
long term. Positive changes in Croatian energy policy planning at the local level occurred in 2008, when legislation requiring 
energy efficiency (LEEF- Legislation on energy efficiency on final energy consumption was enacted 2011). The law LEEF 
requires local authorities to introduce energy policy planning on an annual basis and to establish programs to meet long-
term energy efficiency objectives. Although the legislation requires local authorities to engage in activities that increase 
energy efficiency, these specific laws have not been adequately enforced. In most cases, legal deadlines for specific activities 
are not respected and not all activities prescribed by the legislation have been undertaken LEEF because there is no 
national system for monitoring and enforcing compliance. Although existing legislation LEEF prescribes fines and penalties 
for local authorities when the law is not implemented, local authorities have not been fined, and most local authorities have 
failed to implement the LEEF as required. This lack of oversight has created additional problems and has stalled the 
implementation of legislation. Thus, although the legislation regarding energy and energy efficiency is appropriate, there is 
not appropriate oversight, and both national and local authorities share responsibilities for the present situation. 
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Political constraints due to the lack of political will and awareness 
 
          The management of cities, counties and municipalities is divided between Croatia’s two major political parties, the 

Social Democratic party and the Democratic party, which are typically at loggerheads when crucial political decisions are on 

the table; consistent with the foregoing, the parties have not reached a consensus regarding long-term energy policy goals. 

With respect to the management of public buildings, political change typically results in the obstruction of ongoing projects 

despite the long-term national importance of such projects. Unfortunately, political competition in Croatia is encouraged 

but typically has negative results. Regardless of the importance of a project, ultimately everything depends on the political 

will and awareness of individual politicians. In most cases, professional recommendations regarding local energy efficiency 

planning are ignored by managers of the local public buildings, and local politicians exhibit low levels of awareness 

regarding energy efficiency. However, some local politicians have adopted energy efficiency programs on their own 

initiative, although outcomes have tended to be poor because too often these individuals have not sought professional input 

when implementing these programs. Despite legislation requiring energy efficiency LEEF, few cities and counties have 

established short- and long-term energy and energy efficiency programs in compliance with these laws LEEF. To achieve 

significant progress in the area of energy and energy efficiency, politicians in Croatia must accept responsibility and acquire 

the will to resolve those issues discussed above by transforming existing organisational structures. 

 

Lack of trained professionals 

 

           For most local public buildings, few trained professionals are available to successfully implement programs that 

benefit society, a problem that is exacerbated in smaller cities and municipalities in Croatia. The lack of personnel with 

training in the area of energy efficiency is of great concern in the dynamic context of global energy and environmental 

issues because it is impossible to achieve energy efficiency and conservation under these circumstances. There are 

significant contradictions regarding the number of overall employees reported by specific local public institutions, although 

for local public administrations, a large part of the budget is spent on salaries.  In some cases, a single trained professional is 

responsible for all the energy efficiency programs in a particular public building with approximately 300 employees, 

although the same institution might employ any number of secretaries and other types of advisers. When trained 

professionals are employed in public buildings, a single individual is typically responsible for all the energy efficiency 

programs and a number of other tasks. Ultimately, this individual is unable to devote the appropriate amount of time to 

implementing energy efficiency policies, which stalls progress. Furthermore, given the organisational structure of cities and 

counties, it is rare to find employment positions that focus on energy efficiency and energy policy planning because of the 

lack of understanding on the part of the administrators of local public institutions. It is crucial to recruit professionals 

trained in the area of energy efficiency who have political support, who are able to make informed decisions and 

recommendations, and who can direct programs that produce long-term benefits. 

 

The available training in the field of energy efficiency in Croatia is modest and scattered with respect to educational courses. 

There is no single educational program that covers the entire field of energy efficiency that would be useful for 

professionals employed in the public sector. During implementation of the SGE and HIO projects, the UNDP organised 

workshops for public employees that lasted several days. The coursework organised by the UNDP offered complete 

coverage that included all the important aspects of energy efficiency in buildings. However, course outcomes were poor 

because most of the attendees did not have the engineering background required to take full advantage of the information 

presented. Universities in Croatia offer single, specific courses in the field of energy efficiency that are scattered throughout 
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different graduate programs. For example, the FESB at the University of Split offers only one elective course related to 

energy efficiency, “Energy efficiency in buildings”. The lack of specialised educational training programs in energy 

efficiency that could be offered to employees of public institutions leads to the low level of technical skills demonstrated by 

individuals presently employed in public services. 

 

 

Funds and financing 

 

            In recent years, most investments in energy efficiency projects in the public sector have been partially funded by the 

Croatian Fund for Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency (FZOEU). The project proposals that have been 

funded by FZOEU have focused on energy-efficient public lighting, the use of cheaper fossil fuels in combination with 

renewable energy sources, energy-efficient public transportation and projects that involve the renovation of public buildings 

to increase energy efficiency. The primary difficulty in achieving project goals has been the lack of additional funding that 

public institution must provide because the FZOEU is required to fund up to 40 per cent of the maximal prescribed 

amount rather than 40 per cent of the overall investment. The approved funds are assigned after project realisation, which 

was also a second barrier for public institutions and the final effect was reflected through a larger amount of approved 

funds, although real consumed funds were lower than the approved amounts because of the reasons discussed above. In 

recent years, European funds have been available on a limited basis. After Croatia became an EU member state, increased 

funding became available for investment in energy efficiency projects, particularly through infrastructure programs. 

However, economic barriers have limited the funding available from EU sources. Because Croatia has been severely 

affected by the global economic crisis and continues to suffer from recession, the government has been reluctant to provide 

final approvals for investments with governmental co-financing. In addition, there are high levels of national debt. In 2012, 

the ratio of government debt to GDP was approximately 55.5 per cent (Trading economics 2013) which is expected to 

increase to 60 per cent in 2014 and which hinders investments and threatens project outcomes. Furthermore, the European 

Commission has ordered the Croatian government to reduce its deficit to less than 3 per cent within the next three years, 

which will require further cuts and savings in the public sector. For Croatia, the EU 2014 economic predictions indicate that 

modest economic growth of approximately 0.2 per cent is expected (European commission: Economic and financial affairs 

2013). Thus, although EU and domestic funding for investments in energy efficiency projects in Croatia are available, 

present economic constraints in Croatia suggest that progress in energy efficiency will be stalled in the near future. 

 

Records and public administration 

 

           Administrative barriers are the most common barriers in Croatia in the recent past due to incomplete and inaccurate 

real estate property records, complex administrative procedures and significant corruption at both the national and local 

levels. The first problem is incomplete and inaccurate real estate property records, which hinder investment at the initial 

stages of a project. Although serious difficulties remain, public agencies in Croatia have taken positive steps to resolve 

issues with respect to property records. However, these efforts are time-consuming, and progress has been slow. A second 

problem stems from complex administrative procedures. For example, in the past, it has been difficult to install small 

photovoltaic (PV) systems on domestic buildings within a reasonable period of time because of the demand for and time 

required to receive an installation permit (typically several years). The present government has gone to considerable lengths 

to streamline permit procedures, and currently, PV system installation in domestic households takes only a few months, 

which is significant progress. However, for larger investments in energy and energy efficiency measures, difficulties 

regarding records and permits remain. Another chronic problem is the culture of corruption, which significantly extends the 

time required to receive administrative clearances. Ongoing court proceedings involving high-ranking former politicians and 

government officials suspected of corruption demonstrate that corruption is an ongoing issue. The Croatian government is 
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attempting to address this problem and has currently implemented a zero-tolerance corruption policy. These positive steps 

on the part of authorities suggest that this barrier might disappear or be significantly reduced in the future. However, 

difficulties with record-keeping and administrative barriers remain and significantly slow or even prevent project 

implementation. Although government efforts have been directed towards the above-mentioned problems, time is of the 

essence in removing these barriers. 

 

Behavioural context (engrained habits and mindsets) 

          Experience in working with public services in Croatia has revealed the complex contribution of culture and human 

behaviour to the understanding and acceptance of energy efficiency policies. In general, public service employees do not 

take energy efficiency in the workplace seriously because other agencies are responsible for energy costs. As a result, 

employees often engage in inappropriate behaviours (such as opening windows when the heating system is on, lighting 

empty offices or restrooms, etc.) and exhibit low levels of awareness of energy consumption and efficiency. There are two 

reasons for this type of behaviour. First, before Croatian independence, most individuals in the workforce were raised at a 

time when domestic energy was cheap and was provided “for free” in the workplace. Although the situation in Croatia has 

changed dramatically in recent years, these attitudes and habits remain and contribute to resistance to implementing energy 

efficiency measures in the workplace. The second reason is the low level of common understanding of energy efficient 

technologies and products.  Most older workers in public institutions in Croatia are reluctant to adopt new procedures, 

particularly when new technologies are also involved. Younger workers accept new procedures more easily and are more 

interested in solving problems. A third problem is a lack of motivation, which is indirectly related to a lack of knowledge. 

Individuals with no training in the field of energy efficiency initially resist change and avoid implementing energy efficiency 

measures, which may be related to the fear and insecurity associated with their unfamiliarity with the technology. The final 

cause is the lack of motivation related to a specific working environment. In my experience, workers’ lack of motivation is 

caused by a lack of information and transparency at the public institutions where they are employed. The level of 

motivation is proportional to the level of transparency, so transparency is critical and must be taken into account. 

Nevertheless, enthusiastic individuals can be found in public institutions who are aware of the importance of energy 

efficiency measures in the workplace and who adopt these measures (for example, the green office concept pioneered by 

the UNDP in Croatia in certain public institutions). Thus, individuals’ resistance to energy efficiency measures is a complex 

problem with multiple causes and origins that can be addressed by public institutions by adopting a different approach. 

 

THE ROLE OF THE UNDP IN ENCOURAGING PUBLIC SECTOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN CROATIA 

          As discussed above, the UNDP was important in encouraging energy efficiency in public institutions in Croatia from 

2007 to 2013 through the SEM and HIO projects. During the negotiation process prior to entry, these energy efficiency 

projects ensured that Croatian public institutions adopted current EU energy policies more rapidly. The main focus of the 

projects has been to establish basic systems in public buildings to produce both financial and energy savings by reducing 

carbon dioxide emissions. UNDP activity in Croatia has been recognised by national institutions such as the Ministry of 

Economics, Ministry of Construction, the Fund for Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency, and the Croatian 

government. Croatia is estimated to have approximately 11,000 public buildings. Approximately 10,000 of these public 

buildings have been included in energy efficiency projects; these buildings are located in 127 cities across 20 counties and 

are part of ten ministries. All basic data regarding public building features including construction characteristics, 
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heating/cooling system characteristics, lighting, and energy consumption were collected and fed into the EMIS (Energy 

Management Information System), a web-based information system that the UNDP developed to monitor energy 

management in each public building. The EIMS has made it possible to monitor energy consumption in public buildings 

and has provided a solid basis for future energy planning. Monitoring of structural energy consumption occurs on a 

monthly basis in approximately one-half of the public buildings included in the energy efficiency projects, while monitoring 

occurs on a weekly basis in approximately 1,500 public buildings. Energy efficiency information offices have also been 

established in cities, counties and ministries with personnel (energy efficiency teams) trained in professional workshops 

organised by the UNDP. More than 1,000 energy audits have been performed. Reports based on these energy audits 

indicate that approximately 212 million euros invested in energy efficiency measures could reduce carbon dioxide emissions 

by 189,000 tonnes per year. Regional conferences were also organised to present project activities and establish networks 

among public institutions and regional countries (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia, etc.). The most 

important conference was an international meeting organised in Dubrovnik on the topic of retrofitting buildings with 

cultural and historical significance (UNDP, Energy management in cultural heritage 2011). Although energy efficiency 

projects in Croatia have focused on public buildings, projects were also extended to the residential sector. To increase the 

information available to the residential sector, more than 100 energy efficiency information locations were established 

(energy efficiency information offices, energy efficiency information corners, energy efficiency information lines, etc.), and 

educational brochures were prepared. At energy efficiency information locations, residents can obtain information on 

energy efficient technology and products at no cost. Several public events and national promotional campaigns also 

increased awareness and understanding of energy efficiency in the residential sector. UNDP studies of public opinion from 

2007 to 2013 provide evidence of an increase in households’ understanding and willingness to adopt energy efficiency 

measures (see Table 1). Thus, extending the energy efficiency project to the residential sector has had a beneficial impact. 

According to UNDP reports, cities in Croatia spend approximately 3.25 billion euros on energy with potential energy 

savings of approximately 30 per cent (approximately 1.0 billion of euros or 2.25 per cent of GDP). Implementing the 

energy efficiency projects has resulted in savings of approximately 6.4 per cent annually. The last column in the Table 1 

represents the specific rise in public opinion for certain time period specified in the same table.  

 
Table 1.  Public opinion in Croatia regarding the energy efficiency measures (UNDP project results 2013). 

 

2007. 2010. 2013. Rise

33.4 43.9 - 10.5↑

48.0 67.4 69.2 21.2↑

22.0 30.8 50.1 28.1↑

Number of citizens who belive in reducing energy consumption through 

energy efficiency measures (%).
19.8 ↑

Citizens who are knowledgeable regarding EE products  (%).

Number of citizens who are using energy efficient lighting (%).

Number of citizens who are using A+ energy class domestic appliances (%).

Number of citizens who are using insulation glass and low-e coatings 26.2↑

47.7

14.8 23.4 41.0

-27.9

 
 

As noted above, the UNDP mission in Croatia has been crucial in inducing public institutions to adopt measures to 

increase energy efficiency and to promote proactive energy policies. In addition to the initiatives that were developed, more 

than 100 professionals specialising in energy efficiency were trained during the energy efficiency projects. Some of the 

professionals who previously worked for the UNDP are now employed in public institutions to maintain programs initiated 

by the UNDP. One important benefit of the energy efficiency projects was thus the creation of a pool of skilled energy 

efficiency professionals. 
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ELIMINATING EXISTING BARRIERS TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
 
          The barriers identified and discussed above have arisen because the current organisational framework does not 

adequately support energy efficiency policies. This section of the manuscript thus proposes a new organisational framework 

for public institutions in Croatia that provides long-term benefits by supporting systematic investments in energy efficiency. 

These proposals are presented below. 

 
Establishment of a regional fund for energy efficiency 
 

         The first important step in modifying existing organisational structures is to establish a regional fund for energy 

efficiency (RFEF). In addition to project funding, the regional fund would be responsible for professionally evaluating 

proposed projects for local authorities who are responsible for project planning and proposals under current laws LEEF. 

The RFEF would be staffed solely by professionals with expertise in energy efficiency, and these individuals would be 

required to meet standards to ensure that employment is based on merit rather than politics. Funding for the RFEF would 

be provided in part by the Fund for Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency (FEPEE) and in part by cities and 

counties (based on demographic characteristics and number of public buildings). Because counties and cities also provide 

funds to the FEPEE, this approach would be equitable because some of the funding for implementation of the projects 

would be returned to them by FEPEE. Public buildings that are owned by the government would be funded directly by the 

FEPEE. The new organisational proposal would provide ongoing funding for projects and require that projects be 

evaluated and monitored by politically independent professionals. The proposed organisational structure is consistent with 

current statutes LEEF. The new organisational framework would eliminate current deficiencies and ensure that inadequate 

funding would no longer be a barrier to investments in energy efficiency. 

 
Systematisation of jobs in public institutions and recruitment of professionals 
 
To ensure that public institutions employ professionals with expertise in the field of energy efficiency, employees in public 

institutions should meet mandatory minimum standards. The proposed approach would ensure the availability of a pool of 

qualified professionals. The number of professionals employed would be based on the number, size and technical 

complexity of the public buildings. In addition to the current educational systems provided by Croatian universities and 

other academic institutions, additional training programs in the field of energy efficiency should be developed to support 

professionals in public institutions and provide lifelong continuing education. These training programs should offer 

specialised training that addresses the specific needs of public institutions for individuals with an engineering background 

with previous work experience in the area of energy efficiency. An engineering background is required because it is not rare 

situation that economists or attorneys are responsible for discussing and analysing the technical aspects of project proposals 

is unacceptable and inefficient. Therefore, developing standards and recruiting professionals are necessary to ensure that 

energy efficiency projects are appropriately evaluated and implemented.  

 

Strict enforcement of existing legislation 

 

The third important step relates to enforcing the law, including enforcing current law. Although there is applicable 

legislation, this legislation is not adequately enforced. Currently, the institutions responsible for enforcing the law seem to 

be unwilling to do so. By law LEEF, there are statutory fines for responsible persons in public institutions who do not 
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implement current legislation, but, as noted above, there are cases in which the law LEEF has not been enforced and 

responsible individuals have not received fines as required under the energy law enacted in 2008; in addition, such statutory 

fines were increased in 2010. There are also cases in which cities or counties have not responded to ministry directives, yet 

no individuals have been held responsible. These examples indicate that existing legislation must be strictly enforced, which 

can be effected only with the political will to resolve this matter. 

 

 

The role of public institutions in encouraging energy efficiency 

 

          There are many instances in which public institutions that might initiate and promote energy efficiency at the local 

level do so inadequately or fail to adopt any measures at all. In most cases, cities or counties in Croatia own schools and 

similar public buildings and are responsible for their energy costs, which provides opportunities to develop and implement 

programs to promote energy efficiency and provide energy savings. For example, competitions in schools might be 

organised with cost savings as the goal and used to reward schools and provide additional investments in energy efficiency 

projects. Furthermore, energy efficiency information programs developed during the UNDP energy efficiency project could 

be used to train youths and residents. It is also important to provide ongoing educational workshops for public employees 

and specialised training for technical staff and for heads of public institutions. In this way, people in public institutions will 

be better informed and will have the opportunity to disseminate information outside the workplace. Finally, there are many 

ways to encourage people to take energy efficiency more seriously and achieve energy savings. The potential in this area is 

great and often underestimated. 

 

Transparency  
 
           To motivate employees in public institutions and the residential sector to implement energy efficiency measures in 

everyday activities, public institutions must ensure that activities that are related to energy efficiency are transparent. Public 

institutions in Croatia must provide examples of best practices, which mean ensuring that public investments in energy 

efficiency projects are financially transparent. As discussed above, transparency increases the motivation of targeted groups, 

which leads to energy savings. There are a number of ways in which transparency might be increased, such as brief annual 

reports by cities, counties and other public institutions that identify investments in energy efficiency projects and the 

resulting energy savings and environmental improvement. Funds generated by energy savings should be earmarked for new 

investments in energy efficiency measures with clearly defined future goals. Thus, transparency should be introduced into 

public institutions in Croatia as common practice because it benefits society. 

 
CONSLUSIONS 
 

           Although the existing legislation in Croatia regarding energy efficiency might be thought to be satisfactory because it 

is consistent with EU policy, problems in implementing the law remain unresolved. Based on the research presented in this 

paper, the major barriers to energy efficiency policies in Croatia are insufficient funding, engrained habits and mindsets, in 

addition to a lack of political awareness and responsibility, particularly at the local level. Although UNDP activity created 

beneficial energy efficiency programs in Croatia, too much time has been spent persuading politicians to implement 

proactive energy efficiency policies. The primary reason for insufficient implementation of legislation has been the 

inappropriate organisational structure of public institutions, which is particularly marked at the local level. The current 

organisational framework creates a number of barriers and provides opportunities for malfeasance. Furthermore, Croatia is 

required by EU regulations to refurbish 3 per cent of its public buildings annually, which will be difficult to achieve within 

the current organisational structures. Although the Ministry of Civil Engineering in Croatia is now responsible for 

implementing the renovation program and the Fund for Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency is responsible for 
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funding it, allowing the barriers identified and discussed in this paper to remain in place will significantly impede or even 

prevent completion of the renovation program. Thus, introducing a new organisational framework is crucial if Croatia is to 

achieve the goals that have been set and continue to invest in energy efficiency. From this perspective, an organisational 

structure that might be established in the public institutions in Croatia has been proposed and elaborated in detail in this 

paper. The proposed organisational framework for public institutions ensures adequate funding, trained professionals, 

clearly developed procedures and responsibilities and procedures for monitoring legislative implementation with fines for 

noncompliance (as set forth under current law). The proposed organisational structure provides the opportunity for 

professionals to initiate and develop local energy efficiency programs, which is not currently the case in Croatia. This step is 

perhaps the most important because it prevents politicians with insufficient knowledge and vision in energy efficiency from 

instituting or overseeing energy efficiency programs. Because the barriers identified in this paper are widespread in 

developing countries, the proposed organisational framework might benefit other countries with similar problems. 
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ABSTRACT 
The low energy retrofit of the UK existing building stock is an urgent matter after the government’s commitment to reduce carbon emissions 
by 80% until 2050. This research addressed the question of whether it is preferable to refurbish in an extensive way or to chose a retrofit 
strategy with lower capital cost, embodied energy and CO2, tackling issues of cost – effectiveness, embodied and operational energy throughout 
the lifecycle of an existing Victorian house in London. 
The indicator Cost per Ton carbon Saved (CTS) was used, which resulted in higher values for the EnerPHit retrofit model, rendering it a 
less viable alternative. It was also concluded that retrofitting, in general and especially the application of EnerPHit, are an appealing option 
only with rising gas prices, low discount rates and long lifespans. Those results were even more amplified when climate change was taken into 
account, a conclusion very important for the application of future legislation and the possible transfer of this study to other climates.  

It was deduced that a house’s remaining lifetime is a very significant factor to be taken into account, as investments of higher capital cost 
give higher benefit in long term.  

INTRODUCTION 

Dwellings account for 60 % of EU building energy use, 40 - 60 % of which is energy used for heating with 80% 
of the existing building stock proven to exist in 2050 (Thorpe, 2010). With the Climate Change Act (HMSO, 2008) low 
carbon retrofitting of this stock becomes a necessity for the UK, as it sets targets of 80% reduction in net carbon 
account emissions by 2050 and 34% by 2020 with a baseline of 1990. This policy is mainly driven by two key driving 
forces: climate change and energy security.  

Energy consumption in UK domestic buildings 

The majority of energy consumed in the domestic sector is for space heating, producing in 2009 25 % of the total 
CO2 emissions (HMSO, 2011). Water heating and lighting and appliances accounted for a further 18 and 19 % 
respectively with cooking accounting for a further 3 % (DECC, 2012).  

As resulting from the above, in the context of climate change, fossil fuel insecurity and the attribution of the 
second biggest percentage of energy consumption to domestic buildings it is essential to prioritize the minimization of 
energy in the domestic stock in the way towards an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050. With heating making up 
the biggest part of the consumption, increasing the insulation levels and the heating systems’ efficiency in the existing 
building stock is expected to cause a big improvement.  
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Aims and hypothesis 

Aim of this study is to adress the topic of sustainable refurbishment of the existing building stock, 
by tackling the issues of cost – effectiveness, embodied and operational energy throughout the lifecycle of 
a residential building. This is researched by the comparison of a case study refurbishment complying with 
Part L1 B and a hypothetical refurbishment complying with PH standards, under the prism of Cost per 
Ton carbon Saved. The effect of individual measures and the optimization of insulation levels throughout 
the buildings’ lifetime will be assessed under the same perpective.  

Thus, this study will adress the debate of whether it is preferable to refurbish in an extensive way 
(insulating as much as possible), in order to achieve the minimum operational energy or to chose a retrofit 
strategy with lower capital cost, embodied energy and CO2, which hypothetically will be paid back earlier. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Life Cycle Costing and Low Energy Retrofit 

In order to assess the optimum retrofit strategy for existing buildings, LCC was used in numerous 
studies, underlying the importance of considering the building as an energy system throughout its lifetime.  

LCC is the total cost of a building or its parts throughout its life, including the costs of Acquisition 
(including pre-construction and construction), Operation, Maintenance, Replacement (or refurbishment) 
and Disposal (sale or demolition) (ISO, 2003). It is a technique which enables comparative cost 
assessments to be made over a specified period of time, taking into account all relevant economic factors 
both in terms of initial capital and future operational costs. In particular, it is an economic assessment 
considering all projected relevant cost flows over a period of analysis expressed in monetary value (ISO, 
2003). 

Retrofitting aims to the minimization of operational energy, however, focusing solely on the 
operation phase may bring less overall benefits due to potential trade-offs in other life cycle phases. 
According to a study (Feist, 1997) comparing the cumulative primary energy input over a lifetime of 80 
years of six construction standards, the total production energy input for the passive house is 1391 
kWh/m², with thermal insulation measures accounting for 14 % (194 kWh/m²). The study claims that 
thermal insulation and ventilation saved 123 kWh/(m²a) on primary energy, having, thus, less than two 
years payback time. In the Life-Cycle primary energy balance for the ‘reference’, LE, PH and self 
sufficient house, it is obvious that the latter is always above the passive one, while the starting points for 
the five first types are very close, contradicting the argument that PH has a significantly bigger initial 
energy input compared to standard buildings.  

The 'Arbeitskreis Kostengünstige Passivhäuser, 1997' (Research Group on Cost Efficient Passive 
Houses) (Passipedia) concluded that the condition of the building prior refurbishment strongly 
determines whether an energy saving measure can be considered economical or not. It was also claimed 
that the implied extra investment of a PH retrofit leads to an overall gain during the lifetime of the 
components, with careful planning and implementation processes. Most importantly, it was inferred that 
the highest levels of thermal protection measures available are also the optimum ones, in terms of cost-
effectiveness, based on the ‘do it as good as possible’ principle.  

A study comparing the retrofit of a 1950 Belgian dwelling to common practice, LE and PH standard 
(not EnerPHit standard) concluded that, although the PH retrofit saves on 87 % on heating demand, in 
contrast to 63 % of the LE one, its initial cost’s payback period is highly dependent on fuel price increase. 
With 2 % increase the PH is not paid back not even in 40 years, making LE more cost effective, while 
with the improbable 10 % fuel price increase, the payback time is 18.4 years (Versele A., 2008). 
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On the other hand, Hermelink (2009) compared an existing PH development to a fictitious LE 
alternative based on environmental life cycle assessment, assuming constant gas prices. He found that 
construction and maintenance/repair have a relatively high environmental impact, exceeding the impact 
of space heating. Moreover, it was concluded that the slightly higher environmental impact of PH building 
stemming from construction and maintenance/repair is clearly over-compensated by its significantly 
lower operational energy consumption. While assessing the CO2 emissions of the two LE building types, 
it was found that the LE would fail the 2050 target and the PH hardly reaches it, mainly due to the carbon 
intensity of electricity generation. From the cost point of view, as well, PH appears to be the most 
attractive solution, especially with increased gas and electricity prices. 

Dodoo et al. (2010) and Gustafsson and Karlsson (1988) highlight the importance of the type of 
energy supply system which is substituted by the retrofit, concluding that the un insulated building with 
district heating has lower life cycle primary energy use than if the same building was retrofitted to the PH 
standard and heated electrically. Similarly to Feist (1997), a 4 year payback period of the primary energy 
for building construction through the operational energy savings was assessed. 

The payback period of an energy retrofit is highly dependent on fuel prices and weather data and, as 
resulted from the WLCC study of Mohammadpourkarbasi (2013) of a refurbished Victorian house under 
three gas prices and three weather scenarios, such an investment is only economically attractive with the 
rising gas prices scenario, although the additional costs of maintenance and replacement of the base case 
house were not taken into account, which is expected to alter the results. Interestingly, the cumulative 
cash flow of the refurbished near to PH standard building shows that the payback time from heating 
saved will be 27 years with upward prices and may never realistically pay back if prices fall or remain 
constant.  

It is important to stress, however, the importance of the boundary condition of each study in the 
validity of the results. Fuel prices, construction costs, risk rates and climatic conditions affect significantly 
the outcome of the cost assessment. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Case Study Selection 

An existing house has been selected as 
the case study for the investigation of the 
optimum retrofit of Victorian end terrace 
buildings. It is located at 73 Chester Road, 
Dartmouth Park, London. 

The house 

The case study house is a Victorian 
semi – detached end terrace house built 
before 1919. It is formed by two volumes, a 
three - storey one in the front, facing North 
West, and a two - storey extension in the 
rear and is currently used by its two owners 
(Figure 1).  

The total usable floor area is 
approximately 167 m2. The ground floor 
consists of the hall, two living room areas 
connected with each other and the kitchen in the 
rear extension (Figure 2). The staircase in the hall 
leads to the first floor’s hall which distributes to a front bedroom, used as an office, a rear bedroom, an 
office and to the bathroom and utility space. The staircase continues to the attic floor, consisting of a 
guest room and a WC.  

Figure 2 Ground Floor Plan, not in scale 

Figure 1 Front Elevation
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The retrofit 

Building Envelope 

Table 1 Refurbishment of building envelope 
Element Refurbishment description 

Walls 

Double brickwork 220mm 
Internal insulation with 100mm Diffutherm 

woodfibre boards (U= 0.043W/m2K) 
50mm insulation installed in the kitchen, the 

bathroom and around the fireplace 

Party wall 

Kitchen: partly insulated (130 cm from the 
junction with the external wall)  

Bathroom: insulated for the whole length Hall: 
above the height of 7m 

Side wall Re-pointed with a cement mortar with 
moisture resistance 

Roof 

100mm rockwool  installed between the 
rafters, two layers of Diffutherm (40mm) 
and 22mm of Isolair (U=0.047 W/m2K) 

above) 

Floors 

Living room: Suspended floor retained, floor 
boards replaced and the old ones used in 
the attic. Intermediate space between the 
joists filled with rockwool (150 mm) and 
20mm of Diffutherm added below them. 

Junctions with walls foamed 
Hall: tiled Victorian floor not altered 

Kitchen: solid floor  insulated with 50mm XPS 
Attic floor: insulated mainly for noise proof 

issues with 100mm rockwool between the 
joists, Regupol acoustic isolating strips on 

joists and chipboard on top 

Windows and doors 

Original sash windows at the front: now argon-
filled double glazing manufactured by 

Vogrum 
Rear living room French door: triple glazed 

Ecocontract  (U=0.9 W/m2K ). 
Kitchen, bathroom and attic:  Rationel double 

(U=2.1 W/m2K) 
First floor windows: double glazed 

Skylights: Velux Conservation (U=1.7 
W/m2K) 

Windows and doors: draught – sealed 
Second door  added to the entrance space, 

creating a draught lobby 

Whole Life Cycle Costing 

One of the most important questions in the process of achieving 80 % reduction of CO2 is 
economic feasibility. As cost is a determining factor both for individual and governmental initiatives, the 
importance of finding the most economical choice among alternative refurbishment levels and measures 
in long term is vital. In this study a LCC technique has been used for comparative cost assessments 
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initially over a 30 year lifespan, taking into account the present value of initial capital costs, future 
operational costs and savings from the two different retrofit approaches. 

Embodied Energy Inputs 

The Inventory of Carbon and Energy (Hammond and Jones, 2008) was used for the calculation of 
the EE and ECO2 of the materials used for the refurbishment of the building envelope. For the 
calculation of the window’s frames’, the data were obtained from the Ökobilanzdaten im Baubereich 
database of the Swiss Coordination of Construction and Property Institutions (KBOB). Since those 
databases include only data from resource extraction to factory gate (cradle to gate) and due to the fickle 
nature of transport’s and processes’ EE it was considered that their calculation based on distances and 
number of vehicles used from factory to site would include many uncertainties and those were placed out 
of the system’s boundaries. It is acknowledged, however, that this would underestimate the energy and 
carbon payback, although it would not induce significant differences between the two cases in 
comparison.  

Operational Energy, CO2 and Cost Inputs 

Operating cost is defined as the sum of energy consumption, maintenance and repair costs (Fuller, 
2010). The estimation of these costs is a significant factor, as the greatest part of the building’s impact 
occurs after construction (University of Reading, 1985) and accounts for 78% - 96% of the total 
consumed energy (Gignac and Jensen, 2007). Required inputs for calculating operating costs are: energy 
consumption, energy cost savings, gas prices (the refurbished house is heated by gas); predicted gas price 
trends in the future and assumed discount rate. 

Energy consumption for heating was calculated using a multi – zone thermal model produced with 
EDSL TAS software, having three comparison cases: pre-refurbishment, current refurbished house and 
EnerPHit refurbished (Table 2). The infiltration rate for the pre – refurbished state (0.53 ach @ STP) was 
assumed based on Johnston et al. (2011), the current state based on the blower door test results of 5.6 
ach/h @ n50 (0.3 ach @ STP) and reduced by one third (0.2 ach @ STP) for the EnerPHit, as the target 
of 1 (0.05 ach @ STP) was considered unachievable. For the simulations the London Heathrow CIBSE 
TRY weather file was used, causing probably some deflection from the actual weather conditions (centre 
of London).  

Table 2 Summary of the three iterations' U values (W/m2K) 
Pre refurbishment Current state EnerPHit 

External Wall –
Front Facade 1.24 0.32 0.13 

External Walls 1.24 0.5/ 
0.32 0.13 

Party Wall 0.73 0.73 0.21 

Attic Wall 2.17 0.24 0.14 

Roof 3.11 0.20 0.13 

Attic Floor 2.27 0.35 0.35 

Intermediate Floor 2.06 2.06 2.06 

Kitchen Floor 0.96 0.32 0.15 
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Hall Floor 0.96 0.96 0.15 

Living room Floor 0.78 0.18 0.134 

Windows 4.80 
0.8/ 
1.7/ 
2.1 

0.8 

The actual house consumption metering files were used for the calculation of hot water heating and 
electricity consumption, omitting the reduction due to solar thermal and PV panels, as this study focuses 
only on the evaluation of the thermal envelope measures.  

Both calculated and actual energy consumptions were divided by efficiency factors1 and multiplied 
by carbon factors. Cost factors were calculated according to Quarterly Energy Prices Indices 2013 
(National Statistics, 2013). 

Indicators Used 

The main indicator used for the comparison between the two cases is CTS, which is derived from 
the following formula:  

CTS (£/tCO2) =   where  

Carbon Saved (tCO2) = 

Lifetime Cost (£) = (OC pre refurbishment-OC after refurbishment) x Lifespan – IC 

Table 3 Indicators and Units 
Indicator Abbreviation Indicator Unit 

CTS Cost per Ton carbon Saved £/tCO2 
OCO2 Operational CO2 Kg/m2annum 
ECO2 Embodied CO2 Kg/m2 

OC Operational Cost £/m2annum 
IC Initial Cost £/m2 
OE Operational Energy MJ/m2annum 
EE Embodied Energy MJ/m2 

1 Boiler efficiency for the pre-refurbishment condition was not altered, as this study is focused on 
the evaluation of the impact of measures concerning the thermal envelope of the building. 
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LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS 

Operational Energy Use, Cost and CO2 Emissions 

The operational energy use was compared between the pre-refurbishment condition, the current 
and the retrofitted according to EnerPHit standard. Modelling results both with and without the 
effect of active energy systems (PV and solar thermal) are presented, although only the latter will be 
analyzed (Graph 1).  

Graph 1 Passive measures (thermal envelope only) 

Graph 2 Energy Use Breakdown (KWh/m2a) 
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2 All costs were calculated based on 2013 prices.   

The current house performs significantly better than prior refurbishment, with a 47 % reduction 
in total energy consumption and 70 % in heating load, while the EnerPHit house would perform even 
better, with 61 and 85 % reduction respectively (Graph 2). By comparison, the average heating 
consumption for the existing UK building stock is 180 kWh/m2a, 100 kWh/m2a when renovated 
and 50-‐60 kWh/m2a for new build (Dowson, 2012), which indicates that the current house performs 
significantly well. The EnerPHit house performs even better, as expected, with a heating demand 
below 25 kWh/m2a. 

In the energy use breakdown it becomes apparent that the primary source of energy 
consumption is space heating in all cases. The initial un-insulated house had a very high heat space 
demand, due to high heat losses through the opaque and glazed areas and infiltration as well, which 
made the improvement of the thermal envelope imperative. 

Embodied Cost, Energy and CO2 Emissions 

Cost 

As far as costs are concerned2, the PH retrofit cost accounts for 130% more than the current 
one. Graph 3 shows that in both cases the most expensive intervention is the replacement of 
windows. Interestingly, the current roof refurbishment cost is 2.7 times higher than the EnerPHit, 
which is attributed to the big price difference between Diffutherm 80mm (£31.3/m2) and Mineral 
Wool 80 mm (£3/m2). The same applies in the case of external walls, where the same thickness of 
Woodfibre board costs more than 2.5 times higher than XPS. Thus, the extra costs for increased 
rafter depth and scaffolding imposed by external wall insulation is almost equalized to the current 
retrofit’s costs. As expected, the 100 %  triple glazed windows of the EnerPHit house increase the 
budjet by 156 % compared to the current case. Finally, with regards to air - tightness, for the current 
refurbishment there is no extra cost recorded, whereas for the decrease from 0.3 to 0.2 ach in the 
EnerPHit case an extra cost of £1200 was assumed (Johnston et al., 2011). 

Graph 3 Total Costs (£/m2) 

Embodied Energy 

From Graph 4 it becomes apparent that the EnerPHit refurbishment EE one is extremely 
higher (2.4 times more), with walls showing the greatest difference. This is mainly attributed to the use 
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of XPS3 with 88.6 MJ/kg EE, instead of woodfibre board insulation with 20 MJ/kg and the increased 
thickness needed to achieve the lower U values for the thermal elements. In addition, the triple glazed 
units and the insulated wooden frames and wooden door with polyurethane foam add 13 % more to 
the EE.  

Graph 4 Embodied Energy (MJ/m2) 

Embodied CO2 

Graph 5  Embodied CO2 (kg/m2) 

Embodied carbon shows a huge difference between the current refurbishment and EnerPHit in 
the range of 357%. This is also due to the use of different insulation materials and thicknesses and 
concrete products for the floor insulation.  

Cost per Ton carbon Saved 

The lifecycle analysis over a thirty years lifetime4 combines the pre refurbishment operational 

3 As imposed by the Passive House Certified Components 
(http://passiv.de/en/03_certification/01_certification_components/01_component_database.htm) 

4 This was chosen as a likely lifespan of the refurbishment measures. 

http://passiv.de/en/03_certification/01_certification_components/01_component_database.htm
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6 Values checked for 250 years. 

 

data with those for post intervention operation and embodied ones as well. The CTS arises as a 
quotient of the LC divided by the LCS. The savings arising from the EnerPHit refurbishment are 
constantly higher, although, due to the high amount of EE associated with it, the LCS is higher in the 
case of the current refurbishment.  

The resulting CTS can be evaluated through a comparison to the Social Cost of Carbon for 2012 
of £27.175 /tCO2 (Department of Environment Food and Rural Affairs, 2007b), which represents 
the global cost of the damage a ton of carbon causes over its lifetime in the atmosphere and the price 
that society should be paying to prevent or mitigate the damage caused. 

In both cases the CTS is way above the SCC, with the EnerPHit retrofit being 1.3 times higher 
than the current refurbishment, indicating that the extra initial cost and EE involved are not overset 
by the higher savings during the operational phase of the building. In addition, the carbon savings for 
the EnerPHit are quite delayed compared to the current retrofit, where savings begin just before the 
second year, resulting always6 in higher CTS (Graph 6). In addition, after the 13th year the carbon 
savings from EnerPHit outreach the current refurbishment.  

Graph 6  CTS and LCS Comparison 

5 £19/tCO2 with 2000 prices, inflated to 2012 prices 
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Simple payback 

Simple payback compares the capital investment for a project with the annual benefit, which is 
assumed to be the same every year, giving the payback period. This method ignores time preference, 
discounting and the benefits after the payback period and thus should be only used for initial calculations 
(Ellingham and Fawcett, 2006).    

Payback Period = 

 In both cases the capital costs are not expected to be repaid after the end of life of the project (30 
years), rendering both interventions not cost - effective. With regards to Carbon and Energy, the current 
refurbishment shows, as expected, shorter payback periods.   

Table 4 Simple payback 
Current 

Refurbishment EnerPHit Refurbishment 

Simple Payback years 43.18 47.38 
Carbon Payback years 1.45 4.01 
Energy Payback years 5.21 7.75 

Payback period for discounted cash flow 

The cash flow of a project associated with future expenditures and incomes is greatly influenced by 
time preference, which derives from the natural desire to enjoy benefits as soon as possible and to defer 
payments as long as possible (Ellingham and Fawcett, 2006).  

The most critical assumption of LCC is the discount rate, as a high one gives great emphasis on the 
early years of the project, favouring short – term approaches, while low r favours higher capital 
investment and a long – term approach. As this project involves low risk, a discount factor of 3.5% was 
assumed, reflecting the time preference of the UK society (Ellingham and Fawcett, 2006). 

The results of NPV for the two alternatives showed that none of the two would give payback in a 
reasonable amount of time, if discounting is taken into account and steady gas prices are assumed, with 
EnerPHit having a higher deficit. 
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Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity analysis is the study of how the uncertainty in the output of a mathematical model or 
system (numerical or otherwise) can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in its inputs 
(Saltelli A. et al., 2008). In the model developed in this study in order to assess the LCC of the two retrofit 
cases many assumptions were made and the sensitivity analysis will address the most important of them. 

Gas price volatility 

The model used in Chapter 4 considered steady fuel prices, which is highly unlikely to happen in real 
life. Fuel price volatility can be measured from historic data and can be used to predict the range of 
possible future outcomes. A quite widespread tool to do that is the binomial tree.  

Energy prices show in general upward trends, thus a falling fuel price trend is highly unlikely in NPV 
costing. The results of the binomial tree for rising and steady fuel prices7 are summarized in Table 5, 
where it becomes apparent that only with rising fuel prices the initial investments would be repaid before 
the project’s end of life, with EnerPHit demanding in all cases longer payback periods. Its NPV is 
exceeding the NPV of the current refurbishment after the 33rd year. 

As far as CTS is concerned, when discounting and rising fuel prices are applied to the calculations, 
both cases show negative CTS values, indicating profitable investments. Yet again, the current 
refurbishment shows a higher benefit, which stays above the EnerPHit one for 50 years. On the other 
hand, when steady prices and discounting are assumed, only the current refurbishment shows negative 
CTS in 50 years.  

Table 5 Payback time comparison 
Current Refurbishment EnerPHit Refurbishment 

Steady fuel 
price 

Rising 
fuel 

price 

Steady 
fuel 

price 
Rising fuel 

price 

Simple 
Paybac

k 
years 43.18 19 47.38 22 

Discounted 
Paybac

k 
years - 24 - 25 

30 Year 
NPV £ -20790.33 13754.19 -28465.6 13145.84 

30 Year 
CTS 

Discou
nted 

£/tCO2 -614.27 -698.7 254.66 -614.49 

Impact of climate change 

7 With falling gas prices the initial investment is not repaid, so they were not included in the table. In 
addition, the binomial tree showed for both cases that only one gas price reduction could be accepted in 
30 years. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty
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In order to test the validity of the results in case of higher temperatures in the future, a new model 
was developed using London Design Summer Year weather file. As expected, the total energy 
consumption was reduced in all cases, with heating loads falling and electricity loads increasing due to 
additional cooling needed. The overall energy savings are minimized in both cases, especially in the 
current refurbishment and, consequently, CTS and payback times increase. The current retrofit’s CTS is 
increased by 50% and the EnerPHit’s by 47%, while carbon and energy payback times all rose in the range 
of 20%, rendering both interventions less sustainable. Therefore, it is evident that climate change will 
influence the benefits of retrofit measures as heating loads and, thus, operational energy savings will 
decrease, a conclusion applicable in the case of retrofit in warmer climates as well. 

Lifetime effect on CTS and NPV 

No replacement 

One of the most substantial assumptions taken during the calculations was the project’s lifetime of 
30 years. The CTS is sensitive to the lifetime cost savings and the lifetime carbon savings and therefore 
the assumed lifetime. In all cases, carbon payback must be achieved before the CTS can be calculated. In 
this section the effect of varying lifespans will be addressed, assuming that no additional cost, EE and EC 
is needed. 

As expected, the CTS for a lifespan smaller than the assumed one leads to rocketing of the CTS for 
both retrofit cases, as the operational energy savings are not enough to offset the initial investments. 
From Graph 7 it becomes clear that for up to 24 years of lifetime the EnerPHit’s CTS is lower than the 
current one, while from the point they equalize until 90 years lifetime it never exceeds the current one. 
Interestingly, the current refurbishment starts to generate profit from the 43th year and the EnerPHit from 
the 47th reaching £-71.76/tCO2 and £-51.9/tCO2 by the 60th year respectively. 

Graph 7 Effect of lifespan on CTS 
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Likewise, the NPV shows different results over different lifetimes. The EnerPHit option becomes 
more viable than the current one after the 29th year with the difference increasing logarithmically within 
time, generating very high benefits compared to the initial investment (Graph 8). With steady fuel prices 
none of the two options is repaid within 90 years. 

Graph 8 NPV with rising fuel prices over 90 years 

Replacement 

In the previous section the effect on various lifespans on the CTS of the two retrofits was addressed, 
assuming that no additional replacements are needed, which could be considered utopian for a 90 years 
lifespan. Based on Jakob (2006) five replacement cycles were incorporated in the CTS analysis. 

When these replacements are included, no benefit arises within 90 years. Quite interestingly, the 
carbon saved in EnerPHit manages to outreach the current after the 13th year, even though it is more 
decreased by replacement cycles (Graph 9). However, the EnerPHit CTS remains constantly above the 
current one, leading yet again to the conclusion that it is less sustainable. 
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Graph 9 CTS and LCS including replacements over 90 years 

Discount rate 

As described above (0), the discount rate is a quantification of uncertainty associated with benefits 
arising from investments, with high discount rates favouring short-term approaches and vice versa with 
low. It reflects three factors: inflation, time preference and risk. For the purpose of this study a 
conservative r = 3.5% was assumed, based on UK society overall time preference (Ellingham and 
Fawcett, 2006).  

This assumption was tested against the effect it has on the two strategy’s NPV with rising gas prices, 
resulting in favour of the EnerPHit for r<3.25% confirming the sensitivity of the results to this input and 
the fact that low discount rates are advantageous for long term approaches and higher initial investments 
(Graph 10). 
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Graph 10 Effect of r to NPV 

 Overheating Occurrence 

In the previous sections the study was focused on energy consumption; however, one of the main 
aspects of retrofit is the improvement of the house’s thermal conditions, as these have implications on 
occupants’ health. In addition, one of the EnerPHit refurbishment’s criteria is the restraint of the 
overheating percentages (t>25 °C) below 10%. The pre - retrofit, the current and the EnerPHit cases 
were tested against this constraint over a 24 hour basis, except for the guest room which is tested only 
when occupied. Both refurbished cases show significantly low overheating percentages, quite below the 
strict limit of 10 % over 25 °C.  

In order to identify the different responses of the house during hot periods, the hottest day of the 
weather file was chosen and the temperatures in the main living space were modelled (Graph 11). The 
EnerPHit house performed better, having a 3.4 °C difference of maximum temperature with the outside, 
followed by the current refurbishment, which responded a little worse. On the other hand, by using the 
DSY the frequency of overheating appears to be higher for the EnerPHit case (4%), when no additional 
cooling is implemented. 
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Graph 11 Living room resultant temperature 

DISCUSSION 

Aim of this study was to evaluate the most sustainable way to refurbish the thermal envelope of an 
end - terraced house in London, by comparing issues of cost, EE and ECO2 between the applied retrofit 
and EnerPHit standard. At first glance one would assume that since EnerPHit is based on stricter U-
Values and therefore higher insulation levels, it would be the optimum alternative by achieving higher 
operational energy savings, which is translated in cost savings. However, this study proved this hypothesis 
wrong, as the EnerPHit’s price to be paid in order to achieve those higher energy savings in terms of IC, 
EE and ECO2 renders it a less appealing retrofit model than the applied one. 

The main variable used in order to perform this comparison was Cost per Ton carbon Saved, a quite 
representative value for the aim of this study as it incorporates all the variables under assessment (IC, OE, 
OCO2, ECO2). The lower CTS the more advantageous the option, with negative values signifying 
profitable investments. It was concluded that retrofitting in general and especially the application of 
EnerPHit is a viable option only with rising gas prices, low discount rates and long lifespans. Those results 
were even more amplified when climate change was taken into account, a conclusion very important for 
the application of future legislation and the possible transfer of this study to other climates.  

When making an investment, the most important concern of the people involved is usually the cost 
payback time. This study used this parameter as a means to compare the two models, with quite 
interesting results. First and foremost, it was concluded that with steady (and falling) fuel prices none of 
the two is ever repaid when discounting is taken into account. In addition, if the imminent climate change 
is taken into account, both retrofit models appear to be unworthy with extremely long payback times, as 
energy savings from heating decrease with higher external temperatures. However, with rising fuel prices, 
which are highly probable according to trends, the two models are repaid within 19 years for the current 
one and 22 for EnerPHit, with the financial benefits coming from the EnerPHit exceeding the current 
one after the 33rd year, ending in 20% more NPV in the 90th year (without taking replacements into 
account). This inference led to another important one: the definition of the lifetime’s length is very 
important in WLC, as significant benefits may arise after the end of the assumed lifespan, leading to 
incorrect conclusions.  
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The analysis on lifespans resulted in the same conclusion whether replacement works are included in 
the analysis or not. The current refurbishment still performed better in terms of CTS in 15, 30, 60 or 90 
years. However EnerPHit’s NPV is more appealing with rising gas prices and lifespans more than 33 
years. One can conclude that the longer the lifespan the more worthy it is to invest more capital initially, 
thus the EnerPHit model is only viable in houses that do not incur major stresses on their structural 
framework and are predicted to stand for a long time period, as stated by the Research Group on Cost 
Efficient Passive Houses as well (Passipedia).  

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

This study evaluated the existing retrofit applied to an end terraced house in London against a 
retrofit according to EnerPHit standard, resulting in better results in most cases for the former. 
However, throughout the study it became evident that retrofitting is only sustainable if energy prices will 
rise in the future and for climates with high heating degree days, so that the initial investment could be 
repaid through operational savings. The lifetime is a very significant factor to be taken into account as 
well, as investments with higher capital cost give higher benefit in long term. Thus, when a building is 
structurally intact and expected to exist for a long time, it is worth to invest in an extensive retrofit. 

On the other hand, one should not overlook that retrofitting has to play an important role on the 
reduction of CO2 emissions, as the existing UK housing stock is among the least energy efficient in 
Europe and is therefore a great contributor to climate change. In addition, energy refurbishment 
increases the property value and thus rent premiums, improves health and comfort conditions in the 
house and also acts against fuel poverty. In 2011 4.5 million UK households were spending more than 
10 % of their income in order to maintain adequate warmth (Department of Energy and Climate 
Change, 2013), making the great importance of building fabric to occupant’s health apparent, especially 
to those with lower income. Moreover, retrofit is one of the tools for a gradual release from fossil fuel 
energy consumption, as the minimization of operational energy makes it feasible to supply a big part of 
this energy through renewables. Finally, it contributes positively to the creation of work places, 
especially in densely built cities with low construction rates, a financial benefit that should not be 
disregarded. 

It is suggested that this study is applied on a larger scale as well, so that it could be generalized and 
applied to governmental strategies towards carbon emissions’ reduction. It is important to state here, 
that minimization of costs would be achieved if retrofits are done massively and with governmental 
guidance, through bulk discount and expertise effect. The CTS in this case would be minimized and 
might be comparable to the social cost of carbon.  

Finally, further research could be done regarding insulation materials which could be applied in 
standards. The embodied energy in the materials used in a retrofit is a determining factor of its 
environmental friendliness and it’s always a matter of how much do we really spend in order to save? 
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ABSTRACT 

The European Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings (2010/31/EU-EPBD recast) calls the EU Member States to ensure 

that beginning of 2021 all new buildings are nearly zero-energy buildings (nZEBs).  Moreover, it calls for policies and measures to stimulate the 

transformation of existing buildings into nZEBs. So far, the transposition of the EPBD has not yet been fully implemented in most Member 

States and examples of nZEB are scarce. 

In response to this, the European initiative Nearly Zero Energy Hotels (neZEH) aims at accelerating the rate of refurbishment of existing 

hotels into nearly zero energy hotels, by providing technical advice to committed hoteliers and demonstrating the feasibility of nearly Zero Energy 

investments through pilot projects.  

After an open call, 14 Hotels in 7 European countries (Croatia, Greece, France, Italy, Romania, Spain and Sweden), have joined the 

neZEH initiative as pilot projects. They will be supported to large scale refurbishment projects aiming to reduce their operational costs by up to 

70%. Following to energy audits and feasibilty studies, best practices of energy efficiency solutions and renewable energy technologies will be applied, 

ranked according to the potential energy savings, the size of the financial investment and the availability of appropriate supporting instruments. A 

list of the most suitable technological solutions per hotel will be elaborated, as well as cost scenarios and return-of-investment calculations. In order 

to demonstrate a variety of solutions and to maximise the impact and replicability of the neZEH outcomes across Europe, the pilot hotels will 

represent different climate zones and hotel typologies. 

This paper presents identified example hotels analysing their energy status and best practices applied and explains the neZEH benchmark 

methodology: energy flows; assumptions; data used; as well as identified solutions and obstacles addressed.  

INTRODUCTION 

The EU calls on radical reduction of GHG emissions by 2050 (80-95% compared to 1990 levels). Buildings consume 

40% of total energy and emit 36% of GHG in Europe. The existing building stock represents the highest potential for 

energy savings (Dascalaki and Balaras, 2004; Karagiorgas et al, 2006). Currently, there are few successful demonstrations of 

nZEBs within the EU to inspire and drive replications in the private sector. Hotels in specific represent an even bigger 

challenge, since they are more complex building systems, and energy intensive businesses.  

The European initiative Nearly Zero Energy Hotels (neZEH, www.nezeh.com) aims at accelerating the rate of 

refurbishment of existing hotels to become nZEBs. The main target group is SME hotels, which represent 90% of the 

European hospitality market and are usually more reluctant to commit to energy saving measures and the use of renewable 
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energies (Tsoutsos et al, 2013a; Tsoutsos et al, 2013b). The methodology to achieve the project’s scope consists of: 

• providing technical advice to committed hotel owners 

• demonstrating the profitability, feasibility and sustainability of investments towards nearly Zero Energy (nZE) 

• undertaking training and capacity building activities 

• promoting front runners at national, regional and EU level to increase their market visibility. 

The neZEH initiative is a response to the EPBD recast (2010/31/EU), contributing directly to the EU 2020 targets and 

supporting the EU MS in their national plans for increasing the number of nZEBs. It runs for three years (2013-2016) and 

is co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme (IEE) of the European Commission (neZEH, 2013a). The 

major outputs of neZEH will be:  

• An integrated set of decision support tools to assist hoteliers in identifying appropriate solutions and designing 

feasible and sustainable nZEB projects. 

• An EU neZEH network to facilitate knowledge exchanging and cooperation between the demand (hotel owners) 

and supply side (building professionals). 

• Demonstration pilot projects in 7 countries to act as “living” examples. 

• Practical training and capacity building activities to support the implementation and uptake of nZEB projects. 

• Integrated communication tools to promote front runners and to foster replication; challenging much more SMEs 

to invest in refurbishment projects in order to achieve nZE levels. 

In the long term neZEH will support the EU hospitality sector to reduce operational costs, to improve their image 

and services and so to enhance their competiveness, contributing in parallel to the EU efforts for the reduction of GHGs. 

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

European policy 

In the EPBD recast (European Commission, 2010), Article 2, an nZEB is defined as “a building that has a very high 

energy performance, as determined in accordance with Annex I. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required 

should be covered to a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy from renewable sources 

produced on-site or nearby”; article 9 of the EPBD recast requires from MS to ensure that: 

(a) By 31 December 2020, all new buildings are nZEBs and 

(b) After 31 December 2018, new buildings occupied and owned by public authorities are nZEBs. 

Even though the EPBD recast provides the framework for defining what an nZEB is, it is up to the MS to give 

numerical definitions that reflect their national, regional or local conditions. Annex I of the EPBD recast provides a 

common general framework for the calculation of the energy performance of buildings, in order to determine nZEB levels. 

Furthermore, Article 4 of the EED (European Commission, 2012) stipulates that MS shall establish a long-term 

strategy for mobilising investment in the renovation of the national stock of residential and commercial buildings, both 

public and private. A first version of the strategy should have been published by 30 April 2014, updated every three years 

thereafter as part of the National Energy Efficiency Action Plans. 

Figure 1 presents a timeline of the MS commitments, derived from EU Directives, until 2020. Nevertheless, most MS 

failed to fulfil their commitments by the designated deadlines. According to official reporting from the Commission 

(European Commission, 2013) at the end of November 2012, only 9 MS had reported their nZEB national plans to the 

Commission and from them only 5 presented a definition that contains both a numerical target and a share of RES. 

Intermediate targets for improving the energy performance of new buildings by 2015, were presented by 15 MS, with most 

focusing on strengthening the building regulations and/or the energy performance certificate level. Although most MS 

reported a variety of support measures to promote nZEBs, including financial incentives, strengthening their building 
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regulations, awareness raising activities and demonstration/pilot projects, it is not always clear that these measures are 

specifically targeting nZEBs. According to a more recent source (Kurnitski et al., 2014), based on data from Concerted 

Action EPBD (CA EPBD, 2013), 10 MS had given numerical definitions –at least for some building typologies- however 

these are remarkably different by content, calculation assumptions and ambition level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Timeline of nZEB policy implementation in the EU 

TRANSPOSITION OF EPBD IN THE neZEH COUNTRIES’ LEGISLATIONS 

Within the context of the neZEH project, the national framework has been analysed for the 7 neZEH target countries 

(neZEH, 2013b). Two of these countries have officially introduced numerical definitions for some categories of buildings, 

France and Croatia (Table 1).  

 

Table 1.   nZEB numerical definitions for new buildings in EU Member States 

Country 
Primary energy indicator 

(kWh/m2y) 
RES share (%) Building type  

Croatia 33 - 41 20 Residential (coastal – continental) 
France  50 - 70 - 110 - Residential - Office - Office with AC 

 

It is worth mentioning that Estonia is the only one MS that provided a numerical definition for hotel type of 

buildings, set at 130 kWh/m2/y of primary energy and 27% RES share, which includes heating, ventilation, cooling, hot 

water, lighting, auxiliary electricity, and use of appliances (Kurnitski et al., 2014). Numerical definitions for refurbished 

buildings have been also identified in three European countries, which suggest percentage increases from 29%-60% 

compared to the numerical definitions of new buildings (Table 2). 

 

Table 2.   nZEB numerical definitions for refurbished buildings in EU Member States 

Country 

Primary energy 
indicator for new 

building 
(kWh/m2y) 

Primary energy 
indicator for 

refurbished building 
(kWh/m2y) 

Percentage 
increase 

(%) 
Building type  

France 50 80 60 Residential 
Croatia 41 - 33 51 - 52 25 - 58 Residential (continental - coastal) 
Estonia 210 270 29 Hotels 
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neZEH BENCHMARKING METHODOLOGY 

Due to the delay of national transposition of the nZEB definition and given the absence of numerical indicators in 

neZEH countries, there was a necessity to introduce nZEH benchmarks, which would be used for establishing the primary 

energy use and RES targets for the pilot hotels. 

Furthermore, hotels cannot be considered as typical non residential buildings; their business model includes a number 

of energy intensive operations associated to their customers’ comfort and expectations, therefore closely linked with their 

competiveness and viability.  Data from Spanish hotels suggest that energy use associated with the non-hosting function of 

the hotel (such as kitchen, spa, swimming pool etc.) reaches an average percentage 35% of the total energy use (Balantia-

Creara, 2013). Probably this case will not be addressed in the first nZEB definitions given by the MS. At first, neZEH 

focused on defining benchmarks taking into account only the typical use of the building, as suggested by the EPBD. Future 

work shall consider a “modular” benchmarking that will include non-hosting functions, in order to be used in providing 

recommendations to policy makers for dealing with nZEH complexities. 

According to EPBD recast, Annex I, the energy performance of a building shall be determined on the basis of the 

calculated or actual annual consumed energy to meet the different needs associated with its typical use and shall reflect the 

heating and cooling energy needs to maintain the envisaged temperature conditions of the building, and domestic hot water 

needs. The standard use (heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water and lighting) must refer to the standard indoor 

environmental conditions, which in a hotel are the comfort conditions required for guests and workers, as recommended in 

EN15251:2007 standard. With these premises, the standard zones of a hotel considered among the –so called- hosting 

functions were the zones in which the standard indoor environmental conditions are required: guests’ rooms; reception hall; 

offices; bar and restaurant; meeting rooms. Figure 2 presents the energy flows included in the calculation. 

The additional energy uses of non-hosting functions, such as spas, swimming pools, saunas, gym, kitchens, laundry, 

technical rooms etc., for the implementation of the pilot projects shall be dealt case-by-case.and will be considered at the 

second phase “modular” benchmarking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Energy flows in a hotel building (hosting functions and appliances) 
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Five European climatic zones were assumed (Ecofys, 2013), as illustrated in Figure 3.  The nZEH requirements by 

climate zone were analysed, taking into account existing databases (ENTRANZE, 2013; COHERENO, 2013; BPIE, 2013) 

on the consumption of buildings in the 7 target countries, to calculate country-specific benchmarks.  

As an assumption each of the 5 European climate zones is represented by a reference country depending on existing 

nZEB definition or relevant values allowing the calculation of nZEH requirements (neZEH, 2013c).  

Next, energy use data of existing building stock from EU level sources were analysed, showing that values of 

residential buildings are more reliable to describe the hosting function of hotels than generic non-residential building values. 

The energy use of existing residential buildings by energy source (ENTRANZE, 2013) was used in conjunction with 

national primary energy factors in order to calculate primary energy values (neZEH, 2013e). Adjustments for additional 

cooling and ventilations needs were made taking into account EN15251:2007 standards, thus resulting primary energy 

indicators for the hosting function of hotels. The benchmarks calculated for the 5 European climatic zones, were increased 

by a primary energy amount corresponding to appliances, thus ending up with 7 country-specific nZEH benchmarks for 

new hotel buildings (Table 3). These benchmarks were compared with the primary energy indicator for hotels, showing 

that an average 75% energy reduction has to be achieved, a value which is in accordance with the COHERENO project 

findings (COHERENO, 2013). 

 

Figure 3 Indicative schematic illustration of the Ecofys EU climatic zones (neZEH, 2014) 
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In order to introduce nZEH benchmarks for refurbished hotels, correction factors based on Table 2 were applied 

resulting in the nZEH benchmarks for refurbished hotels (Table 3).     

Table 3.   Country-specific nZEH benchmarks 

Country 
Primary energy indicator for new 

hotels (kWh/m2y)* 
Primary energy indicator for 

refurbished hotels (kWh/m2y)* 

Croatia 77 100 

France 115 150 

Greece 76 99 

Italy 71 92 

Romania 80 104 

Spain 72 94 

Sweden 134 174 

*Includes hosting functions + appliances 

EXISTING LIGHTHOUSE EXAMPLES 

Hotel 1 is an urban 3-star hotel located in the city of Vienna, claimed to be the world’s first city hotel with a zero 

energy-balance. The hotel comprises of a newly constructed passive building and a renovated building. Studying this case 

showed that the key success factor to achieving nZE status at the hotel was the owner’s tenacity and complete commitment 

to the environment and “living and breathing green”, therefore it was part of a greater vision. Thus, the owner undertook 

the financial risk, as due to the economic crisis no finance was forthcoming from banks. Today, the hotel reports increased 

occupancy rate, maintaining in parallel a higher room rate, raised customer loyalty and positive effects to employment 

(neZEH, 2014; Buso et al., 2014).   

Hotel 2 is a coastal business and family hotel, near Split in Croatia. It is a new hotel and it is the only SME hotel that is 

certified as class A for energy efficiency in Croatia. The hotel owner’s strong commitment to the environment was the key 

driver for attempting to reach an nZEB status. The process started in 2001 when the owner decided to consider all the 

environmental impacts of building a coastal hotel. According to the owner, the construction cost was only a 2-4% more 

expensive than a typical new build hotel. 

Hotel 3 is one of the five interconnected buildings that comprise the Vall de Núria mountain complex (Gerona, Spain) 

which was build at 1935. It is located at 2.000m above the sea level and the only way to get there is through a rack railway 

train. After the refurbishment of the building, a new geothermal system which generates domestic hot water for radiant 

floor heating and for the ventilation system, provides 60% of the total consumed energy. Additional energy efficiency 

measures have been applied, such as, lighting control, intelligent HVAC control to match occupancy patterns and high tech 

isolation system with natural ventilation. 

All three hotels gained important benefits from committing to their environmental and sustainability goals: 

1. Reduced energy costs 

2. Increased independence from energy suppliers 

3. Increased publicity 

4. Competitive advantage over competitors – sustainability is growing in stature as guests demand it 

6. Increased customer loyalty index, showing that some guest groups value the commitment to sustainability. 

 

Technical data of these three hotels are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Technical data for the two lighthouse examples1  

 Hotel 1: Urban, climate zone 3 Hotel 2: Coastal, climate zone 2 Hotel 3:Mountain, climate zone 2  

Delivered 
energy2 
(kWh/m2y) 

Old Building: 241 (thermal energy) + 
93 (electricity)  
Passive Building: 54 (electricity) 
Whole Building: 124 (thermal energy) 
+ 74 (electricity) 

Hosting functions: 125 (electricity) 
Offered facilities: 29 (thermal 
energy) + 55 (electricity) 
Whole building (hosting + 
facilities): 13 (thermal energy) + 
93 (electricity) 

Hosting functions: 79 (electricity) 
Offered facilities: visitors centre: 48 
(electricity) 
Whole building (hosting+facilities): 63  

Primary 
energy2 
(kWh/m2y)  

Old Building: 528 
Passive Building: 124 
Whole Building: 334 

Hosting functions: 287 
Offered facilities: 157 
Whole building (hosting + 
facilities): 228 

Hosting functions: 185 
Offered facilities: visitors centre: 113 
Whole building (hosting facilities): 147 

RES share2 (%) 
Old Building: no data available 
Passive Building: 100% of thermal 
energy 

Whole building (hosting + 
facilities): 28% 

Whole building (hosting+facilities): 
60% 

HVAC systems 

Heating (passive building): geothermal 
heating through concrete core 
activation, (existing building) district 
heating. Cooling (only passive building): 
geothermal cooling through concrete 
core activation. 
VAC (only passive building): Active 
ventilation system with heat exchanger.  
Hot Water: (passive building) 
geothermal heating, (existing building) 
district heating, solar thermal panels 

HVAC:  8 VRF systems powered 
by aero-thermal heat pumps 
Hot Water: 1 VRF Inverter 
system powered by aero thermal 
heat pump, 1 electric heater, solar 
thermal panels 

HVAC & DHW: 4 geothermal heat 
pumps with heat exchanger and 
water accumulator. 

RES Systems 

Solar Thermal panels for DHW     
(130 m2) 
Photovoltaic Panels (13 kWp) 
Groundwater Heat Pump 

36 Solar Thermal panels for DHW 
(55.3 kW installed capacity) 
Aero Thermal Heat Pumps 
(Installed capacity for Heating/ 
Cooling = 272.5/242.9 kW) 

Geothermal system for DHW, 
HVAC through radiant floor. Made 
of 36 perforation sunks or boreholes 
of 90m depth each. 
Heating  Capacity =250 kW 

Lighting 

100% low energy consumption lamps: 
90% LED, 10% low consumption 
bulbs. Automatic lighting controls in 
public spaces 

• 66% low energy consumption 
lamps: 43% LED, 23% 
fluorescent. Automatic lighting 
controls in public spaces 

• Dimmable lighting in corridors 

• 33% halogen, 46% LED, 21% low 
consumption bulbs. Automatic 
lighting controls in public spaces 
through occupancy detectors. 

 

Energy 
Management 
and Monitoring 
System 

Yes. Programmable automation 
controllers to monitor and enable the 
regulation of heating, ventilation, 
concrete core activation, water 
heating, solar panel system, buffer 
management, groundwater heat pump 

Yes. BMS for controlling/ 
dimming lighting, temperature set 
points and controlling for cooling 
and heating. 

Yes. BMS for controlling/ dimming 
pumping, DHW systems, boilers, 
AHU, HVAC control to match 
occupancy patterns, humidification 
system, temperature set points and 
controlling for cooling and heating 
Grid analyzer for electricity 
monitoring in each floor. 

Efficient energy 
use guidance for 
guests and staff 

Yes Yes Yes 

1Abbreviations appearing in the table are defined in Nomenclature. 
2Data for Delivered Energy, Primary Energy and RES % result from simplified calculations, based on energy data provided 
by the hotels in the preliminary phases of the neZEH project. 
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neZEH PILOT PROJECTS 

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of refurbishment projects leading to nZEB status, neZEH will implement 10-
14 pilot projects in the 7 target countries. These hotels were chosen following a 3 steps procedure (Figure 4): 

a) Public call: each country by informing hoteliers through their associations, targeted workshops and industry events, 

through partners’ websites and other appropriate means. The candidates were able to fill-in an application form on the 

website www.nezeh.eu. This initial phase resulted in a pool of 85 applications. 

 b) Evaluation of applications and initial selection of 35 hotels (5 candidate per neZEH country): a set of criteria, 

mainly having to do with the hotel’s commitment and maturity to achieving nZE status and the distribution of selected 

hotels in different climate zones and different typologies.  

c) Energy pre-audits: the selected hotels went through energy pre-audits in order to assess, at an initial phase, their 

potential and capability of reaching nZE targets. More accurate energy and economic data helped in filtering and ranking 

the hotels to lead to the selection of 2 pilot hotels per country. 

 

Figure 4 Pilot hotels selection procedure 

Climate zones 

As mentioned previously, 5 European climatic zones (Figure 3) were taken into account in the benchmark 

calculations. These climatic zones are also used as reference throughout the implementation of the action, meaning that 

outcomes should be representative for each of these zones, to make sure that there are replicable examples for all the 

regions of Europe.  

Hotel typologies 

For the scope of the project, four hotel typologies were defined: (i) Coastal; (ii) Mountain; (iii) Urban; (iv) Rural 

(neZEH, 2013f). Each of the target countries had pre-defined the hotel typologies within its region, so as the 5 candidates 

going to the pre-audits phase would represent these typologies.  

The selected pilot hotels will benefit an energy audit, suggesting the most appropriate technical solutions in order to 

reach nZE levels. Following this, a feasibility study for each hotel will be conducted, that will assist in the decision making. 

The hotels will receive advice on available funding resources and will be assisted in the tender preparation and selection of 

contractors. Furthermore, training will be provided to the hotel owners and staff, guiding them on how to achieve the 

maximum efficiency and best use of the implemented solutions. Finally, the pilot hotels will receive increased visibility at 

national and EU level and promotional tools to communicate efficiently their neZEH profile to potential customers. 
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Energy audits and feasibility study 

Each of the neZEH pilot hotels will receive an energy audit; a complete on-site inspection and analysis of energy 

flows for energy conservation to reduce the amount of energy needed. The audit consists of the following main elements: 

• Collection and compilation of data (drawings, energy statistics, utility bills, etc.). 

• Site inspection including study of energy and ventilation systems, lighting standards, windows and insulation 

standards  

• Precise calculation of present energy flows (inputs and losses). 

• Proposals for measures with calculation of impact on energy use and future costs 

• Compilation of a report with a proposed action plan 

Following the completion of the energy audit, a feasibility study will take place, which will include an assessment of the 

most suitable technological solutions and a cost scenario and calculation of the Return of Investment (ROI). The proposed 

technological solutions that a pilot project should take to reach nZE levels will take the following into consideration: 

• The specific characteristics of each hotel (position, orientation, primary energy consumption, seasonality, etc.) 

• The cost of each technical/technological solution 

• Funding opportunities and possible  tax reliefs or credit facilities for specific solutions 

• Calculations about the period for hotel owners to recover their investment 

TOOLS 

Hotel Energy Solutions e-Toolkit 

While the above neZEH tool is able to rank technologies, according to their profitability, the Hotel Energy Solutions 

(HES) e-Toolkit (developed in the frame of the Hotel Energy Solutions project, co-funded by the European Commission 

under the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme) enables hotels to assess their current energy use and compare it with an 

energy benchmark. The HES benchmarks have been set based on review and analysis of data available on energy use by 

hotels in Europe (HES, 2011). The tool also provides recommendations in energy efficiency and RES applications in the 

hotel according to the hotel’s characteristics, geographical location, main available natural resources, and easy-to-implement 

actions that could be useful for the hotel. It classifies them according to whether they require no investments, small 

investment or high investment and calculates the ROI of proposed solutions based on the hotel’s energy performance. The 

hotel manager can use the e-toolkit to track the hotel’s progress over time. The tool’s methodology is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 HES e-Toolkit methodology diagram (HES, retrieved 2014) 
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Hoteliers have to insert information about their energy bills and any RES systems installed at their hotel, through the 

process of filling in a questionnaire on a web-based platform. Once they complete it, they get access to the following 

reports: energy performance, energy solutions and a carbon footprint report.  

HES e-toolkit will be updated with the neZEH benchmarks, so that a hotel using the tool is able to assess how far its 

energy consumption is from the neZEH level and what actions could be appropriate to reach it.  

Technologies Ranking Tool 

Within the neZEH context the suitable solutions/techniques, to be implemented in hotels towards nZEB, were 

grouped (neZEH, 2013d). The solutions have been grouped in different categories i.e. energy management, reduction of 

heating and cooling demands, equipment efficiency, system efficiency and renewable energy. A software tool has been 

developed to rank – at national level - the identified solutions according to three ranking aspects: potential energy savings, 

size of the financial investment and profitability of the financial investment (neZEH, 2013g). Each of the solutions and 

technologies corresponds to a typical potential energy saving percentage (%) and a price (€/item). Appropriate values for 

prices can be inserted, depending on the country’s local conditions. The tool also incorporates climatic data (heating and 

cooling degree days for the 28 EU MS) enabling it to use correction factors to slightly change potential energy savings 

percentage (%) depending on the climatic zone a country lies in. A flux diagram in Figure 6 depicts the methodology of the 

tool. 

 

Figure 6 Flux diagram of the technologies/solutions ranking tool 
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CONCLUSION 

The neZEH initiative will have a positive impact in reducing the building sector’s CO2 emissions before 2020. At the 

same time, it will encourage a wide visibility and endorsement of the nZEB concept demonstrating to the private sector the 

profitability of refitting buildings in order to reach the goals set in the Energy Roadmap for 2050.  

To demonstrate the benefits of such an investment, fourteen (14) pilot projects in seven (7) countries will be implemented 

and it is anticipated that they will become powerful examples to inspire emulation by other hotel owners. The project’s results 

will be disseminated widely, at both national and EU level, and it is expected that 15,000 hotel owners will be informed and 

gain access. Complimented with policy recommendations, the results will be made available to policy stakeholders, supporting 

the national transposition of the EPBD, especially with regards to hotel buildings. A key element of the neZEH initiative’s 

success is the commitment of the tourism industry to increase the visibility and promote the neZEH hotels, challenging much 

more SME hotels to invest in refurbishment projects that achieve nZE levels. 

neZEH, through its actions, aspires to contribute to the EU 2020 targets on energy efficiency and RES by triggering 

160M cumulative investments in sustainable energy, 1,238 toe/year renewable energy production, primary energy savings up to 

8,977 toe/year and 17,787 t CO2e/ year reduction of GHGs by 2020. In the long-term, neZEH will support the hospitality 

sector to reduce operational costs and to enhance competiveness and sustainability. 
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NOMENCLATURE  

AC   =  Air Conditioning 

AHU =  Air Handling Unit 

BMS =  Building Management System 

DHW =  Domestic Hot Water 

EED =  Energy Efficiency Directive 

EPBD =  Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 

EU   =  European Union 

GHG =  Green House Gases 

HVAC =  Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning 

LED =  Light Emitting Diode 

MS   =  Member States 

nZE =  nearly Zero Energy 

nZEB =  nearly Zero Energy Buildings 

nZEH =  nearly Zero Energy Hotel 

RES =  Renewable Energy Sources 

ROI =  Return of Investment 

SME =  Small Medium Enterprise 

VAC =  Ventilation and Air-Conditioning 

VRF =  Variable Refrigerant Flow 
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ABSTRACT 

The demand for reduction in buildings’ energy consumption requirements is part of the 2020 goal towards a sustainable European Union. 

The last few decades, the distinctly increased energy consumption in building sector has led engineers towards the use of Building Performance 

Simulation (BPS) tools that enable the prediction of the thermal and energy behaviour of buildings, assisting the decision-making process. In this 

study, a BPS software is used for the assessment of the thermal and energy performance of a two star seasonal operated (May to September) hotel 

complex in Samos Island, in Greece. The estimated energy requirements for cooling load, lighting, and major energy intensive activities, as well as 

the generated energy from the roof-integrated solar thermal system, revealed a 5.5% deviation over the actual energy consumption requirements, 

proving the validity of the used method and the simulation tool, regarding the posed limitations and uncertainties. The scenario of additional solar 

collector system in the hotel is also investigated. The results revealed that if the solar panels are placed facing southeast with 50o from South and 

20o inclination angle, then the maximum energy savings could be achieved, during hotel’s operational period. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tourism is one of the strongest sectors of Greek economy and one of the most energy-intensive. With an average 

annual energy consumption of 4,044 GWh, hotel industry attributes for the second largest contribution in the tertiary sector 

at a rate of 20.8% (CRES, 2008). Further analysis of the State’s annual data reveals that Greek hotels consume in average 

1,170 GWh for heating purposes (29%), 999 GWh for other electricity uses (25%) and 700 GWh for cooling purposes 

(17%), followed by smaller consumptions for lighting (515 GWh, 13%), hot water provision (359 GWh, 9%) and cooking 

(301 GWh, 7%). Depending on spatial and temporal characteristics, the energy requirements are undoubtedly varied and the 

supply systems diverse. Hotels located in Greek islands are mainly dependant on oil, electrical and liquefied petroleum gas 

for the energy generation and are usually integrated with solar thermal systems for the production of domestic hot water, in 

comparison to hotels in mainland, where natural gas resources and district heating are also used (CRES, 2008). Upon the 

2002/91/EC Council Directive on the energy performance of new and existing buildings, the building sector, including 

hotels, should reduce their energy and carbon footprint, aiming to a 2020 energy efficient Europe. The Directive suggests 

the adaptation of measures that will be cost-effective and rely on improvements of the building envelop and the energy 

installation systems, promoting comfortable ambient conditions in both internal and external areas of the building (OJ, 

2003). This implies the necessity for modelling and simulating multiple parameters in the context of building construction. 

For the purpose of accurate and effective energy efficiency studies, Building Information Modelling processes (BIM) 

are commonly used in cooperation with Building Performance Simulation tools (BPS). BIM is a design interface that 

permits the development of three dimensional (3D) model structures integrated with every necessary component for 

buildings’ performance simulation (Hensen and Laberts, 2011). These virtual building systems incorporate a plethora of 

information related to functional and operating characteristics of the buildings’ systems during their life-cycle, rather than a 
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simple 3D graphical representation that is provided by the traditional 3D CAD models (Ding et al., 2014). On the other 

hand, BPS incorporates a modelling and simulation interface, based on mathematical models, that it is able to analyse 

simultaneously multiple characteristics of the building entity (Hensen and Laberts, 2011). Parameters that may affect the 

energy performance of the building and the thermal comfort of the user are evaluated based on user-defined criteria. BPS 

software act as perspective tools, assisting the decision-making process by providing an overview of how design parameters, 

may affect the building performance (Attia and De Herde, 2011; Petersen and Svendsen, 2010). Thus, coupled use of BIM 

and BSP tools with high interoperability in either conceptual, construction or refurbishment phase is deemed necessary for 

the adoption of the most advantageous and functional design interventions, towards an energy efficient result. 

The aim of this study is to evaluate first the energy performance of a seasonal operated hotel in Greece, by simulating 

the physical, structural and operational parameters, comparing the results with the actual electricity consumption. Next, 

potential energy saving strategies, using solar panels, are investigated, after assessing the optimum orientation and position 

for the collectors to be placed. The results indicated not only the ability of BPS software to accurately estimate buildings’ 

energy consumption, but also their necessity for the correct evaluation of potential energy efficient measures for seasonally 

operated buildings, during either design or retrofitting phase. 

METHODOLOGY 

For the evaluation of hotel’s energy consumption a BPS software was used, in combination with BIM tools of high 

interoperability for the design of the building model. The investigation study was performed in three phases, which are 

illustrated in Figure 1. In the first phase, the design of the hotel model is produced, based on the available actual drawing 

plans, along with the assignment of the occupied rooms to be considered for the thermal analysis. The second phase 

includes the parameterisation of the model for the energy simulation analysis, including the selection of the structural 

elements, the occupancy, the operational schedules of the energy consuming activities and the internal loads. The third 

phase refers to the evaluation of the results and the comparative study with the actual electricity usage of the hotel. Finally, 

in the fourth phase, the study focuses on the investigation of the optimum placement for solar panels to be installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Summary of research methodology. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Climatic Characteristics 

The studied hotel is located on the Southeast seaside part of Samos Island, in Greece, at 37.7500o North Latitude and 

26.8333o East Longitude. Samos experiences a Mediterranean climate with mild winters and warm climates. During the five 

months of operation, from May to September, temperature varies from a minimum value of 14.3oC in May to a maximum 

value of 32.5oC in July. However, the developed wind speeds, in combination with the cooling breezes of the sea tend to 

attenuate partly the effects caused by the high temperature and humidity levels. In Table 1 the local climatic data are 

presented for the five months of hotel’s operation. Depending on the annual temperature fluctuations, Greece is divided in 

climatic zones (A to D). Samos belongs in climatic zone A (OJ, 1979). The classification was based on the Degree-Day 

Method which enables the estimation of energy requirements for heating and cooling purposes. The method is based on 

accumulated temperature differences between the outdoor temperature and a base temperature (CIBSE, 2006). This 

method was lately developed to the variable base degree-day method, according to which the external temperature deviates 

from more than one base temperature, resulting to more accurate predictions of the energy consumption requirements for 

indoor thermal comfort (Papakostas et al., 2005). 

Hotel Description 

The hotel complex has 1,275 m2 floor area, distributed in three two-storey and one three-storey building blocks 

(Figure 2a). It consists of 53 double en-suite guest rooms, in addition to 6 facility areas, as they are presented in Table 2. 

Particular feature of the construction is the existence of an 845 m2 open atrium in the centre of the building complex 

(Figure 2b), with vegetation that can partly prevent solar reflection and a water fountain that can promote evaporative 

cooling, when humidity levels are low (Santamouris et al, 1996). The hotel complex is located 100 m far from the seaside 

and it is north and east surrounded from coniferous trees. The spatial characteristics of the construction may greatly 

contribute to the thermal performance of the entire building structure, by preventing or enhancing the natural airflow 

distribution and by creating shading areas, compensating the thermal and visual discomfort, in favor of the occupants. 

 

Table 1.   Climate Date for Samos Island from May to September 

Climatic Characteristics May June July August September 

Max. Temperature (oC) 24.6 29.7 32.5 32.2 28.6 
Min. Temperature (oC) 14.3 18.6 22.2 22.1 18.8 
Relative Humidity (%) 59.1 50.5 43.7 46 51.6 

Wind Speed (m/s) 4.2 4.7 7 6.6 5.7 
Wind Direction N N N N N 

Table 2.   Room Characteristics per storey of the hotel 

Room Gr. Level 1st Level 2nd Level 
Average Floor 

Area/room (m2) 
Max Occupancy 
(People/room) 

Bedroom 15 32 6 15.7 2 
Bathroom 15 32 6 2.87 1 
Reception 1 - - 27.6 5 
Restaurant 1 - - 110.9 60 

Storage Area 4 - - 27.59 0 
Each floor has 3 m height 
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Figure 2 (a) Aerial picture of the hotel complex and (b) the central open atrium area. 

Building Construction Element Data 

The studied hotel was built in 1987 according to the Greek General Building Standards and the Presidential Decree 

(PD) of 4-7-/1979 for approving regulation for thermal insulation of buildings (OJ, 1979). For climatic zone A, there have 

been established specific values of the thermal coefficient (U) for the structural elements composing the building envelop of 

the constructions, in order to maximise their energy saving profits. The hotel complex, in full compliance with the 

requirements of these regulations, is composed by the structural elements presented in Table 3. The light blue painted walls 

is an effective passive cooling strategy, to reduce fabric heat gains, as opposed to the exposed concrete roofs that promote 

solar absorption and consequently reduce the energy efficiency of the construction. 

Energy Intensive Activities 

The hotel consumes substantial quantities of energy to satisfy guests’ needs for comfort and services. The detailed 

quantification of all energy consuming systems is difficult to be precise and accurate. However, the most energy intensive 

operations in the hotel are well-known: 

1. Air conditioning system is one of the most energy demanding activities of the hotel, in order to deliver 

comfortable temperature levels for indoor spaces during the summer period. The installed mechanical system used 

consists of an electricity-driven central air-conditioning plant that distributes chilled water to the building blocks. 

Each room has one fan coil unit, whereas the reception and the restaurant areas have larger units for cooling, due 

to the number of people that they occupy, especially during launch time, when temperature reaches its highest. 

Table 3.   Characteristics of Hotel’s Building Elements 

Building 
Component 

Layer Description 
Total Thickness 

(mm) 
U-Value 

(W/m2.K) 

External Wall 
Plaster Building, Molded Dry (20mm); Brick Masonry Medium 
(90mm); Polystyrene Rigid (30mm); Brick Masonry 
Medium(90mm); Plaster Building, Molded Dry (20mm) 

250 0.523 

Roof 
Asphalt Cover (6mm); Concrete Lightweight (150mm); Plaster 
Building, Molded Dry (10mm) 

166 0.896 

Floor 
Plaster Board (10mm); Concrete (100mm); Concrete Screed 
(5mm); Ceramic Tiles (10mm) 

125 2.680 

Window (Timber 
Frame) 

Glass Standard (6mm); Air Gap (30mm); Glass Standard 
(6mm) 

42 2.900 

Door Wood Oak White Live (40mm) 40 2.260 
Balcony Door 

(Timber Frame) 
Glass Standard (6mm); Air Gap (30mm); Glass Standard 
(6mm) 

42 2.900 

NN 
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2. Domestic Hot Water (DHW) production is usually the second largest contributor in hotels’ energy consumption 

(Karagiorgas et al., 2007). Two star hotels require to supply 250 Litres of cold and hot water per person per day 

(250L/day/per). For the current hotel, during summer period, 100 L/day/per of hot water are adequate to cover 

occupants’ needs. Assuming that the water temperature should rise from 18oC to 50oC, in order to cover the heat 

losses via the distribution system, under full occupancy (106 people), the energy consumption could be calculated 

using the First Law of Thermodynamics: 

 

3. Lighting system consists of 195 bulbs of 50W for internal lighting and 130 bulbs of 40W for external lighting. 

4. Other electromechanical systems include 53 fridges of 750kW in each guest room, 9 additional fridges of 1750kW 

in the restaurant and storage areas, 8 washing machines of 800W each in the storage area and 3 computers of 

650W in the reception area. Three electric pumps of 1.1kW each are used for swimming pool operation and four 

electric motors of 1.5kW each for the operation of the four lifts. The rest of the electric equipment, such as 

cookers, television devises and hair dryers even if they are less energy intensive, they use in total significant 

amounts of electricity for operation and they also add to the internal heat gains, increasing the cooling load 

requirements. 

Energy Supply Systems 

The primary energy source of the hotel is grid-supplied electricity. Partly of the energy requirements for the provision 

of DHW are coved by a solar thermal system integrated in the roof of the north building block (see Figure 2a). The system 

consists of 22 solar panels of 52.8 m2 total area. They are positioned with an inclination of 30o, facing southwest and 

according to the construction company the space heat efficacy of the system is 30%. The system is connected with 2 boilers 

of 2000 L each, from where the hot water is distributed to the building complex. 

ANALYSIS PARAMETERISATION 

Input Design Data 

The 3D design interface of the BIM software permitted the development of a model fully integrated with the 

structural and geometrical characteristics of the original structure, as depicted in Figure 3a. Software’s cooperation with the 

dynamic thermal simulation software allowed for direct recognition of all structural elements that define the thermal zones, 

resulting to a high quality analysis model (Figure 3b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 (a) Design model developed with BIM tools (b) import model to dynamic thermal simulation software. 

The original building elements presented in Table 3 were integrated in the simulation software and modified to meet 

the thermal performance properties. The appliances and electromechanical equipment were also designed and their 

operational schedules were defined, as it will be presented in next paragraph. 
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Climate Data 

An accurate energy and thermal analysis of the hotel complex requires performing the simulation within the context of 

its environment. However, the local detailed climate characteristics of Samos Island were not available via the built-in 

weather library of the software. For this reason, Athens weather data file was used, since there are minimum deviations of 

the temperature and wind characteristics owing almost to the same latitude and their humidity levels are strongly dependant 

on the coastal environment. As far as solar radiation values are concerned, the assignment of the local latitude and longitude 

adjusted directly the sun position for accurate solar access analysis and simulation of the shadow effects on building 

surfaces. 

Thermal Zone Settings 

The hotel complex is divided into 112 thermal zones in total, each of which corresponds to one room from Table 2. 

Each room type serves different needs and thus it is equipped with different appliances and variable operational schedule. 

Despite this condition, the behavior of the occupants was selected based on rational typical data for a summer holiday 

period and it is assumed to be identical for all the guest rooms. Detailed hourly operational profile representation of the 

occupancy and the energy intensive activities per room type are illustrated in Figure 4. 
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It should be mentioned that a mixed mode of air-conditioning and natural ventilation is used for the bedrooms, the 

restaurant and the reception, whereas the rest of the rooms are naturally ventilated. The environmental temperature for 

comfort and HVAC system delivery ranges between 18oC and 26oC. The infiltration rate for the construction was assumed 

equal to 0.5 air changes per hour. The outdoor areas, even if they do not participate in the thermal analysis, they contribute 

to the electricity consumption by the installed lights that operate between 20:00 and 6:00. Finally it should be mentioned 

that in May and September the hotel complex is 50% occupied and the operational schedules for these two months were 

properly adjusted. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Prior the performance of the thermal analysis a sensitivity study was performed based on the grid size of the 

geometry. The number of points on each surface is important when the inter-zonal adjacencies are to be calculated. The 

higher the number of sample points, the more accurate the calculation of the heat flow between the thermal zones will be. 

For this purpose, different distances between sample points were evaluated producing the results illustrated in Figure 5. The 

resultant variations on the cooling load requirements indicated that a sample point distance between 200mm and 500mm 
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may give results of acceptable accuracy, with 0.03% and 0.14% deviation from the smallest grid size, respectively. Thus the 

distance of 200mm was selected, in compliance with the recommended from the software value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Sampling grid sensitivity analysis. 

RESULTS  

Thermal Performance 

The thermal analysis generated results on the cooling load requirements per thermal zone. In total, the provision of 

thermal comfort conditions requires the consumption of 60,670 kWh or 47.6 kWh/m2. More analytically, the monthly 

breakdown, as shown in Table 4, indicated that during August, where the temperature values reached their maximum the 

cooling load requirements may reach up to 17,030 kWh counting for 28% of the total. The thermal analysis also produced 

results of the heat flow paths responsible for heat gains, which is out of the scope of this study, but they provide 

detrimental information on potential refurbishment scenarios towards a more energy efficient structure. 

Table 4.   Monthly Cooling Loads During Hotel’s Operational Season 

Month Cooling Load (kWh) Contribution to Total (%) 

May 6,500 11 
June 13,980 23 
July 16,090 27 

August 17,030 28 
September 7,080 12 

TOTAL 60,680 100 

Energy Performance 

The energy analysis produced the electricity requirements for the electromechanical devices, based on the set 

operational schedule (Figure 6). The total energy consumption of the integrated electromechanical systems is equal to 8,900 

kWh for the five months of operation, which corresponds to 7 kWh/m2. The results indicated that the largest energy 

consumption arises from the fridges, with a total value of 6,500 kWh, compared to lighting that with a total electricity 

consumption of 150 kWh counts for the least energy intensive activity of the hotel. The lighting consumption contradicts 

other reported values which set the lighting as the third major energy contributor in hotels (Farrou et al., 2012). However, 

the seasonal operation of the hotel complex, from May to September, limits the needs for lighting to a minimum, due to 

natural light adequacy from early in the morning till late in the evening. 
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Figure 6 Monthly electricity consumption for energy consuming appliances. 

 

Part of the energy requirements for DHW is provided by the solar thermal system, described earlier. The BPS 

software permitted the estimation of the energy generation during the operational period, resulting to total energy savings 

of 7,860 kWh, which can compensate 16.6% of the total energy requirements for hot water. Summarising the results on 

energy requirements, the hotel based on the BPS software needs for the five months of operation 60,670 kWh for cooling, 

8,900 kWh for other energy intensive activities, 47,280 kWh for DHW (based on simple calculation), resulting to a total of 

116,850 kWh, out of which 7,860 kWh are generated from the solar thermal system. 

Validation of Results 

The availability of the real electricity bills permitted the comparison and validation of the software results (Figure 7). 

The real electricity consumption of the hotel during the operational period from May/2011 to September/2011 was 

115,440 kWh, which deviates over 5.5% from the calculated value of 108,990 kWh. The error indicates that the BPS 

software may lead to good approximations of the real energy requirements, regarding the considered uncertainties and 

approximations that are presented in the next paragraph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Comparative chart of simulated and real energy consumption values. 

LIMITATIONS 

The study of the energy performance of the hotel complex, even if it is calibrated to the maximum possible, there are 

several limitations and assumptions that should not be overlooked. Uncertainties arising from the boundary conditions are 

considered to be the most usual one, due to difficulties of replicating the internal and external conditions occurring in the 

building structure (Hopfe and Hensen, 2011). Moreover, code-limitations associated with the methodology used from the 

software are of great importance and should also be mentioned. 

(k
W
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Internal Uncertainties 

Internal uncertainties are related to the thermal behaviour of the building regarding the zonal parameters. More 

specifically, the operational profiles of the occupants, the electromechanical devices and most important the HVAC 

function are based on rational mean schedules identical for every guest room that hardly matches the real distribution 

patterns. Consequently, the internal heat gains, which are entirely dependent on these profiles, will deviate from the reality. 

Furthermore, in the calculation of the electricity use, only the major known energy consuming activities were taken into 

account, excluding the motors of the lifts and the swimming pool and the additional electrical appliances in guest rooms 

and the restaurant area. 

External Uncertainties 

External uncertainties rely on the fixed climate data assigned to the studied area. Although the weather conditions in 

Athens slightly differ from those in Samos, the values are based on historic weather station data that do not count climate 

change or the exact prevailing conditions for the studied year. 

Method Uncertainties 

The energy performance study was undertaken by a BPS software that uses the CIBSE Admittance Method. More 

specifically the cyclic admittance method was used for the calculation of the daily maximum internal temperature, based on 

which external and internal parameters are assumed to fluctuate sinusoidal within a period of 24 hours. What is more, the 

transmitted shortwave solar radiation is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the room surfaces, resulting to 

overestimation of the convective gains and consequently the cooling load requirements (CIBSE, 2006). 

SOLAR COLLECTOR DESIGN SYSTEM 

The second part of the study examined the adoption of retrofitting measures, regarding the integration of solar 

collector systems in the buildings. The main purpose of the work was the investigation of the parameters for a seasonal 

operated system that will meet all the design requirements, taking advantage the maximum of solar irradiance. For the 

purpose of this the solar system was assessed firstly on the optimum position for building integration and secondly on the 

system type to achieve maximum energy generation. 

Solar Exposure 

The investigation of the position for the solar panels to be placed was performed with the aid of the BPS software that 

was used for the prediction of the energy performance. The software permitted the identification of these surfaces of the 

building that are most exposed to sunlight for the specific period between May and September. The solar exposure results 

indicated that roof surfaces are the most suitable for the solar systems to be placed. As shown in Figures 8a and b, the top 

surfaces of the lifts, as well as, the balconies’ shading surfaces are also highly exposed to the sun, but are not considered 

suitable for the installation of panels due to structural, technical and safety considerations. Thus the remaining roof area of 

490 m2 will be further investigated. 
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Figure 8 (a) West view of the solar exposed surfaces (b) East view of the solar exposed surfaces of the hotel. 

Optimum Panel Orientation/ Inclination 

The values of solar irradiance on the solar panels are related to the azimuth and altitude angles. The investigation of 

the maximum incidence solar irradiance on the solar panels included iterative 5-degree and 10-degree step analysis for the 

azimuth and altitude angle respectively, between May and September. The results revealed that if the solar panels are placed 

with 70o altitude angle (or 20p based on the coordinate system) and 125o azimuth angle (or 55o from South to East), then it 

would benefit from the maximum of the solar irradiance on the panels.  

Shadow Effects 

Based on Loulas et al. (2012), the solar panels should be assessed for the shadow effects and their between distance, in 

order to allow for maximum performance and maintenance access. Assuming common solar panel dimensions of 1.5x 1.0 

m2 (H x L), the distance between two parallel panel rows (SOE) was estimated based on the Equation 1: 

  (1) 
 

where SOE is the distance between two parallel rows, r=d/h an indicator depending on the geographical latitude and the 

acceptance losses through year, given by Figure 9, h the panel height and β the inclination of the panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Diagram for r-values (Loulas et al., 2012) 

 

The result distance for r={1.9, 2.27}, h=1.5 m and β=20o was in any time less than 1.0 m which is the minimum 

distance accepted for maintenance. The assessment study resulted in74 new collector panels of total surface area 111 m2, 

the design of which is shown in Figure 10a, along with the shadow paths (Figure 10b) during the operational period of the 

hotel. It should be mentioned that the initially placed solar thermal collectors remained immovably in place. 

For Samos 
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Figure 10 (a) Instalment position of the solar panels and (b) shadow paths during hotel’s operational period. 

Electricity Production 

Final step of the study was the evaluation of the best solar system type to be used. Three scenarios were investigated. 

The first included the integration of photovoltaic (PV) solar panels with an electrical efficacy of 12%, the second, solar 

thermal (ST) collectors assuming space heat efficacy of 30% and the third one, photovoltaic solar thermal (PVST) panels of 

overall efficiency equal to 42%. Each system has advantages and disadvantages that are not covered on the current study. 

However, it should be mentioned that for PV modules, in temperatures higher than 20oC, their efficiency drops over 0.4% 

for every 1oC temperature increase (Corbin and Zhai, 2012), which was considered on the calculation of their energy 

generation. The comparative results indicated that the maximum energy saving are achieved if a hybrid PVST system is 

adopted, since it can both provide hot water and supply with electricity the hotel complex, without compromising its 

efficiency due to high temperatures. Aggregated results are shown in Table 5, along with their potential energy-savings in 

the real electricity consumption.  

Table 5.   Contribution of different solar collector types in hotel’s energy consumption 

Solar System Efficiency (%) Output Energy (kWh) 
Reduction in total energy 

requirements (%) 

PV 12 5,975 5.2 
ST 30 18,341 15.9 

PVST 42 25,678 22.2 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, the estimation of the thermal and energy performance of a two star hotel complex was performed using 

dynamic thermal simulation software. The results indicated an error of 5.5% between the simulated and the actual energy 

consumption requirements. The percentage of error is clearly justified by the limitations and the uncertainties posed to the 

simulation of modern and multi-functional buildings like the hotel. The dynamic analysis showed overall a good profile over 

the prediction of energy requirements, proving the validity and reliability of using BPS software on the energy and thermal 

performance studies. 

It was further investigated potential energy savings from the installation of solar collector panels on the roofing 

surfaces of the building. The study revealed that for the island of Samos, during May and September the maximum potential 
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solar irradiation can be gained if the solar panels are placed southeast with 55o angle from South and an inclination of 20o 

from the roof slab. Finally, if a PVST system is selected as a retrofitting measure for improvement on hotel’s energy 

efficiency, then it could lead to up to 22.2% energy savings, revealing its predominance over the traditional PV and ST 

systems that are currently used in Greece. 

In conclusion, BPS software are found to be important tools on the analysis and evaluation of the multiple processes 

occurring in a building structure, producing comparative results that may assist decision-making process towards low energy 

buildings. Such simulation studies may result to reduced levels on buildings’ energy consumption, when performed during 

conceptual phase, providing the opportunity to prior select the most long-term profitable structural scenarios, regarding 

sustainable designs. Moreover, the optimal amount of energy generation using solar panels can be determined, respecting 

that each building is a unique structure, defined by different spatial and temporal characteristics, which contribute most on 

the overall performance of an integrated solar system. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper aims to present and describe the autonomous (off-grid) experimental house ZED-KIM (Zero Energy Demand - Kimmeria), 

located at the Campus of the Engineering School of Xanthi, in Kimmeria. The aim of this project is to study the possibility o f installing 
Renewable Energy Sources systems for power sufficiency. In the pilot house there is a hybrid system of photovoltaics and a wind  generator. The 
system is connected to a monitoring system for continuous and advanced recording of the energy production in order to be possible the collection and 
the analysis of the experimental data. ZED-KIM leads us to consume that even in Northern Greece housing units can be at least near energy 
autonomous, regarding electricity demands of a mean household.  

INTRODUCTION 

Both our civilizations and world economy, for all history of mankind, have been depended upon hydrocarbons (HC). 
This has led to the financial growth, the globalization of the economy, and the hyper consuming society. But, on the other 
hand, this has led also to the depletion of fossil fuels, global warming, pollution of the environment, nuclear reactors and 
radioactive waste, and an absolute dependence from HCs (oil, natural gas) and of course, from the system that controls 
them. However, an increased interest towards the Renewable Energy Sources has arisen, together with an intense concern 
about the environment [3,9,17].  

At the same time while energy requirements are increasing continually due to technological development and the 
overpopulation of the planet, there is a concern over the adequacy of energy sources and the rising of the cost of energy, 
which play a catalytic role in the economic crisis which permeates the world community at the present time (world financial 
crisis). Over the last years prices of oil, natural gas and uranium have almost tripled [5], while the cost of carbon dioxide 
emissions has increased almost by 25% [19]. 

Thus, the fact that fossil fuels have decreased alarmingly, the harm to the natural environment, while the demand for 
electrical energy ever increases, has lead many governments and international organizations to research and discuss towards 
the search for the use of alternative sources of energy. The basic idea of these sources is the sustainable development which 
consists of a more optimistic policy on a worldwide level to end the economic crisis. According to some calculations, by 
2025 the number of large city inhabitants and therefore energy consumers, will have exceeded 60% all over the world and it 
will be close to 85% in developed countries [7]. 

The general trend is towards renewable sources of energy (R.E.S), which is ‘clean’, inexhaustible and with no 
hazardous emissions. It’s a matter of a favorable energy option, whose main challenge is the reduction of the cost of the 
energy produced at a competitive level. As a solution to that problem, state support of R.E.S. must be combined with the 
application of relevant grants and at the same time penalties regarding traditional sources of energy and for the non- 
fulfillment of social aims [14]. 
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With world support R.E.S. are fitting, with research and development and with the expansion of their technology, 
developing into competitive forms of energy, with extensive use and reliability with the economic viability of R.E.S., it’s 
possible that a quicker, cheaper, long term sustainable development [12,13], with almost no harm to the environment may 
be attained on a Life Cycle level according to  Valverde et all [18]. 

In this direction, an autonomous experimental house by the name of  ZED-KIM (Zero Energy Demand) has been 
developed at the Laboratory of Environmental and Energy Efficient Design of Buildings and Settlements. The 
aforementioned house is located in the region of Kimmeria, 4 kilometers east of the town of Xanthi. 

The aim of this research effort is the practical efficiency of R.E.S. systems and more specifically that of photovoltaic 
and wind generators as well as their contribution to the coverage of energy demands which may be attained by the 
installment of similar provisions in a mean household in Northern Greece, together with the prevailing climatic conditions 
and seasonal fluctuations throughout the year. 

METHODOLOGY: DESCRIPTION OF ZED-KIM (ZERO ENERGY DEMANDS - KIMMERIA)

The prefabricated experimental house ZED-KIM, which consists of an imitation of an average household on a scale 
of 1:5, the general image of which is presented in picture 1, has been constructed in such a way so as to conform to 
bioclimatic design principles [11]. Its ground plan is rectangular and 20 m2 in total, the house faces south with an azimuth 
angle of 0o. It has two windows, one on the south and one on the east side, which allow sun light to enter, thus increasing 
thermal energy. On the south and west sides (the most significant winds) evergreen trees have been planted for shade in the 
summer and protection in winter. At this point it is worth mentioning that this pilot house is very well insulated, its roof 
provides additional thermal insulation and sound proofing [8,16]. The roof is tilted at 42o which is considered the most 
appropriate slant for the latitude of the city of Xanthi, in order to exploit the greatest levels and intensity of solar radiation 
during the sunny months [4,10]. Six photovoltaic panels of multi- crystalline silicon (total area 6,4 m2 and 1.020 W )  have 
been installed on the roof [9]. 

Figure 1 The prefabricated house ZED-KIM. 
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According to the climatic and techno-economic studies which were carried out in the region of Kimmeria, aiming at 
installing an ideal R.E.S. system for the area in order to cover the energy requirements of the application, which will exploit 
harmoniously both the solar and wind power of the area, an autonomous photovoltaic hybrid system which is also linked to 
the PPC Grid to line was installed. The whole system is a pilot one as its functioning may be either autonomous or 
connected to the central grid. More specifically, when the total stores from the renewable energy sources (R.E.S.) are 
insufficient to cover the needs of the household, then they are covered by the central network. On the other hand when 
there is a surplus (which happens most of the time) this is fed into the central grid, thus maintaining a reciprocal 
relationship autonomous grid connected [2]. 

Βesides the photovoltaic array (1.020W) as was mentioned before, another photovoltaic panel is installed  with a two 
axis tracker (920 watt) with the potential of autonomous and off – feeding electrical rotation 120o in the direction of east – 
west every 20 minutes. This rotation is determined by a solar monitor (Figure 2). 

Figure 2 PV array with a two axis tracker (920W) 

The afore-mentioned array consists of two photovoltaic panels of multi-crystalline silicon and two of mono-crystalline 
silicon, each of the same power. Each of these systems and their different technologies are compared through experimental 
investigation of their thermal and electric characteristics.On the west side of the house a wind generator has been installed , 
which has been carefully studied in order to function alongside the hybrid system in connection with the photovoltaic 
modules and to help considerably in the production of energy during seasonal fluctuations (wattage 900watt with wind 
speed rotation 2.7 m/s) (Figure 3). 

Figure 3 Wind turbine (900W) 
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The afore-mentioned array consists of two photovoltaic panels of multi-crystalline silicon and two of mono-crystalline 
silicon, each of the same power. Each of these systems and their different technologies are compared through experimental 
investigation of their thermal and electric characteristics. 

On the west side of the house a wind generator has been installed, which has been carefully studied in order to 
function alongside the hybrid system in connection with the photovoltaic modules and to help considerably in the 
production of energy during seasonal fluctuations (wattage 900watt with wind speed rotation 2.7 m/s) (Figure 3). 

The total production of the installed R.E.S. (3kW) contributes to a complete system, consisting of 3 inverters 
(DC/AC), 1 charge controller linked to a storage cell system (200Ah – 12V) and 1 control unit which records data which 
communicate with the computer. 

Figure 4 Recording and storage cell system 

Finally it is worth noting that in the ZED-KIM a complete system has been installed to follow and record 
meteorological conditions, which can be seen on the left and right side of the house (Figure 1). This system consists of a 
wind cup anemometer, rain gauge, temperature and humidity gauge, barometer, two pyranometers to measure total solar 
radiation and one pyranometer with a shadow ring to measure the intensity of diffuse solar radiation. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

According to the data collected, which are the results of yearly measurements, Table 1 presents an analytical monthly 
and yearly production of energy, a total figure and a figure for each renewable source of energy installed in the ZED-KIM 
house. 
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Table 1. Monthly and yearly production of electrical energy 
Month Rotating PV 

(1kW) 
(kWh) 

Steady PV 
(1kW) 
(kWh) 

PV production 
(kWh) 

W/G 
(kWh) 

Total 
Production 

 (kWh) 
January 76,1 61,3 137,4 106,8 244,2 

February 97,5 74,6 172,1 91,7 263,8 
March 131,4 98,2 229,6 76,8 306,4 
April 152,0 109,4 261,4 61,6 323,0 
May 172,4 118,4 290,8 45,4 336,2 
June 186,8 123,7 310,6 35,1 345,7 
July 205,5 131,3 336,8 29,8 366,6 

August 194,2 125,7 319,9 38,2 358,1 
September 161,8 112,6 274,5 61,4 335,9 
October 132,2 95,6 227,8 77,8 305,6 

November 86,7 67,0 153,7 89,4 243,1 
December 64,2 54,1 118,4 100,2 218,6 

Yearly 
production 1660,8 1171,9 2832,7 814,2 3646,9 

The total electrical energy which is collected and used by the system yearly is in the range of 3.647 kWh, within which 
the rotating two axis photovoltaic tracker produces 1.661 kWh, the photovoltaic array on the roof produces 1.172 kWh 
while the wind generator produces 814 kWh. 

In Figure 5 there is an association of the total produced energy of the system per month, with the corresponding total 
of the photovoltaics and wind generator. 

Figure 5. Monthly production of electrical energy 
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In Figure 6 the total electrical energy from the installed R.E.S. is presented per month. 
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Figure 6 Monthly production of electrical energy of each R.E.S. 

As presented in Table 2 which follows, the minimum total energy produced by the system per day ranges between 7 to 
8 kWh during the winter, while the largest amount ever recorded reaches 15 kWh during the autumn period on days with a 
high level of solar radiation and strong winds. 

Table 2. Daily produced electrical energy 
Month Rotating PV 

 (1kW) 
(kWh) 

Steady PV 
(1kW) 
(kWh) 

PV production 
(kWh) 

W/G 
(kWh) 

Total production 
(kWh) 

January 2,5 2,0 4,4 3,4 7,9 
February 3,5 2,7 6,1 3,3 9,4 
March 4,2 3,2 7,4 2,5 9,9 
April 5,1 3,6 8,7 2,1 10,7 
May 5,6 3,8 9,4 1,5 10,8 
June 6,2 4,1 10,4 1,2 11,5 
July 6,6 4,2 10,9 1,0 11,8 

August 6,3 4,1 10,4 1,2 11,6 
September 5,4 3,8 9,1 2,0 11,2 
October 4,3 3,1 7,3 2,5 9,9 

November 2,9 2,2 5,1 3,0 8,1 
December 2,1 1,7 3,8 3,2 7,1 

In Table 3 which follows, the percentages of total energy as well as the energy produced by each installed R.E.S. 
system in the ZED-KIM house, are presented on a monthly and yearly basis. 
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Table 3. Percentage of produced electrical energy 
Month Rotating PV 

(1kW) 
 (% ) 

Steady PV 
 (1kW) 

(% ) 

PV production 
 (% ) 

W/G 
 (% ) 

January 31,2 25,1 56,3 43,7 
February 37,0 28,3 65,2 34,8 
March 42,9 32,1 74,9 25,1 
April 47,0 33,9 80,9 19,1 
May 51,3 35,2 86,5 13,5 
June 54,1 35,8 89,8 10,2 
July 56,1 35,8 91,9 8,1 

August 54,2 35,1 89,3 10,7 
September 48,2 33,5 81,7 18,3 
October 43,3 31,3 74,5 25,5 

November 35,7 27,5 63,2 36,8 
December 29,4 24,8 54,2 45,8 

Yearly production: 45,5 32,1 77,7 22,3 

Of the total electrical production approximately 78% stems from the installed photovoltaic systems (46% rotating PV, 
32% steady PV) while 22% is from the wind generator. During the winter period when it is very cloudy or when there are 
strong winds, the contribution to the production of electrical energy made by the photovoltaics is reduced to 54 %. A 
significant merit of electrical energy during this period, comes from the wind generator (46 %). During the summer, 
however, the afore mentioned situation is more intense, and the photovoltaics produce 92% of the energy, limiting the 
contribution of the wind generator to an amount of 8%. The above results are presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Percentage production of electrical energy from each R.E.S. 

At this point, it is worth mentioning and analyzing the difference in the levels of electrical production of the rotating 
and fixed photovoltaic arrays. During the summer months when the two systems are exposed to high levels of solar energy, 
a dominance of the rotating PV array is noted, against the amount of the fixed PV array (35%) which corresponds to about 
69 kWh a month production of electrical energy [1,6]. The above phenomenon is noted in a smaller scale during low levels 
of solar radiation (the winter period) where the rotating photovoltaic array contributes more (19%), from the steady PV 
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array on the energy production. This is due to the fact that the produced wattage from each photovoltaic cell, depends 
significantly on the produced intense of electrical current which relates directly to solar radiation. In contrast, voltage 
increases with the slightest exposure to low level solar radiation [15]. Thus, due to the fact that during the winter months 
diffuse solar radiation dominates to a great extent, which falls upon the two photovoltaic systems at the same level 
independent of the azimuth angle from the south, it has been noted that the percentage of energy production (19%) 
between the rotating PV array and the steady PV array installed in the ZED-KIM is smaller than in the summer period 
(35%). 

Finally, the results referred to an analogous system, consisting of a wind generator of 1 kW and a rotating photovoltaic 
array of 1kW is presented, according to our research data: (both systems of electrical energy have the potential to rotate 
according to the natural source which drives them towards electrical production. Thus the energy expected to be produced 
by this system, according to our data, and the energy accumulated and conclusions reached relating to the comparison of 
solar and wind power in the city of Xanthi are presented in table 4. 

On Table 4 we may see that the wind generator (1kW) may produce 905 kWh yearly while the rotating photovoltaic 
array of the same power, presents almost 0.8 times more energy production (1.661 kWh), reflecting the rich solar and wind 
power of the area. 

Table 4. Results referred to a system of a total wattage 2kW 
Month Rotating PV(1kW) 

(kWh) 
W/G (1kW) 

(kWh) 
Total production (kWh) 

January 76,1 118,7 194,8 
February 97,5 101,9 199,4 

March 131,4 85,3 216,7 
April 152,0 68,4 220,4 
May 172,4 50,4 222,8 
June 186,8 39 225,8 
July 205,5 33,1 238,6 

August 194,2 42,4 236,6 
September 161,8 68,2 230,0 
October 132,2 86,5 218,7 

November 86,7 99,4 186,1 
December 64,2 111,3 175,5 

Yearly 
production: 1660,8 904,6 2565,4 
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CONCLUSIONS 

According to the data presented in this research it can be stated that if the results of the pilot house (scale 1:5) are 
transferred into reality and photovoltaic arrays 5 times more (~10kW) and wind generator of 0.5 times more (~1.5 kW), the 
power are installed, with a yearly total production of 3.647 kWh the following will occur: In an average household of 4-5 
people with a house of 100 m2 and appropriate insulation, in difficult climatic conditions such as in Northern Greece, 
15.386  kWh of energy are expected to be produced yearly. This will exceed the needs of an average household and the 
surplus energy may be sold back to the PPC (0,45 €/kWh). From the above it can be easily acknowledgment that for the 
covering of the aforementioned needs 5000 kWh yearly are required [17], a system’s payback period is of 5,8 years, with 
today’s market prices and no tax-free purchase, with considerable reduction in the forthcoming years as R.E.S. technology 
develops and improves. In figure 8 which follows, the cumulative cash flows and the payback period are presented in a 30 
year basis. 

Figure 8 Cumulative cash flows graph 

Furthermore it has been shown that the city of Xanthi which is located in Northern Greece, has high solar and wind 
potential which makes it suitable for the installation of hybrid systems. These systems can exploit the north-eastern Greece 
wind and solar potential towards satisfactory electrical production throughout the unstable weather patterns yearly. 

Finally, it has been proved that photovoltaic arrays in two axis tracker, increase the yearly electrical production by 29% 
compared to those that are placed at a steady angle, equal to the latitude of the place. This percentage exceeds 35% during 
the summer months. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Regulatory Authority for Energy (“RAE”) building is the first in Greece to have an ISO 50001 standard installed, based on 

verification procedure for the energy savings, dated February 2014. To reduce natural gas consumption a number of interventions in the boiler 

room automation as well as redesign of the ventilation system have been made. To reduce electricity consumption various improvements such as 

interventions in the electrical panels as well as in the close circuit cooling units are applied. It is essential to mention that all the above retrofitting 

made in the building comprised low cost operations based on TAB, RD and TBM techniques. The new, after the verified reduction, energy 

consumptions in the building is decreased down to, in EP terms, 382 kWhpr/m2/y, a value that needs high cost energy saving investment in 

order to reach the suggested one for the overall energy consumption in NZED Mediterranean buildings.  

INTRODUCTION 

Aim and objectives of the publication 

The aim of this publication is to highlight the impact of the systematic energy management according ISO 50001 
particularly in public buildings and show the optimization of this impact using customized mixture of energy services such 
as end use energy audits, engineering techniques (TAB, RD and MTB) and holistic Energy Management with targets & 
commitments. The publication must show further whether the ESCO’s potential market in buildings can walk on existing 
commercially applied methodologies of verification of the energy savings so that billing of these savings could be edited 
fairly and undoubtedly third part. 

The publication will permit to reach the following objectives: 

1. To localize actual energy savings, in matter of natural gas and electricity, by comparing the respective bills in
yearly basis as well to correlate these savings to energy related interventions

2. To show how climatic data affect the above actual savings and to work out (applying the base line analysis) this
impact with scope to reach the figures of the real savings

3. To establish modeled energy consumptions with scope to calculate the real energy savings and assess their
cumulative effect on the energy bills throughout post-retrofit periods, by using state of the art regression methods

* Corresponding author, Email: mkara@bonair.gr
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4. To assess verification models for each of the various energy sources and for each of their tariff levels
5. To calculate rates of accuracy and uncertainty values for the above models be acceptable

State of the art in the M&V - Measurement and Verification of energy savings 

To verify the energy savings the baseline analysis is the forecasting technique used since 1995 based mainly on billing 
data analysis, Ǝ$ƍ93�����. According this, a linear base line forecasting model is suggested with an R2 determination 
value above a threshold 0,85, value which was adopted by the Greek Regulation 1999. The state of art today applied mainly 
in USA, Canada and AuVWUDOLD�LV�FRPSULVHG�LQ�WKH�(92�VWDQGDUG�,3093������DGRSWHG�then LQ�QDWLRQDO�0	9�*XLGHV��VHH�
respectively %3$�DQG�16:��7KH�PDLQ�0	9�GHVLJQ�EDVLFV�DUH�LQFOXGHG�LQ�,3093����� and the Guideline ASHRAE 14 -
2002. The above process supports the ISO 50001 (applied in the publication building) and the ISO ������V\VWHP� 

)ROORZLQJ�,3093�2012 and ASHRAE 14 the selection of the baseline period in a facility that operates on an annual 
cycle in response to weather should have a baseline period of a full year. Moreover, both summer and winter shall be 
consolidated in one base line model for evaluating the model confidence indices. 

For the evaluation of regression models, as far as confidence and precision levels are concerned, according ,3093�
2012 we must assess R2�� 6(� DQG�&9506(� WR� FRPSO\�with upper or lower limits. Furthermore, since with each annual 
savings report it is indispensable to show at least the level of uncertainty and confidence interval in the savings determined 
during the post-retrofit period, according ASHRAE 14, EHVLGHV�1'%�WR�FRPSO\�with the upper limit 5.10-5, we must assess 
&967'�DQG�10%(��The level of uncertainty then must be less than 50% of the annual reported savings, at a confidence 
OHYHO�KLJKHU�WKDQ����� 

Methodology and procedure of the analysis 

The methodology applied in the assessment comprises: 

1. Collection of billing data in order to localize actual energy savings  and working out average consumption values
with reference to the number of days of each billing period (for both reference period and application period of
the energy consumption)

2. $VVHVVPHQW�RI�FOLPDWLF�GDWD�XVLQJ�WKH�1$6$�ZHDWKHU�GDWD�IRU�$WKHQV�LQ�WHUPV�RI�GHJUHH�GD\V�ZLWK�UHVSHFW�WR�DQ�
optimized indoor reference temperature for both heating and cooling, for both energy sources (gas and electricity)
and for the above precise consumption periods

3. 3ORWWLQJ�RI�WKH�FRQVXPSWLRQV�IRU�ERWK�SHULRGV�DQG�PRGHOLQJ�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�period energy consumptions by using
the base line as forecasting method, for each of the two energy sources and for each of their discrete tariff levels.
Therefore three base lines are to be assessed (gas tariff, high price electricity tariff and low price electricity tariff)

4. Calculation of the accuracy and uncertainty figures [,3093�����] for the above models be acceptable with scope
to verify energy saving amounts

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING 

7KH�KHDGTXDUWHUV�RI�5$(�LV�ORFDWHG�DW�WKH�FHQWHU�RI�$WKHQV��DW�3LUDHXV�$YHQXH������ 
The surface area of the building is: 

x 5.411 m² (1st to 7th floor) 
x 2.319 m² (2 basement levels) 
x ������Pñ��ground floor) 

The RAE building has AC needs (heating and cooling), which are related to an area equal to ��������� Pñ� 
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The needs for heating are met by two boilers which use natural gas for heat production supplied to the spaces through a 
hydronic network comprising 251 local FCU. The electricity in the building mainly meets the following requirements: 

1. AC-Air conditioning
2. 9HQWLODWLRQ
3. Lightning
4. ,3-Data Center
5. Devices

To assess both energy and economy evaluations, the total consumption of electricity is split into two categories: 
consumption at high price and at low price. 

 THE ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE FOR AN ISO 50001 

The Energy Management System (according to ISO 50001:2011 Energy Management System standard) planning and 
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ� PHWKRGRORJ\� LV� EDVHG� RQ� WKH� 3ODQ-Do-Check-Act (3'&$�� FRQWLQXRXV� LPSURYHPHQW� SURFHGXUH� RI� WKH�
standard.  

The methodology for the design, implementation, test and optimization of the Energy Management System (EnMS) 
includes the use of various tools such as checklists, interviews and continuous interaction between stakeholders to ensure 
the development of a system that in an exemplary way fits the needs and specific challenges of the organization.  

The flow chart diagram related to EnMS is as per the Figure 1. 

Figure 1:  EnMS flow chart diagram. 

The main steps followed to run all relevant procedures, day to day energy-related operational issues and 
documentation are:  

mailto:mkara@bonair.gr
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x Commitment of the organization’s management for the implementation of EMS and the continuous 
improvement of the system to improve energy performance. This step includes the assignment of resources 
(Energy Management Team) to implement the system, the formation of an energy policy and training to the 
involved personnel for the implementation methodology. 

x Analysis of past and present energy data in order to evaluate past and current patterns of energy consumption 
according to a thorough energy review compatible with European Directive 27/2012. All plans are monitored 
accordiQJ�WR�VSHFLILF�(QHUJ\�3HUIRUPDQFH�,QGLFDWRUV��(Q3,V��� 

x Establishment of energy targets, objectives and energy management action plans. This step is of top 
importance since energy management action plans must be consistent and realistic over RAE’s established 
energy policy, target and objectives.  

x After the initial phase of EnMS planning, the implementation and pilot operation phase of the system is the 
next target to achieve. All documentation, training, communication and management of operational control.  

x Checking of system’s performance in terms of evaluating the conformance to ISO 50001:2011 requirements 
taking into consideration any corrective or preventive actions in order to handle non-conformities according 
to the standard.  

NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION 

The consumption of natural gas in the building is collected from the GU invoices (Table 1) 

Table 1. Heating Degree Days (HDD18,77) and natural gas consumption 

Period 
Index Starting Date Ending Date Number of

Days 

Total 
HDD 
(Kd) 

Average 
HDD 

(Kd/Day) 

Total 
Consumption 

(kWh) 

Average 
Consumptio

n 
(kWh/Day) 

3� 24/9/2011 23/11/2011 �� 145,83 2,39 �������� 1101,85 
3� 24/11/2011 25/1/2012 �� 412,74 ���� ��������� 2502,79 
3� ��������� 23/3/2012 58 ������ ���� ��������� 2924,44 
3� 24/3/2012 23/5/2012 �� 78,17 1,28 �������� ������ 
3� 24/5/2012 23/7/2012 �� 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
3� 24/7/2012 24/9/2012 �� 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

SUM 1082,97 431217,17 
3� 25/9/2012 22/11/2012 59 27,70 0,47 �������� 229,83 
3� 23/11/2012 23/1/2013 �� 319,78 ���� �������� 1501,03 
3� 24/1/2013 22/2/2013 30 185,31 ���� �������� 1491,39 
3�� 23/2/2013 ��������� 32 ������ ���� �������� 1029,14 
3�� 27/3/2013 22/4/2013 27 84,30 3,12 11891,94 440,44 
3�� 23/4/2013 22/5/2013 30 4,51 0,15 379,09 ����� 
3�� 23/5/2013 24/7/2013 �� 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
3�� 25/7/2013 28/8/2013 35 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
3�� 29/8/2013 25/9/2013 28 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

SUM 783,38 196568,97 
DIFF -27,7% -54,4% 

The natural gas consumption reduction by 54,4%, is explained in a significant part (24,8%, see table 3) by the weather 
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change expressed from the decrease in the HDDs (by 27,7%). The remaining part (2���%) is caused by a number of energy 
interventions made in the building.  

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION   

The invoiced electricity consumption in the building has two parts: the high priced zone and the low priced zone. In 
this article, we analyze only the high priced zone consumption but we present results from both zones. The high priced 
zone consumption is shown in Table 2 (source: EU invoices). 

Table 2. Cooling Degree Days (CDD20,7 3) and electricity consumption (high priced zone) 
Period 
Index Starting Date Ending Date Number 

of Days 
Total CDD 

(Kd) 
Total Consumption 

(kWh) 

3� 1/10/2011 31/10/2011 31 12,9 40825 
3� 1/11/2011 30/11/2011 30 0 ����� 
3� 1/12/2011 31/12/2011 31 0 ����� 
3� 1/1/2012 31/1/2012 31 0 43918 
3� 1/2/2012 29/2/2012 29 0 41572 
3� 1/3/2012 31/3/2012 31 0 42421 

3� 1/4/2012 30/4/2012 30 0,82 ����� 

3� 1/5/2012 31/5/2012 31 42,94 49041 

3� �������� ��������� 30 203,94 ����� 

3�� 1/7/2012 31/7/2012 31 302,23 ����� 
3�� 1/8/2012 31/8/2012 31 ������ ����� 
3�� 1/9/2012 30/9/2012 30 153,77 53545 

SUM 994,76 594671 
3�� 1/10/2012 31/10/2012 31 ����� 53722 
3�� 1/11/2012 30/11/2012 30 4,29 41178 
3�� 1/12/2012 31/12/2012 31 0 32709 
3�� 1/1/2013 31/1/2013 31 0 39879 
3�� 1/2/2013 28/2/2013 28 0 35933 
3�� 1/3/2013 31/3/2013 31 0 34352 
3�� 1/4/2013 30/4/2013 30 0 ����� 
3�� 1/5/2013 31/5/2013 31 20 42353 
3�� �������� ��������� 30 ����� ����� 
3�� 1/7/2013 31/7/2013 31 178,47 ����� 
3�� 1/8/2013 31/8/2013 31 187,08 ����� 
3�� 1/9/2013 30/9/2013 30 123,22 ����� 

SUM 674,11 525691 
DIFF -32,2% -11,6% 
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The high price electricity consumption reduction by ����%, is explained later in a significant part (8,82%) by a number of 
energy interventions made in the building, while the remaining part is due to weather impact. 

THE BASELINE ANALYSIS RESULTS 

To verify the energy savings the baseline analysis is the forecasting technique used here based on billing data analysis. 
A linear base line forecasting model is assessed while the GHVLJQ�EDVLFV� DUH� LQFOXGHG� LQ� ,3093������ DQG� WKH�*XLGHOLQH�
ASHRAE 14 -2002.  

The baseline related to the natural gas is assessed on mean daily values (for a twelve month period) and is detected 
throughout the reference period since no energy interventions occurred in the building and given by the equation:  

\� �������[������� (1) 

:KHUH� y = average natural gas consumption �N:K�day) 
   x = average heating degree days (Kd/day) 

Using the baseline we predict the natural gas consumption for the period of application next to reference period. 
)ROORZLQJ�,3093������DQG�$6+5$(����WKH�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�EDVHOLQH�SHULRG�LQ�D�IDFLOLW\�WKDW�RSHUDWHV�RQ�DQ�DQQXDO�F\FOH�
in response to weather should have a baseline period of a full year. Since for the application period, energy interventions did 
occur in the building, it is easy to compare the actual consumption for the application period with the predicted one for the 
same application period in order to calculate the real energy savings due to these interventions. 

Moreover, both summer and winter is consolidated in the base line model for evaluating further the model confidence 
indices. As shown in Figure 2, the values and the plot trend for the application period are lower than that of the baseline 
and this is due to the savings in natural gas consumption for the application, when energy interventions occurred. The 
application period (or post-retrofit period) according basic theory of the baseline) is not modeled. 

Figure 2:  Graphic representation of daily natural gas consumption against average heating degree days for the reference (linear) and the 

application (plots) period. 
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Table 3. CUSUM Analysis of  Natural Gas savings 

Period 
Index 

Total 
Consumption 

(kWh) 

Total Modeled 
Consumption 

(kWh) 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Cumulative savings 
(kWh) 

3� �������� �������� 0,00 0,00 
3� ��������� ��������� 0,00 0,00 
3� ��������� ��������� 0,00 0,00 
3� �������� �������� 0,00 0,00 
3� 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
3� 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

SUM 431217,17 431217,17 
3� �������� 21283,74 -7724,05 -7724,05 
3� �������� ��������� -2371,21 -�������� 
3� �������� 71537,11 �������� -�������� 
3�� �������� �������� -�������� -97540,37 
3�� 11891,94 35137,12 -3245,18 -��������� 
3�� 379,09 7427,13 -7048,04 -127833,59 
3�� 0,00 0,00 0,00 -127833,59 
3�� 0,00 0,00 0,00 -127833,59 
3�� 0,00 0,00 0,00 -127833,59 

SUM 196568,97 324402,57 -127833,59 
DIFF -54,4 % -24,8% 

A CUSUM chart is elaborated with the help of which we can track the time that the real natural gas consumption 
savings start. ,Q�WKH�7DEOH����ZH�REVHUYH�WKDW�WKH�UHDO�VDYLQJV�DUH�HTXDO�WR�����������N:K�\�HTXLYDOHQW�WR�������� �������- 
24,8%) of the reference natural gas consumption. The related figure 3 shows that a large part of the energy savings starts in 
period 7 (October 2012). In this month a number of energy interventions occurred that are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

Figure 3: CUSUM analysis of the natural gas energy savings for the reference and the application period (kWh) 
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To work on electricity evaluations, the total consumption has been split into two categories: consumption at high price 
and at low price. In the figure 4 the high price electricity baseline for the reference period is given. 

The baseline of the high priced zone consumption is assessed on monthly values (for a twelve month period) and it is 
given by the equation: 

<� �������;����������� (2) 

:KHUH� Y = electricity consumption �N:K�month) 
       X = cooling degree days (Kd/month) 

Figure 4: Baseline analysis of the electricity high price consumption for the reference and the application period (kWh/month). 

As said, in the Table 3, we found the real gas VDYLQJV�HTXDO�WR�����������N:K�\�HTXLYDOHQW�WR�������RI�WKH�reference 
natural gas consumption. Using the electricity base line from the figure 4 and working out for the electricity similar tables to 
the table 3, we succeeded the correspondent figures that have been calculated equal to:  

x Real savings of ���������N:K/y that represents a saving percentage of 8,82% for the high price zone. 
x Real savings of ���������N:K/y that represents a saving percentage of 13,9% for the low price zone. 
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ENERGY SAVING VERIFICATION PROCEDURE 

In the following we calculated seven regression parameters related to the verification procedure we applied >,3093�
2012] as well as the uncertainty U [Ashrae 14/2002] for the prediction of the energy savings we achieved for three cost 
centers: 

1. 1DWXUDO�*DV�FRQVXPSWLRQ
2. Highly invoiced electrical energy
3. Low invoiced electrical energy

7KH� FRPSXWHG� VDYLQJV� LQ� HQHUJ\� DQG� WKH� PRQHWDU\� XQLWV� DUH� UHVSHFWLYHO\� N:K� DQG� (XUR�� ZKLOH� WKH� HQHUJ\� SULFH�
VFKHGXOH� RI� RXU�(8�XVHG� LQ� WKH� DVVHVVPHQW� LV�9LWD*DPPD�09(see Annex I). The whole building performance path is 
performed in our consumption building case study. 

For the evaluation of regression models, as far as accuracy and precision levels are concerned, according ,3093������
we must assess R2��6(�DQG�&9506(�WR�FRPSO\�with upper or lower limits. Furthermore, since with each annual savings 
report it is indispensable to show at least the level of uncertainty and confidence interval in the savings determined during 
the post-retrofit period, according ASHRAE 14, besides the t statistic to comply with the lower limit 2 and 1'%�with the 
upper limit 5.10-5��ZH�PXVW�DVVHVV�&967'�DQG�10%(.  

The seven regression parameters R2�� W�� 6(�� 1HW� 'HWHUPLQDWLRQ� %LDV�� &967'�� &9506(�� 10%(� DQG� WKH� 8� DUH�
calculated bellow, as commonly, according statistical basics. 

ܴ2 = σ(ݕො݅ െݕത)2

σ(݅ݕ െݕത)2 

ݐ െ ܿ݅ݐݏ݅ݐܽݐݏ = ܾ
ܾܧܵ

ොݕܧܵ = ඨσ(ݕො݅ െ 2(݅ݕ

݊ െ  െ 1

ݏܽ݅ܤ ݊݅ݐܽ݊݅݉ݎ݁ݐ݁ܦ ݐ݁ܰ =  σ(݁݅ െ Ƹ݁݅)
σ݁݅

× 100 

ܦܸܶܵܥ = 100 × ቂ(݅ݕ െ ത)2ݕ /(݊ െ 1)ቃ
1/2

 തݕ/

ܧܵܯܴܸܥ = 100 × ቂ(݅ݕ െ ො݅)2ݕ /(݊ െ ቃ(
1/2

 തݕ/
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ܧܤܯܰ = σ(݅ݕ െ (ො݅ݕ
(݊ െ ( × തݕ × 100 

ܷ = ݐ × 1.26 × ܧܵܯܴܸܥ
ܨ × ඨ݊ + 2

݊ × ݉ 

The Table 4 comprises the results of the regression model for the natural gas consumption baseline, showing 
acceptable values according to the implemented criteria. In the same table are also included the statistical calculations of 
both electricity consumption baselines. 

Table 4. Results of the calculated regression on three baselines under confidence set at >95% 
(natural gas, highly invoiced zone and low invoiced zone electricity consumption) 

REGRESSION 
RESULTS NGas High priced 

Electricity 
Low priced 
Electricity Criteria 

R2 0,998 0,947 1,000 >0,75 
t-stat. CDD or HDD ����� 13,333 n.a. >2 

t-stat. intercept 2,82 41,989 n.a. >2 

67$1'$5'�(5525 3343,75 �������� �������� the lower     
the better 

1HW Determination Bias 3,091E-08 �����(��� 3,731E-�� <0,005% 
&967' 1,083 0,231 0,157 
&9�506(� ������� ������� 0,04091 <0,25 
10%( 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

U total savings 17,19% 33,53% ������ 

The level of uncertainty must be found less than 50% of the annual reported savings, at a confidence level higher than 
���� >$6+5$(����� �������I@��7DEOH� �� FRPSOLHV�� VLQFH� at a confidence level higher than 95% the modeled uncertainty is 
found 17.19% and 33,53% of the annual reported savings (respectively for gas and high priced electricity).  

ENERGY RELATED INTERVENTIONS IN THE BUILDING 

In the building a number of occurrences happened and a series of interventions were built that presented a particular 
energy related impact. These facts can be classified in two categories. 

Facts with an impact on: 

x 1atural gas savings 
1. Alteration of HDDs: 27,7% reduction from the reference to the application period
2. Change in the building’s staff number, who increased by 25.

x Electricity savings 
1. Alteration of CDDs: 32,2% reduction from the reference period to the application period.
2. Change in the building’s staff number, who increased by 25.
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Moreover, a series of interventions related to both natural gas and electricity were built or are to be built, as per the 
Table 5 list: 

Table 5. List of interventions built or to be built in the building to attain energy savings 

   Title of fact     Date of fact 

To Reduce the Natural Gas 

Rational space ventilation: Redesign ventilation in 2 fresh air Air handlers 4/10/2012 

Improvement in the boilers’ and chillers’ automation sequence 12/11/2012 

Heat recovery from the boilers’ flue gases To be built 

Geothermal use of phreatic well for fresh air preheating To be built 

Switch over from gas boiler to heat pump for space heating planned 

To Reduce the Electricity 

&KDQJH�LQ�WKH�VFKHGXOH�RI�WKH�EXLOGLQJ·V�IDFLOLWLHV��/LJKWQLQJ��9HQWLODWLRQ��$LU�KDQGOHUV 4/11/2012 

Intervention in the closed control unit plenary CCU-S18 in the plenary room ���������� 
Intervention in the electric boards of the stairwells 05/07/2012 
Intervention in the lighting of the -5 basement garage, with control via motion 
detectors 29/07/2012 

Rational space ventilation: Redesign ventilation in 2 fresh air Air handlers 10/10/2012 

5HSODFHPHQW�RI�&)/V���[��:� WR�/('V����:��LQ�WKH�FRUULGRUV To be built 

CONCLUSIONS 

As far as natural gas consumption is concerned, the annual savings are localized to reach: 

x Real savings ���������� N:K/y WKDW� UHSUHVHQW� D� VDYLQJ� SHUFHQWDJH� RI� �������The uncertainty U is 17,19% 
under a confidence level  CL >95% (while U must be less than 50% at a CL higher than ���) 

The correspondent figures for the electricity are: 

x Real savings ��������� N:K/y that represent a saving percentage of 8,82% for the high price zone. The 
uncertainty is 33,53% under a confidence level >95% (while U must be less than 50% at a CL higher than 
���) 

x Real savings ��������� N:K/y that represent a saving percentage of 13,9% for the low price zone. The 
XQFHUWDLQW\� LV��������XQGHU�D�FRnfidence level >95%(while U must be less than 50% at a CL higher than 
���)  

mailto:mkara@bonair.gr
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The verification procedure applied to prove the announced energy savings gives excellent results since all criteria are 
highly satisfied. To succeed the savings analyzed above, a number of low cost interventions have been implemented in the 
building, TAB oriented, with an indicative payback period lower than one year.  

'XH�WR�WKH�UHWURILWWLQJ�LQWHUYHQWLRQV��WKH�WRWDO�HQHUJ\�FRQVXPSWLRQ�LQGLFDWRU�LQ�WKH�EXLOGLQJ��LQ�(3�WHUPV��LV�GHFUeased 
IURP� ������ N:Kpr�P��\� �EHIRUH�� GRZQ� WR� ������ N:hpr/m2/y (after the retrofitting). :LWK� VFRSH� WR� UHDFK� D� 1=(%�
threshold of efficiency (this last is usually proposed for 0HGLWHUUDQHDQ�EXLOGLQJV�WR�EH�DERXW�����N:hpr/m2/y) a number of 
high cost retrofitting is planned such as efficient lighting installation, geothermal application, flue gas heat recovery and co-
generation plant implementation. 

Moreover, the publication showed that: 

x Climatic data from one year period to the next altered by 27.7% (for the heating period) and affected the 
DFWXDO�JDV�VDYLQJV�IURP�������GRZQ�WR�UHDO�VDYLQJV�OHYHOHG�DW��������WKLV�LPSDFW�LV�different from 27,7%) 

x Three baselines are indispensable to assess the case study (for the gas, high and low price electricity zone) 
x Calculate the rates of accuracy and the uncertainty is complex but not difficult to assess. The  energy saving 

percentage must be announced under the related level of uncertainty 
x The developed modeling methodology based on the baseline technique and the verification procedure to 

assess the statistical efficiency of the above models based on the 0	9� LQWHUQDWLRQDO� 3URWRFRO consists a 
YDOXDEOH�DQG�UHOLDEOH�WRRO�WR�SUHSDUH�HQHUJ\�VDYLQJ�SURRIV�LQ�WKH�IUDPHZRUN�RI�,62�������DQG�,62�������IRU�
buildings 

x The applied methodology of verification of the energy savings in the RAE building has been proved 
scientifically valuable and commercially tested in the building, therefore in the case that an ESCO is involved, 
it can walk on this methodology steadily since billing of savings are edited fairly and undoubtedly third part. 

NOMENCLATURE 

RAE = Regulatory Authority for Energy 
TAB = Testing Adjusting Balancing,  
RD  = ReDesign,  
TMB =     Measuring, Targeting and Benchmarking 
(3� pr = (QHUJLH�3ULPDLUH  
,3093 = ,QWHUQDWLRQDO�3HUIRUPDQFH�	�0HDVXUHPHQW�9HULILFDWLRQ�3URWRFRO� 
1=(' = 1HDU�=HUR�HQHUJ\�%XLOGLQJ 
ESCO = Energy Services COmpany 
HDD = Heating Degree Days, Kd 
CDD = Cooling Degree Days, Kd 
FCU = Fan Coil Unit 
EU  = Electric Utility 
GU  = Gas Utility 
AC  = Air CRQGLWLRQLQJ��,3��,QIRUPDWLRQ�3RZHU��RI�WKH�GDWD�FHQWHUV��� 
CUSUM   = Cumulative SUM. 
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R2  = coefficient of determination   
SE  = standard error of the prediction 
&967'� = the coefficient of variation of the standard deviation   
t  = statistic of a coefficient b 
&9506( =    the coefficient of variation of the root mean square error  
10%( = the normalized mean bias error   
U = the overall savings uncertainty  
݅ݕ  = data value i 
ො݅ݕ  = predicted yi 
   ത = sample mean valueݕ
݁݅  = measured energy i 
Ƹ݁݅  = predicted ei 

n = number of periods of baseline 
m = number of period in the post retrofit Savings reporting period 
p = number of parameters in the baseline model of the baseline data 
F = approximate percentage of the baseline energy use that is saved 
 t critical = ݐ
19 = Medium voltage 
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ANNEX I 

The 9LWD�*DPPD�09��PHGLXP�YROWDJH��tariff of the Greek EU applies: 

1. Annual power price
x ������½�N:�PRQWK�������-23:00 working days per year)

2. Annual energy prices
x High price tariff:  ��������½�N:K�������- 23:00 working days per year)
x Low price tariff:  ��������½�N:K������-7:00 working days per year, and 24hours at weekends-holidays

per year) 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the thermal comfort conditions in the new City Hall of Xanthi and the energy performance of the building 
in general. The study includes field survey, which was conducted in a frequency of twice a day, once per week, for a period of two months between 
the heating and cooling season. The measurements were to determine the temperature, humidity and air velocity, inside and out side of the building. 
Measurements were also performed to determine the values of the heat capacity of building envelope materials and to assess the intensity of non-
visible radiation inside the building. Alongside, social research was conducted, in order to correlate measurement data with the subjective feeling of 
thermal comfort of the building users. As for the detected weaknesses, upgrading interventions were proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The capability of energy saving in  building sector in Greece, is specific high and can easily reclaimed with the 
appliance of the appropriate measurements. About 77% of the Greek buildings are residences and the rest 23% is consists 
of buildings of the tertiary sector (hospitals, airports, offices, schools etc). In this sector the major proportion of energy 
consumption is for space heating, following these for equipment operation, space cooling and lighting.  The offices have 
increased demands on energy consumption, because of the continuous operation of the electromechanical equipment, as 
well as the users’ behavior. The energy consumption for space heating depends on the climatic conditions, the size, the type 
and the age of the building, the status of the electromechanical equipment, the indoor desired conditions and the working 
hours. The thermal shielding of the building shell, the available technologies of the renewable energy sources, the 
electromechanical systems with high energy efficiency, the BEMS and the existing experience can contribute to the energy 
saving for the buildings of the tertiary sector. The appliance of these measurements will have direct effect to the reduction 
of the energy consumption in building sector that in several cases, with the contribution of the appropriate options; can be 
over than 50%. 

* P. Kosmopoulos E-mail: pkosmos@env.duth.gr
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Methodology 

In order to account the theoretical median energy consumption of a building (for different building types or usages), a 
lot of methodologies have developed (analytic, hourly, monthly etc). Most of them take into account the energy 
consumption for space heating and cooling, ventilation, domestic hot water and lighting in order to classify the building. 
The parameter “user” differentiates the estimated energy consumption from the real one, and this is a typical result for 
buildings in Greece. In this paper took place an assessment of energy consumption and ranking of the building under the 
Regulation of Energy Performance of Buildings (R.E.P.B.) 

Building description 

The new City Hall of Xanthi is located beside the central square of the city, at altitude 81m, latitude 41o 08’ N and 
longitude 24o53’ E. The main façade (with the entrance) is located east and there are no buildings, trees or other obstacles 
that create shadow on it. It built at 1965 for the “Bank of Greece” and at 1995 it was announced as monument because of 
its specific architectonical characteristics. At 2009 passed to the municipality of Xanthi and since August 2013, several 
public services removed in. It is about a rectangular building, 32.0m x 22.5m with two main levels, a mezzanine and an 
underground level for auxiliary uses. It is constructed with columns and slabs of reinforced concrete filled with common 
bricks. The transparent surfaces consist of two-glassed windows and doors with 6mm airspace between the glasses. On the 
ground floor, there is an open hall for the public and around it the service offices. There are two separate stairwells in the 
building. The first one, leads to the upper floor, where are the mayor’s office, the hall of the city council and assistant office. 
The second one, leads up to the mezzanine and down to the underground floor, where are placed the boiler room, the oil 
tanks and auxiliary rooms. 

The main system for heating is an oil boiler and the heating is transmitted to the area with fancoil units. For cooling 
there are five multi air conditioning units for the ground floor that uses roof devices and separate split air conditioning units 
for the other floors. The cooling system is used as secondary heating, when the boiler is out of use.    

FIELD INVESTIGATION 

Presentation on measuring instruments and measuring progress

The instruments used for field investigation are: 
1)TM 200 U, special determination of U coefficient (Kimo instruments), 2)Digital thermometer SDT 142 (Summit) with 
sensor UT-106 k type surface temperature probe (Unit), 3)Humidity temperature meter MS 6503 RS232 (Mastech), 4)LCD 
digital Multi-thermometer ST-9258 with 1 meter sensor probe (Camlab), 5)Mini Vane Anemometer - YK-80AS (Lutron), 
6)EMF meter 480836 (Extech, 7) Radalert 100 (Geiger Counter). Measurements in the building of the New City  Hall of 
Xanthi were held for eight days at a  frequency of almost one week (03/04/2014 - 05/06/2014). For each day were taken 
two sets of measurements, at 9:00 to 11:00 am and at 1:00 to 3:00 pm. 

Measutement points around the area

The points of measurements were selected in such a way, as to evaluate the conditions prevailing at the individual 
workplaces and transit of citizens. Inside the building, at ground level, the points were studied are: S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 as 
shown in Figure 1 (a). Additionally, measurements of surface temperatures inside and outside the building, at contact 
points: S1, S2, S3, S4. Were also measured temperature, humidity and wind speed at 1m distance from the building shell in 
external signs, exterior of the building, from contact points. On the first floor of the building studied points were: S6, S7, 
S8, S9, S10 and S11. On mezzanine floor the studied points were S12 and S13 as shown in the Figure 1 (b, c). 
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   Figure 1    (a) Ground floor (b)  Mezzanine floor  (c)  First floor 

Measurement Results 

Then detailing the results of the measurements in the form of diagrams. 

Figure 2.      (a) Temperature variation in Ground floor, 1st Floor & Mezzanine at 9:00 am 
(b) Temperature variation in Ground floor, 1st Floor & Mezzanine at 13:00 pm 

Figure 3.     (a) Humidity variation in Ground floor, 1st Floor & Mezzanine at 9:00 am     
 (b) Humidity variation in Ground floor, 1st Floor & Mezzanine at 13:00 pm 
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Figure 4.      (a) Variation of external air temperature 
 at 9:00 am 

 (b)  Variation of external air temperature  
 at 13:00 pm 

Figure 5.      (a) Variation of external humidity at 9:00 am     (b) Variation of external humidity at 13:00 pm 

Figure 6.     (a)  Variation of external air velo city at  9:00 am  (b) Variation of external air velocity at 13:00 

As shown on figures, in the point S13 of the mezzanine at the days 10/04 and 08/05, the interior air temperature 
shows a diversification than the rest measurements because of the supplementary use of heating systems by employees. It is 
also obvious an increase of the temperature as we are passing from the spring to the summer days. 

On humidity figures, we distinguish a diversification at the point S12 of the mezzanine at the 10/04 because of the 
open windows in the office. Additionally, an increase of humidity between morning and evening measurements on 15/05 is 
due to a sudden rain began after 11:00 am. On average, humidity levels decreases as we move towards the summer. Air 
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velocity will generally have high prices on the south side of the building as well as on the west side. 
Remarks:  
At spot 7 was not possible to take measurements at the midday because of the meetings of the Municipal Council.  
In some measurements (eg temperature on 08/05 at S13), the conditions prevailing in some parts diverge from the rest 
because of the use of auxiliary heating systems by the employees.  
The percentage of radioactivity measured at normal levels ranging from 0,007 to 0,029 mR / hr, when the permissible limit 
is 0,57 mR / hr (Source: hps.org) 

ASSESSMENT OF THERMAL COMFORT CONDITIONS  

The estimate of thermal comfort conditions was performed with the model PMV-PPD (Predicted Mean Vote - 
Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied). The model was developed by Fanger in the 70s and it is based on thermoregulation and 
heat balance theories. According to these theories, the human body employs physiological processes in order to maintain a 
balance between the heat produced by metabolism and heat lost from the body. PMV index predicts the mean value of 
votes of a large group of people for a seven-point thermal sensation scale as shown in table 1 and PPD index determines 
the percentage of thermally dissatisfied people for each PMV value. 

Table 1.   PMV thermal sensation scale
Value Thermal sensation 

+3 Hot 
+2 Warm 
+1 Slightly warm 
0 Neutral 
-1 Slightly cool 
-2 Cool 
-3 Cold 

PMV index is calculated by the following equation: 

> @ L0,0280,036M)exp(0,303PMV ���� 
(1) 

Μ: metabolic rate of heat production (W/m2) 
L: heat load acting on the body (W/m2) 

PMV index is also calculated from the mathematical equations of ISO 7730:2005 standard and from the web 
application of the Center for the Built Environment of Berkeley University by specific data input 
(http://smap.cbe.berkeley.edu/comforttool). PPD index is calculated from the PMV values: 

� �> @24 0,2179PMV0,03353PMVexp95100PPD ���� 
(2) 

Regarding the correlation of the indices, it is detected that for the zero value of PMV, PPD equals 5% as shown in 
figure 7. This means that for a particular room the percentage of thermally satisfied people cannot exceed 95%. 
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Figure 7.  PMV-PPD correlation 

The fluctuation of the indices was calculated based on measurements and questionnaires data for the three basic zones 
of the building (ground floor, mezzanine floor and first floor) as shown in figure 8. The results for every zone are the 
average values of all the measurement points on each floor combined with the average values for the two different 
measurement hours (09.00 and 13.00). 

It is noticeable that at the first floor, PMV values are much lower than in the other floors at the first half of 
measurement period (03/04 to 08/05). Τhere are also great differences of PMV values between the three zones on 10/04, 
where values range from -0,46 to 0,38. At the second half of the measurement period, a considerable convergence of values 
between the three zones is detected.  

Figure 8.      (a) PMV fluctuation for the three zones   (b) PPD fluctuation for the three zones of the building 

PPD values do not exceed 10%, excluding dates 22/05 and 29/05 where the highest values are shown (12,88% & 
14,26%). The highest values throughout the measurement period are observed at the first floor (average value 8,26%), the 
ground floor has lower values (average value 7,36%) and the mezzanine floor shows the lowest values (average value 
6,81%). Assessing the results of PMV & PPD indices, the thermal comfort conditions in the building are characterized in 
general terms by neutral thermal sensation and significantly low percentage of thermally dissatisfied people. 

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

The electromagnetic radiation (EMR) in the building of City Hall of Xanthi was measured to detect the 
electromagnetic pollution in the area. The building does not have some kind of shield against electromagnetic radiation. 
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In the building there are the following sources of electromagnetic radiation: 
1) Cell Phones. 
2) Computers. 
3) Wireless computer networks (wi-fi).
4) Low-frequency electric fields due to electrical installations.
5) Radiation from outside the building.
Radiation are non-ionizing (low frequency and energy is not enough to cause ionization). 

There are three parameters by which we can understand the intensity of electromagnetic radiation: 
A) The power flux density (irradiance) S which calculates the power (energy per unit time) incident perpendicular to

the surface unit (W/m2). 
B) The electric field strength E (V/m).
C) The magnetic field strength H (A/m).
The measures had to do with the maximum and minimum intensity of the resultant electric field of electromagnetic 

radiation in the three axes xyz. 
The measurements were carried out on the ground floor, mezzanine and first floor of the building, in public places, 

offices, the canteen, and in the area where the city council takes place. The values of measured intensities continuously 
varied due to the rotation of the joint, the moves, and the use of devices with no fixed rate. 

The most important points of the research are: 
i) Around computer monitors there an average radiation of about 30mV/m. 
ii) Near routers of wireless networks irradiance amounts to 200mV/m. 
iii) Mobile phones contribute to "electromagnetic pollution" very little when not in use. 
iv) During a call, however, the contribution levels are increasing rapidly. Mobile phones generate electromagnetic

fields around them depending on a) the type and model of the device, b) the network and the provider (the more “dense” 
the mobile network, the less electromagnetic pollution from a mobile device). 

v) The maximum intensities of electromagnetic radiation recorded in the area of City Hall was (during calls) to
300mV/m in radius to 0.5m away from the device. 

In the building area, due to the presence of devices and networks, there is a permanent minimum intensity of 
electromagnetic radiation in the range of 20mV/m. What is remarkable, however, is permanent (and permanent strong) 
EMR near the openings facing east and west. This is due to the external radiation entering the space and having source the 
telephony antennas nearby. Actually one of EMR sources is the OTE antenna on the west of the City Hall, and even in the 
parking area behind City Hall (where is visible) irradiance is more than 400mV/m. Also, at the east main entrance of City 
Hall and in the area in front of the building facing the central square, EMR is increased, probably due to phone antennas on 
the surrounding buildings.  

The value of EMR was high in areas near 
windows where there was visual contact with the 
OTE antenna, while rapidly declined in areas 
away from windows or spaces in the geometric  
shadow of radiation. As shown in figure 9 the 
rapid reduction of radiation in relation to 
distance from the windows. 

The research on the effects of non-ionizing 
radiation has not yet come to any definitive 
conclusions. Special and critical point of research 
is the non-thermal mechanism of interaction of 
radiation with tissues that causes biological 

500mV/m

20mV/m

3m x(m)

EMF (mV/m)

Figure 9. EMF decrements from windows. 
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effects without noticeable increase in body temperature. 
The limit (according the Greek rules) for such radiation (non-ionizing and for frequencies up to 3GHz for wi-fi, 

Bluetooth, WLAN, mobile phones) is about 61V/m. This limit is much higher than the maximum value recorded in the 
building, and so the area is considered to be safe. 

THE THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF THE SHELL OF THE CITY HALL BUILDING 

The temperature values at the sides of the building are affected by: 
1) Ambient temperature. 
2) Solar radiation which is affected by the cloudiness.
3) The time of day that the measurement takes place. 
4) The thermal convection phenomena with the surroundings.

The shell of the building functions as an energy store. Since measurements began in early April, the building inside 
was much warmer than the outside (because the heating was still working and building users had the windows closed). In 
May and June temperature outside the building was larger than in it and heat flow inwards. 

External surface temperatures of the building: 

Temperatures in the morning are higher on the east side of the building. But as we approach the noon, the 
temperatures of the remaining sides overcome. As we approach summer and the sunshine is stronger the south side has the 
greatest external temperature variations between morning and midday values. All these variations are positive and typically 
range from 4-10 oC. It is even much higher than the air temperature variations at the same point which are usually ranging 
from 0-4 oC. This means that the most important factor in the heating of the southern outer shell is solar radiation. The 
behavior of the material (dark marble) corresponds with the literature provided for such a surface (an elevated temperature 
up to 10 oC compared to the air temperature). 

On the contrary, the east side has small positive, near-zero or sometimes negative temperature variations between 
morning and noon value. This side during hot days is a point with a nearly constant temperature. 
The point with the second biggest temperature increment from morning until noon is the west side. The measurement 
around 15:00 pm finds this side receiving the solar radiation, and with a temperature increment up to 3.5 °C compared to 
the morning, when is in shadow. 

Interior surface temperatures of the building: 

The temperatures of the inner shell do not have the same variations as the external due to the thermal insulation. But 
they still affected by external changes. 

We notice significant internal temperature variations on the south side during the day. In addition, as we proceed on 
days with more sunlight, within one month, the inner east side appears to have the greatest temperature variations, and 
increased the temperature up 5.5oC. Something similar happened on the west side. 

The behavior of the inner east side can also be explained by the fact that the sun rises earlier as we get closer to 
summer. So this side has already had the time to warm up outside at noon, and the heat also has the time to be transferred 
inside the building with time delay. The mass of the eastern side acts like a storage heater and keeps on heating the interior 
of the building until late afternoon, while the sun changes position. 
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Figure 10.  (a) Outer surface temperature variations.    (b) Inner surface temperature variations. 

SOCIAL SURVEY 

Alogn with the field study, a social survey was conducted. The aim of the survey was the correlation of the results of 
field research with the subjective feeling of users on the comfort conditions inside the building of the New Town Hall in 
Xanthi. Through the questionnaires, an attempt was made to define the behavior of users towards adaptating and achieving 
desired conditions, to yield findings on the user's role in shaping the energy profile of the building. 

Methodology of questinnaires distribution  

During the days and hours of measurements, a parallel distribution of questionnaires to employees was conducted. 
The completion of the questionnaires was voluntary and primarily addressed the employees situated on the measurement 
points On the ground floor of the building -where the boundaries between the distinct points of measurements are not 
clearly defined- there was a general distribution of questionnaires, which has no clear correspondence with measurement 
points. Overall, we had 35 completed questionnaires. 

Featured questions 

The questionnaire used in this research was designed and organized by the Department of Environmental and Energy 
Planning Building and Housing, Department of Environmental Engineering, Democritus University of Thrace and is a 
standard questionnaire to investigate the comfort conditions of the built environment. It consists of seven groups of 
closed-type questions. The first group includes some general questions about the respondent and the workspace. The 
second, third and fourth group of questions are related directly to the field survey and concern the assessment of 
temperature, wind speed and humidity of the workplace respectively. The fifth group of questions concerns the activity and 
clothing of the respondent. The sixth concerns the lighting conditions in the workplace and the seventh, the noise levels.  

Results – Conclusions 

The demographic composition of respondents is fairly representative of the workers in the New Town Hall of Xanthi. 
Two-thirds (2/3) of the respondents were women, most of them under 45 years old (89%), equally divided in two age 
groups of 25-35 and 35-45. The heating /cooling systems were inoperative for the time period when measurements were 
conducted, except for the few first weeks of the survey, when in some measurement points the A /C was on, set on –
average- at 26.6 degrees Celsius. Concerning the state of the window (closed /open), the questionnaires show an equal 
distribution of both conditions (49% and 51% respectively), but not true when comparing rates with the observations noted 
during measurements, where in most cases -especially in midday measurements- the windows were open. 
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Satisfaction of thermal conditions 

Moving on to the next sections of the questionnaire, evaluating the factors shaping the thermal comfort conditions, 
with a first reading one might conclude that the majority of employees -around 2/3 of them- are satisfied with the 
prevailing conditions of temperature, humidity and air speed. More specifically, regarding the perception of temperature, 
over half of respondents (60%) stated that they are comfortable with the space temperature, not desiring a change. Around 
a third of respondents felt that the temperature is relatively high, desiring to regulate towards (slightly) cooler, at a 
percentage of 29%. In the case of wind speed, the percentage of satisfied was about the same, with the one third of the 
respondents considering the wind speed low. The interesting thing is that even in the cases that the wind speed was 
considered as low or slightly low, respondents did not require a change (e.g. increase of speed) in a similar rate.  For both of 
the factors mentioned above -affecting comfort conditions, more than 90% of the respondents (94% and 91% respectively), 
felt that the rates of those conditions were acceptable. Regarding the moisture levels in the workplace, 60% of respondents 
considered them as normal, while 28%  rated them as a little high and non -acceptable. Yet again the percentage of 
dissatisfied proved greater than those who claimed an adjustment. In relation to lighting, the majority of respondents are 
satisfied with the levels of lighting achieved artificially. Satisfactory are even the rates of those who are positive about 
covering their needs by natural lighting and have visual contact with the external environment, without being bothered by 
glare. The employees annoyed by glare are located on the south-eastern corner of the building. Regarding noise levels inside 
the New Town Hall of Xanthi, it should be noted that employees on the ground floor space seem particularly annoyed, due 
to the formation of space with hard materials, high space height and lack of proper dividers for individual services offered. 
On the other hand, the upper level employees do not face any problem in relation to noise pollution. 

Users’ Behavior  

The losses or gains from ventilation and the thermal annuity by users and lighting are the two parameters of the 
thermal balance directly affected by the behavior of the users and largely determine the heat or cooling load of the 
building.1 Also, the interaction of users with the building envelope is crucial to the adaptation of the building to the ever 
changing external environmental conditions and the satisfaction of users' comfort needs (thermal, visual, auditory). 2  The 
comfort conditions affecting the welfare of man, depend largely on the building envelope and the systems controlling the 
internal conditions. The responsiveness of the shell and control systems on the requirements to ensure comfort are 
associated both with the design and construction of the building and the user behavior. 3 This research showed that 
employees in the New Town hall of Xanthi interact heavily with the building envelope. As shown by the social survey and 
researchers observations, employees regulate several times during day the state of openings to achieve adaptation to 
changing external environmental conditions and to meet the needs for comfort in their workplace. The strength of user 
behavior recorded is the fact that there was no parallel use of heating or cooling devices with an open window. Regarding 
the use of heating and cooling systems in general, because of the period in which the survey was conducted and the  short 
running time of the building as town hall, we cannot have enough evidence to hold firm conclusions about their use by the 
employees. 

COST OF ENERGY FOR HEATING - COOLING

From the data provided to us by the Public Power Corporation (PPC) for the value of the electricity consumed in the 
building of the New Town Hall Xanthi for the session (September 2013-May 2014) we find that the price per kWh for 
public buildings represents approximately at 0,044 €. 

1 (Axarli, 2009), p. 6  
2 (Drakou & Tsagkrasoulis, 2012) 
3 (Axarli, 2009), p. 6  
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Assuming that the use of appliances for heating/cooling accounts for 40% of electricity consumption, then, in session 
from September 2013 to May 2014, the consumption of the building is 19277 kWh for heating and cooling, corresponding 
to 856,68 € as it is shown in the following table.  

At the same time, the amount of oil consumed by the City Hall of Xanthi, corresponding to 1,000 liters per month, as 
we informed the manager of the building energy. The months that made use of oil for central heating of the building is 
from October to March. The price of heating oil are: 1,35 € / lt, thus: 

• the building spends 1.350 € / month for central heating and total 8.100 € for the use of oil during the heating period
Offsetting the above data, it is the total costs for heating and cooling of the building: 

Table 2. City Hall Energy Consumption 

Month kWh for Heating / 
Cooling 

Value for Heating / 
Cooling 

Value for Heating 
Oil 

Total Value for Heating / 
Cooling 

September 448 19,73 € 19,73 € 
October 1599 70,36 € 1.350,00 € 1.420,36 € 

November 1909 84,00 € 1.350,00 € 1.434,00 € 
December 3083 136,46 € 1.350,00 € 1.486,46 € 

January 2541 113,71 € 1.350,00 € 1.463,71 € 
February 2426 107,60 € 1.350,00 € 1.457,60 € 

March 2363 105,60 € 1.350,00 € 1.455,60 € 
April 2692 120,05 € 120,05 € 
May 2215 99,16 € 99,16 € 

Total: 19277 856,68 € 8.100,00 € 8.956,67 € 

ENERGY RANKING 

According to Regulation of Energy Performance of Buildings (REPB), to issue the energy certificate ranking, required 
the primary energy for end use in kWh/m2 for heating, cooling, lighting and the contribution of RES. This summation is 
compared with the reference building to give the building's energy ranking, which is being studied. 

Heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) were used to calculate the energy required to meet the 
needs for heating and cooling the building. The HDD are 1.670 and the CDD are 101 for the city of Xanthi. The total 
heated and cooled area of the building is 1.241 m2. The correction factor of primary energy for oil is 1,13 and for electricity 
is 2,9 accordance with the energy mix of Greece. The installed power of lighting is 52,12 kW and the operating hours of the 
building are 2.080(8 hours per day, 5 days per week, 12 months per year). The following table represents the primary energy 
of the building, comparing with the reference building. The building is energy inefficient. 

Table 3  Primary energy building. 
Existing building Reference building End use 

218,97 52,6 Heating 
164,25 21,4 Cooling 

0,0 0,0 DHW 
253,34 110,5 Lighting 

0,0 0,0 Contribution RES 
636,56 184,5 Total 

Η - Ranking 
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PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING ENERGY UPGRADE 

The heat output of the existing boiler De Dietrich GT 307 is 210 kW. The oil consumption of the boiler is 24,25 L/h. 
The annual heating cost amounts to 16,644 € (oil price: 1,3 €/L). It is proposed to replace the boiler with a heat pump air to 
water Monoblock 180KW. The heat pump will operate in the morning until 15:00, so it will not affect the performance of 
the low outside temperatures of the night. Also, the existing fan coil of the building can be operated at low water 
temperatures, increasing the efficiency of the heat pump. Because of the public character og the building, the charge for 
electricity is 0.044 €/kWh. So the annual heating costs of heat pump is calculated to 1.645 €. The purchase and installation 
of the heat pump will cost 41.000 €, but the depreciation of replacing the boiler with 
a heat pump will be done in less than three years. 

As a second proposal for energy upgrade, will be installed a solar system for 
heating assistance. The total area that can be installed is 146 m2 as shown in figure, 
calculated with a solar collector of 2 m2. The slope of the collectors was chosen to 
be 510, because we are interested in the exploitation of solar energy only during the 
winter months, when the orbit of the sun is low. With this collector area can be 
achieved energy savings up to 24%. The purchase and installation of the solar 
system will cost approximately 55.000 €, while the depreciation will be done in 14 
years. 
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ABSTRACT 
In line with FIFA’s Green policy for zero carbon World Cup events, Qatar, the host country of the 2022 mega-sport event, should deliver 

stadium structures able to satisfy users’ needs and expectations for comfort with the minimum energy cost. In this paper Building Performance 
Simulation tools are used for the estimation of the cooling load requirements of a semi-open stadium located in Qatar. The simulation analysis 
performed in the BPS interface enabled the identification of the parameters that should be taken under consideration in the conceptual design phase 
of the stadium structures in hot and humid climates that along with some offsetting and balancing techniques, the target for carbon neutrality and 
sustainability could be achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sports stadiums, initially encountered in ancient Greece, were representative areas of gathering and celebrating multi-
purpose events (John and Sheard, 2000). Nowadays, stadium structures have maintained their original scope, which is to 
serve sports, but the quality of the construction itself has been developed. Sports industry requires international standards 
of high quality in stadium constructions, especially in sport mega-event organizations, due to the worldwide attention that 
they attract. The International Federation of Association Football (FIFA), owner of the World Cup, has set specific 
technical requirements and recommendations, in addition to the recently adopted Green Plan policy intending to deliver 
sustainable and carbon neutral events (FIFA.com, n.d.). Thus, World Cup host countries aim to achieve fully compliance 
with the defined construction and environmental guidelines in the newly developed or renovated stadia, while ensuring 
satisfaction of users’ needs and comfort expectations. 

However, the realization of these objectives is inextricably linked to the location of the event, the spatial and temporal 
margins, the budget constraints and the availability of the required technological resources and tools. Thus, the transition 
from the conceptual to design and finally the implementation phase requires the adoption of techniques able to analyze 
simultaneously multiple parameters, providing useful information that will assist the decision-making process. On the 
occasion of the 2022 World Cup to be held in Qatar, this paper aims to (a) investigate the thermal performance of a semi-
open stadium located in the hot and humid country of Qatar, using Building Performance Simulation (BPS) tools, (b) 
evaluate potential renewable-based energy production practices to compensate the energy intensive activities associated with 
the cooling load requirements and (c) assess the adoption of green practices towards zero carbon sport venues. 

METHODOLOGY 

On the evaluation and improvement of stadium’s thermal performance, techniques based on coupled Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) and BPS were used. Their contribution during design phase is well recognized and 
recommended for the production of high performance building structures, by evaluating a variety of user-defined 
parameters related to the physical, structural and operational characteristics of the building (Petersen and Svendsen, 2010). 
On one hand, BIM provide the 3D graphical user interface for the design of the model, offering a wide range of embedded 
tools that enable design reliability with the integration of structural and operational characteristics (Ding et al., 2014). On 
the other hand, BPS tools are the modelling and simulation interface that based on mathematical models permit the 
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implementation of multi-purpose model analysis (Hensen and Laberts, 2011). The possibility allowed for prediction of 
stadium’s performance from the early design phase permits the identification and evaluation of the design parameters that 
mainly affect the overall behavior of the structure regarding the energy requirements and the provision of  thermal comfort 
in both indoor and semi-outdoor areas. Therefore, the selection of the appropriate design and simulation tools with high in-
between cooperation will permit an accurate performance analysis, resulting to the adoption of effective decisions towards a 
sustainable design with the minimum possible environmental impact. 

The study was conducted in five steps, as shown in Figure 1. The first step includes the design of a benchmark 
stadium, which was based on the dimensional details of the Amsterdam Arena Stadium, available in literature (van Hooff 
and Blocken, 2010). The BIM software enabled the creation of a structure fully integrated with building construction 
elements and defined enclosed areas, where the thermal analysis would be performed. The second step involves the input 
parameters for the analysis of stadium’s thermal performance , such as the properties of the structural elements, the spatial 
climatic data for the country of Qatar, the building’s operating hours and internal gains. In the third step, the interpretation 
of the BPS results is performed, along with the presentation of the arising recommendations for improvement. Finally, the 
forth step examines potential strategies to meet the sustainability and carbon neutrality targets.  

Figure 1 Research methodology flow chart. 

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 

Stadium Geometric Features 

The benchmark stadium design, as mentioned earlier, is based on the geometrical characteristics of the Amsterdam 
Arena Stadium. With external dimensions of 226 x 190 x 72 m3 (L x W x H), the stadium can host up to 50,000 spectators. 
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The stadium bowl consists of two continuous tiers running along the perimeter of the playing field (van Hooff and 
Blocken, 2010). The oculus roof opening has a total area of 4,400 m2 and represents the only opening configuration created 
for the purpose of the thermal analysis. The BIM-based design of the stadium model is illustrated in Figure 2 below: 

Figure 2 (a) Top view of the stadium bowl, (c) external side view of the stadium and (c) internal cross-sectional 
view of the stadium structure. 

Construction Elements Data 

The integration of the stadium model with reliable construction elements was important for the accuracy of the 
simulation analysis. Thus, insulated metal sheets were selected for the stadium façade, translucent polycarbonate sheets for 
the roof structure and reinforced concrete slabs for the floor structures. The spectator tiers were concrete structures 
covered with PVC material to represent the plastic seats. The thermal properties of the structural elements are fully 
described in Table 1. 

Table 1.   Thermal Properties of the Construction Elements Consisting the Building Envelope.  
Structural Element Exterior Walls Spectator Tiers Roof Slab 

Structural Material Insulated metal 
sheets 

Concrete slab + plastic 
seat 

Translucent 
Polycarbonate sheets Concrete slab 

U-Value (W/m2.K) 0.55 3.0 2.1 0.88 
Admittance (W/m2.K) 1.0 5.2 2.0 6.0 
Solar Absorption (0-1) 0.5 0.77 0.6 0.467 
Transmittance (0-1) 0 0 0.4 0 

ANALYSIS DATA 

Climate Data 

Qatar is a coastal country of the Middle East, located at 25.3000o North Latitude and 51.5167o East Longitude. The 
country has a hot and humid climate and experiences summer extreme temperatures of up to 43.9oC during July and mild 
winters with minimum average temperature of 17.0oC during January. A detailed file with all climate characteristics for the 
country of Qatar was embedded in the weather library of the BSP tools, in favor of the simulation analysis. Table 2 
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summarizes the annual weather data to be used for the thermal and solar analysis. 
Table 2.   Annual climatic characteristics for the country of Qatar 

Monthly Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Maximum 

Temperature (oC) 25.6 25.0 26.8 35.9 38.9 41.8 43.9 41.1 40.7 36.9 31.8 27.9

Minimum 
Temperature (oC) 10.5 10.0 12.6 15.1 20.1 23.5 26.3 26.3 24.6 22.2 16.3 12.0

Rel. Humidity (%) 72 71 61 52 41 38 45 52 62 60 65 73 

Monthly Diurnal 
Averages 
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Thermal Zone Management 

The stadium model was divided in five homogeneous thermal zones, each one of which was assigned with different 
operational characteristics, because they serve different user needs. More analytically, the stadium was distinguished in two 
internal and three external areas, as described and illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3.   Thermal Zone Description 
Thermal Zone Description Level Volume (m3) Max. Occupant Number 
1 Internal Facility Area Ground 143,032 20,000 
2 Facility Area First 57,127 10,000 
3 

External 
Spectators’ Tiers Ground 75,031 25,000 

4 Spectators’ Tiers First 104,881 25,000 
5 Playing Field Ground 21,513 100 

The operational profile was based on rationale criteria for a two hour football game duration between 18:00 and 20:00. 
The rest of the necessary parameters for the implementation of the thermal analysis were associated the operational 
schedules, the active systems operation, the internal gains, as shown in Table 4. Additional assumptions that should be 
mentioned before the presentation of thermal performance analysis include the following: 

1. The football stadium is assumed to operate daily for the whole year.
2. FIFA’s requirements for international games, including lighting levels, wind and thermal comfort conditions are

fulfilled (FIFA, 2011).
3. The internal gains are produced only from the occupants and the lights.
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Table 4.   Thermal Zone Settings 
General Settings Indoor Facility Areas Spectator Terrace Playing Area 

Clothing (clo) 0.40 (Shorts and t-shirts) 
Humidity 60% 
Air Speed 0.50 m/s 0.7m/s 0.7m/s 

Lighting Level 600 lux Upper/Lower=1500/2000 lux 2,100 lux 
Air Flow Rate 12 L/s/p 

Wind Sensitivity 0.10 ACH 1.5 ACH 1.5 ACH 
Thermal Properties 
Active System (95% 

efficiency) Full Air Conditioning Mixed-Mode (Natural Ventilation + Cooling) 

Thermostat Range 20.0o – 26.0oC 
Hours of Operation 10:00-24:00 16:00-22:00 17:00-21:00 

Limitations and Uncertainties 

Prior to the analysis of the results, the main limitations and uncertainties related to the thermal performance of the 
indoor and semi-outdoor areas of the stadium should be mentioned (Silva and Ghisi, 2014). 

1. Design parameters including the assigned physical properties of the materials used, the rationale based
parameterization of the hourly occupancy schedule, the profile of the zonal management and the users’ errors 
related to the assumptions made on the internal gains settings and structural detail characteristics. 

2. External uncertainties that are mainly limited to the embedded analysis tools of the software, including the
climate, the shading effects and the solar access. 

3. Program uncertainties which are related with the embedded methodology of the BPS software. More
specifically, the dynamic thermal simulation software is based on the cyclic Admittance Method according to 
which temperature swings and energy inputs are changing steadily throughout the day. 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The results of the thermal analysis generated the cooling and heating load requirements for the stadium structure. The 
highest cooling load was estimated equal to 3,903 MWh during July, which is the hottest month of the year, as opposed to 
the lowest value of 284 MWh during January. The summer cooling requirements for thermal comfort provision amount to 
88% more than the winter ones. If we reduce the monthly results to diurnal, we find out that a maximum cooling load of 
125 MWh is required daily for the conduction of an international football event, out of which 59% (or 73.8 MWh) is 
required to maintain comfort neutrality in semi-outdoor areas and 41% (or 51.2 MWh) in indoor spaces. Analytical results 
of the heating and cooling load requirements are presented in Table 5. 

The large values of cooling load requirements led to the identification of the reasons contributing to the gain losses. 
For the purpose of this the solar exposure analysis was performed, the results of which, along with the zonal heat gains 
breakdown, are presented below. 

Heat Gains Breakdown 

Taking advantage of the embedded tools in the BPS software, the identification of the heat gains and losses was 
performed. The generated graph in Figure 3 is fully representative of the reasons governing the cooling load needs. More 
analytically, the majority of the gains are due to the solar radiation. The direct exposure of the semi-outdoor areas to 
sunlight seems to be the main contributor with a percentage of 57.4%, followed by the internal heat gains with a percentage 
of 18% that are caused by lights, the people and the equipment (not applicable in our case). On the other hand the heat 
losses mainly occurring during winter are caused due to the structural elements composing the stadium envelope. 
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Table 5.   Monthly Cooling and Heating Load Requirements. 
Monthly Load Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Cooling Load 

(MWh) 284 502 743 1616 3157 3448 3764 3726 2826 2351 1003 550 

Heating Load 
(MWh) 54 27 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 

TOTAL 338 529 744 1616 3157 3575 3903 3867 2826 2351 1003 570 

Figure 3 Monthly heat gains and losses for the stadium structure. 

Solar Exposure 

Additional information for the understanding of the load requirements are gained from the solar exposure analysis, by 
which the building surfaces are evaluated with regard to their exposure to the sunlight. As it was expected, the roofing 
elements accept the highest amounts of solar radiation with a maximum of 349761 Wh/m2. The playing area follows with a 
total radiation of 210282 Wh/m2. It is also worth noticing that the solar exposure of the spectator tiers also deviates 
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depending on the orientation. In annual duration, the north terraces are most exposed to the sun and especially between 
August and April. The values of total radiation are 28% more than those in the south terraces and 20% more that the west 
and east terraces. However, between May and July, the west and east tiers are exposed for prolonged time to the sunlight 
that if combined with the extreme high temperatures may cause severe heat stress conditions, as it has also been referred by 
Bouyer et al. (2007). Some illustrative images of stadium’s solar exposure are shown in Figure 4a and 4b. 

Figure 4 (a) Axonometric view and (b) top view of the solar exposed surfaces of the stadium, with the position of 
the sun in morning eastern on June 28. 

Design Recommendations 

Design Orientation. Based on the generated results and the climatic factors that can be moderated, two design 
interventions are suggested. The first one is associated with the orientation of the structure. Since the conceptual design 
phase of a stadium structure is evaluated, modifications related to the overall orientation of the building are feasible to 
implement. The in-built weather tool of the BSP interface enables the calculation of the optimum orientation for reduction 
of the solar heat absorption, during the over-heated period. The results indicated that an angle of 7.5o from South to West 
is the most beneficial from an energy conservation approach, based on the current spatial and structural characteristics. The 
thermal analysis indicated a maximum reduction of monthly cooling load equal to 1.48 MWh during June. Table 5 presents 
the potential reduction in cooling load requirements, if a strategy based on the structure’s orientation was adopted. 

Table 2.   Annual climatic characteristics for the country of Qatar 
Month  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Overall Reduction 
(%) 0.08 0.08 0.022 0.029 0.025 0.04 0.025 0.016 0.024 0.06 0.04 0.05 

Design Configurations. Several studies evaluating the thermal comfort in semi-outdoor stadia have suggested the 
adoption of stadium designs that naturally promote the ventilation rates in the stadium bowl, in order to reduce the zones 
of thermal discomfort resulting simultaneously to reduction of the cooling loads. More specifically, the existence of a 
ventilation opening between the roof and the upper spectator terraces is the most widely used and recommended to reduce 
the levels of discomfort in hot and humid climates (Biagini et al., 2007, Bouyer et al., 2007, Szucs et al., 2009). 

Alternative Structural Materials. Based on the breakdown of the heat gains and losses, the building envelop could 
be improved regarding the thermal performance of the integrated materials. For the purpose of this, materials commonly 
used in stadia located in hot climate, such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-coated fireglass membranes could be selected 
(Tian, 2011). Their high performance against the UV and excess heat, with the simultaneously allowance of sunlight 
penetration, could positively affect the thermal performance of the construction. Furthermore, the stadium surfaces mostly 
exposed to solar radiation are deemed to be integrated with materials of superior performance, and especially the roof, 
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because they may contribute to local discomfort and increase in cooling load requirements, due to convective and 
conductive heat gains that they add to the thermal analysis. 

GREEN STRATEGIES

When the design configuration and selection of materials are not sufficient for the provision of thermal comfort 
conditions, the use of energy intensive active cooling systems is considered mandatory. For this reason, the compliance with 
FIFA’s policy for carbon neutral events is of concern to the Qatar Football Association that plans to adopt solar-based 
energy production practices that will partly support the energy requirements during the event, compensating the carbon 
emissions by the future supply of the surplus “green” energy to the national electricity grid (Qf.org.qa., 2013). 

However, the installation of Photovoltaic panels (PV) in Qatar, where the temperature values are high is not 
recommended, even if the solar irradiance is adequate. This is due to the reduction on PV’s performance of about 0.4% for 
every 1 degree Celsius increase over 25oC (Corbin and Zhai, 2012). Thus, engineers have considered the use of solar 
thermal panels and concentrating mirrors, in order to promote steam-operating turbines to drive electric generators 
(Qf.org.qa., 2013). Finally, another balancing technique that could be adopted concern the waste heat recovery from the 
electricity driven cooling systems. Due to the large amount of cooling load that needs to be provided, an equal large amount 
of waste heat could be collected and recovered to drive desalination units, upon which the country of Qatar is dependent. 

CONCLUSION

In this study an initial prediction of the cooling load requirements of a semi-outdoor stadium was performed, 
regarding the upcoming 2022 World Cup to be hosted by the country of Qatar. The dynamic thermal performance analysis 
indicated that during the summer period the daily cooling load requirements for thermal comfort provision may reach up to 
125 MWh, out of which 59% should be provided for the comfort of spectators and players. Design interventions regarding 
an orientation angle of 7.5o southwest could lead to monthly reductions of 1.48 MWh, which seem to be insufficient to 
deliver a carbon neutral and sustainable event. Thus, the selection of superior performance materials is deemed necessary, 
along with an efficient design configuration that will naturally promote ventilation rates in the hot and humid climate of 
Qatar. Towards the achievement of FIFA’s “green” target the country for the generation of energy could use solar thermal 
or solar concentrating panels, since their performance is independent the temperature fluctuations occurring in the region, 
enabling their operation during the whole year in favor of country’s sustainability. Finally, the alternative option of 
recovering the waste heat produced from the stadium’s active cooling systems and be used to supply heat driven 
desalination units appear to be an advantageous carbon offsetting technique, due to the county’s daily dependence on 
desalting rocesses. 
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ABSTRACT 

The current paper provides a comprehensive investigation on the functional and thermodynamical limitations of a hybrid Renewable Energy 
Sources (RES) - Hydrogen (H2) system. The main principle of this hybrid energy system is the combined utilization of different renewable energy 
sources in order to cover directly the various loads of an office-type building, while converting excessive energy production to H2 chemical energy via 
water electrolysis. Finally, the produced gaseous H2, which is compressed in storage tanks, is bound to be used at times of energy shortage to supply 
either a fuel cell or a H2 burner to produce electrical or thermal power respectively.  The prototype system is installed in an office building, located 
in the Attica region of Lavrion, appropriately renovated in order to host the hydrogen energy production and storage system. The system comprises 
two RES modules (photovoltaic panels and wind turbines), an alkaline water electrolyzer, a H2 storage system (compressor, gas tanks), a PEM 
fuel cell and a H2-burner. The building is equipped with various load types whose magnitudes and consumption patterns simulate those of a real 
office building. The operation of the whole site is conducted through an advanced Energy Management and Control System (EMCS). The 
outcome of this study reveals the limitations of the system, analyses the energy flow profile of building-RES integration and finally it highlights 
essential factors that need to be considered for future designing and implementation of RES-H2 systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Building sector is a major contributor to Green House Gas (GHG) emissions as more than 40% of the total 

energy consumed in the EU is used to cover the needs for heating, cooling and electricity of buildings. Given the EC 

objectives of reducing GHG emissions by 20% until year 2020 and increasing the share of renewable energy, there is a call 

for the development of technological advances in the field of energy production, with a clear CO2-free direction.  

In this framework, the challenge as well as opportunity of the Building Sector is to move from fossil fuels based 

energy production to the use of renewable energy sources (RES) (solar, wind and hydro power where available) and clean 

fuels (hydrogen) to produce the required energy to cover the building energy needs.  

The ongoing progress in the RES technologies, stumbles upon the obstacle of their intermittent nature, a 

characteristic which defines the usual fluctuations that they present in their availability, during a given period of time. The 

emerging solution to this major issue seems to be the storage of renewable energy in various stable forms such as 

electrochemical (rechargeable batteries), mechanical (pumped storage hydroelectricity, compressed air), electrical 

(capacitors) or chemical (power to gas, hydrogen (H2). The solution that has been applied mostly up to now is to store the 

excess of the produced energy in the form of electricity in large-scale batteries. The main disadvantages of this solution lie 

in the fact that large-scale storage batteries are generally expensive, have maintenance problems, limited lifespan, low 

density per volume (0.09 kWh/l) and high weight (0.03 kWh/kg), represent a considerable part of the cost of the whole 

system and contain hazardous chemicals and heavy metals that cannot be easily recycled and disposed. Moreover, the 
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energy provided in the form of electricity both by RES and batteries cannot be used in all cases to cover the various 

building loads. 

In this framework, an intelligent, safe and zero CO2 emission RES-H2 hybrid system is examined using compressed 

Hydrogen both as an energy storage medium and as a green fuel.  The main advantages that H2 storage technology presents 

are the high energy density by molecular mass and the fact that the only by-product of H2 combustion is water.  

The transition to a hydrogen-based economy is nowadays a high priority in the research agenda of most developed 

societies, including EU, US and Japan, and intensive research is performed in this direction. Up to now, globally hydrogen 

is mainly used (about 95% of its applications) in “non-energy” or “indirect-energy” industrial applications (chemical, 

petrochemical, metallurgical, food, glass and electronics industry).  The fact that hydrogen can be used as a pollution free 

energy carrier for transportation applications has attracted the interest of the automotive industry, which has made a 

significant progress in research and development in this area. Research on H2 production, storage and use and renewable 

energy technologies is well advanced, although currently no commercial production of H2 from RES exists in Europe. On 

the other hand, research on the application of these technologies in the building sector is at a very primitive stage. 

In parallel with the advances in hydrogen technology, another trend that has dynamically entered the building sector is 

the development of the so called Zero Net Energy Buildings (ZEB), which will be able to generate from low-cost, locally 

available, non-polluting RES as much energy as their yearly load. A literature search indicated that there are other attempts 

to develop synergistic systems between RES and H2 either through the use of simulation or with application in real 

buildings.  

This paper presents the results from the development and operation of a RES-H2 hybrid energy system during its 

application on an office building located in Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park (LTCP), Greece. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The implemented logic of the RES-H2 system operation is based on the balance between the energy being produced 

and the energy being consumed which is managed by an intelligent Energy Management and Control System (EMCS). As 

can be seen in the following figure 1 the energy harvested from the 83 kW RES (Solar panels, wind generators) is directly 

used to cover the loads of an office building (525 m2). In case of excess energy, this is converted to gaseous H2 by a PEM 

electrolyzer (22,3 kW) in order to be used as energy storage material. The gaseous H2 is then compressed at 200 bar and 

stored in storage vessels. In case of energy shortage, the EMCS following its controlling algorithm can activate the 

trigeneration CHP (20 kWel and 24 kWth) and an H2 burner (60kWth), in order to cover the primary electrical and thermal 

needs of the building as defined by the user.  

The EMCS role is not only to control the energy flow but also to monitor and regulate each component operational 

parameter to optimize the efficiency and to ensure the uninterruptible power supply of the building. EMSC is also 

supervising a Building Management System (BMS), which automatically monitors and controls all building operations in the 

most efficient way within the constraints of the hybrid system. 

Another significant priority integrated in system control algorithm is the elimination of possible of hazards related to 

hydrogen handling, through communication with safety detection sensors which initiates a procedure for hydrogen 

equipment shut down and isolation of hydrogen storage, in case of an emergency.  

The following figure 1 illustrates the EMCS interface. 
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Figure 1 Energy Management and Control System interface  

The main characteristics of the RES- H2 hybrid system main components are described in the following paragraphs: 

1) Building

The prototype system is deployed in an office building of total surface 525 m2 (Figure 2) which was appropriately 

renovated in order to host all necessary infrastructure. The building is divided in three main zones, the ground and the attic 

floor for office and meeting activities and a specially configured area which hosts the H2 production, storage and 

consumption equipment. 

The building incorporates a variety of electricity consuming equipment which could be enumerated as follows: 

1. HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning)

2. VRV (Variable Refrigerant Volume)

3. Lighting

4. Other (Computing equipment & peripherals)

The consumption pattern (133kWh/m2 annually, 30-57kW peak load depending on season) is representative of a 

typical office building operating Monday to Friday. The general outline is:  

• Building lights turn on at 08:00 and turn off at 18:00

• HVAC turns on at 09:00 and turns off at 17:00

• Interior temperature setpoint is 21 oC (heating mode) and 26 oC (cooling mode)

Figure 2 Office building in Lavrion site 

Heat pump/AHU - VRV 

Two separate systems are used to cover the heating/cooling and ventilation needs of the two different 

heating/cooling zones of the building. The first one is based on the Variable Refrigerant Volume technology using 12 fan-

coil units (maximum electrical load is approximately 25 kW). The second system is a combination of a heat pump with an 

Air Handling Unit (AHU) that is able to collect the thermal energy obtained from the heat recovery system (HRS) and to 

decrease the overall electrical energy consumption for heating. (32 kW maximum).  
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Lighting 

For the interior lighting of the building, a total of 48 lighting fixtures, each with 2x36 W fluorescent bulbs are used, 

resulting in a total load of approximately 3.5 kW. A total of nine different lighting lines positioned in the optimum way in 

order to satisfy comfort levels and to minimize energy consumption through BMS control. Four halogen headlights, each 

consuming approximately 250 W, are also used to illuminate the exterior of the building during the night. 

For the examined time period the average building load was 7,4 kW while the peak building load reached a value of 

30,6 kW.  

An indicative distribution of energy consumption divided in the four categories of building loads can be seen in figure 

3: 

  Figure 3 Building energy consumption per load category. 

As the above figure illustrates the highest consumption is related to the HVAC loads, which corresponds to 64% of 

the total building consumption.  

2) Safety and Protection System (SPS)

Greek National legislation on hydrogen usage in residential buildings is very limited. Consequently, the safety and 

protection system designed for the RES-H2 hybrid system was based on EU regulations and guidelines from the European 

Industrial Gases Association [EIGA] and the U.S. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). 

The SPS manages signals that are collected from different types of detectors and integrates safety measures and 

procedures that are initiated in case of alarm. The detectors have been mainly installed in the H2 production, consumption 

and storage area. 

Specifically, the following detectors have been installed: 

• H2 detectors to check for increased H2 levels, indicating H2 leakage

• Infrared flame detectors to check for fire fuelled by H2, since this kind of fire can only be detected by the

produced heat 

• Smoke detectors to check for fire caused by other sources

• Heat sensors to monitor ambient temperature

For the rest of the building space, standard smoke and motion detectors have been also installed for safety and 

security reasons. 

Depending on security level and in case that an alarm occurs, SPS through EMCS immediately initiates pre-configured 

procedures and informs the site manager for the event. 
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3) RES

A RES park is installed in a nearby area, which includes: 

• 624 photovoltaic (PV) thin-film CIGS panels (total panel area 475 m2, total installed power 46.8 kW) facing South

at an angle of 230, connected to 6 SMA Sunny Mini Central 8 000TL inverters. 

• 6 wind turbines (downwind technology, blade diameter 5.5 m, total installed power 36 kW) equipped with a

flexible blade system, which allows the blades to pitch and cone in high wind speeds and a bearing assembly, which 

allows the rotor to self-orientate around 3600, depending on wind direction and speed, connected to 6 SMA Windy 

Boy 6000A inverters 

In order to ensure the uninterruptible energy supply of the whole system during insufficient RES production and 

limited hydrogen volume, it was decided to implement a grid-tied design which ensured also the release of the excess of 

energy to the public power network. The interaction of the energy with the grid allowed the calculation of the reduction on 

CO2 emissions. 

4) Electrolyzer

The electrolyzer initiates the water dissociation process when there is sufficient energy inflow from the renewables. 

The oxygen produced during the electrolysis is released to the environment for safety reasons.  

The installed unit is a commercially available electrolyser (model G6HP) developed by ErreDue SLR. The current type 

of electrolyser is of alkaline technology, using a NaOH 20% w/w solution as electrolyte. The main technical characteristics 

of the electrolyser are presented in Table 1. 

      Table 1. Installed electrolyser technical characteristics 

Description Unit Value 
Rated production capacity Nm3/h 4.0 
H2 outlet pressure Bar 12 

H2 purity %vol 99.3 – 99.8 

Operating environment 
temperature  °C   +5 to +35 

Power supply 22.3 kW 3 Phase 400 VAC 

Before storage the hydrogen is purified in a DXH 12 (650 W) purifier system so as to meet the specifications of the 

fuel cell, which needs a minimum purity of 99.999%. 

5) H2 distribution and storage system.

The produced gaseous H2 is distributed through 316m stainless steel pipes to the storage vessels. The main system 

components are the following: 

• Buffers: Three bundles of 150lt water capacity, which serve as a temporary storage of produced H2. They are

placed between the electrolyzer and the end-storage vessels in order to moderate the pressure of inflowing gas, facilitating 

thus the compression to the permanent storage. 

• Compressor (max 13.6kW): The applied control logic dictates that when the pressure inside the buffer storage

cylinders (i.e. the compressor’s inlet pressure) becomes higher than 6 bar the compressor starts its operation till the pressure 

drops below 1.8 bar. 

• Storage: Next step is the storage of the compressed hydrogen at 12 commercial vessels of 50 lt water capacity each

and 36 vessels of 80 lt capacity, all adding up to a total available space of 3480 lt. 



6) Fuel cell

The micro-CHP prototype system was designed and developed by ICI CALDAIE based on commercial Proton 

Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) technology. The PEMFC installed uses two-coupled FCGEN 1300 (10 kW 

each) manufactured by Ballard resulting to a maximum of 20 kW electrical power. The electrical power is directed into an 

inverter where the direct current (DC) from the two FC stacks is converted to alternating current (AC) so it can be fed 

directly to a low voltage three-phase grid. 

In addition, the micro-CHP used incorporates a heat recovery system able to collect and store the heat in a water tank 

850lt volume. The thermal energy produced by the fuel cell (max. 24 kWth) and according to demand, the water can be 

circulated, using appropriate piping and pumps, to the HVAC unit where through a plate heat exchanger the heat is 

obtained to pre-heat the HVAC and to therefore to reduce the electrical consumption.  

In order to ensure the FC efficient operation and to limit the temperature below 55oC, which is the limit posed by the 

manufacturer; the system was supported by a chiller.  

For the examined time period presented in this study and due to experimental design the micro-CHP Fuel Cell 

operated at a maximum power of 10 kW.   

The system includes also peripheral components, which are essential for the operation of the micro-CHP unit: 

An air blower which meets the requirements of the PEMFC by providing a maximum air flow rate of 1000 m3/h at 

500 mbar. Humidifiers in order to achieve the required air humidity at FC stacks and a water demineralizer which is able to 

provide 60 litres/hour of demineralized and de-ionized water to the humidifiers.  

7) Burner

The system also includes a prototype H2 burner condensing boiler (60 kWth) to convert the stored H2 to thermal 

energy. The thermal energy produced by the H2 Burner is also stored in the water tank described above.  

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The evaluation of the performance of the system took place for a continuous time period of 192 hours during May 

2012 for which the RES energy production was very limited. The selected period gave the opportunity to examine and 

evaluate system operation and performance under unfavorable RES availability.   

The performance evaluation includes the calculation of each component’s efficiency as well as the calculation of the 
overall efficiency of the H2 system. It analyses the energy flows within the system and finally it concludes in the calculation 

of the energy equilibrium, which defines the amount of CO2 reduction during this period. 

RES Performance 

The contributing power and net energy output of PV panels and wind turbines are measured by the EMCS system 

separately at rate of 1 min intervals. The PV panels presented limited energy output, reaching peak power values between 

34-36 kW (figure 4). For the examined period the total energy contribution of solar energy amounted to 1889 kWh. The 

measured peak power values did not exceed a 78% of the nominal peak power. The contribution of the wind turbines was 

significantly lower than the PVs as during the 192 hours of the examined period produced only 206 kWh.   

The total evaluation of RES contribution to the system revealed that the renewables produced a total amount of 

energy equal to 2094 kWh, with 1889 kWh or 90% originating from PVs and 206 kWh or 10% originating from wind 

turbines. A comparison between the two energy sources indicates that wind energy is characterized by more intermittent 

behavior than solar energy, at least for the time period examined. 
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Figure 4 RES power output 

Electrolyser efficiency: 

The electrolyzer operated in start/stop cycles of 60 min duration minimum, and up to 2½ hours maximum in order to 
ensure the maximum lifetime expectancy. The largest part of energy available for this process is derived from PV panels and 

therefore there is an average daily span of 7 hours (10:00-17:00) where electrolysis takes place. The amount of hydrogen 

produced was measured firstly at the electrolysis stack and secondly at the high-pressure storage vessels.  

The deviations observed between volumetric output of the electrolyser and the stored quantities, account for a 

considerable non-usable volume of hydrogen. This amount of hydrogen is controlled releases to the environment and can 

be observed during the start up of the electrolysis where the quality of the hydrogen produced is very poor.   

For a continuous operation of the electrolyser for 300 minutes, it was calculated that the efficiency retained a steady 

value of approximately 52% taking into account that the electrolyzer consumed 99.95 kWh of electricity for producing 

14.75 Nm3 of hydrogen while 0.4 Nm3 H2 was released in the environment (figure 5). The energy produced is calculated by 

multiplying the produced hydrogen volume with the rated HHV of H2 (12.7 MJ/m3).The specific yield value, which defines 

the energy consumed for the production of 1 Nm3 of H2, was calculated to 6,78kWh/Nm3.  

Figure5 Electrolyser efficiency 

Finally it must be mentioned that the electrolysis unit incorporates certain peripheral devices, which consume energy 

even when there is no electrolysis process observed. The electrolyzer peripherals burden the system with a constant 1.4 kW 

and account for approximately 12-15% of the daily electrolyzer consumption, at least for the time period examined.  

Compressor rate: 

The average power demand of the compressor was 1.51 kW average while the maximum power demand was 2.62 kW. 

The operation of the compressor showed a significant peak during its startup where the compression rate was 6 Nm3/h but 

quickly descended to 2.6 Nm3/h. The capacity remained in this level throughout the whole compression process. The 

specific consumption of the compressor was calculated at 0.56 kWh/ Nm3. 
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Fuel Cell efficiency: 

FC operation was mainly observed during early morning and night hours. It performed in average cycles of 57 min 

(although briefer or more extended cycles were recorded). The volumetric consumption of the FC at 10 kW was rated to 

7.1 Nm3/h. The differences observed between the quantities of gas drawn from the storage and the quantities consumed, 

showed a significant volume of hydrogen released to the environment due to equipment constraints and operational 

procedures. 

The electrical efficiency of the FC is calculated as the ratio of electrical energy output, to the chemical energy of the 

consumed H2 (always based on HHV). According to the calculations performed for a production period of 155 minutes, 

the electrical efficiency reached a value of 47%. In terms of specific yield, meaning the amount of energy delivered per 1 

Nm3, the cell stack is characterized by an average value of 1.658 kWh/ Nm3.  

The difference of the amount of energy released by the stack and finally delivered to the building showed an average 

loss of 12.5%. This loss is mainly attributed to the inverter and wiring which resulted to an average AC yield is equal to 1.43 

kWh/ Nm3. 

In order to calculate the maximum value of the energy output that can be obtained from the CHP component, the 

thermal energy produced is calculated using the calorimetric equation (Equation 1): 

Q=m*Cp*ΔΤ

Where Cp is the specific heat of water, and ΔΤ is equal to the temperature change measured, inside the water tank, 

during each start/stop cycle of the fuel cell.  

The heat output, for the same time period of 155 minutes, is measured to 23,73 kWhth. As it can be seen in the 

following figure 6, the fuel cell consumed 14,18 Nm3 of hydrogen for producing 23,05 kWel and 23,73 kWth while 4,16 Nm3 

of hydrogen was releases in the environment.  Therefore, in terms of overall efficiency, a percentage of 93.5% is attained 

when the combined output (electrical and thermal) is taken into consideration.  

Figure 6 Fuel cell efficiency 

Overall efficiency of the system: 

The overall efficiency of the RES- H2 hybrid system is determined as the ratio of the energy produced by the CHP 

and finally delivered to the building, to the energy consumed by the system, for the selected time period. The theoretical 

value of the electricity that can be obtained from the additional volume of Hydrogen (19,83 Nm3) stored in the storage was 

taken also in consideration in the total amount of energy produced from the system. This volume is the difference of the 

amount of Hydrogen stored at the starting (t=0h) and at the ending (t=192h) point of the measurements. 

 The measured efficiency for the H2 system for the examined period, taking into account all consumptions (including 

peripherals) and the AC output of the CHP, was calculated 11% approximately which can be reach 22% in case that all the 

amount of the thermal energy can be recovered on the HVAC system.  

    FC 
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The following figure 7 illustrates the energy flows within the system. 

Figure 7: Energy flow diagram 

Energy exchange with the utility grid 

During the time period examined, the total amount of energy received by the grid accounted for 1127 kWh, while the 

total energy delivered to the grid amounted to 403 kWh. In a hypothetical scenario where the building was fully powered 

from the grid the total consumption is 1450kWh so the RES-hybrid system managed to reduce the energy consumption to 

724kWh equal to a 50% reduction of greenhouse emmissions. 

SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 

The performance evaluation presented in the previous paragraphs is now followed by specific limitations and 

drawbacks, concerning the overall performance of the system. Based on the specific yield of the electrolyser and the fuel 

cell as well as the consumption rate of the compressor, the electrical efficiency of the system is 11%. This low value is partly 

attributed to the energy consuming peripherals of the electrolyzer and the fuel cell, engineering room ventilation, which 

(most of them) operated continuously throughout the examined period.  

The other factor, which contributes to the reduction of the electrical efficiency, is the control releases of H2 from the 

electrolyser and the fuel cell which can be observed mainly during the startup of the equipment. Due to the specifications of 

the equipment significant amount of H2 remains unused and it is released into the atmosphere.  These losses amount for 

almost 27% of the total produced quantity, and in terms of energy loss, about 154 kWh of chemical energy (HHV) were 

lost.  

The above consideretaions shows that he optimum scenarionfor the equipment operation is to continsously keep the 

Electrolyser and the CHP to a standby condition and fully warmedup in order to minimize the Hydrogen releases. In this 

case the electrical efficiency can be easily reach the value of 19 % 

Finally it is observed that the consumption rate of H2 is at least 35% greater than the production rate. This significant 

difference between the production and consumption rate of H2 implies that a new sizing of the electrolyser could balance 

this difference and facilitate the operation of the system.  



CONCLUSIONS 

The current work constitutes an assessment on the performance of a RES- H2 hybrid energy system, adjusted to cover the 

energy needs of an office-type building. The assessment was followed by an analysis on the limitations that emerge from 

this study. 

The system is characterized by excellent coordination between its constituent parts (no failures observed), satisfactory 

efficiencies of all the involved equipment, and a well organized data acquisition system, which was vital for conducting the 

necessary measurements.  

Special emphasis was given to the factors that affect the performance of the system. It was noted that the efficiency of the 

H2 system is significantly reduced by the peripherals of the electrolyzer and the fuel cell. In addition the releases of H2 

quantity through the process of production and distribution also resulted in a significant reduction of the overall system’s 
efficiency. The system designates itself as a fully developed near zero energy building, which offers prospect for further 

study throughout an extended period of time. 

The quantification of all the operational parsameters showed that the system can be easily transformed to a stand alone off 

grid system supported by a small battery bank which would cover the primary loads and the CHP startup. Future research 

activities are needed for the optimization of RES-H2 hybrid systems as they present singnificant potential. RES-H2 hybrid 

systems can effectively address the intermittent nature of RES, they can facilitate the effective integration of RES in 

building environmet and they can place the building setor in the driving seat of the efforts for sustainable development. 
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Abstract 
Sport centers and more specifically swimming pools are regarded as high energy 
consuming installations and also major air pollutants, contributing to Green House Gas 
(GHG) emissions as their demand in energy is extremely large. Taking into consideration EU 
mandating directives and policies in accordance with this high energy consumption, it is 
obvious that establishing guidelines for swimming pools in order to improve their energy 
performance by implementing energy conservation actions and increasing their energy 
efficiency will consequently result to significant energy savings. The aim of this paper is to 
assess energy performance of outdoor swimming pools operating in Greece. The approach 
followed is a bottom-up approach as it first analyses the characteristics of all operating 
swimming pools based on data retrieved from General Secretary of Sports, questionnaires 
and specific energy audits and surveys, with the aim of quantifying their energy 
performance. Examining the performance of swimming pools, which mainly use 
conventional oil or gas fired boilers to cover their thermal needs, it is made clear that there 
is a broad field to apply energy conservation measures and achieve financial and 
environmental benefits. 

Introduction
Swimming pools are considered as high energy consuming installations as their

demand in energy is large. Their energy consumption differs significantly depending on 
the size, the type (indoor or outdoor), the location, the use (races, recreation, etc), the 
operating period and the heating system, varying between 600 – 6000 kW/m2 (EEO, 1994). 
For indoor pools in the Mediterranean climate average energy consumption per water 
surface is about 4300 kWh/m2, as for continental Europe and Northern countries it can be 
as high as 5200 kWh/m2 (Trianti et al., 1998). No relevant information about energy 
consumption of outdoor pools in Europe is available nor any data presenting the number 
and size of existing pools (SOLPOOL, 2009). This consumption was acceptable when fuel 
prices were low, but after the fuel crisis in the late 70s and the rising import prices for oil 
and gas the EU has experienced the last few years, which have reached in December 2008 
and January 2011 unprecedented levels in nominal terms, it has become unaffordable 
driving many swimming pools to stop operating during heavy winter periods. 
Furthermore, sport centers are also major pollutants, contributing to Green House Gas 
(GHG)  emissions.  As stated  by  Gaglia et al, (2007)  in the EU-15  in  2002,  non residential 
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(NR) buildings were responsible for 23% of total annual CO2 emissions while, in the 
period 1980-1990, CO2 emissions from buildings grew by 1,7% per annum. However 
energy policies have focused on the domestic sector despite the fact that the services 
sector presents a higher growing rate (Perez – Lombard et al., 2008) indicating that it 
is critical and essential to develop studies by building type presenting their energy 
performance to allow furthermore analysis and efficient energy policies in the future. 

The overall energy consumption of a swimming pool sport center is made up of 
electrical energy for cooling, ventilation, lighting, catering, IT equipment, etc, and 
thermal energy for pool water heating, sanitary water heating and space heating. 
Outdoor swimming pools have a relatively higher requirement than indoor swimming 
pools in energy consumption for pool water heating, but at the same time have a lower 
demand for space heating and ventilation loads, with pool heating remaining the main 
energy consumption source in both cases (IECU, 1994; Hawthorne and McMullan, 
1994). The main heat losses in open – air swimming pools are due to evaporation, 
radiation and convection, with evaporation being the most significant, over 70% 
(Rakopoulos & Vazeos, 1987). Other less important losses are conduction to ground 
and the fresh water addition, if its temperature differs significantly from that of the 
pool. These losses are not considered significant and are compensated by solar 
radiation gains (ASHRAE, 2003).  

The main aim of this research was to investigate energy consumption of outdoor 
swimming pools in sport centers in Greece, evaluate their energy performance and 
examine potential energy conservation measures in accordance with the payback 
period and the corresponding environmental impacts. This was achieved through a 
questionnaire distributed to all operating outdoor sport swimming pools in Greece 
assessing their energy performance and secondly through an intensive survey 
monitoring the energy performance of a number of outdoor swimming pools 
operating in the metropolitan area of Athens, and more specifically in the southeastern 
side of the area. Potential measures to reduce energy consumption of outdoor 
swimming pools and alternative solutions to reduce energy needs and to cover 
swimming pools energy demand were evaluated, in accordance with the 
corresponding advantages covering energy, environmental and economic benefits in 
each case.  

Outdoor Swimming Pool stock characteristics
In Greece there is no official administrative body to provide data concerning the

volume of swimming pools, both private and public, moreover information 
concerning the existence of a pool heating system and their energy consumption. 
Regarding private pools, even though the existence of outdoor swimming pools in 
private dwellings, hotels and resorts is very common in Greece, there is no 
registration system, so their number has never been elaborated and there is no reliable 
way to assess it. Moreover, as the main purpose of this study is the evaluation of 
energy performance of outdoor swimming pools and the fact that it is rather 
uncommon for Greece to use a heating system for these pools, as they are mostly used 
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during summer periods, this lack of information was evaluated insignificant and 
private swimming pools were not included in this analysis.  

This study covers those pools operating at athletic and sport centres, mostly 
belonging to the public sector, municipalities or clubs, characterized by high density 
of visitors independent of weather conditions, making it necessary to install a heating 
system. As there are no official archives concerning these pools, information 
regarding the existence of sport pools was retrieved after search of databases from the 
Greek General Secretary of Sports, the Hellenic Swimming Federation and other 
databases. The data was merged together into a sufficient list and some phone 
interviews took place to verify the search results. The final total number of outdoor 
swimming pools operating as athletic centres resulted to be 77. The dispersion of 
outdoor swimming pools operated by public authorities and clubs, in relation to the 
four climatic zones in Greece, as they are set by the Greek Regulation for Energy 
Performance of Buildings (FEK, 2010 – 407Β/9.4.2010) is illustrated in Figure1.  

Figure 1. Number of outdoor swimming pools in relation to the climatic zones in Greece as 
set by KENAK

These results seem sufficient since the distribution is analogue to the population 
density in Greece and the climatic conditions, whereas zone B presents the highest 
population, over 60% of total, (as it includes the metropolitan area of Athens) and 
zone A the mildest climatic conditions (the majority of Greek islands)  even though is 
sparsely populated. Finally there is no outdoor swimming pool operating in zone D 
(the coldest zone) possibly due to the rough climatic conditions considering Greece 
average.  

Building characteristics 
With the purpose to analyse the existing stock, classifying the installations 

according to their age, size, type and other useful construction characteristics, and 
recording their 3-year energy consumption, data were obtained through a short 
structured questionnaire addressed to all the operating swimming pools. In general, 
the response to the questionnaire was sufficient as 45% completed questionnaires 
were returned without second notice. In order to gather more information the pool 
operators who had not responded were contacted by telephone and were reminded to 
return the questionnaire, resulting to a final amount of 88% filled questionnaires. 
Table 1 illustrates the dispersion of filled questionnaires returned, in relation to the 
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three climatic zones in Greece (that have open–air swimming pools), and other 
interesting indicators relevant to the swimming pools operation, as total area, the 
number of athletes per zone and the available swimming area per athlete. A first 
observation is that outdoor pools are more popular in climatic zone B, which mainly 
includes central Greece and Athens (1.51m2/athlete), while they become less 
attractive in zone C (3.532m2/athlete) where lower temperatures are met, especially 
during winter months. 

Table 1. Characteristics of examined outdoor swimming pools in relation to the climatic 
zones - Analysis of responses  

Climatic Zone Number of 
pools 

Area of pools 
(m2) 

Number of 
athletes 

Area of pool 
per athlete 

A 14 12,579.72   5,530 2.27 
B 38 32,891.00 24,160 1.36 
C 16 16,450.75   4,670 3.52 

Almost all swimming pool centres (85%) besides the main pools have additional 
building facilities. The type and total area of these additional facilities depend on the 
size and use of the installation. In general they include dressing rooms with shower 
facilities, lavatories, a medical room, managerial offices while some have a training 
room, increasing the area of the building over 600 m2 (Figure 2). 

Figure 2.  Area of building facilities 

Regarding the construction age of the examined sample, the first conclusion is that 
the majority of outdoor swimming pools are less than 20 years old. This seems 
reasonable as in Greece the construction of public sport installations and more 
specifically swimming pools was developed widely during the last two decades. A 
small percentage, about 17.6%, was built prior to 1980, while another 19.1% was built 
between 1980 and 1985. As the Greek Building Thermal Insulation Regulation that 
sets mandatory requirements for the thermal insulation of the building envelope was 
introduced in 1979, the building installations in the swimming pools built prior to 
1980 are not thermally insulated, while those built prior to 1985 are expected to have 
inadequate thermal insulation, matching the findings of the filled questionnaires, 
resulting in both cases to considerable heat losses. However, as the majority of the 
swimming pools is considered new (more than 41%), built after 2000, when the 
implementation of building regulations was more strict, a general evaluation of the 
stock considers them satisfactory. Details on the existence of insulation are illustrated 
in Figure 3. It is worth noticing that in climatic zone C the majority of the buildings 
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has insulation, while in zones A and B, where meteorological conditions are milder 
this number decreases. Regarding the pool size the basic observation that derives from 
the survey is that they can be classified in two major groups, those –medium size 
pools- with area ranging from 300 – 600 m2 corresponding to 25% of total and those 
pools –large size pools – with area over 1,000m2 (75% of total), as an Olympic 
dimension pool has length 50m and width 21m. 

Figure 3. Existence of insulation on swimming pools building facilities 

Furthermore, it was derived that almost all swimming pools have a pool water 
heating system (94%), which in all cases is a boiler, while the main fuel used is oil 
(54%), with the exemption of a few natural gas boilers (37%), as in only the last years 
natural gas has become available to the consumers in some areas in Greece and 3% 
having both oil and natural gas boilers.  

Finally, regarding the building facilities indicators concerning space heating and 
warm water systems, it was derived that for space heating all the buildings have 
almost the same heating system corresponding to the pool’s, while 13% uses split 
units A/Cs for heating and 7% has no heating system (Figure 4). As it concerns 
sanitary warm water it was derived that only 18% has installed solar collectors while 
80% uses the boiler for heating the sanitary water. Concerning the installations with 
solar collectors, only 4% covers the water heating needs with solar collectors and the 
rest 14% uses solar collectors combined with the boiler (Figure 5). 

Figure 2. Building facilities space Figure 2. Building facilities sanitary warm 
heating system water system 
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Thermal energy performance of outdoor swimming pools 
With the purpose of assessing the current energy performance of outdoor 

swimming pools in Greece, data regarding the actual thermal energy consumption 
along with information about the operating conditions (hours of operation, desirable 
temperature, etc) and the installations characteristics were collected. Thermal energy 
losses depend on building envelope losses, operating characteristics and system 
distribution losses, while energy and fuel consumption also depends on operating 
schedule, type of fuel and thermal system, overall operating efficiency.  

Following the above, in terms of operating hours and periods, 85% of the 
examined sample operates throughout the whole year and is open to the users from 
early in the morning (mostly from 8.00 or 9.00) till late in night (22.00 or 23.00), 
while 15% operates only during the summer months. It is worth noticing that whilst 
85% states that it used to operate throughout the year, more than 20% of them faced 
closure during winter months in 2011 due to financial issues resulting from the 
increase of fuel price and thus high heating costs. Figure 6 illustrates the fluctuations 
of the swimming pools operating periods for the years 2009, 2010 and 2011, where it 
is easy to notice the radiant reduce of the number of pools operating for 12 months, 
while there is a corresponding increase of those closing occasionally, either for 3 or 6 
months. There is also an increase in the number of pools operating only for the 
summer months (3 months) when no heating demands are required, whilst a small 
number faced total closure due to high operational costs. Figure 7 illustrates the 
average operating period for the years 2009-2011, while Figure 8 the fluctuations 
according to the climatic zone. 

Figure 6. Operating period of swimming pools for the years 2009, 2010, 2011 

Figure7. Average operating period of pools for the years 2009, 2010, 2011. 
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Figure 8. Operating period of swimming pools for the years 2009, 2010, 2011, according to 
the climatic zone  

Another operational characteristic that is expected to strongly reduce thermal 
energy losses is the use of a pool cover that is applied during night hours when low 
ambient temperatures prevail, or generally when the pool is out of use. Even though 
the use of a pool cover is considered very attractive in terms of energy saving, only a 
small percentage according to the questionnaire, 24%, uses a pool cover system.   

A parameter that also influences thermal energy consumption of swimming pools 
is the desired pool water temperature. According to the filled questionnaire the water 
temperature of the swimming pool centres ranges from 25 - 28oC, with the average 
value calculated being 25.70oC, 26.30oC and 26.60oC for the three zones A, B and C 
respectively, while the Fédération Internationale de la Natation (FINA, International 
Swimming Federation), that sets standards for competition pools, indicates that the 
water must be kept at 25–28 °C, allowing a 1oC reduction in the desired pool water 
temperature for those pools  in zones B and C.    

Finally, the average values derived from the swimming pools that participated in 
the survey with a filled questionnaire concerning operating characteristics confirm the 
fact that the main profile of operating outdoor swimming pools in Greece is that their 
dimensions are 50mX21m (Olympic dimensions) with supporting buildings of 505m2, 
they are 20 years aged and operate over 9 months per year for 13.5 h/day. At this 
point it is worth noticing that while 33 pools operate all the year round (12 months), 
there are 12 pools that are open only during the 3 summer months and another 7 that 
are open for 6 months per year using no pool water heating system, dropping the 
average operating period to 9.2 months. As the main purpose of this study is energy 
performance of outdoor swimming pools, it is considered correct to evaluate only 
those pools operating the whole year, as their main energy consumption occurs during 
winter months, whilst in order to achieve reliable results only the pools with pool 
surface close to the average are considered representative and are included in the 
evaluation. From this sample 29.63% use a pool cover providing reliable comparative 
data. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FINA
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Accordingly, the average actual thermal energy consumption for whole year 
operation (12 months), as it derives from the filled questionnaires for a 3-year period 
and for the sample of pools as presented above (27 pools), is estimated at 2247 
kWh/m2, ranging from 1305.7 to 3940.0 kWh/m2.  The high values of thermal energy 
consumption are attributed to lower ambient temperatures (in climatic zone C) and to 
the absence of a pool cover. Figure 9 illustrates the annual thermal energy 
consumption of outdoor swimming pools (the corresponding sample of 27 pools) 
compared to the corresponding average, while Figures 10–13  illustrate how the 
annual thermal energy consumption differentiates in relation to the climatic zone, the 
age, the fuel used and the existence of pool cover. 

Figure 9. Annual specific thermal energy consumption (kWh/m2) of outdoor swimming pools 
(the sample of 27 pools) compared to the corresponding average 

Figure 10. Annual thermal energy consumption (kWh/m2) in relation to the climatic zone (for 
a sample of 27 pools)  

Figure 11. Annual thermal energy consumption (kWh/m2) in relation to the installations’ age 
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Figure 12. Annual thermal energy consumption (kWh/m2) in relation to the fuel used 

Figure 13. Annual thermal energy consumption (kWh/m2) in relation to the existence of a 
pool cover  

Futhermore, the analysis attempted to examine the correlation between energy 
consumption and other parameters as the fuel used, the installation’s age, the 
existence of a pool cover, the operating pool water temperature. It was concluded that: 
9 Operating pool water temperature is positively correlated with thermal energy 

consumption 
9 Regarding the existence of a pool cover, it resulted that when a pool cover 

exists average energy consumption is 1827.45 kWh/m2, while with no cover it 
rises to 2456.16 kWh/m2, resulting to 25,60% energy consumption reduction. 

9 The specific energy consumption in the cases using natural gas is higher than 
those using fuel oil. 

9 No solid conclusions were drawn regarding energy consumption and age of 
installations. The results presented slightly higher energy consumption for the 
swimming pools with age under 10 years, with that of the others approaching 
the average. 

The inconsistency presented above, concerning the fuel used and the age of the 
installations can be evaluated after examining several factors relevant to the specific 
characteristics of the pools examined and their distribution per zone. It can be 
attributed to human factors and lack of energy management behavior, as natural gas is 
a fuel always available on site, does not have to be prepaid, has a lower price 
compared to fuel oil, resulting to the impression that it is costless. 

Finally, regarding the correlation of thermal energy consumption according to the 
operating pool temperature, for the three climatic zones, it is observed that the general 
trend is that thermal energy consumption increases, as the operating temperature 
increases. Reducing the operating pool water temperature 1oC, results to the reduction 
of thermal energy consumption of 500 kWh/m2 (Figure 14).  Nevertheless, it is worth 
pointing that for temperatures between 26 to 27oC, significant variations in energy 
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consumption occur, especially in zone B. This can be attributed to other parameters as 
the existence of a pool cover, or lack of energy management. 

Figure 14. Dispersion of thermal energy consumption according to operating pool water 
temperature for each climatic zone 

RESULTS OF ENERGY AUDITS
In order to assess the energy performance of outdoor swimming pools and examine

the potential for energy conservation measures along with the corresponding 
environmental and financial benefits, three swimming pools operating in the greater 
area of Athens (climatic zone B) were investigated in relation to their energy 
performance. The installations were selected based on the similar meteorological 
conditions of their location and their similar operating characteristics, in order to 
receive comparative results. More specifically they had the same sized pools, building 
facilities, operated the whole year, and had similar electromechanical installations, the 
first having a natural gas burner with the other two having fuel gas burners. Finally 
the third pool was covered during nights with a pool cover. All their basic 
characteristics are summarized in the following Table 2.  

Table 2. Basic characteristics of the three case pools 

Basic Characteristics Case No1 Case No2 Case No3 
Pool area (m2) 1,170 1,170 1,050 
Buildings area (m2) 1,500 500 1,000 
Age (years) 10 8 32 
Operating period (months) / days per year 12 / 300 12/300 12/350 
Operating schedule (hours) 16 15 14.5 
Fuel used Natural Gas Fuel oil Fuel oil 
Operating temperature (oC) 27 26 26 
Pool Cover no no yes 
Rated electrical power in kW 117.22 66.07 61.52 
Boilers power in Kcal/h 1,950,000 1,700,000 1,000,000 

Moreover, for the cases investigated, actual thermal and electrical energy 
consumption was assessed, based on their three years bills. The results, compared to 
the average as it derived both from the national survey presented above and the three 
cases sample, are presented in Table 3. As electrical consumption was not assessed 
through the national survey, it is assumed equal to the average that derived from the 
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three cases examined. When estimating specific energy consumption, the total area 
that is taken into account is that of the swimming pools and not the buildings, as the 
main consumption of the installation is due to pool water heating.  

Table 3. Comparison between actual specific energy consumption of the three cases and 
national and sample average 

Swimming Pool Thermal 
(kWhth/m2) 

Electric 
(kWhel/m2) 

Total 
(kWh/m2) 

Case No 1 
(%) 

3,941.03 358.97 4,300.00 
91.65 8.35 100.00 

Case No 2 
(%) 

2,944.73 198.29 3,143.02 
93.69 6.31 100.00 

Case No 3 
(%) 

1,687.62 304.76 1,992.38 
85.00 15.00 100.00 

National Average 
(%) 

2,246.59 287.34 2,533.93 
88.66 11.34 100.00 

Sample Average 
(%) 

2,857.80 287.34 3,145.14 
90.86 9.14 100.00 

According to the results, two outdoor swimming pools are higher energy 
consumers compared to the national indicators, while only case No 3 consumes less 
than the national average. These results confirm the conclusion, reached from the 
national survey, that there is no strong correlation between buildings facilities’ area 
and age with thermal energy consumption, as case No3, has a building surface 
1000m2, double than case No2, and age 32 years, significantly bigger than both other 
cases, and still consumes less thermal energy. Moreover, pool case No 1 has a pool 
water operating temperature 1oC higher than the other two that is responsible for the 
high values of energy consumption presented.  Another basic difference concerning 
case No 3 is the existence of a pool cover that is applied during night hours, from 
which reductions in thermal energy consumption were expected. At this point it is 
worth stating that besides the above constructional and operating characteristics, a 
basic difference occurred in case No 3 is the management model as, while in the two 
first cases the pools belong to the public sector (municipalities) the latter belongs to a 
nautical club and operates under private interest. Hence it is argued that in practice 
pool energy management can result to energy savings, the facts in all cases confirm it. 

Regarding electric energy consumption, some correlation is expected with the 
building’s area as it influences lighting requirements, but as derived from the survey, 
the main electricity consuming sources were the pool pumps and outdoor lighting, 
which in all three cases were found similar. A general observation derived from the 
three cases examined is that electric energy consumption ranges from 6.31 to 15.00% 
of total energy consumed, receiving an average value of 9.14%, depending on the 
value of actual thermal energy consumption. This confirms the fact that thermal 
energy demands of outdoor swimming pools are their main energy requirement, 
providing a broad field for the implementation of energy conservation measures. 
Despite the fact that electric energy consumption is less significant compared to 
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thermal, there are still measures that can be applied for its reduction, as more energy 
efficient new technology lamps, especially applied on outdoor lighting where electric 
energy consumption is relatively high. Finally the energy performance was assessed 
through the primary energy use, the cost and the CO2 emissions for each outdoor 
swimming pool as depicted in Table 4.  

Table 4. Calculated primary energy used and corresponding cost and CO2 emissions 

A basic observation derived from the above table, is that even though swimming 
pool case No 1 consumes 41 % more primary energy than swimming pool case No 2, 
the corresponding cost and CO2 emissions difference is only 12.2 and 14.6 % 
respectively due to different fuel cost and CO2 emissions per fuel (natural gas and fuel 
oil). 

CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to assess the energy performance of outdoor

swimming pools operating in Greece, examine potential energy conservation 
measures that can be implemented and evaluate the corresponding energy savings 
along with the environmental and financial benefits in each case. To successfully 
complete this procedure the building stock was retrieved and through a national 
survey its basic characteristics were analysed. 

The typical operating outdoor swimming pool centre in Greece has an outdoor 
swimming pool of 1050m2 surface, building facilities of 500m2, age 20 years, 
building sufficiently thermally insulated, no pool cover, a conventional fuel oil boiler 
to heat the pool water, the building and the sanitary water and operates 13.50 hrs/day. 
The basic conclusion regarding the average operating period per year is that it is 
decreasing in all three climatic zones, with pools in zone B presenting the highest 
average operating period and those in zone C the lowest. In zone B the majority of 
pools (69%) operates the whole year, while in zone C 63% of the pools operate only 
for 3 months. Finally in zone A, 42.9% of the pool centres operate for 12 months, 
35.7% for 9 months and 21.4% for 6 months.  

The derived specific thermal energy consumption, considering a 12 month 
operating period, was 2,246.59 kWh/m2, while the average values for each climatic 
zone were 1,243.54 kWh/m2, 2,283.35 kWh/m2 and 2,957.53 kWh/m2, for zones A,B 
and C respectively. It is observed that the coldest the climate (from climatic zone A to 
C) the more increased the average actual (derived from bills for a 3-year period)
thermal energy consumption is. Regarding the existence of a pool cover, it resulted 
that when a pool cover exists average energy consumption was 1,827.45 kWh/m2, 

Swimming Pool Primary Energy 
(kWh/m2)  

Cost 
(€/m2)

CO2 emissions 
(ton./m2) 

Case No 1 4,946.15 346.50 1.15 
Case No 2 3,499.57 305.85 1.00 
Case No 3 2,540.95 199.43 0.78 
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while with no cover it rises to 2456.16 kWh/m2, resulting to 25.60% energy 
consumption reduction. 

As expected, thermal energy consumption increases as the operating pool water 
temperature increases. More specifically when the operating pool water temperature is 
reduced 1oC, the reduction of thermal energy consumption is about 500 kWh/m2. For 
pool water temperatures between 26 to 27oC, significant variations in energy 
consumption occur, especially in zone B, where the sample is more representative. 
For the same operating temperature significant variations occur, leading to the 
conclusion that there is a broad field for the implementation of energy management 
solutions.  

No solid conclusions were drawn regarding energy consumption and age of 
installations or the fuel used, possibly attributed to the specific characteristics of each 
zone.  

On the end, considering the fact that for 27 pools annually operating, the total 
thermal energy consumption cost is 7,140,000€ (average 264,370.00 € per pool) and 
the corresponding total annual CO2 emissions are 18,300 tn (ranging from 340 – 770 
kgr/m2 per pool depending on the fuel used), the necessity for energy conservation 
measures is emerging. 

The energy audits resulted to an average specific electric energy consumption of 
287.34 kWh/m2, receiving an average value of 9.14% of total energy consumed, 
depending on actual thermal energy consumption. Accordingly as thermal energy 
consumption increases the corresponding percentage of electric energy consumption 
decreases. This confirms the fact that thermal energy demands of outdoor swimming 
pools are their main energy requirement, providing a broad field for the 
implementation of energy conservation measures. Despite the fact that electric energy 
consumption is less significant compared to thermal, there are still measures that can 
be applied for its reduction, as more energy efficient new technology lamps, 
especially applied on outdoor lighting where electric energy consumption is relatively 
high, or other energy saving controls. 

Finally, for each outdoor swimming pool audited, energy performance was 
assessed through the primary energy use, the operating cost and the CO2 emissions 
with the corresponding average values derived equal to 3,662.22 kWh/m2, 283.93 
€/m2 and 0.98 ton./m2  respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates the temperatures of vertical and horizontal surfaces in the urban center of Thessaloniki and the thermal comfort conditions. 
In the study area takes place a large number of financial and social activities of the inhabitants. 

A number of in situ experimental procedures were carried out. Surface temperatures, microclimatic data and urban morphology dat a were 
gathered. Also, a simulation model has been used to represent the surface temperatures of covering materials and to calculate  the outdoor thermal 
comfort sensation.  The research aims at the investigation of the surface temperatures of the buildings ’ envelope and of the thermal comfort 
conditions of the central urban environment due to thermal behavior of covering materials.  

INTRODUCTION 

The covered and construction materials in contemporary cities and the urban geometrical characteristics affect the 
microclimatic conditions inside the urban centers (Lau et al, 2011). The radiant balance of the urban space, the convective 
heat exchange between the ground and the buildings, the air flowing above the urban area and the heat generation within 
the city (Mihalakakou et al, 2002), (Santamouris et al, 1999) increase the air temperature in the city. 

The high UHI has a strong negative effect on thermal comfort of humans. In addition, higher temperatures in urban 
sections have led to an increase in peak and total energy demand (Golden, 2004), (Oxizidis and Papadopoulos 2013). The 
use of simulation programms (such as ENVI-met) for estimating the thermal comfort conditions taking into account the 
surface temperatures and micrclimate conditions could help to incorporate heat mitigation and thermal comfort strategies 
into high density cities. Strategies which include items such as building shading and shade structures, increased cooling from 
tree shading and building ventilation, as well as permeable pavements and higher reflecting surface materials could improve 
the thermal comfort sensation. Results from this and other similar studies, should nonetheless be utilized to determine the 
ideal and sustainable urban design for outdoor human comfort and heat mitigation (Hedquist and Brazel, 2014). 

METHODOLOGY 

A number of experimental procedures were carried out in order to investigate the effect of urban planning on 
microclimatic conditions. The study area is located in the urban center of Thessaloniki, Greece (Figure 1) in the crossway 
Metropoleos and Agias Sofias Street, and it consists of high building blocks. Data from different measurement points along 
the streets, from different heights and orientation were collected. The data gathered investigate the variation of  Surface 
Temperature (Tsurf) on a 24 hours basis and Air Temperature (Tair). The measurements took place during summer. The 
field surveys involve surface temperature measurements by a thermal camera and microclimatic monitoring with portable 
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mini-weather stations. 
The geometric characteristics of the streets and the observations for the measurement points are given in Table 1. 

Figure 1: Study area in Urban Center of Thessaloniki, Greece 

Table 1: Geometric Characteristics of streets 

Orientation Av. Height 
H (m) 

Str Length, 
L (m) 

Av Str Width, 
W (m) H/W 

West 23 60 12.5 1.8 
North 21 70 14 1.4 
East 21 100 14 1.5 

South 18 50 14 1.3 

In the second part of the present study a simulation model is used in order to investigate the thermal comfort 
conditions in the study area. The gathered data for temperatures of vertical and horizontal surfaces and microclimatic data 
(Air temperature, Wind Speed, Wind Direction) from Masurement Points located in different places along the streets and 
on different heights is used. 

VERTICAL SURFACE TEMPERATURES 

Table 2 is referred to the maximum surface temperatures. It summarizes the time of maximum surface temperature, 
the value of the maximum surface temperature and the floor that max Tsurf is observed. For each examinated Building it 
gives the greater temperature that was measured by the thermal camera.  
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Table 2: Maximum surface temperatures 
Building  

1 
Building  

2 
Building  

3 

Time 
Tsurface 

(ΟC) 
Floor Time 

Tsurface 

(ΟC) 
Floor Time 

Tsurface 

(ΟC) 
Floor 

West-S 
May 14:00 27,3 1st 16:00 26,3 1st 14:00 26,4 1st 
July 16:00 32 2nd 16:00 33,3 4th 14:00 32,1 4th 
August 15:00 33,1 3rd 15:00 32,6 5th 14:00 33,4 1st 

West-N 
May 16:00 27,5 5th 14:00 30,1 2nd 14:00 32,1 6th 
July 16:00 35,3 5th 17:00 38,6 5th 15:00 38,1 6th 
August 16:00 38,3 5th 15:00 42,6 4th 15:00 39,6 6th 

North-E 
May 
July 18:00 34,7 2nd 17:00 34,9 2nd 18:00 33,4 3rd,8th 
August 18:00 35,8 2nd 17:00 35,7 2nd 17:00 34,6 1st 

North-W 
May 11:00  11:00  12:00 
July 10:00 36,6 5th 10:00 40,1 3th 12:00 34,8 3rd 
August 11:00 37,6 5th 11:00 40,3 2nd 11:00 35,8 5th 

East-S 
May 

 
July 16:00 31,7 2nd 
August 18:00 33,3 1st 

East-N 
May 16:00 28,9 1st 18:00 30,9 1st 18:00 28,3 1nd 
July 17:00 37,8 1st 17:00 37,8 2nd 17:00 35,7 3rd 
August 16:00 40 1st 17:00 38,7 2nd 17:00 37,6 1st 

South-E 

May 

July 18:00 37,2 1st 17:00 32 
Ground 
floor 

August 17:00 35,3 
Ground
floor

17:00 32,2 
Ground 
floor 

17:00 32,4 
Ground 
floor 

South-W 
May 12:00 31,4 2nd 

 
29,5 2nd 11:00 28,1 2nd 

July 10:00 40,6 1st 10:00 37,2 3rd 10:00 38,2 1st 
August 12:00 40 2nd 11:00 39 2nd 11:00 37,9 1st 

The analysis of Tsurf variation indicates different thermal behavior of the vertical surfaces according to the 
measurement height (floor of the building), the orientation, the location within the urban canyon, the distance of the MP 
from the crossway and the time of the day. In the West orientated urban canyon, the maximum temperature of vertical 
surfaces is observed at 14:00-16:00pm, for both of the two sides of the road (West-S and West-N). In West-N side greater 
Tsurf appears on the first floors of the buildings, while in the West-S side on higher floors. Also, the Measurement Points 
closest to the crossway have greater Tsurf than inside the urban canyon (Fig.2). 
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Figure 2: In West-N side greater Tsurf appears on the first floors of the buildings and in the MPs closest to the crossway 

In North orientated urban canyon, in North-E side the maximum surface temperature occurs at afternoon at 17:00-
18:00p.m., while in North-W at the morning, 10:00-11:00a.m.. The side’s orientation and the sun’s position influence the 
thermal behavior of vertical surfaces and the time that maximum surface appears. In the North-E side, higher surface 
temperatures observed on first floors of the buildings, while in the North-W side on the middle and upper floors. The 
Tsurf is greater in the west side of the road due to the duration of solar radiation (Fig.3). Also, the Measurement Points 
closest to the crossway have greater Tsurf than inside the urban canyon in the majority of the measurement data. 

Figure 3: Temperature varation of vertical surfaces 
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In the East orientated street a lower height building (church) is located on East-S side of the road. The max Tsurf is 
observed at 16:00-18:00 pm (Figure 4). The maximum temperatures of vertical surfaces are observed at lower heights and in 
locations at a distance from the crossway. The south or north side of the road don’t affect the thermal behavior of the 
vertical surfaces, as they appears the same daily temperature variation. 

Figure 4: Surface temperature of vertical building façade, Building 2, East-N side, August 

In South-E orientated side, the maximum surface temperature occurs at the afternoon, 17:00 pm, while in the South-
W side during morning time, 10:00-12:00am. The max Tsurf observed on the first floor and in the building near to the 
crossway. 

 Concluded, the road located on the North-South axis appears different thermal behavior according to the orientation 
of each side of the road.  The vertical surfaces of buildings’ façade on west side develop high temperature during morning 
time, while on east side at the afternoon. Greater Tsurf is observed at west side. On West-East axis road, the maximum 
surface temperature is observed mainly during evening hours. The orientation of each side of the road doesn’t affect the 
thermal behavior of the surfaces, as observed in the North-South axis.  

CORELLATION BETWEEN VERTICAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND AIR TEMPERATURE ON 
PEDESTRIAN’S LEVEL

The correlation coefficient ρ is used below in order to investigate the correlation between the Tsurf and Tair. The Tair 
on pedestrian’s level on 1.5m height was measurent by mini portable station during 24hrs basis.  In Table 3 the correlation 
between the Tair on pedestrians’ level (1.5m) and Tsurf for each floor is estimated.   

The correlation between the Tair on 1.5m height and Tsurf is greater to closest vertical surfaces (ground floor and 1st 
floor). As the distance from the pedestrans level is higher so the ρ is decresing. The correlation between air temperature on 
1.5m height and surface temperature of ground floor facade is about 0.7 to 0.9. In July, the correlation is less than in May 
and August. 

Also, in North and West orientated urban canyons, the correlation coefficient is higher than in the East and South 
orientated street, where there is a low building on one side of the road. 

Therefore, the urban morphology affects the microclimatic conditions within an urban canyon. In the streets where 
there are no high buildings on either side of the roads, there is no correlation. In the urban canyons (West and North 
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street), it is observed that when the surface temperature of the ground floor is increasing then the air temperature is 
warming on the pedestrian’s level. 

Table 3: Correlation between Tair on 1.5m height and Tsurf 
ρ (Τsurf-Τair,1.5m)

ground 
floor 

1st 
floor 

2nd 
floor 

3rd 
floor 

4th 
floor 

5th 
floor 

6th 
floor 

West-
S 

May 0,864 0,732 0,579 0,688 0,643 0,625 0,639 
July 0,761 0,668 0,298 0,311 0,024 0,208 0,302 

August 0,891 0,891 0,817 0,853 0,855 0,804 0,836 

West-
N 

May 0,898 0,752 0,673 0,739 0,739 0,684 
July 0,684 0,720 0,710 0,715 0,766 0,785 

August 0,847 0,774 0,789 0,845 0,833 0,815 

North-
E 

May 
July 0,724 0,670 0,637 0,668 0,559 

August 0,897 0,734 0,710 0,797 0,829 

North-
W 

May 
July 0,722 0,390 0,285 0,271 0,314 -

0
,
1
8
1

August 0,747 0,610 0,365 0,279 0,696 0,281 

 East-
S 

May 
July 0,624 0,676 

August 0,784 0,711 

East-
N 

May 0,757 0,573 0,705 0,760 0,638 
July 0,618 0,720 0,720 0,713 0,738 

August 0,829 0,791 0,802 0,795 0,835 

South-
E 

May 
July 0,691 0,757 

August 0,767 0,741 

South-
W 

May 0,463 0,557 0,260 0,407 0,366 0,465 
July 0,076 -

0
,
2
7
9

-
0
,
6
2
7

-
0
,
5
7
9

-
0
,
4
6
2

-
0
,
4
5
8

-
0
,
3
4
4

August 0,701 0,438 0,260 0,326 0,280 0,335 0,362 

The urban morphology influences the urban microclimate and the outdoor thermal comfort conditions. The 
temperatures of the vertical surfaces and the urban geometric characteristics are factors that affect the air temperature at 
low altitude. 

SIMULATION OF THERMAL COMFORT CONDITIONS 

The ENVI-met is a three dimensional microclimate model to simulate characteristics of urban environment such as 
interactions of surface temperature and microclimatic conditions. The ENVI-met has been applied in studies of urban 
microclimate for predicting air temperature (Chen and Wong, 2006, Wong et al, 2007) and thermal comfort conditions, 
such as PMV (Fahmy and Sharples, 2009) and PET (Ali-Toudert and Mayer, 2007). 

The Predicted Mean Vote, PMV was designed to quantify indoor thermal comfort conditions, but its use gradually 
expanded to calculate thermal comfort conditions in the external environment (Honjo, 2009), (Berkovic et al, 2012). 
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The present study investigates the Surface Temperatures (Tsurf) of vertical and horizontal surfaces and the index of 
the outdoor thermal comfort conditions, PMV in pedestrian’s level. 

A number of gathered experimental data of in situ measurements and the simulation model were used to study the 
influence of urban morphology in microclimatic and thermal comfort conditions. 

The 1.5m height is considered as representative pedestrian’s level of adults and children, seating and passing 
passengers, according to Kosmopoulos lectures and experimental measurements (Kosmopoulos, 2012). 

The simulation model and the corresponding measurement data is referred in 21 July, the day of the maximum Tair in 
24h basis in Thessaloniki, according to the Technical Guidelines of the Technical Chamber of Greece (TOTEE). 

The simulation time step is 1h, from 6:00 a.m. to 20: 00pm. The start time of the simulation model was set 2 hours 
earlier than the first in situ measurement (8:00 a.m.), in order to achieve the optimal predictive accuracy. 

To calculate the thermal comfort index PMV was considered the low conditions of wind speed in the outdoor study 
area. According to a survey of Kruger et al, the ENVI-met overestimates wind speeds within the urban canyon when the 
wind speed is more than 2 m / s. For wind speeds below of 2m/s, the simulation results of the ENVI-met are sufficiently 
accurate (Kruger et al, 2011). Thus, the low measurement data of WS, allow us the use of simulation model Envi-met for 
calculation of PMV. 

The aim of this investigation is to demonstrate the impact of urban morphology in microclimatic conditions and 
therefore to the thermal comfort sensation of the pedestrians and of the human’s activities in the area. 

Surface temperatures of horizontal surfaces 

According to the ENVI-met simulation results, the maximum horizontal surface temperature is observed at 13:00 pm 
at the streets located on the North-South axis, while at 15:00 pm at the East-West axis. The maximum calculated 
temperature approximates 52.20°C, in South Street (Figure 5). 

Figure 5: ENVI-met results for the horizontal surface temperatures, at 4 study urban streets, for the period 8:00am to 20:00pm. 

In Table 4 the simulation results are imprinted. The temperature fluctuations of horizontal surfaces by simulation 
model at 13:00 and 15:00pm are observed. 
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Table 4: Temperature fluctuation of horizontal surfaces by simulation model,  21/7 

13:00 15:00 

In Figure 6 a comparative comparison between the data derived from field measurements and data from simulation 
model are observed. Smaller differences are observed in north oriented the urban canyon. 

Figure 6: Comparative comparison of horizontal surface temperatures between field measurement data and simulation results.  

The average differences and the deviation percentage between field measurement data and simulation result data, for 
every street are given in Table 5. It is observed that the simulation model calculates greater horizontal Tsurf than the 
measured values (negative difference). 
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Table 5: The average differences and the deviation percentage between field measurement data and 
simulation result data 

Orientation of street Average difference 
(οC)

Deviation percentage 
(% ) 

West -1,9 5,4 
North -1,7 5,0 
East -1,6 4,3 

South -2,9 8,1 

According to Muller et al (2013) when the factor r2 is close to 1 then the model’s accuracy is sufficient. The graphs in 
Table 6 calculate r2 between modeled Tsurf from simulation model and observed Tsurf from field measurements. The 
calculated value r2 ≈ 0.9 for the four streets indicates the accuracy of the simulation model. 

Table 6: Graphs of comparing data from field measurements and simulation data, for surface 
horizontal surfaces.  

West North 

East South 

The average differences, the percentage deviation and the calculated r2 from the graphs between field measurements 
and simulation results indicates that the data of Envi-met about the horizontal surfaces, Tsurf, are satisfactory compared 
with field measurements data. 

Thermal comfort conditions 

The index PMV is calculated on pedestrian’s level, on 1.5m height.  
The thermal comfort scale used is from -3 to +3 (Very Cold, Cool, Slightly Cool, Comfort, Slightly Warn, Hot, Very 

Hot). 
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Table 7: Depiction of Thermal comfort index at 12:00pm 

12:00 

Thermal comfort index PMV-air temperature Tair 

In Figure 7, the PMV index and the Tair on pedestrian’s level, for each of the different orientated streets are observed 

Figure 7: The PMV index and the Tair, in each of the four different orientated streets, on pedestrian’s level. 

The feeling of thermal comfort starts from "comfort" in the morning (8:00 to 10:00) and gradually deteriorates in 
“very hot” at 14:00 pm-16: 00pm. In the afternoons, the PMV decreases gradually AND restored the sensation of 
"comfort". The index PMV and the Tair have the same fluctuation during the day, especially in west oriented urban canyon. 

Increasing of Tair followed by an increase of thermal comfort index PMV, as well as decreasing of Tair leads to a 
decrease in the PMV (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Fluctuation of index PMV and Tair 

Thermal comfort index PMV-Horizontal Surface Temperature Tsurf 

The Figure 276 comparing the variation of thermal comfort index PMV with the temperature variation of the 
horizontal surfaces Tsurf. The index PMV is increasing from 8:00am until midday.  The increasing of surface temperature is 
continuing for two more hours (Figure 9). The decreasing of index PMV (reinstatement of thermal comfort) begins two 
hours earlier than the decreasing of horizontal surface temperature (except of the south orientated road). The maximum 
PMV is approximately 2.5 and displayed at 13:00 to 16:00pm. 

Figure 9: The PMV index and the Horizontal Tsurf, in each of the four different orientated streets 

Correlation of PMV, Tair and Tsurf 

In Figure 10, the correlation coefficient p between the thermal comfort PMV, the air temperature at pedestian’s level 
and surface temperature of the horizontal surfaces is calculated. The correlation between the PMV and Tair is about 0.7, 
and between the PMV and Tsurf is about 0.8-0.9. 
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It is concluded that there is satisfactory correlation and the thermal comfort conditions are affected by the air 
temperature and the horizontal surface temperature. 

Figure 10: Correlation coefficient between PMV and Tair, and between PMV and Tsurf. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The urban geometry influences the surface temperatures, the microclimatic parameters in the urban centers and 
configures the conditions inside the urban canyons. 

The present study indicates that the thermal behavior of buildings’ envelope is affected by the urban geometry, the 
measurement height, the orientation, the position of the measurement point along the street. Also concluded, that there is a 
correlation between the surface temperatures and air temperatures on pedestrian’s level. This correlation affects the 
microclimatic conditions and the thermal comfort sensation in outdoor spaces.  

The present study should help effectively in improving the urban microclimatic conditions and in energy efficiency 
design of buildings, according to the specificities of each position in the built environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper focuses on the assessment of the windows’ contribution to the cooling energy performance of buildings in the warmer regions of Europe, 

such as those of the Mediterannean. This is derived by calculating the cooling energy index qc and the area weighted cooling energy needs for several 

fenestration types installed on a reference room. These parameters are estimated for different fenestration products (various combinations of U, g) 

and different conditions (orientation, shading) with the help of a dynamic simulation tool (Energy Plus) for a location with a representative 

Mediterranean climate (Athens) and concern both office and residential usage. The extensive multi-parametric analysis exhibited interesting 

results. It was found that for the cooling mode the energy performance of windows in warm climates is influenced significantly by their 

thermophysical properties. More specifically, the impact of solar transmittance is significant and its optimal selection can contribute in minimizing 

the energy consumption, especially in environments with controlled ventilation, such as offices. On the contrary, advanced fenestration products with 

low thermal transmittance seem to behave unfavourably, since their extremely low thermal transmittance prohibits the dissipation of heat towards 

the ambient environment and results ultimately in higher cooling energy loads.  

INTRODUCTION 

The building’s sector – i.e. the residential and commercial buildings - is the largest user of energy and CO2 emitter in 
the European Union and is responsible for about 40% of the total final energy consumption and green house emissions 
(Capros et al 2008). The sector has significant potential for cost-effective energy savings which, if realized, would lead to a 
number of benefits, such as reduced energy needs, reduced import dependency and impact on climate, reduced energy bills, 
an increase in jobs and the encouragement of local development (EU 2010). 

Although the transparent elements usually occupy a limited area of the buildings’ façade, their impact on the building 
performance is crucial, as they influence every aspect of the building behavior by providing protection against the 
environmental conditions (sun, cold, wind, noise, safety, etc), daylight, ventilation, as well as view and interaction with the 
exterior. These often conflicting and time variant functions of the windows ask for properties that are correspondigly 
incompatible. In parallel, the heat transfer attributed to the windows accounts for a significant proportion of all energy used 
in the energy sector for covering both heating and cooling needs; especially the latter acquires progressively more attention, 
due to the rapid increase of installed cooling equipment in the European countries and the subsequent increase on energy 
consumption (Capros et al 2008).  

This paper attempts to quantify the impact of windows on the energy balance of office and residential buildings 
located in the Mediterranean regions, with emphasis on the cooling energy needs. The study has been conducted for several 
cities of the Mediterannean region (Athens, Larnaca, Lisbon, Rome, Malaga); in this paper the cooling performance of the 
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fenestration systems for Athens is presented, assuming that the local climatic conditions are representative of the examined 
region. For the estimation of cooling energy needs a reference building unit has been employed, the geometry and the 
operation profiles of which are defined by the European or international standards. The study concerned a plethora of 
fenestration products with varying thermophysical and optical properties (combinations of U- and g-value) and 
configurations (frame and window fractions, orientations), as well as for two different building uses, office and residential.  

METHODOLOGY 

The cooling energy performance of windows was assessed through the calculation of the cooling energy index qc, 
which represents the energy contribution of the rated window. It is calculated as the difference between the annual needs 
for covering the cooling requirements of the reference room with the examined window system (Qc) and the annual needs 
for cooling requirements of a notional room (Qc,no_win), which is identical to the reference one, but its window is adiabatic 
(U=0) and non transparent to solar radiation (g=0), divided by the surface of the window, Aw (Tsikaloudaki et al 2012a, 
Tsikaloudaki et al 2012b, ISO 2011):  

w

winnocc
c A

QQ
q _,�

 
(1) 

This methodology is in accordance with ISO 18292, which mentions that “the window energy performance for 
cooling (EPC,w) is expressed through the energy needs per unit area of the window per year that is the contribution of 
window to the energy needs of the reference building for cooling” (ISO 2011). The cooling energy needs, Qc and Qc,no_win, 
were calculated with the help of Energy+, an energy analysis and thermal load simulation program, which enabled the 
detailed dynamic analysis in every case. Beyond the cooling energy performance index of windows, it was regarded 
necessary to present the area weighted cooling energy needs of the reference room, Qc/A, which have been estimated for 
each examined window type, configuration and usage mode. 

The reference building unit 

The cooling needs derived for each examined window were calculated for a reference room (Figure 1), the geometry 
of which is defined in ISO 15265 and ISO 13790. The reference room is of rectangular plan, 3.6m wide and 5.5m long, with 
a storey height of 2.8m. This configuration was selected as representative to both an office and a residential building, since 
it can serve as a building unit that can be multiplicated in order to form the whole building entity. 

Figure 1: Axonometric plan of the reference room. 
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For the analysis, all opaque building components of the reference room were regarded as adiabatic, with the exception 
of thH�IURQW�ZDOO��ZKLFK�ZDV�UHJDUGHG�DV�WKHUPDOO\�LQVXODWHG�ZLWK�D�����P�OD\HU�RI�(36��ƫ �����:��P�.���SRVLWLRQHG�RQ�LWV�
external surface. The window is located on the front wall and covers an area that varies from 10% to 99% (i.e. 10%, 25%, 
50%, 75%, 90%, 99%) of the façade. The window faces WKH�IRXU�FDUGLQDO�RULHQWDWLRQV��L�H��6RXWK��1RUWK��(DVW�DQG�:HVW� 

As regards the fenestration’s properties, window products with different thermal and optical properties were studied. 
More specifically, the selected values for the thermal transmittance of the window U, as shown in Table 1, cover a wide 
range of conventional and advanced fenestration systems: WKH\�UDQJH�IURP������:�P2.��SDVVLYH�ZLQGRZ��WR�����:�P2.��
Both high (e.g. 0.76) and low (e.g. 0.30) values of the solar transmittance of the glazing ggl were taken into account for each 
window (apart from the passive window). The solar transmittance of the whole window depends on the area of the 
transparent element; therefore the changes in frame fraction (i.e. 10%, 20%, 30%) resulted in different values of g, as 
shown in Table 1. In total 27 fenestration types were included in the analysis.   

Two usage profiles were taken into account; as regards office, it was assumed that it is occupied during the working 
days of the week (Monday to Friday) from 07:00 till 17:00 all year long. Only during this operating time the HVAC systems 
are in operation. The cooling and the heating set-points were considered equal to 24.5°C and 22°C, in accordance with EN 
15251 (CEN 2007). Internal ORDGV�ZHUH� UHJDUGHG� HTXDO� WR� ����:K� SHU� GD\��ZKLFK� DFFRXQW� IRU� ������:�P² during the 
RSHUDWLQJ�WLPH�DQG���:�P² for the remaining time. Infiltration was considered equal to 0.50 air changes per hour (ACH) 
and ventilation was set equal to 1.50 ACH.  

Table 1 The Thermal and Optical Properties of the Examined Fenestration systems. 
U window [W/(m² K)] g glazing [-] Frame fraction [%] g window [-] 

3.20 

0.76 
10% 0.684 
20% 0.608 
30% 0.532 

0.30 
10% 0.270 
20% 0.240 
30% 0.210 

2.60 

0.76 
10% 0.684 
20% 0.608 
30% 0.532 

0.30 
10% 0.270 
20% 0.240 
30% 0.210 

2.00 

0.67 
10% 0.603 
20% 0.536 
30% 0.469 

0.30 
10% 0.270 
20% 0.240 
30% 0.210 

1.37 

0.60 
10% 0.540 
20% 0.480 
30% 0.420 

0.30 
10% 0.270 
20% 0.240 
30% 0.210 

0.72 0.40 
10% 0.360 
20% 0.320 
30% 0.280 
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For the residential usage, a full occupational status was taken into account. The cooling set point was considered equal 
to 26oC in accordance with EN 15251. However, it was assumed that the user would open the window when the indoor air 
temperature exceeded 24oC with the condition that the ambient air temperature is lower than the one in the interior. In that 
FDVH��YHQWLODWLRQ�ZDV�UHJDUGHG�HTXDO�WR���$&+��:LWh closed windows a ventilation rate of 0.7 ACH is required for air quality 
requirements. Infiltration rate was considered equal to 0.50 ACH, in order to take into account the increased air 
permeability of the conventional structures found in the MediterranHDQ��7KH�LQWHUQDO�WKHUPDO�ORDGV�ZHUH�HTXDO�WR���:�P2.   

RESULTS FOR THE OFFICE USE 

The influence of the window characteristics on its cooling energy performance 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientations with respect to the 
frame fraction, the window fraction on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g of the glazing. More 
specifically, qc is plotted on the y-D[LV�DQG�UDQJHV�IURP���.:K�P2 to 4���.:K�P2 at a step of 10��.:K�P2. The graph is 
dividHG� LQWR� ILYH� PDMRU� UHJLRQV�� ZKLFK� UHSUHVHQW� WKH� GLIIHUHQW� 8� YDOXHV� RI� WKH� H[DPLQHG� ZLQGRZV� ������:�P2.�� �����
:�P2.�������:�P2.�������:�P2.�������:�P2.���(DFK� UHJLRQ� LV� GLYLGHG� LQWR��� VPDOOHU� UHJLRQV��ZKLFK� UHSUHVHQW� WKH�
different solar transmittances of the glazing (one low, usually 0.30 and one high, ranging from 0.60 to 0.76). Each U- and- g 
pairing encompasses 3 columns, which represent the three different frame fractions (10%, 20%, 30%). The dots in each 
column refer to the different window fractions (10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, 99%). The results for the four cardinal 
orientations are displayed with different shades of grey.  

Figure 2: The distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientation with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction 

on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing. 
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The thorough study of Figure 2 helps to identify the contribution of the examined windows on the determination of 
the cooling needs of the reference room. It is obvious that for low g-values the window’s contribution on the cooling loads 
is low, since the curves of qc range at low levels and reach a minimum value in the case of the window with the highest U 
value. Furthermore, the curves representing the distribution of qc for the four orientations are kept close together.  

In contrast, when g increases, qc increases as well, but the curve for the north orientation remains at low levels and 
becomes more detached than the others. This is absolutely logical, since the solar heat gains admitted through northern 
windows derive mainly from diffuse radiation and range generally at low levels; for that reason, their contribution to the 
formation of the reference room’s cooling energy needs is not substantial.  

Moreover, it can be discerned that for windows with the same thermal and optical characteristics, the cooling energy 
index, qc, decreases as the frame fraction increases. This is reasonable, since an increase on the frame fraction is equivalent 
tR�D�GHFUHDVH�RQ�WKH�WUDQVSDUHQW�DUHD�DQG�FRQVHTXHQWO\�RQ�WKH�VRODU�KHDW�JDLQV��:KHQ�WKH�J-value is low, the decrease on the 
solar heat gains is not substantial; on the contrary, the influence of frame fraction on the qc values is more evident for the 
cases of glazings with high solar transmittance. 

:KDW�LV�DOVR�ZRUWK�QRWLFLQJ�LV�WKH�WUHQG�RI�WKH�FRROLQJ�HQHUJ\�LQGH[�GLVWULEXWLRQ�ZLWK�UHJDUG�WR�WKH�ZLQGRZ�IUDFWLRQ�
and the orientation. In general it seems that the examined parameter follows a rather similar distribution in models 
orientated due east and west; it has mainly a decreasing trend with reference to the window fraction in the cases of windows 
ZLWK�KLJK�8��DERYH���:�P2.���ZKLFK�EHFRPHV�VWHHSHU�DV�WKH�8-value and the g-value of the window increases. The values 
of qc decrease with respect to the window fraction for all cases of windows with high U and low g-values, indicating that the 
enlargement of the window results in balancing the energy flows (thermal losses-solar heat gains) per window area.  

In contrast, the cooling energy index curve for south-orientated windows shows a positive inclination with the 
increase of window fraction, especially for windows with high g. A more detailed observation of the graph yields the finding 
that for windows with high U-value the cooling energy index is maximized at a window fraction of 50%-75% and then it 
exhibits a decreasing trend. Moreover, for all cases of windows with high solar transmittance, the qc values for southern 
models exceed the respective values for eastern/western models, when the window fraction is higher than 25%. That means 
that for small windows the difference between thermal losses and solar heat gains is reduced, therefore the contribution of 
the window on the formation of cooling energy needs is less important; southern windows obviously admit more solar 
radiation, leading to increased qc values. The practical outcome of this finding is that for office buildings the south-
orientated windows contribute more to the determination of cooling energy needs when they occupy a substantial surface 
on the façade wall, while the contribution of openings with conventional dimensions is more important when they are 
orientated due east or west.   

The case of passive windows encompasses the behaviour of windows with low thermal transmittance and low solar 
transmittance. Although solar gains are limited due to the optical characteristics of the transparent element, the increased 
thermal protection offered does not allow for the dissipation of heat towards the ambient environment, especially when the 
external air is cooler than indoors, i.e. during the night time. Similar outcomes can be found in literature, mainly regarding 
opaque building elements; for example, it has been demonstrated that advanced thermal protection can lead to thermal 
discomfort and overheating in cooling dominating regions (Chown et al 2010, Al-Homoud 2004).  

The influence of the window characteristics on the cooling energy needs 

The actual area weighted cooling energy needs derived for every model are presented in Figure 3. In general the 
cooling energy needs are higher in the cases of windows with high g-value and south orientation, while they reach their 
PLQLPXP�YDOXHV�ZKHQ�WKH\�DUH�RULHQWDWHG�GXH�1RUWK��:KDW�LV�LQWHUHVWLQJ�WR�QRWLFH�LV�WKDW�among the two cases of windows 
with the highest g value (0.76), the cooling energy needs are lower for the model equipped with the window with the 
KLJKHVW� 8� �8 ����� :��P2 .��� 7KHUHIRUH�� LW� LV� UDWLRQDO� WR� GHGXFH� WKDW� ZKHQ� D� FOHDU� JOD]LQJ� LV� JRLQJ� WR� EH� XVHG in a 
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fenestration product, it is preferable to use conventional frames without advanced thermal properties, in order to avoid 
excessive heat accumulation.  

Analogous findings derive when the windows with low g (g=0.30) are concerned. As shown in Figure 3, the lower 
the U-value of the window is, the higher the cooling energy loads become. Consequently, when coloured or reflective 
windows are selected for the transparent elements of an office building, it would be better to prefer fenestration products 
with high U-value, in order to allow the dissipation of heat towards the ambient environment when its air temperature is 
lower than indoors.  

It is interesting to note that for all cases of windows with low g the cooling energy needs are higher compared to the 
ones calculated for the thermally “weaker” window (8 ����:��P2 .��. Moreover, the increase in cooling loads varies from 
FLUFD� ��� �IRU�ZLQGRZV�ZLWK�8 ����:��P2 .��� WR� DOPRVW� ���� IRU� WKH� SDVVLYH�ZLQGRZ��)RU�ZLQGRZV�ZLWK� D� KLJK� VRODU�
transmittance, no similar trend is noticed. The total energy needs become actually lower as the U-value decreases, but the 
difference ranges in low levels (less than 10%). Regardless of the thermal or optical characteristics of the fenestration 
product, the impact is always higher for south-orientated models. 

At the other hand, it is true that a lower U-value will result in decreasing the heating energy needs; however, the total 
energy needs (heating and cooling), shown in Figure 4, are not significantly changed, at least for most cases. The case of 
the window with the lowest U-value is characteristic; its performance is worst when compared with windows with low g-
values regardless of their thermal transmittance. Its performance approximates the one derived when a window with a U-
value two times higher than the passive window and a significantly higher g-value is considered.    

Figure 3: The distribution of the area weighted cooling needs for models with different orientation with regard to the frame fraction, the 

window fraction on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing. 
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Figure 4: The distribution of the area weighted heating and cooling needs for models with different orientation with regard to the frame 

fraction, the window fraction on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing. 

RESULTS FOR THE RESIDENTIAL USE 

The influence of the window characteristics on its cooling energy performance 

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientation with respect to the frame 
fraction, the window fraction on the main façade, the U value of the window and the g of the glazing. In the case of 
residential buildings, the cooling energy index of windows ranges in lower levels with reference to the office buildings, while 
unlike office buildings, the qc distribution follows a repeating trend, though with different inclination.  

More specifically, in the cases of high solar transmittance, the contribution of the window on the formation of cooling 
energy needs is substantial. For windows with the same thermal and optical characteristics, the cooling energy index 
decreases as the frame fraction increases. Moreover, the contribution of western windows seems to be more significant 
among windows with different orientations.  

Similar observations are made for windows with low g, though at a less striking extent. It is characteristic that the 
contribution of the window on the formation of cooling energy needs becomes less important as the U-value and the frame 
fraction increase. The increase in window area results in intensifying the cooling energy index, at a rate that is rising as the 
U-value of the window decreases. For all cases, west and east orientated models contribute more to the cooling energy 
needs, while for models orientated due North the role of the window remains minor.      
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The different impact of the window on the formation of cooling energy needs is attributed to the free ventilation 
pattern that has been taken into account; it is assumed that when the ambient temperature is lower than indoors, the user 
would open the window and the accumulated heat will be dissipated. That means that even in cases of windows with high g, 
the solar heat gains through the window will be admitted into the interior at a rate that is increased with regard to the 
window area, but their effect could be partially counterbalanced by the admittance of cooler ambient air into the space 
(Tsikaloudaki et al 2012b).  

The influence of the window characteristics on the cooling energy needs 

The area weighted cooling energy needs calculated for all models with residential needs are presented in Figure 6. 
They range in lower levels than those observed for office buildings, by at least 30%. The decreased cooling loads are 
attributed to the free ventilation pattern, which promotes the dissipation of heat towards the environment and the lower 
internal heat gains taken into account for the residential use.  

Similarly to the office use, the cooling energy needs of windows with low g increase as the U-value of the window 
decreases. Moreover, among the window of high g (0.76), the one with the higher U appears to have the lowest cooling 
energy needs. However, the decrease in cooling needs is not negligible when it comes for a window with a low U-value and 
a clear glazing (probably low-e) with high transmittance. As shown in Figure 6, the cooling loads in that case can be up to 
20% lower than that calculated for a window with high U-value (3.20) and g-value (0.76). Furthermore, a window with 
extremely low U- and g-value is not favourable in such climatic conditions.   

Figure 5: The distribution of the energy index qc for models with different orientation with regard to the frame fraction, the window fraction 

on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing. 
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Figure 6: The distribution of area weighted cooling needs for models with different orientation with regard to the frame fraction, the window 

fraction on the main façade, the U-value of the window and the g-value of the glazing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the cooling energy performance of windows in a warm climate, such as that of Athens, showed that 
different trends are anticipated with regard to the building use. In office buildings, where the ventilation is usually 
controlled, it is crucial to select windows with low solar transmittance and high thermal transmittance, in order to keep the 
solar heat gains as low as possible and allow the dissipation of heat towards the ambient environment when its temperature 
is lower than indoors. An advanced window will probably perform less favourably than a conventional fenestration product, 
which obviously costs less.  

The differences between conventional and advanced windows become moderate for residential buildings, since the 
free cooling patterns that dominate in such constructions of the Mediterranean outline the cooling potential of the building 
at a great extent.  

The overall objective of the paper was to identify the general frame of the window characteristics that are appropriate 
for warm Mediterannean regions, given the fact that the National Regulation for thermal insulation usually foresee a 
maximum value for the thermal transmittance of fenestration, without providing further guidelines. Additionally, it is worth 
verifying the fact that windows with low thermal transmittance are not as efficient in cooling dominating climates as in 
heating dominating ones. Such information is now more crucial than ever due to the challenge of the Nearly Zero Energy 
Buildings.   
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ABSTRACT 

Driven by the national EPBD transposition according to the provisions of the national regulation - KENAK, over 570,000 energy 

performance certificates (EPC) have been issued in Greece since 2011, of which 85% are for dwellings. The available data from the national 

registry of EPCs constitutes a valuable resource for gaining an insight on the energy performance of existing buildings. Dwellings are 

predominantly ranked at the lowest energy-class label, with an average total primary energy consumption of 257 kWh/m2. Over half of the 

Hellenic residential building stock is not thermally insulated, since it was built prior to 1980 when the first national thermal insulation regulation 

was introduced. In the framework of a European project – EPISCOPE there is an ongoing multinational effort to develop a conceptual 

framework for monitoring the effectiveness of energy retrofit measures applied in the European housing sector.  

This paper presents the first results of the Hellenic pilot action within EPICOPE from the exploitation of the national EPC data, 

complemented by evidence of real energy consumption data from dwellings and behavioral surveys of occupants. The ratio of actual to calculated 

final energy consumption using the raw EPC data ranged from 0.94 for single dwellings to 1.18 for multifamily dwellings, while based on screened 

data the dwellings consume about 40% less than the calculated values. The field data on actual energy consumption before and after refurbishment 

provide valuable insight for adapting the anticipated (calculated) savings as a result of common retrofit actions. Finally, survey results of occupant 

behavioral changes in the operation of space heating systems, as a result of the recent rising energy costs and economic recession, confirms poor 

indoor thermal comfort conditions resulting from reduced operating hours of space heating, lower thermostat settings etc, which deviate significantly 

from calculation assumptions. The near term goal is to derive suitable energy performance indicators and empirical adaptation factors that 

correspond to actual energy performance before and after refurbishment, in order to facilitate key actors and stakeholders for selecting the most 

effective energy conservation measures, assessing compliance with regulations, tracking and steering the refurbishment processes in a cost-effective way 

and realistically estimating actual energy savings. 

INTRODUCTION 

According to recent data (ELSTAT 2013) on the energy use of Hellenic households, the annual average thermal 

energy consumption is 10,244 kWh per household, of which 85.9% for space heating, 4.4% for domestic hot water (DHW) 

and 9.7% for cooking. Heating oil (63.8%) remains the main fuel source for space heating, while 12.4% uses electricity, 12% 

biomass and 8.7% natural gas. The annual average electrical energy consumption per household is 10,244 kWh, which is 

used mainly for cooking (38.4%), white appliances (28.9%), DHW (9.4%), lighting (6.4%), cooling (4.9%) and space heating 

(3.0%). For DHW, 74.5% of households use an electrical thermo siphon, 37.6% solar and 25.2% the central heating system. 

The majority of the Hellenic building stock is not thermally insulated, since it was built prior to 1980 when the first national 

thermal insulation regulation was introduced. Although the heating degree-days range from 600 in the south to over 2600 

HDD in the northern parts of the country, about 52.2% of the dwellings have no thermal insulation. 

National transposition of the European Directive on the energy performance of buildings (EPBD) was enforced in 

2010 by the regulation on the energy performance in the building sector – KENAK (Dascalaki et al. 2012). Accordingly, 

energy performance certificates (EPC) have been issued for well over 570,000 buildings, of which 85% are for dwellings. 

The available data from the national registry of EPCs constitutes a valuable resource for gaining an insight on the energy 

performance of existing buildings. Residential buildings or building units constitute 85% of the issued EPCs and are 
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dominated by the lowest energy-class label in all four Hellenic climate zones, with an average total primary energy 

consumption of 257 kWh/m2 (Dascalaki et al. 2013). Although the heating degree-days reach over 2600 HDD in the 

northern parts of the country, about 58% of Hellenic dwellings have poor or no thermal insulation, since the majority were 

built prior to 1980 when the first national thermal insulation regulation was introduced. 

More energy efficient buildings may provide better living conditions and lower energy bills. Energy conservation 

measures (ECMs) for the refurbishment of inefficient buildings is a logical path forward in order to extend the useable 

lifespan and functions of the existing building stock, while preserving their architectural and cultural heritage. These efforts 

can play an important role in meeting the targets set by EU in 2007 in order to become a highly energy-efficient, low carbon 

economy, reduce energy import dependency and increase Europe's security of supply. The current goals set in the 

European 2020 Strategy are known as the 20-20-20 targets, i.e. reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions of at least 20% 

below 1990 levels, an increase to 20% of renewables contribution to EU’s gross final energy consumption and a 20% 

reduction in primary energy use by improving energy efficiency, by 2020. In Greece, a national obligation to implement 

various ECMs in all energy end-use sectors, including buildings, was introduced in 2010 through a national law 

N.3855/2010 for the transposition of the European Directive 2006/32/EC on energy end-use efficiency and energy 

services. Accordingly, the goal is to achieve by 2016 an overall national indicative target of 9% energy conservation 

compared with the average final energy consumption of 2001-2005. For the building sector, this implies about 1 Mtoe 

energy savings. The forthcoming review of the progress towards the 2020 energy efficiency target will also be 

complemented with a new plan towards 2030. The European Commission announced in June 2014 its proposal to set an 

EU target for 30% in energy savings by 2030, This ambitious but yet realistic target would mean thousands of new jobs, a 

massive reduction in Europe's costs for energy imports (which currently costs 1 billion Euro every day) and lower CO2 

emissions. The target will be considered by EU MS heads of states to decide whether or not to endorse the target at a 

forthcoming summit in October 2014. For the time being there is no binding target for energy efficiency in 2030 although 

this would be necessary in order to reach the EU target of an 80-95% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.  

Relevant EU regulations continue to evolve in order to support the EU 2020 targets and beyond. The EPBD recast 

(Directive 31/EU 2010) constitutes the main legislative instruments for improving the energy efficiency of the European 

building stock. It strengthens the EPBD energy performance requirements, clarifies and streamlines some of its provisions 

to reduce the large differences between EU MS practices. The most notable mandate is that all new buildings should be 

nearly zero energy buildings (NZEB) after 31 December 2020, while new buildings occupied/owned by public authorities 

should comply after 31 December 2018. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required must, to a very significant 

level, be covered by renewable energy sources (RES). In addition, EU MS should introduce minimum energy use 

requirements for all HVAC technical building systems. 

The Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) 2012/27/EU covers several related directives that are either amended (i.e. 

Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU) and repealed (i.e. Directives 2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC). The EED 

establishes a common framework of measures for the promotion of energy efficiency that should have been transposed 

into national legislation by June 2014 (still pending). The Directive brings forward measures to expedite improved energy 

efficiency at all stages of the full energy chain (i.e. transformation, distribution, consumption), establish specific obligations 

schemes and policies to improve energy efficiency in all end-uses, ensure a 3% renovation rate of public buildings and a 

long-term national strategy for building renovation, inform and empower consumers. The specific targets of Directive 

2006/32/EC remained unchanged so that, EU MS shall adopt and aim to achieve by 2016 an overall national indicative 

energy savings target of 9% compared with the average final energy consumption for the five-year period of 2001-2005. 

This is to be reached by way of energy services and other cost-effective, practicable and reasonable energy efficiency 

improvement measures. The main areas for potential energy conservation include the building sector and especially energy 

end-use efficiency in the public sector, promotion of energy end-use efficiency and energy services (e.g. energy service 

companies – ESCOs and third party financing - TPF arrangements), and EPBD implementation. 
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It is evident that the implementation of all these EU Directives has introduced major hardships to EU MS. For 

example, EPBD transposition and implementation proved to be a major struggle throughout Europe. The Directive was 

calling for issuing EPCs for different types of buildings as of 2006 and finally had to come to January 2009 for the majority 

of EU MS to at least set the mandatory requirement for issuing EPCs (Dascalaki et al. 2013). It appears that similar issues 

are being encountered for the national implementation of EED. The first National Energy Efficiency Action Plans 

(NEEAP) has revealed many weaknesses. The majority of them show low ambition and fail to demonstrate credibly how 

the mandatory energy savings targets will be reached. The shining stars are the plans from Croatia, Denmark and Ireland 

that provide a credible and meaningful case for how savings targets will be achieved.  

In the framework of a European project – EPISCOPE (www.episcope.eu) there is an ongoing multinational effort of 

16 EU Member States to develop a conceptual framework of national residential building typologies in the European 

housing sector in order to make the refurbishment actions more transparent and effective to support national efforts for 

meeting the EU and national energy conservation targets and that renovation actions can be taken in due time, if necessary. 

The goal is to assess and compare different refurbishment strategies and impacts for reducing heating energy consumption 

in dwellings. The monitoring procedure and the development of various energy performance indicators will enable key 

actors and stakeholders on different scales to ensure a high quality of energy refurbishments, check compliance with 

regulations, track and steer the refurbishment processes in a cost-effective way and quantify actual energy savings. 

The Hellenic pilot action is exploiting the national EPC data, complemented by evidence of real energy consumption 

data from dwellings and behavioral surveys of occupants. The analysis will then be performed for the most popular energy 

conservation measures, using the national building typologies to calculate savings and extrapolate for the residential building 

stock. This paper focuses on the initial results from the analysis of actual and calculated energy consumption from the 

EPCs. It also summarizes the first findings from a field survey on recent behavioral changes of occupants and the role of 

the human factor in the operation of space heating systems, in view of the rising energy costs, to document common 

practices and compare against calculation assumptions according to the national regulation. In addition, it summarizes the 

first available data on the actual energy consumption of refurbished dwellings that can be used to adapt the anticipated 

(calculated) savings from the EPCs. The goal of the action is to derive suitable energy performance indicators before and 

after refurbishment, in order to enable key actors and stakeholders to select the most effective energy conservation 

measures, check compliance with regulations, track and steer the building refurbishment campaigns in a cost-effective way 

and realistically predict actual energy savings. 

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPOLOGIES 

Different experiences with building typologies have emerged in European Union Member States (EU MS) over the 

past few years. Amongst the most notable efforts is the TABULA concept (http://episcope.eu/iee-project/tabula). A total 

of 13 EU MS residential building typologies were developed following a common methodical structure. Each national 

typology consists of a classification scheme grouping buildings according to their size, age and further energy-relevant 

parameters, and a set of exemplary buildings representing the respective building types (Loga et al. 2012). Representative 

typologies are also serving as an instrument for modelling the energy performance of building portfolios in order to support 

regional or national energy saving policies. The TABULA typologies are proposed to EU MS as reference buildings (EC 

2012) in order to facilitate national work for calculating cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements 

for buildings and building elements as mandated by the EPBD recast. The concept is enhanced and extended to six more 

EU MS (i.e. total of 16 typologies) during the EPISCOPE project, including new buildings meeting the national 

requirements or more ambitious standards towards the national NZEB definitions. 

Hellenic TABULA & EPISCOPE Typologies 

The first harmonised structure of the Hellenic residential typologies was developed within TABULA classifying 

buildings based on three main parameters: the building size, age and climatic zone, for a total of 24 different classes 

http://www.episcope.eu/
http://episcope.eu/iee-project/tabula
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(Dascalaki et al. 2011). The Hellenic building matrix was defined according to the: 

1. Building size, using two categories: single family houses-SFH (low-rise buildings with one or two floors) and 

multifamily houses-MFH. 

2. Building age, using a classification based on the year of building construction, i.e. three age bands: pre1980 (to 

reflect the time that the first Hellenic building thermal insulation regulation - HBTIR was introduced), 1981-2000 

(considered to be partially or fully insulated as a result of compliance with HBTIR), and 2001-2010 (considered 

thermally insulated according to HBTIR).  

3. Climate zone, using the four climate zones defined by KENAK on the basis of the heating degree days, namely: 

Zone A (601–1100 HDD), Zone B (1101–1600 HDD), Zone C (1601–2200 HDD) and Zone D (2201–2620 

HDD). 

A “typical” building was assigned to each of the 24 classes of the Hellenic building typology. Each of the selected 

“typical” buildings is actually a real (existing) example considered to be representative of all buildings in the particular class. 

Supplementary sub-typologies regarding building elements and systems were prepared in accordance to the construction 

and system installation trends in the Hellenic residential building sector throughout the three age classes. Data on the 

“typical” buildings were supplied to the building typology. The supplied data include general features (i.e. number of 

storeys, living area), geometrical data (i.e. building volume, envelope areas), and thermal properties of the envelope as well 

as heating system features. National transposition with EPBD was completed in 2010 with the introduction of the Hellenic 

regulation on the energy performance in the building sector (KENAK) resulted in more strict building thermal insulation 

regulation through a number of technical guidelines that reveal all the details. As a result, the U-values for the building’s 

thermal envelope became more stringent and minimum specifications were also introduced for the electromechanical 

(E/M) installations (Dascalaki et al. 2012). For example, the U-value for external vertical walls in contact with outdoor air 

was 0.7 W/m2 K with HBTIR and is reduced with KENAK by 14–43% for the four national climate zones. Minimum 

specifications for the building’s E/M installations include, for example, use of outdoor temperature compensation systems, 

zone thermostatic control, along with heat recovery for central air-handling-units and energy efficient lighting for non-

residential buildings, etc. For DHW production, in accordance to the national law (N.3851/2010) on renewable energy 

sources (RES), all new buildings should cover 60% of the load from renewables or substantiate technical difficulties for 

non-compliance. This requirement has also been adopted in KENAK. 

Transposition of the EPBD recast into national law was introduced by a national law (N.4122/2013) that covers the 

general regulatory framework and provisions of the Directive. However, the work for the minimum energy performance 

requirements and NZEBs has not been initiated nor defined, as of mid-2014. Although the concept of “bioclimatic 

architecture” was introduced in Greece over 30years ago, only some exemplary buildings have been constructed for 

demonstration purposes and some as a result of the owners’ initiative, which exhibit low energy performance. A relevant 

reference for buildings with minimum energy consumption and exceptional environmental performance is introduced in the 

new national building code (NOK) that was released in 2012. Accordingly, these buildings should have a maximum total 

annual primary energy consumption of 10 kWh/m2 for HVAC, DHW and lighting, without any differentiation (e.g. 

building end-use, climate zone). Apparently, this is a rather unrealistic benchmark. The Passive House concept is currently 

being promoted in the national market by the Hellenic Passive House Institute that collaborates with the International 

Passive House Association and the Passiv Haus Institut in Greece. 

Within EPISCOPE, the Hellenic building type matrix was extended towards new buildings, reflecting the current legal 

requirements (KENAK 2010). Accordingly, the Hellenic TABULA typology was complemented by eight new building 

types (i.e. new SFH and MFH for the four climate zones) to represent the current standard of constructions for the period 

after 2010 according to KENAK. The new buildings will be used as showcase examples of new construction trends and 

possible variations in the future towards NZEB. The refurbishment scenarios will be based on three energy performance 

levels (standards) for new buildings: the “Current standard”, the “Improved standard” and the “NZEB standard”. More 
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information on the relevant definitions is available in (Dascalaki et al. 2014). 

Potential of ECMs 

The European building sector in the EU-28 accounts for 39.7% of the total final energy consumption (1104.5 million 

tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2012) of which 282.8 Mtoe in residential buildings and 148.7 Mtoe in non-residential 

buildings (EC 2014). Residential energy demand is expected to rise by 12% between 2005 and 2030, mainly as a result of the 

increasing number of residencies (+14% up to 2030), the growing degree of indoor comfort conditions and the important 

proliferation of electrical appliances and services (Capros et al. 2008). A substantial share of the European building stock is 

older than 50 years, with many buildings today being over hundred years old (Entranze 2008). As illustrated in Figure 1, the 

share of dwellings built before 1980 and the widespread adoption of energy performance regulations averages about 68% in 

EU-28 and 63% in Greece. From an energy performance point-of-view, this constitutes a grim reality and clearly implies 

that the majority of European buildings will need some kind of refurbishment to the thermal envelope and the E/M 

installations to meet the new energy efficiency standards for buildings. 

 

Figure 1  Distribution of EU-28 dwellings in the total building stock with construction periods. 

In Greece, the final energy consumption in Hellenic buildings was 7.27 Mtoe or about 42.4% of the total final energy 

consumption in 2012 (EC 2014). Residential buildings consume over half of the electricity and over 90% of the thermal 

energy required by the Hellenic building sector, reaching 5.04 Mtoe or 29.4% of the total final energy consumption in 2012 

(Figure 2). The dropping trend of final energy consumption in recent years is clearly related to the economic recession.  

For a representative sample of Hellenic buildings (Dascalaki et al. 2010), the actual (operational data) annual total final 

energy consumption for residential buildings ranges from 43 to 348 kWh/m2. These large variations are due to different 

locations and weather conditions, operational characteristics and E/M installations, along with deviations from proper 

indoor environmental quality (i.e. sacrifice comfort conditions to lower energy consumption and operational cost). 

Given the economic crisis in several European countries including Greece, the efforts for reducing energy operational 

costs in dwellings (e.g. for space heating) result to poor or even unacceptable indoor thermal conditions in millions of 

residential buildings. The available statistical data for the EU MS (Atanasiu et al. 2014) clearly indicate that fuel poverty is a 

grim reality for about 35% of the Hellenic population, ranking Greece in the 4th place, following Bulgaria (~49%), Romania 
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(~42%) and Latvia (~36%), with an EU-28 average of about 25%. Fuel poverty is linked with severe health impacts 

including excess winter deaths, mental disability, respiratory and circulatory problems. 

 

Figure 2  Evolution of final energy consumption in Greece for residential and non-residential buildings (Data: Eurostat). 

In general, ECMs are considered as the most sustainable solution to combat fuel poverty. Apparently, the cost of 

works may be prohibitive, so there is a need for financial support through proper funding programs. However, these 

programs should have clear objectives. On one hand, there is a need to introduce programmes targeting building owners 

and occupants that are financially vulnerable and close to fuel poverty. Low income home owners have also low energy 

consumption, thus there will be low anticipated energy savings. In this case, the goal should be to improve indoor 

environmental conditions in order to combat fuel poverty and meet minimum indoor comfort to satisfy basic needs for 

livable conditions. On the other hand, there is a need to meet national energy saving targets that would mandate targeting 

high energy consuming buildings. The savings can be significant given that only 42.1% of the Hellenic dwellings have some 

kind of envelope thermal insulation (ELSTAT 2013). Of those, 77.8% have façade insulation, 38.5% roof insulation, and 

only 18.3% on the load bearing structure. Double glazing is a common practice in all new buildings and the most frequent 

refurbishment activity in existing buildings. 

According to the first notification for the Hellenic NEEAP (YPEKA 2013) the total energy savings target for 2020 is 

estimated at 3.3 Mtoe with 0.894 Mtoe total new annual savings. For the intermediate periods in order to monitor progress, 

the plan calls for total energy savings target of 0.298 Mtoe at the end of 2015 and 1.663 Mtoe by the end of 2018. Amongst 

the various policies, buildings are expected to have the most significant contribution towards meeting these national goals. 

In particular, the calculated energy savings from the residential buildings are expected to reach 0.6 Mtoe as a result of 

various policies (e.g. programme for saving energy at home “Energy Efficiency at Household Buildings”, energy upgrades, 

smart metering, public awareness campaigns). Amongst the various policies, the most significant energy savings are 

expected from the increased excise duty on heating oil consumption. This measure alone is estimated to result to 0.225 

Mtoe of energy savings. It is very unfortunate that the tax on heating oil imposed in 2012 (which was set at 0.33 Euro per 

litre, increasing practically overnight the price by 25%) is interpreted as a valid ECM. Although records show that the 

measure significantly decreased heating oil consumption in the residential sector (reported to have dropped by 70% since 

the introduction of the tax) it resulted to poor indoor thermal conditions and unprecedented environmental impacts in 

major urban cities throughout the country (Balaras 2013). The major flaw in the calculations is that it was based on heating 

oil price elasticity of demand (estimated at -0.44) assuming that the demand for heating oil is inelastic and that heating oil is 

an energy product which covers the basic heating needs of households with a limited number substitutes. The introduced 

subsidies for low income households did not manage to counterbalance the major impact on the society and forced a 

notable number of households to practically turn off central heating. Actually, the end result was that people switched to 

other means of space heating mostly wood in open (inefficient) fireplaces and electricity, reduced heating operating hours 
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and heated spaces in the dwelling, lowering the space thermostat well below comfort conditions etc. These issues are 

further elaborated in a following section of this paper, based on recent data collected during a number of surveys that 

document the behavioral changes of occupants in Hellenic dwellings. In any event, the sacrifice of indoor thermal 

conditions violates the main philosophy of ECMs and of all Directives that attempt to regulate energy consumption in that 

they need to ensure that buildings continue to provide the desirable indoor environmental conditions. Interesting to also 

note is that the first NEEAP calls for continuing this tax up to 2020, although there are currently discussions within the 

government to drop it all together since it failed to provide the anticipated cash flow increase, given the dramatic drop in 

heating oil consumption. 

Using the TABULA typology, an investigation of 18 individual ECMs to reduce space heating (SH) and DHW energy 

consumption in Hellenic residential buildings, has revealed several priorities that have high primary heating energy savings 

and low pay-back period in case of refurbishment (Droutsa et al. 2014). As expected, the addition of thermal insulation 

depends on the building’s construction period, e.g. the addition of wall or roof thermal insulation are applicable for pre-

1980 buildings (considered without thermal insulation). For the E/M systems, the use of local natural gas boilers for SH 

and DHW and geothermal heat pump for SH, always result in improved energy class. Due to the higher availability of solar 

radiation in southern Greece the use of geothermal heat pumps and solar collectors for 100% of DHW (primarily in climate 

zones A and B), can improve the energy ranking by up to three energy classes. The use of solar collectors for 60% and 

100% of DHW is more effective for buildings that are thermally insulated. Reduced infiltration and room thermostatic 

controls are applicable for buildings with good thermal protection and system efficiencies. Although the use of oil-boilers 

remains the most popular heating systems, there is a clear shift to alternative fuel sources throughout the country. As a 

result of the increased tax on heating oil since 2012 (Balaras 2013), the use of natural gas boilers and heat pumps has 

become more attractive.  

The most notable national effort for supporting the implementation of ECMs in residential buildings is a program of 

financial incentives implemented by the Hellenic Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climatic Change (YPEKA), with 

co-financing from the European Union, through the “Energy Efficiency at Household Buildings” programme commonly 

referred to as “Exoikonomo” (http://exoikonomisi.ypeka.gr). Households that meet the minimum requirements (e.g. 

maximum property value according to the real estate zone price and income-related criteria, and are classified as low energy 

efficiency buildings documented by an EPC at class D) are eligible to receive interest free loans and variable (15-70%) 

grants. Eligible works include thermal envelope interventions (e.g. addition of thermal insulation, double glazing), external 

shading, and upgrades of heating and hot water supply systems (e.g. energy efficient boilers, controls, solar collectors and 

RES or high-efficiency cogeneration). The eligible budget for the interventions is upto 15,000 Euro, including VAT. By 

mid-2014, over 30,000 have completed the interventions, while about 15,000 more applications have been approved. Since 

2009, another YPEKA program on the installation of photovoltaics on residential building roofs (Joint Ministerial Decision 

1079/B/04.06.2009) has boosted the installation of grid-connected PVs upto 10 kWp in the mainland and upto 5 kWp in 

the islands, by providing very attractive incentives with a remarkably high tax-free feed-in tariff (0.55 Euro/kWh for 25 

years). As expected, the program attracted a great interest from individuals, very small companies, public and non-profit 

organizations reaching about 45,000 installations, representing a cumulative capacity of about 349 MWp. Unfortunately, 

there is currently a notable slowdown of interest for new installations as a result of the new deal that is under consideration 

for feed-in-tariff cuts and the imposition of a retroactive levy.  

CALCULATED vs ACTUAL PERFORMANCE 

It has long been recognized that there may be significant deviations amongst calculated versus actual energy 

consumption in the design of new buildings or estimated savings as a result of implementing ECMs. This may be due to a 

multitude of reasons including: the accuracy of the calculation tool(s) that may overestimate or underestimate actual 

http://exoikonomisi.ypeka.gr/
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performance and savings; deviations from initial building design to construction, including high performance buildings that 

have LEED certification (Turner, Frankel 2008); the role of the occupants and their interaction with active-passive building 

features or E/M installations that are not properly taken into account; the inelasticity of heating needs as a result of 

increasing energy prices, economic crisis or fuel poverty, the anticipated impact of new regulations as a result of relaxed 

enforcement or even slow market response and implementation. 

Despite standard test procedures of building simulation or calculation tools (e.g. ASHRAE 2011), there are various 

potential sources of errors, uncertainties, inaccuracies, discrepancies or deviations from design or assumed standard 

operating conditions that may originate from input data quality. For example, data collected from the building energy audits 

or drawings, material properties, weather data, operational schedules, equipment or other plug-loads, and other issues not 

accounted for in the modeling process.  

In Greece, TEE-KENAK is the official national software that was developed by the National Observatory of Athens 

for the Technical Chamber of Greece (TEE), to support the implementation of KENAK and issue EPCs. The calculation 

engine is in accordance to European standards, with the main calculation procedure of the building energy demand 

estimated using the quasi-steady state monthly method. The tool incorporates the relevant national technical libraries, 

weather data and other technical specifications outlined in four supporting technical guidelines prepared by TEE (Dascalaki 

et al. 2012). Inherent to the calculations are several assumptions according to the national methodology and technical 

guidelines, in order to minimize the judgment of the software user. The main assumptions and simplifications used in the 

calculations are summarized in (Droutsa et al. 2014). For example, continuous operation (18 h/day, 365 days/year), heating 

period from November to mid-April (Climate zones A & B) and mid-October to April (Climate zones C & D), space 

heating operating conditions (e.g. set-point temperature at 20oC, a correction factor for the use of thermostatic controls), 

DHW consumption (e.g. 27.38 m3/bedroom at 45oC), infiltration and natural ventilation rates (e.g. 0.75 m3/h/m2 heated 

floor area), internal heat gains (e.g. lights at 0.1 W/m2, people at 4 W/m2 and equipment at 2 W/m2) and no 

internal/external/movable solar control. 

EPBD implementation with the attribution of EPCs to buildings has initiated the mapping process of the building 

stock. This is a unique opportunity to collect and organize the necessary data that will reveal key information for accessing 

and improving buildings. Hellenic EPCs are being issued since January 2011 (Dascalaki et al. 2013), the vast majority of 

them for buildings or building units rented out or sold, for the refurbishment of residential buildings under the national 

funding programme for the “Energy Efficiency at Household Buildings” – Exoikonomo, and only 0.2% for new buildings. 

The calculations are performed using TEE-KENAK to issue an official EPC. The labelling scheme is based on asset rating 

accounting for heating, cooling, ventilation and DHW (lighting is accounted only for non-residential buildings), the 

minimum energy performance requirements, thermal envelope heat loss constraints, etc. The EPC data are kept in the 

official national electronic registry (www.buildingcert.gr). 

The Hellenic EPCs provide the calculated primary energy consumption and some also include the actual electrical and 

thermal energy consumption, since this is optional information that is provided by the building owner and entered by the 

building inspector, if available. By mid-2014, the EPC registry is populated with a total of over 437,000 valid certificates for 

dwellings. This number does not include the EPCs issued during the second phase of the Exoikonomo programme for the 

same dwellings, the ones issued by energy inspectors that have been penalized and their temporary license revoked, the ones 

that have more than one fuel for a specific end-use, and any EPCs that are missing data or were not officially submitted (i.e. 

temporarily entered and stored data).  

The total number of “raw data” from unique EPCs that included actual energy consumption, reached about 

N=15,700 (of which 17.8% for SFH) for further analysis. Representative results of the calculated vs actual final energy 

consumption for space heating and DHW are illustrated in Figure 3. At a second stage, the available raw data were 

screened with some basic data quality controls, e.g. excluding erroneous (excessively high or low) or questionable values of 

thermal or electrical energy consumption, to finally compose a database of N=9,052 (of which 19.4% for SFH). 
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Figure 3  Scatter plots of raw (top row) and screened (bottom row) data for the calculated and actual final energy 

consumption (kWh/m2) for Hellenic SFH (left) and MFH (right). The 45-degree line (i.e. x=y) identifies the case when the 

calculated vs actual energy consumption is the same (perfect agreement). 

Further data analysis taking into account the different building typologies in terms of construction period and climate 

zone will be used to derive adaptation factors f(actual/calculated) for reaching more realistic estimates of anticipated savings 

as a result of large scale implementation of ECMs. At this stage, the calculated and actual energy use intensity (EUI) indicate 

large variations. On average, the adaptation factor for SFH is about 0.94 for the raw data (i.e. 6% lower energy 

consumption than calculated) and 0.60 for the screened data (i.e. 40% lower than calculated). For the MFH, the 

corresponding values are 1.18 for the raw data (i.e. 18% higher) and 0.60 for the screened data (i.e. 40% lower). Overall, 

higher calculated EUIs correspond to lower actual energy consumption. This is in agreement with the results reported in 

other studies based on German, Dutch, British, Belgian and French households, where actual energy use for heating is on 

average 30% less than calculated (Sunikka-Blank and Galvin 2012). This phenomenon is identified as the “prebound” effect 

and it is more evident for dwellings with a calculated high-EUI (i.e. dwellings with a poor energy performance). The 

opposite phenomenon is identified as the “rebound” effect and is most notable for low-EUI dwellings (i.e. dwellings with a 

good energy performance), with actual energy use higher than the calculated EUI. In the future, using the derived 

adaptation factors, it may be possible to take into account the prebound and rebound effects in order to adapt the 

calculated energy savings. 
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Field Surveys – Energy Consumption Before vs After ECM 

Further investigations on the effectiveness of ECM are currently underway based on field surveys for collecting data 

on the actual energy consumption “before” and “after” the implementation of popular refurbishment works in Hellenic 

dwellings. Verification of real energy savings is necessary in order to overcome potential market barriers and close the gap 

between actual and calculated building energy performance. The use of energy bills for one full year or heating season is 

considered the bare minimum, although averaging data over three years may be more representative. Comprehensive 

guidance on how to monitor and document real energy savings is available in (ASHRAE 2014, IEA 2013). 

The quest for data proved to be a great challenge. Initially, the idea was to possibly retrieve data from the national 

programme on Exoikonomo. Unfortunately, a large scale effort stumbled on the reluctance from YPEKA and banks that 

deal with homeowners and inspectors, to provide access to relevant data. As a result, in order to retrieve real energy 

consumption data, the efforts concentrated to direct (personal) communications with homeowners, inspectors, local 

authorities, organizations, commercial companies etc, that have implemented ECMs. This door-to-door effort proved to be 

a very time consuming process, but on the other hand increased the level of confidence on the quality of collected data. It is 

essential for this kind of exercise, to have direct access to the energy bills, carefully retrieve data and gain valuable insight 

through direct communications with homeowners. For example, correct data for possible operational changes on the 

central heating system (e.g. seasonal turn on/off, average daily operating hours for intermittent heating) or the heated space 

areas (e.g. empty apartments in MFH). 

The work concentrated on collecting actual energy consumption data for space heating and DHW from over 80 

refurbished dwellings, representative of the different building typologies. Availability of energy bill records is a major 

obstacle, not so much for electricity bills (since recently these are available on-line from the power company), but for fuel 

(e.g. heating oil or natural gas). Energy bills for at least one year (or heating season) were collected, although an average for 

longer records were some times also used, if available. Overall, an effort was made to concentrate to cases with comparable 

operating conditions before and after. If necessary, the analysis accounted for significant changes or other deviations that 

may have occurred, for example, accounting for seasonal on/off periods, adjusting the heated floor area in case of MFH 

with empty apartments that have no heating. 

Actual energy consumption is first normalized for the different size and type of dwellings. This is achieved by 

calculating an EUI, i.e. normalizing with the heated floor area, grouped for SFH and MFH. Furthermore, given that the 

data “before” and “after” refers to different periods (years), the actual EUI has to at least be corrected for the prevailing 

weather conditions that correspond to the period of consumption. Given that no actual weather monitoring would have 

been possible, the correction is performed based on Heating Degree Days (HDD), normalizing the data using the ratio of 

reference HDDR (i.e. 947) to the local HDDp for the period of consumption. User interaction, changes in behavioral 

patterns and reaction to increased energy prices, are some factors that may have a direct impact on actual energy 

consumption from year to year. This is reflected by the variability of the available data for buildings with similar preEUIs 

(before) but different postEUIs (after), for the same building typology. The data collected includes various popular ECMs 

in the building envelope (e.g. installing double glazed windows, adding thermal insulation) and the E/M installations (e.g. 

replacing an oil-fired boiler with natural gas or a biomass boiler or a central heat pump, installing space heating controls, 

installing a solar collector for DHW). Eventually, for a comprehensive data analysis, the comparison should be based on 

primary (source) energy use (PEU) in order to account for the use of different energy fuels, e.g. switching from heating oil 

to electricity or natural gas. Thus, the comparison will eventually be based on PEUs that have been properly normalized for 

the weather and operating conditions, as previously elaborated.  

Representative data are illustrated in Figure 4 for the popular ECM of replacing the heat production system from an 

oil-fired boiler to natural gas. The actual (site) energy consumption of heating oil and natural gas for pre-1980 MFH is 

illustrated in Figure 4a as a function of the HDDp for the period of consumption. The average preEUIs with heating-oil 
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range from a site energy consumption of 44.6 to 97.0 kWh/m2, while the postEUIs with natural gas range from 33.0 to 95.2 

kWh/m2. As expected, colder weather conditions increase energy consumption. Overall, given the improved energy 

efficiency of using a new natural gas fired boiler, there is a notable shift to lower energy consumption.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4  Site energy consumption for replacing an oil-fired boiler with a natural gas boiler in pre-1980 MFH. 

Looking at the actual site EUIs before vs after for each MFH (Figure 4b) provides better benchmarking. The 45-

degree line (i.e. x=y) identifies the case when the energy use before and after is identical, i.e. there are no savings. Points 

below indicate cases where there are savings after the ECM, while points over the line correspond to cases where the 

postEUI is higher thus the building consumes more energy. Savings range from -13.9% to 37.1%, with an average of 

12.6%, which is lower than the 20% savings usually expected from this ECM type of intervention. In some cases, the 

postEUIs are well over the 45-degree line, indicating negative savings. This can be explained by varying weather conditions. 

A low preEUI during a mild winter may evolve to a high postEUI during a harsh winter following the installation of an 

ECM. Normalizing with the HDDR/HDDp one can obtain a more realistic correlation (Figure 4c). Weather corrected 

actual savings range from -4.7% to 40%, with an average of 11.4%. Some of the remaining variations could further be 

explained as a result of occupant behavioral changes and operating conditions (see following section). However, aggregating 

enough data one could account for these possible variabilities and smooth out their impact in a building stock analysis by 

deriving adaptation factors f(after/before) for more realistic estimates of actual energy savings as a result of ECMs.  

Initial results for PEU savings provide similar findings. Replacing an oil-fired boiler with a natural gas in MFH, the 

weather corrected prePEU values range from 33.3 to 78.0 kWh/m2, with an average of 51.3 kWh/m2, while the postPEU 

values range from 26.2 to 60.2 kWh/m2, with an average of 42.4 kWh/m2. The specific primary savings reached upto 

42.7%, with an average of 17.3%. Replacing windows with double glazing in pre1980 SFH, the weather corrected prePEU 

values range from 90.0 to 122.1 kWh/m2, with an average of 106.4 kWh/m2, while the postPEU values range from 40.5 to 

97.3 kWh/m2, with an average of 81.5 kWh/m2. The specific primary energy savings range from 3.1% to 22.1% and even 

reached 66.8% as a result of significant operational changes due to the economic crisis and the increasing fuel prices. The 

corresponding results for post1980 MFH, have prePEUs from 36.3 to 72.3 kWh/m2, with an average of 58.8 kWh/m2, 

with postPEUs from 31.1 to 58.7 kWh/m2, with an average of 47.1 kWh/m2. Specific savings average 22.1% for pre1980 

SFH, 19% for post1980 MFH and 21.3% for all dwellings. 

Behavioral Changes and the Human Factor 

The role of occupants is a determinant factor driving the final energy use of buildings. Accordingly, behavioural 

changes can alter a dwelling’s energy performance towards higher or lower consumption, whether this is intentional in order 

to secure the desirable indoor comfort conditions or unintentional as a result of external influencing factors (e.g. economic 

growth, energy prices) by even sacrificing comfort. Some of these behavioral practices may be reasonable or even 

recommended ECMs, for example, lowering the space heating thermostat a few degrees at night or regular maintenance of 
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heating installations.  

Proper ECMs are intended to reduce energy consumption (cost) while securing proper indoor environmental quality. 

However, in view of the unprecedented economic recession in Greece over the past few years, homeowners have been 

forced to react and adapt their habits and practices for heating. For example, adjust their indoor thermostat to a much 

lower temperature than desirable, isolating spaces inside their dwelling or even in extreme cases, turn off entirely the heating 

especially for the population suffering from fuel poverty. As a result, actual energy consumption may appear as meeting 

even the strictest benchmarks although occupants suffer with poor indoor conditions. On the other hand, building energy 

calculations are commonly based on typical (standard) occupancy profiles and settings. This is also the case of the national 

software (TEE-KENAK) that is used to assess the energy performance of Hellenic buildings. As elaborated in a previous 

section of this paper, the national guidelines call that calculations are performed for continuous heating operation with an 

indoor set-point temperature at 20oC, covering the entire floor area of the dwelling. 

A larger scale field survey of homeowners reaching out to about 200 dwellings was recently performed in order to 

identify common ECMs and current trends in the use and operation of heating systems in Hellenic dwellings and an overall 

assessment of their indoor comfort conditions. The survey included SFH and MFH of different construction periods, with 

a representative coverage of the different locations. Preliminary results are illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 5  Common actions and ECMs in Hellenic dwellings. 

The most common personal actions (Figure 5a) include the reduction of heating operating hours, lowering the 

indoor temperature and isolating rooms in the dwelling (i.e. reducing the heated floor area). Results are in line with national 

data for Hellenic households (ELSTAT 2013), where only 51% regularly perform maintenance of heating systems and 28% 

adjust their heating thermostat to a lower temperature. Focused analysis of the available data for the different typologies will 

reveal some specific characteristics that are related to the age of the buidlings (e.g. envelope thermal protection, operating 

condition of E/M installations). For example, Figure 5b illustrates that for pre1980 dwellings, the most common ECM is 

replacing single- with double-glazing, since it is the easiest building envelop retrofit action that not only reduces heat loses 

but also improves sound proofing, safety, aesthetics. Replacing obsolete or low performing heat production systems is also 

a top priority in older buildings. The addition of wall thermal insulation is not common due to the high initial cost, but 

adding roof insulation is easier and popular in SFH but not common in MFH since it is effective for the last floor 

apartments and will usually not have consensus in the multi-floor-owner buildings. 

The most notable differentiations from the commonly assumed operating conditions are the actual operating hours of 

heating systems and the heated floor area. Figure 6a illustrates the distribution of typical daily operating hours, using 

central or local heating systems. Less than 20% (SFH) and 10% (MFH) come close to the assumed continuous heating 

hours for the calculations according to the national regulations. The distribution peaks around 5-6 hours.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 6  Actual operating characteristics in Hellenic dwellings. a) average daily operating periods of space heating systems, 

b) percentage of isolated heated spaces, c) overall assessment of prevailing indoor thermal comfort conditions. 

Isolating certain rooms in a dwelling is another common practice by homeowners for reducing energy cost by heating 

less space of their dwelling (Figure 6b). Only 34% (SFH) and 45% (MFH) heat their entire dwelling. A relatively larger 

percentage of MFH is not concerned with such an action since their heating cost may be based on hour meters (instead of 

therm meters for allocating utilities of central heating in apartment buildings) or may not even have control for independent 

heating. Apparently, the actual heated floor area will have the most direct impact on the calculation of normalized EUIs or 

PEUs commonly used for benchmarking. A notable trend that depicts the unprecedented impact of the financial crisis and 

the increase of the heating oil prices (taxes) is that 16.4% in MFH have reported switching off the central heating system, 

since some of the residents can not afford it. Similar action has been implemented by 3.8% in SFH. Overall, heating oil for 

central heating in SFH was about 91% in the past and currently dropped to 66%. This switch is most notable in MFH, 

where over 91.1% used heating oil and only 43.2% continue to do so. To combat basic heating needs, people are using a 

combination of local heating systems, including open fireplaces (30.2% in SFH, where they are commonly encountered and 

14.4% in MFH, where only recently constructed apartments have them installed for recreational use), local split unit heat 

pumps that were traditionally used only for cooling (13.2% in SFH and 19.2% in MFH) or newer systems with inverter 

(13.2% in SFH and 26.0% in MFH), electric air or oil radiators (28.3% in SFH and 17.8% in MFH), etc. As a fuel of choice, 

switching to lower cost natural gas central heating is reported by 13.2% in SFH and 19.2% in MFH, while there is a notable 

move towards central electric high temperature heat pumps especially in SFH. 

Finally, the most notable impact of all recent developments is illustrated in Figure 6c with an overall assessment of 

the prevailing indoor conditions in Hellenic dwellings, according to the collected data. Only 57% (SFH) and 44% (MFH) 

manage to feel comfortable in their dwellings, while about 7% (SFH) and 11% (MFH) are forced to live under adverse 

indoor conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ongoing work focuses on developing practical tools for realistic assessment of energy use for heating, before and 

after refurbishment. This could benefit stakeholders for setting and achieving project specific or national targets. The 

conceptual framework is based on the TABULA national residential building typologies. An upgraded webtool will reflect 

the national interpretations of NZEB in 16 participating EU member states in the framework of EPISCOPE. The resulting 

methodology will constitute the basis for assessing and comparing different refurbishment strategies and impacts. 

Exploiting recent data on actual energy performance of Hellenic dwellings is a first attempt to close the gap between 

calculated (predicted) and actual energy consumption. The first analysis of real energy consumption data from thousands of 

Hellenic dwellings from the national EPC registry revealed that actual energy consumption exhibits large variations for the 

same calculated EUI. The average ratio of actual to calculated final energy consumption using the raw data ranged from 
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1.05 for SFH to 1.52 for MFH, while using screened data show that dwellings may consume about 37% (SFH) to 39% 

(MFH) less than calculated.  

Field surveys of actual energy consumption before vs after the implementation of popular ECMs provide an 

opportunity to document the real effectiveness of such actions. This is a time consuming process, but provides some good 

quality data. Accordingly, data from over 80 refurbished dwellings have been collected employing popular ECMs on the 

building envelope and E/M installations of the main building typologies. Findings indicate that replacing the heat 

production system and switching from oil to natural gas results to average energy savings of 11.4%, which is more 

conservative than the commonly anticipated energy savings of 20%. Actual primary energy consumption averages a 

prePEU of 51.3 kWh/m2 to a postPEU of 42.4 kWh/m2, with specific primary energy savings averaging 17.3%. Replacing 

windows with double glazing, averages a prePEU of 94.5 kWh/m2 to a postPEU of 72.9 kWh/m2, with average savings of 

21.3%. 

Relevant data from a larger scale of field surveys to homeowners of about 200 dwellings has revealed some useful 

behavioral changes and trends in the use and operation of heating systems. Installing double glazing and replacing the heat 

production system to use natural gas are amongst the most popular actions. The addition of roof insulation is common in 

SFH. As a result of the imposed heating oil fuel tax and financial crisis, about 16.4% in MFH have switched off central 

heating, while over 25% in SFH and about 48% in MFH have switched away from heating oil to alternative energy carriers. 

To support future work and further analysis, more good quality data would be valuable. The ongoing national 

programme on “Energy Efficiency at Household Buildings” (Exoikonomo) constitutes an excellent opportunity to organize 

and enforce a mandatory provision to collect actual energy consumption for at least one year, before and after the 

implementation of the ECMs. This would also benefit the impact assessment of the programme’s effectiveness by 

quantifying the real energy savings. In addition, the hard data could provide valuable insight for future assessment of 

success stories and understand limitations of some ECMs in real projects and operating conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Laboratories are high energy intensive spaces. A typical laboratory consumes a lot more energy than a typical office building in order to 

operate, often using 3 to 10 times more energy than offices on a square meter basis. In the case of laboratories with special requirements such as 

cleanrooms, energy intensity may even reach a level 10 to 100 times higher, depending on the cleanliness classification. This energy intensity 

increase stems from the use of a considerable amount of energy resources due to the specialized equipment and ventilation systems that are necessary 

for safety and compliance to the international standards. This work attempts, after identifying the main sources of energy consumption in 

laboratories, to present good practices in designing and developing energy efficient laboratories without compromising safety and efficiency. 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy Efficiency is undeniably the quickest and most effective path to hammer our dependence on fossil fuels and 
lessen greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere due to their use. The concept of Energy Savings is based on our efforts 
to find ways to reduce Energy Consumption and at the same time improve the efficiency of energy consuming equipment, 
without affecting the safety, well being and comfort conditions of the users.  

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2014) Energy Consumption in residential and commercial 
buildings represents around 40% of total U.S. Final Energy Use. The same estimates are expressed from the European 
Commission (2013) regarding Europe and from the United Nations Environment Program (2014) on a global level. 

Laboratories can be defined as facilities in which specialized procedures and experiments are performed under 
controlled environment. For this reason, laboratories have to be Safe, Functional, Efficient and User-friendly. To satisfy 
these conditions, a substantial amount of energy is spent daily, usually and mainly consumed by the Heating, Ventilation, 
Air Conditioning, special equipment and other supplies which may be working 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, whether 
the laboratory is fully occupied, partially occupied, or vacant in order to ensure operational safety, environmental protection 
and the well being of the people working in the laboratory. 

According to the ASHRAE Handbook (2011, ch.16) an average laboratory uses even ten times more energy per 
square meter than an office. Therefore, reducing energy consumption in laboratories automatically results to significant 
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relative reduction of the global energy waste and contributes to the protection of the environment.   

ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN LABORATORIES 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy (2008) estimate that if half of the 
laboratories in the United States cut their energy use by 30% – a goal it considers achievable – it would equal to reducing 
National Energy Consumption by 84 trillion BTUs; enough energy to power 840,000 households. Cutting laboratory energy 
by that much would also be equal to taking away from the U.S. highways 1.3 million cars or preventing the harvesting of 56 
million trees. 

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2000), Laboratories have by far the greatest Energy Use 
Index (EUI) in relation to all other buildings. They consume almost double the energy per square meter than hospitals and 
supermarkets, approximately 4 times more energy than offices and libraries and almost 8 times more energy than a single 
family residence. An illustration of the comparison between the different buildings’ EUI is given by Payette (2013) (Fig.1). 

Figure 1: Energy Use Index by Building Sector (kBTu/ft2)  
Data source: U.S. Energy Information Administration (2000), ©Payette  

Another study (Watch, 2012) shows that Laboratories consume more than twice as much energy as hospitals do and 
multiple times the energy used in administration offices, schools and residences as illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Energy consumption in buildings (kWh/m2) Source: Watch, 2012 
 
Laboratories can be considered by far the most energy consuming facilities/ buildings. The main reason for this 

excessive energy consumption in Laboratories by comparison with other buildings is due to their constant need to maintain 
the air quality on a predefined standard which is critical and absolutely necessary for the safety of the people working in the 
lab as well as the experiment samples. This need however, directly affects the demands in ventilation and air conditioning. 
Especially, in the case of cleanrooms that need a minimum of 10-20 ACR (ISO 8) to a maximum of 540-600 ACR (ISO 3) 
as specified in the ISO standard 14644-1 (CEN, 2010), the room temperature constantly shifts and thus a great amount of 
energy is spend to sustain  the required air-conditioning levels.      

 
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (2000) also provides with information regarding the percentage of each 

energy consumption source within a laboratory. HVAC, in total, is responsible for the 64 percent of the consumption and 
lighting for the 21 percent. The rest is due to refrigeration, office equipment, water heating and other supplies as shown in 
Table 1 and displayed in Figure 3. 

 

Energy Consumption Sources Percentage of Total Energy 

      

HVAC 
Heating 53% 
Cooling 8% 
Ventilation 3% 

Lighting 21% 
Refrigiration 4% 
Office Equipment 3% 
Water Heating 1% 
Other 7% 
Table 1: Sources of Energy Consumption in a Laboratory in cold climate 
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Figure 3: Sources of Energy Consumption in a Laboratory in cold climate 

 
Hopkinson et al. (2011) have even sorted laboratories into two categories (Life Science and Chemistry labs) and then 

compared the energy consumption sources of both types with each other and with a typical office. As shown in Table2, the 
main sources of energy consumption in a lab are far different from a typical office and even vary from lab to lab. When in a 
typical office the predominant source of energy consumption (74%) is the space and water heating, in a laboratory this 
percentage falls to 20 percent. In laboratories, whether they are life science or chemistry labs, ventilation and heating 
consumes the 60 to 80 percent of the total energy use while lab equipment and lighting consumes 15 to 20 per cent and 5 to 
10 percent of the energy use respectively. 

 

 

Energy Consumption Source Approximate Percentage of Total Energy 

 
Life Science 
laboratory 

Chemistry Laboratory Typical Office 

Ventilation-related  45%         60% 3% 
Space/water heating  20%         20% 74% 
Equipment and small power  20%         15% 12% 
Lighting  10%          5% 11%  

Table 2: Broad Estimates of Energy Consumption, listed by Source, in Typical Laboratories  
Data Source: Hopkinson et al., 2011 

 

 

Laboratory Energy Saving Techniques 

One of the aspects when planning and designing a laboratory nowadays should be energy sustainability. This can be 
achieved if the laboratory developer/planner has a decisive role from the beginning of the designing process, including his 
active participation in decision making regarding the topological location, building construction and electromechanical 
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supplies. The above mentioned parameters can be distinguished into two main thematic areas: the Bioclimatic Design and 
the Electromechanical Concept.  

 

Bioclimatic Design 

The Bioclimatic Design of any building is attempting to create green, sustainable, eco-friendly buildings. Its concept is 
to reduce the energy consumption of the building by utilizing the power of environmental sources (sun, air, wind, 
vegetation, water, soil, sky) for heating, cooling and lighting the building. Every space is dealt as a unique project and the 
developer/planner, by using the bioclimatic way of design, tries to harmonize the environment with the requirements and 
demands of the building (Brown, 1985); (Bougdah and Sharples, 2010); (Almusaed, 2011); (Lomas, 2006). The core aspects 
of the Bioclimatic Architecture are the topology, building fabric/ construction materials and the architectural design. 

 
 
TOPOLOGY 
 
The orientation of the building solely depends on its use and the weather conditions of the area. If the need for solar 

heat is greater than the need for cooling then the building should be placed as closer to the North side of the plot as 
possible in order to avoid the possibility of shading from neighbouring elements (Almusaed, 2011). The orientation of the 
“key” rooms (laboratories and offices), in addition with (as well as) large openings, should be on the South side of the 
building in contrast to the auxiliary ones (storage rooms, WC) that should be placed on the North. The openings on the 
South side of the building’s envelope reinforce the heating from solar radiation during winter while the usage of horizontal 
awnings prevents the overheating during summer time. If openings are placed on the East or West side of the building, the 
awnings should be vertical. Openings on the North side utilize the natural cooling during summer time and heat loss during 
winter. Glazing should come with a low emissivity film or reflective properties to prevent solar radiation from increasing 
the air condition loads (Lomas, 2006). 

 
 
CONSTRUCTION 
 
The designer specifies, every time on a single basis, the proper materials to be used for the envelope of each 

construction. In general, high thermal resistance and low heat losses are the main goals to be achieved. The envelope should 
storage the heat in thermal mass and increase the response time. To achieve this, the whole construction should be airtight. 
Air leakage should be eliminated as much as possible in order to protect the building from possible energy waste (Griffin, 
2000); (Labs21, 2005). Almost zero construction gaps, effective insulation, humidity control, and proper casings are some of 
the factors that ensure the decrease in energy consumption.  

 
 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
The Architectural Development of a Laboratory is a crucial factor in Bioclimatic Design. During the design/ planning 

process it is essential to place skylights and atria with plants for natural ventilation, solar radiation and daylight (Mathew, 
2007) but also zone the spaces into areas based on their requirements and needs.  

 
A Laboratory building consists of a variety of individual rooms; labs, offices and auxiliary ones. Laboratories, 

however, have to be distinguished from the rest of the rooms. This is because laboratories have high energy needs in order 
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to operate sufficiently and safely, in contrast with the offices that have common requirements. The building should be 
designed by grouping in zones the spaces with similar needs and demands. For example the rooms placed on the North side 
of a building have different thermal needs than the ones placed in the East side. In order for every lab or room to operate 
under the proper conditions defined for its use, it is critical to have its own HVAC control system. That way a room or an 
entire zone could be adjusted separately or even shut down when not operating (Griffin, 2000); (Mathew, 2007); (Advanced 
Lighting Guidelines, 2003). 

 

HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC) 

An air conditioning system, according to the definition of ASHRAE is an aggregation of components with a fixed 
structure and function, which must simultaneously fulfill four objectives. These objectives are:  

 
 Air temperature control,  
 Humidity control, 
 Air circulation control, 
 Air quality control 
 
Laboratories must be designed and constructed in a way that they will use the minimum energy possible without 

compromising safety. Building cοdes and gοod practices mandate that the HVΑC prοvide 100% οf make-up air tο ensure 
safe conditions for occupants. The most efficient means of energy conservation entails reducing the amοunt οf air used and 
recοvering heating and cοoling energy while maintaining indoor air quality (ASHRAE, 1999); (CIBSE, 2002); (Emig, 2006). 
 
 
Reduce the airflow rate 

 
Fume-hoods and related containment devices are critical to protecting the health and safety of lab workers handling 

chemicals and/or biological materials (ASHRAE, 2011). Containment devices create sufficient airflow and a contained 
pathway to protect personnel and sometimes materials or specimens being handled as well. For many labs, a substantial 
amount of air is needed to dilute fumes from hazardous materials for safe working conditions. Unfortunately, conditioning 
this air may add thousands of Euros per fume-hood to the energy bill of the company/ organization/ institution a year. 
 

Reducing air requirements involves several methods, but one of the most effective is air reduction via fume-hood sash 
management. Sash management techniques include installing fume-hood sash restrictors, and occupancy and proximity 
sensors. Staff training can also be very important in better sash management practices. 

 
Other airflow reduction tactics include replacing outdated fume-hoods with new, high-performance fume-hoods or 

adjust variable air volume (VAV) controls to the old ones. Variable Air Volume fume-hoods are designed in such a way as 
to always exhaust only the air necessary to maintain the face velocity within the sash opening at the predetermined set-point 
(Monsen, 1989); (Shang and Besant, 2001). VAV fume-hoods are capable of reducing energy usage and energy costs 
respectively as the minimum air is always supplied, conditioned, and exhausted.  
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Figure 1:  VAV fume-hood  

 

 Heat recovery systems 

For safety reasons mechanical systems for laboratories and other science facilities need to accommodate a dreadfully 
high percentage of outdoor air, which must be conditioned for comfortable temperatures. Heat recovery systems are useful 
for reducing the amount of energy required for heating and cooling. These systems recycle thermal energy from the 
exhausted air by recovering heat and cooling energy from the exhaust system of the lab and the fume-hood and transferring 
it back to the air intake system. Thus, a portion of the exhaust heat and cooling is recovered and reused, saving significant 
energy and money. 

 
Popular technologies include the rotary enthalpy wheel, fixed plate, heat pipe and run-around loop. With a correct 

selection and application, these systems can be proved worthwhile and money-saving for retrofits. The systems described 
here can both preheat ventilation air in winter and precool it in summer. Choosing the right one depends on multiple 
aspects such as the current mechanical system, the fresh air and exhaust streams location, lab type, and climate conditions 
(ASHRAE, 1999); (Simonson et al, 1999); (Dieckmann, 2008); (Besant and Simonson, 2003); (Durkin and Rishel, 2003). 

 

Figure 2:  Rotary enthalpy wheel 
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In colder climates, the enthalpy wheel is often the most efficient heat-recovery method. However, it can also be the 
most difficult to retrofit into an existing laboratory building. Heat or enthalpy wheels are rotary air-to-air heat exchangers. 
Adjacent supply and exhaust air counter flow streams each flow through half of the wheel. Heat wheels have a fill that 
transfers only sensible heat while an enthalpy wheel's fill transfers total heat. These wheels are quite compact and can 
achieve high heat transfer effectiveness. Heat wheels have a relatively low air pressure drop, typically 0.4 to 0.7 in. of water 
(Buyukalaca and Yılmaz, 2002).  

 
Labs that need to handle a fair amount of exhaust from fume-hoods or other containment devices often prefer heat 

pipe and run-around loop technologies, which avoid any concerns about cross-contamination (centerpointenergy). The heat 
pipe energy recovery system is an efficient and safe method (Fig. 6). Heat pipes can be used in a building’s HVAC system to 
recover energy from the warming and cooling phases. Both applications of the systems can result in significant energy 
savings for building owners. Heat pipes are made up of three or more tubes that are not interconnected. The tubes are filled 
with a heat transfer fluid and permanently sealed at both ends. The pipe is divided into two sections, a condenser section 
and evaporator section, which are separated by a partition plate. The air treams can be set up in counter flow or parallel 
flow patterns. Heat is absorbed into the evaporating section, which causes the fluid to boil to a vapor. The vapor then rises 
to the upper part of the cylinder where the heat is released. Then the vapor condenses back to a liquid state and returns by 
gravity to the lower part of the cylinder where it begins its cycle again. The cycle continues as long as there is a temperature 
difference between the two air streams. Efficiency can be lowered by the pressure drop of moving air through each side of 
the system. 

 

Figure 3:  Heat pipe–heat exchanger 
Source: Centerpointenergy,  

 
Savings can amount to 50 per cent of energy usage, which lowers the operating cost per square foot in a building. 

Heat pipes also have no moving parts, meaning they are reliable and require no maintenance. 
 
A very popular energy recovery system for many existing lab buildings is the runaround loop. Runaround loops offer 

an energy recovery solution for the many applications where the exhaust air stream is far from the ventilation air stream, 
making it difficult and expensive to use other methods. They can be built from a variety of materials with efficiencies 
ranging from 55 to 65 percent. 
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Figure 4:  Runaround loop [36] 
 

 Runaround loops, also known as coil energy recovery loops, use a coil placed in each air stream that are connected by 
pipes filled with a heat transfer fluid, generally a glycol solution. A pump transfers heat from the exhaust air stream to the 
incoming ventilation air. This type of system is for sensible heat transfer only (Paarporn, 1999). This is the most likely 
system for fume hood exhaust-intensive buildings that have exhaust systems and makeup air systems at opposite ends of 
the building, or side by side. 

 

Right-size equipment 

Lab equipment consumes about one-seventh of a lab’s energy bill, and virtually all that energy input dissipates as heat 
that must be removed by the HVAC system. Consequently, every savings in equipment consumption doubles as HVAC 
system savings (Brown and Anderson, 2006).To this end, the EPA, working with Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, is 
developing an ENERGY STAR program specifically for lab equipment, recognizing its unique operating conditions and 
constraints. Currently, energy-intensive lab refrigerators and freezers are the first areas being addressed. Meanwhile, on a 
smaller scale, some ENERGY STAR-compliant lab products are already available. 

 

Commissioning 

Building commissioning brings a holistic perspective to design, construction, and operation that integrates and 
enhances traditionally separate functions. Commissioning is a process in which engineers check and tune up building 
systems to ensure that they are operating appropriately and efficiently, and it extends beyond the “testing and balancing” 
that is typically implemented in labs (Amarnani et al, 2007); (Paraskevopoulos, 2013); (ASHRAE/IES Standard, 2013); 
(Herzog, 1997).  

 
A 2009 LBNL study indicates that commissioning existing buildings is among the most cost-effective ways to reduce 

energy use, particularly in high-tech facilities like laboratories. In addition to providing energy savings, commissioning often 
increases system performance and occupant comfort and decreases annual maintenance needs, yielding additional (and 
significant) non-energy benefits (Paraskevopoulos, 2013).  

http://fpl.bizenergyadvisor.com/BEA1/OMA/OMA_Commissioning/OMA-21
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LIGHTING 

Lab research is a visually intense activity. The ability to see clearly is crucial for the apt perception of everything; from 
chemical reactions to physical characteristics and biological processes. Visual performance is reliant on lighting quality, 
without being only a matter of brightness. High-quality lighting in a lab (or elsewhere) is a combination of colour 
temperature, colour rendering, directionality and diffusion, as well as intensity. Lighting in laboratories impacts not only the 
consumption of energy, but also the workers’ comfort, health and performance (Doberdruk, 1999); (Rea, 2000); (McHugh 
et al, 1998).  

 
Lighting requirements in a laboratory environment generally are the same as for an office; 75–150 foot-candles (or 

lux) at the bench top (usually 760 mm or 30 inches from the floor). Usually, one hundred fc consume approximately forty 
four watts/square meter. Unfortunately, most of that energy is ultimately converted to heat in the laboratory (Yancey, 
1998).  

 
 
Turning off lights when they are not being used reduces energy waste. This practice may include turning off lights in 

unoccupied rooms or where there is sufficient natural light. Adjusting artificial light output can also provide energy savings; 
for example, using task lighting (e.g. a desk lamp) can improve lighting quality and generate energy savings since lighting an 
entire workplace at full brightness is essentially less efficient than lighting just the working area. 

 
Energy efficiency may be attained by replacing or designing the electric lighting installation with energy-efficient T8 

lamps and electronic ballasts that can reduce the lighting energy consumption by at least 35 percent. Adding specular 
reflectors and new lenses can increase the efficiency even more and realize short payback periods. Paybacks of one to three 
years are common (Labs21).  

 
Switching from traditional incandescent light bulbs to compact fluorescent light bulbs (CLFs) is a simple but effective 

way to save energy. Making the change helps use less electricity in the laboratory and prevents greenhouse gas. ENERGY 
STAR qualified CFLs use up to 75 percent less energy than comparable incandescent light bulbs, last up to 10 times longer, 
cost little up front, and provide a quick return on investment. In areas where lamps are dimmed or frequently cycled on and 
off, consider cold-cathode fluorescent lamps (CCFLs), which, though more expensive, last even longer than CFLs, are 
easier to dim, and their life is not shortened by frequent cycling (Heschong Mahone Group, 1999). 

 
Timers and sensors can reduce light usage to the appropriate level of brightness. These options use the technology to 

mimic the behaviour described above. Sensors come in a variety of models that serve different purposes, and certain types 
of sensors and light fixtures are more appropriate together than others. For example, lamps that take a long time to start are 
not suitable for sensors that turn on and off frequently. 

 
Occupancy or motion sensors are devices that turn lights and other equipment on or off in response to the presence 

(or absence) of people in a predefined area. Some sensors also control lighting based on the amount of daylight available in 
their coverage area. More sophisticated sensor units now offer users a variety of adjustment capabilities; manufacturers have 
also introduced sensors that can be integrated into a building's automation and control system. Generally, the most effective 
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areas for sensors are areas that are not frequently used, areas with irregular use patterns, or areas where lights are 
accidentally left on. The lights are more likely to be left on overnight where there is no continuous or permanent user 
presence such as offices, conference rooms, copier rooms, bathrooms and storage areas. Light sensors can save 30 to 75 
percent in lighting-energy consumption, and they typically yield simple payback periods of one to three years. The CA 
Energy Commission estimates that typical savings range from 35-45% (Labs21); (Heschong Mahone Group, 1999); Romm 
and Browning, 1994); (Carter and Reifschneider, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8:  Typical daylight harvesting control system. Courtesy of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

 

CONCLUSION 

Laboratories are highly energy-intenive spaces, often using four to six times more energy per ft2 than a typical office 
buildng. Most existing labs can reduce their energy use by 30 to 50% with existing technology, which is significant given 
heir $1 billion to $2 billion annual energy costs in the U.S. Nearly half of the electrical energy use in a typical laboratory can 
be attributed to ventilation, and reducing a laboratory’s ventilation needs can lower the cost of building and maintaining a 
facility. Air quality is essential in any laboratory, for compliance as well as safety reasons, and exhaust systems play an 
important role in meeting this requirement. At the same time, exhaust systems are a major contributor to laboratory energy 
use. 

Laboratories can reduce energy use significantly by optimizing their exhaust systems, with the use of modern 
technologies such as VAV controls, airflow and contaminant sensors, and building automation systems that can adjust 
airflow for actual conditions. Combined with dispersion analysis studies – using either mathematical models or physical 
wind tunnels – design engineers can specify exhaust airflows that will reduce energy usage while ensuring safe and 
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compliant operations. 
With energy costs rising, and likely to continue doing so, laboratories should consider upgrading their exhaust systems 

in order to realize substantial energy savings, as well as greener and more sustainable operations. 
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Lighting energy savings due to the use of a  sun 
tracking mirrored lightself in office buildings 
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ABSTRACT 

The proper use of daylight lays a solid cornerstone to the framework of  energy saving techniques in non 
residential buildings, satisfying the occupants’ physiological and psychological needs. It is directly connected with 
lighting, and if solar gains and glare issues are balanced carefully, with cooling energy savings as well  especially in 
warm climates. Mirrored lightshelves can be used for this purpose, offering shading and sunlight redirection at the 
same time. Using a high reflectance ceiling, increased values of daylighting levels far away from the perimeter 
zone can be achieved, together with an improvement in uniformity.  Since 1994, several variants have been 
proposed from Stationary Projecting Reflector Arrays to anidolic ones. Nevertheless, the majority of the systems 
examined  in the  literature are static while the analysis of their dynamic behavior is quite limited.  

The paper examines a fenestration system which  consists  of a combination of an exterior suntracking 
mirrored lightshelf and a static diffuse internal one. Exterior lightself  tilt angle is calculated according to the sun’s 
projected elevation angle and the position of  a predefined target area on the ceiling. Initially a theoretical model 
was developed capable to estimate the light flux incident on the window for various lightshelf  control strategies 
and then  lighting energy savings have been calculated in areas far away from the perimeter zone. Five case 
studies representing two typical south oriented  office rooms with different depths and various Window to Floor 
ratios have been used.  The results indicate that a suntracking lightself can increase considerably daylighting levels 
in areas away of the perimeter zone especially if a small window area is used. 

INTRODUCTION 

The practice of utilizing daylight represents a crucial requirement during the design process, but to guarantee 
a well-lit environment the amount and distribution of natural light that enters the space should have to be 
analysed in detail. A key aspect is to understand the dynamic nature of daylight and translate it in a manner that 
responds to the occupant’s visual and perceptual needs, while at the same time taking into account its significant 
energy saving potential. Balancing antagonistic phenomena (control of solar gains-daylight adequacy)  is what 
complicates the design process, not to mention the balance between energy conservation and occupants comfort, 
health and productivity. The exploitation of daylight can considerably reduce not only electric lighting energy 
consumption but peak electric loads as well. This can be achieved by increasing the perimeter area of the building 
(if side lighting is used), an area which benefits most by daylight.  
In sunny climates, with increased daylight availability, this maximization of perimeter areas has to be 
1accompanied by measures  regulating the excessive heat and direct sun penetration. According to EN 15193-
2007 [1], the perimeter area’s depth is 2.5 times the difference between the height of the window lintel and the 
height of the working surface. A slightly different definition is used by the ASHRAE 90.1-2010 [2]. 
Light shelves are often suggested in literature as an effective way not only to provide shade but also to improve 
the lighting quality of a space by redirecting light deeper into the space. Having the ability to act both as a shading 
device designed to block direct solar radiation before entering the interior space through the fenestration system 
and as a daylighting device when mounted at about mid-window height, sunlight  bounces off the shelf and into 
the ceiling, pushing light deeper into the space, a light shelf can produce an improved daylight distribution at the 
back of a room, while the integration with lighting controls ensures that the use of electric lighting can be 
reduced. 

                                                           
1 * corresponding author, email:atsagras@uth.gr, T:+30-24210-74312 
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The lightshelf can be either horizontal or inclined while it divides the window into two parts: a lower-view 
window and a clerestory one for provision of luminous flux. Over the years, various designs (exterior/ interior or 
both) have been proposed from Stationary Projecting Mirror Arrays [3] to Anidolic [4]. Exterior light shelves act 
more efficient as shading devices by excluding direct solar radiation opposed to interior shelves which offer a 
glare-free environment with minimum occurrences and therefore less discomfort for the users.  

The light shelf’s geometrical (dimensions) and optical (surface reflectance) characteristics  as well as the room 
dimensions; location; room surfaces reflectance; ceiling geometry and the window configuration itself are 
significant factors which affect the performance of the lightshelf and  consequently, the overall performance of 
the space. The performance of light shelves has been addressed in several cases both as a shading device and as a 
daylighting system and has been compared against other shading devices [5-9].  

Claros and Soler [10] studied the dependence of lightshelf performance on solar geometry and surface 
reflectance. In the results, mirrored shelves provided more than 750 lux from 8:00-18:00 for realistic interior 
reflectances. Freewan [11] investigated the interaction between different lightshelf geometries combined with a 
curved ceiling and the analysis revealed that modifying lightshelf geometries will change the way that the light is 
collected and distributed. Also in another paper by Freewan et al. [12],  the importance of the ceilings’ geometry 
was examined in an effort to improve uniformity using an optimum ceiling shape. Beltran et al. [13] presented 
two daylighting systems that passively redirected the sunlight beam further from the window wall.  

Design considerations in dimensioning of static lightshelves have been presented by Selkowitz et al. [14]. They 
suggested that the length of exterior shelves can be up to 1.5 times the height of the clerestory window. Other 
studies conducted by Littlefair [15] concluded that lightshelves perform more efficiently at high floor to ceiling 
heights- more than 3m- with depths roughly equal to the height of the clerestory for interior configurations and 
no more than its distance from the working plane for the exterior. Hu, Du and Place [16] assessed the 
performances of lightshelf systems in the context of various interior configurations via measurements and 
simulations: light shelf length, ceiling height, and typical interior office configurations. Joarder et al. [17] studied 
the height of the lightshelves to enhance daylighting quality. Six alternative scenarios were created with varying 
heights of lightshelves. The results showed that lightshelves at a height of 2m above floor level perform better 
among the other examined alternatives.  

Apart from the length, height and position of the self another parameter is the tilt angle that can also 
influence the performance of the system and enhance sunlight penetration. Moore [18] suggested tilt angles 
“400- latitude/2” for South-oriented spaces with lightselves painted white while Baker et al [19], by taking into 
account the room’s depth via the glass height above the shelf and the solar altitude, found a ratio and proposed a 
graph which gave the optimum tilt of lightshelves under clear sky conditions.  

But when it comes to dynamic approaches, like in the case of shading elements such as automated venetian 
blinds, the research is limited. Place and Howard [20] tested a sun tracking mirror self and results showed an 
increase in daylight up to 14m away from the window. According to Raphael B. [21]  a possible explanation for 
this static treatment of lightshelves, is that these devices are handled more as passive elements rather than 
dynamic and in the same paper a lightshelf with a rotating external part and an internal part that moved 
horizontally, produced net energy savings of 12% compared to a static shelf. Another study conducted by Irving 
Montanar Franco [22] presented the finding of scale models equipped with static and dynamic lightshelves. The 
conclusions were that heat gains were the same both in the passive and the automated shelf systems. 
Recently Kostantoglou et al. presented the influence of the clerestory window equipped with a suntracking 
lightshelf on daylighting levels [23]. 

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

Τhe main scope of the present paper is to investigate the behaviour of an exterior sun tracking lightshelf in terms 
of possible lighting energy savings. Two parameters affect lightshelf  tilt  a) the position of the sun and b) the 
aiming point at the ceiling. The latter is located at the corner of the ceiling with the rear wall. For the proposed  
control strategy, the projected sun’s elevation (θsun) is used to alter the lighshelf's tilt angle (θls) while the distance 
between the reflected beam’s  aiming point and the window  is equal to the room’s depth as presented in the 
following figure. 
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Figure 1 . Representation of the characteristic angles of the system.  
 
The lightshelf’s tilt angle (θls) is defined as follows: 
 

θls=(θsun-ω)/2        (1) 
when θls<0 then θls=0. 
Angle ω  is calculated as follows: 

ω= Atan [(Room height-Lightshelf height)/Room depth]            (2) 
Two typical south-oriented office spaces with two depths -5m and 7m respectively- have been simulated. Window 
is divided into two parts by a combination of an external specular sun-tracking lightshelf with a diffuse internal in 
an effort to reduce direct sunlight on the working surface. Five cases in total have been examined as presented in 
the following table: 

Table 1. Geometrical description of the case used. 

Case Dimensions 
(width , 

depth, height) 
in m 

 Orientat
ion 

Window 
to floor 

ratio 

Exterior 
Lightshelf 

Dimensions 
(width, length) 

Interior 
Lightshelf 

Dimensions 

Lightshelf 
height 

Perimeter 
area (% of the 

floor area) 

Grid points into 
perimeter zone 

(%) 

1 4x5x2.8  South 10% 1.33x 0.5 1.33x 1 2 73% 88% 
2 4x5x2.8  South 20% 2.66 x 0.5 2.66 x 1 2 85% 88% 
3 4x5x2.8  South 27.9% 3.73 x 0.5 3.73 x 1 2 85% 88% 
4 4x7x2.8  South 10% 1.86 x 0.5 1.86 x 1 2 84.5% 61% 
5 4x7x2.8  South 20% 3.73 x 0.5 3.73 x 1 2 85% 61% 

 
 

For all spaces a 0.5 m x 0.5 m measurement grid was selected  with  an offset of 0.5 m  from the side walls. 
Based on the dimensions of the spaces as presented in the Table  1 above,  angle  ω is equal to 90 for the small 
space and 6.50 for the large one. 

For the calculation of interior daylight levels, DAYSIM [19] software was used.  DAYSIM uses the daylight 
coefficients approach in an effort to speed up the hourly calculation for a typical meteorological year. This 
procedure, though, has an additional problem with sun tracking lightshelves. Since there is a sun position change 
at every time step, the tilt angle of the lighshelf should be adjusted accordingly and a new annual simulation has 
to be performed all over again, increasing processing time. The solution to that problem is the precalculation of 
interior illuminance values using twenty three  lightself tilt angles ranging from 00 to 440 with a 20 step. Thus, for 
any calculation point at any hour of the day, the lightshelf’s  tilt angle (θls) is estimated  and then its illuminance 
value is calculated using linear interpolation between the illuminance values corresponding to adjacent of θls tilt 
angle values. 

The optical properties of the room surfaces are presented in the following table:  

Table 2. Typical room surfaces’ optical properties 

Property Type  Value 

Ceiling reflectance Diffuse 0.8 
Wall reflectance Diffuse 0.5 
Floor reflectance Diffuse 0.3 
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Exterior lightshelf upper surface Specular void metal spec 
0 
0 
5 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.873 0 
 
void mirror reflector 
1 spec 
0 
3 0.83 0.83 0.83 

Exterior lightshelf lower surface Diffuse 0.5 
Glazing visible transmittance Specular 0.6 

 
In order to investigate the behavior of the window-lightshelf system, it is desirable to have a theoretical 

model, capable of taking into account the reflected parts of both direct and diffuse illuminance.  Using this model, 
direct comparison of light fluxes (or solar radiation) can be made in an effort to achieve lower values during the 
summer together with increased lighting savings due to the lightshelf’s  redirection ability.  The assumptions used 
in the model are the following :  

1. An isotropic sky model is used  
2. The vertical window and lightshelf are of limited dimensions  
3. Only the upper surface of the lighshelf is specular  

The total hourly luminous flux (Φ)  on the  upper window is given by the following equation:   
 
Φclerestory=Edir-norm *Αdir *cos(angle of incidence1) +Edir-reflected*Areflected* cos(angle of incidence2) + Ediffuse_hor*(0.5-

Fupper_window-lighshelf) +Ediffuse_hor*ρlighshelf*Fupper_window-lighshelf *((0.5*(1+cosθls))-0.5) +Etotal_hor*ρground *(0.5-Fupper_window-

lightshelf)                   (3) 

While the flux arriving in the lower part is calculated as : 

Φview_window=Edir-norm *Αdir *cos(angle of incidence1) + Ediffuse_hor*(0.5-Fwindow_lightshelf)+Etotal_hor*ρground *0.5+ 

Etotal_hor*ρground *ρlighshelf_down*(Fwindow-ground-0.5)*Fwindow_lighshelf     (4) 

Where Edir-norm is the direct normal illuminance, Adir & Areflected are the areas of the window  illuminated by direct 

sunlight and reflected sunlight respectively, Edir-reflected is the reflected component of the direct normal 

illuminance,   Ediffuse_hor and Etotal_hor are diffuse and global horizontal illuminance, θls   is the lightshelf tilt angle and 

ρ are the reflectances.  The F term represent the view factors associated with the surfaces of the model. Their 

calculation is tedious especially when the lightshelf has a tilt. For that reason, VIEW3D algorithm was used [24].  

The above equations are solved using a geometry which is supported by two coordination systems, a local one 

(Local Coordinate System, LCS) and an overall (Overall Coordinate System, OCS). The OCS can be placed in any 

arbitrary point and its axes x,y,z point to the east , north and zenith directions accordingly. The relation between 

OCS and LCS is presented in the following graph.  

 

Figure 2. Geometrical framework for the analysis of window-lightshelf system. 
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Figure 2 also presents schematically the method used for  the calculation of the clerestory  window area exposed 

to a reflected beam. This method  is based on the following steps:  

1. Solar vector  is estimated according to the OCS 

2. The vector is transformed from OCS to LCS 

3. If Local azimuth is <=180 then a sun ray is drawn to the right corner of the lightshelf as seen from the 

exterior (the left corner is used when azimuth >180) 

4. Reflected ray direction and the intersection point with the plane of the clerestory window are estimated. 

Depending on its  local coordinates, the area of the window exposed to the reflected beam is calculated 

analytically as follows 

 
 
Figure 3. Estimation of the clerestory window area which is lighted by reflected sunlight. 
 
A similar method is used for the shaded area calculation of the lower window. The above methodolody was used 

for the developing of a computer program capable of performing annual daylight flux calculations on an hourly 

basis for various window-lightshelf geometric configurations using Athens, Greece EPW weather files. Τhus, not 

only the total luminous flux incident on the window can be compared on an hourly basis  but also its upward and 

downward percentages. The figure below presents this analysis for Case#1  configuration  during 3650 hours 

(8:00-17:00 per day).  
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Figure 4. Comparing light flux on the window for case #1. Two alternative scenarios left (no lightshelf), right (sun 
tracking lightshelf).  
 

During the summer, the adoption of a sun tracking lighshelf can decrease the total solar flux on the window, 
increasing its upward component at the same time thus, increasing lighting levels at the back of the room. 

As already mentioned, to examine the effect of the lightshelf  tilt angle on daylight levels two typical office 
rooms with different depths and southern orientation were used. The main Radiance parameters used for the 
calculation were the following : (ambient bounces) ab 5, (ambient division) ad 2500, (ambient accuracy) aa0.1, 
(ambient resolution) ar 300, (direct relays) dr 1. The average illuminace and uniformity values for the two extreme 
cases (case #1 and case #5)  are presented below. 

 
 
Figure 5.  Hourly average illuminance and uniformity for three lighshelf configurations (Case #1) 
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Figure 6.  Hourly average illuminance and uniformity for three lighshelf configurations (Case #5) 
 
Having hourly illuminance values, the Daylight  autonomy (DA) values have been calculated across the 
measurement grids. DA at a point represents the percentage of occupied hours, on a yearly basis, during which 
illuminance values are greater than a predefined threshold, which in our case is 500 lux. The results are the 
following: 

Table 3. Daylight autonomy (DA500) values for all cases. 

 Sun tracking Lighshlef No exterior lighshelf Static horizontal lightshelf 

Case #1 78% 79% 79% 
Case #2 90% 91% 89% 
Case #3 92% 92% 91% 
Case #4 78% 78% 76% 
Case #5 89% 90% 89% 

 
The presence of the lightshelf affects interior illuminance levels (figs 5 & 6)  but its  influence on Daylight 

Autonomy (DA) values is rather limited. DA values without the presence of lightshelf were already quite high and 
it would be difficult-as these  values represent an average for the whole working surface- to be further increased. 

Significance enhancement  of lighting levels in the back of the room is affected mainly by the reflected 
sunlight especially for cases #4,#5. In these cases, 39% of the calculation points on the working surface area is 
outside the perimeter zone. The percentage of daylight zone in relation to gross floor area gives an indication of 
the possible lighting energy savings. Consequently, the challenge is to increase the size of these zones by bringing 
daylight to the building core since daylight harvesting dimming system is usually placed in these areas. In our case, 
DA500 values for the areas outside the perimeter zone are presented in the following table.  

Table 4. Daylight autonomy (DA500) values in areas outside the perimeter zone, for  cases#4, #5 . 

 Sun tracking Lighshlef No exterior lighshelf Static horizontal lightshelf 

Case #4 29% 7.8% 7.5% 
Case #5 57% 46% 52% 

 
Differences in DA are more pronounced in Table 4 than in Table 3 due to the fact that the calculation points 

used, are at a distance from the opening, forcing average illuminance value to remain quite low. On the contrary, 
grid points near the opening  increase the average illuminance over the working surface  and thus reduce the 
influence of the lightshelf on DA. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Simulations have been conducted to show the influence of a sun tracking lightshelf on possible lighting energy 
savings. Five case studies have been used representing two typical south-oriented  office rooms with different 
depths and various Window to Floor ratios.  The results indicate that : 

 A suntracking lighshelf enhances working surface average daylight levels and uniformity , for all cases, 

during the summer period. 

 During the winter months, it slightly reduces illuminance levels in comparison to cases where no 

lightshelf was used. 

 Differences in DA500  are quite small (from 1.1 to 2.5%) between the alternative scenarios (suntracking 

lightshelf, no lightshelf, static lightshelf).  

 DA500 values in the area outside the perimeter zone are considerably enhanced for cases #4 and #5. In 

case #4 (10%WFR), a 74% increase is observed, when comparing the solar tracking lightshelf and the 

static one.  By doubling the size of the window (case #5), the increase is only 9%. These results justify the 

use of a lightshelf to increase the size of the daylight zone especially when the window size is small. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents a review of  existing  and  constantly improving technologies  and technical solutions, but also overview of  searching   

new materials, technologies and technical systems  for  farther  reduce  of  building energy needs. The necessity for significant reduction of energy 

consumption is also needed  by the fact that the reserves of fossil fuels are being depleted and that the signs of the global  climate change are more 

evident as a result of fossil fuel combustion, corresponding CO2 emission and greenhouse effects caused by the increase of CO2 in the atmosphere. 

The paper also gives  a review of   existing technologies, but also  implementation   of  new materials, technologies and technical systems, especially 

in buildings envelopes, single or doubled. The results of simulation   of a new systems with thin layer watering of glazing and other building 

envelope elements is introduced as well as  research of nanotechnologies and  use of the  phase change materials in building structure.   Some of 

these   effects relate to   the winter period, but many even more to the period of summer cooling. Finally, the paper also pr esents the state-of-the-art 

of technologies that are being tested at a global level by modeling, by experimenting and tested in demo-applications all that to reduce building  

energy needs  since the major share of energy consumed by the world accounts for building sector.   

INTRODUCTION  

Characteristics of climate change are different and they primarily depend on the geographical position of a specific 

region.  In the regions  of moderate-continental climate with 4 seasons, with the tendency of the global temperature 

increase,  the heating demands decrease, but, on the other hand, the cooling and air-conditioning demands increase. Thus, 

the summer period becomes critical   for energy consumption.  In the winter period there has always been a tendency to 

reduce heat losses whereby dominant action has  been the good thermal insulation, protection from outdoor air infiltration, 

use of windows with high resistance to heat transport,  use of solar radiation energy. Since the cooling demands will 

increase due to the farther increase of summer temperatures, cooling technologies will become the crucial issue that will 

attract more attention and require farther  research and innovations. 

REDUCTION  OF WINTER ENERGY NEEDS -NEW SOLUTIONS AND PRACTICE LEARNED  FROM NATURE 

Ariaepel In a cold environment, a human body reacts by  lowering blood circulation toward the skin surface  by the 

blood vessels tightening, thus conserving body’s heat and controlling its heat losses. That is an instinctive reaction, default 

attribute, without any conscious possibility to influence it. But a man can improve the condition by dressings, adding thus 

over his body, above his skin, and acquiring thus better insulation. This human way of additional protection can be applied 

on buildings. Why can’t they be covered with movable covers, in winter to protect them from the wind and low outside 

temperature, and in summer from the sun, in order to reduce heat gains from the solar radiation, and so reduce the 

necessary energy for its air conditioning. Maybe a kind of automatically lowered shades? Or covering a building with a 
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second façade? Movable or static. 

There are buildings today with such doubled protection, mostly static, like a “pullover” or a “winter coat” on a man. 

Those are the double-facade buildings – additional cover is added to the basic façade, usually made of glass. A double 

façade in the summer  could be  protection from the sun. A “winter coat” or a “pullover” is changed by a light material 

blouse of the bigger size, roomy over the body, so that the air may circulate next to the body and cool it, enabling the body 

to transfer a heat out of a body. In the double façade, various forms of shades, curtains, or similar devices, are put in the 

inter-space for the sun-protection, though a passage must be provided for the outside air circulation, so that the inter-space 

temperatures may be as close as possible, if not identical, with the outside temperature.   From the constructional point of 

view, a double-façade outer envelope may be continuously extended by covering the total height of a building, or 

discontinued with breaks at each floor level. Disregarding the height, the inter-space is opened both at the bottom and at 

the top, thus providing the outdoor air circulation in the summer, when the temperature of inter-space should be as low as 

possible, in principle equal to the outside temperature. Or  the openings may be closed, which is the case during the winter, 

in order to trap the air in the inter-space, which will act as insulation layer, with the temperature above the outside 

temperature, producing lower heat losses of a building (Fig.1.) 

 

Figure 1.  Different double-facade constructions: continues (left) and discontinued (right). D-the distance of the two 

facades, H- highs of glass portion. 

Heat losses during the heating season and cooling load calculation for summer  air conditioning, in case of buildings 

with two facades, may be estimated based on temperatures of an space between two building envelopes, and transmitted 

solar radiation. The temperature depends of façade geometry, its orientation to the sun, the sort of construction, and  the 

air circulation in the inter-space between the facades. By rule, the exterior building envelope is made of glass, and the inside 

one of a wall and a window, with various sizes of widows i.e. glass.  

Figure 2. shows the course of temperatures in the inter-space on an average sunny  day in January, for the South-

turned double façade, in Belgrade (45NL). 

It is evident that during the heating period, cavity temperature of a building with a double-façade is above the outside 

one, and will have lower heat losses and decreased needs for heating. In the summer, during the cooling period, the 

temperature between the two facades could be equal or very close  to the outside temperature, and additionally can have 

smaller heat gains from solar radiation, depending on glass properties regarding solar transmittance. As a consequence, heat 

gains  could  not be much above the gains of a single façade buildings. 
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Figure 2. Тhe cavity temperature in January, west oriented façade, average sunny day 

 

During the summer, man  uses  additional protection of his body. He may protect himself by hats, or make a shade 

using a parasol. Similar protection is used in buildings by various curtains, shades, and venetian blinds on windows, while 

today copies of caps and parasols are constructed, as static immovable elements over roofs. They  can be  movable, 

following the sun position. All those protections may be also used on facades and be combined with solar collectors or PV 

panels. 

Examples of building protection from the solar radiation are numerous. An illustrative example is a building designed 

by the English architect Grindshaw in Seville, built for the EXPO 1992. Movable protection on the roof is put according to 

the momentary sun location, controlled by “building’s intelligence” (Fig. 3).                                             

HEADING REDUCING OF COOLING LOADS BUILDING’S EVAPORATIVE COOLING  

During the summer, heat  enters into buildings from the outside through hot air and solar radiation, but there are also 

heat gains inside (lighting, domestic hot water systems, people, electric appliances and devices). Such heat must be 

eliminated so that the inside temperature would not be above the planned one, for example 22°C. In conditions when the 

outside temperature is above the human body temperature, the only way for a man to eliminate his inner heat is by 

perspiration, through evaporation. A building cannot sweat, so that it has to be cooled mechanically by air conditioning 

system. 

 

Figure 3. Solar “hats” on the roof of the British pavilion at EXPO 1992, also water above on glass facade 

  

 

But can  the human body sweat evaporation effect on buildings? There are buildings using the effect of water 

evaporation for their cooling, as in the case of a man’s sweating.  It is an old practice to put water sprinklers on the roofs of 

large surfaces, and use them at high outside temperatures, when the sun radiates intensively. The roof is so moistened, and 

because of the heat absorbed by the outer roof surface and the air layer next to it, water evaporation occurs, and the roof 
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temperature is lowered.  

The idea to let the water flow down a building façade, an imitation of human sweating, is an option in a modern 

architecture, in case of glass facades as frequently used elements in contemporary buildings, often also producing  a visual 

effects, but also as a way to get some kind protection  of outside climate.  Flowers, grass, but also water as an especially 

important element in some cultures become  repeatedly used elements in the modern architectural expression -most often 

inside the large halls, restaurants, atriums. There are several buildings around the world with water flowing down the glass 

vertical or the inclined facade. One of such examples is again the building of the British pavilion in Seville (Figure 3.). Such 

façade has smaller coefficient of the solar radiation transmission,  and with the water layer, due to its evaporation, the 

temperature next to the façade is significantly lower than the outside one, reducing so the heat gain from the solar radiation, 

as well as from temperature difference between the outside and the inside. 

 

 

Figure 4. The model of a façade wall above which is   sprayed   thin layer of water using super-hydrophilicity of Ti02  (Ref. 

7.) 

Bus Water cooling system with application of super-hydrophilicity of TiO2 coating is developed in Japan and 

described in the paper written by Jiang He and Akira Hoyano (Energy&Buildings 40/2008). Water is sprinkled ( Figure 4.)  

at the top of a wall, roof or windows flowing down a surface and  collected in the bottom  into the water  reservoir. This 

water is pumped up also with  collected  rainwater   and  reused for sprinkling  again.  Such technology  produces a very 

thin water layer, producing it’s uniform distribution, and  water saving what is important in coming future concerning needs 

of water. 

PHASE CHANGE  MATERIALS FOR THERMAL STORAGE 

Bus Reduction of cooling loads is not  only by thermal insulation,  by using  wetted building  envelopes, but also by 

implementation of  phase change materials (PCM)  for thermal storage. For such purposes  PCM   began to be used since 

more then 3 decades from the year 1980 . These  materials could be organic ( fatty  acids , paraffin, non paraffin ), inorganic 

(salt  hydrate, metallic), or eutectic materials which are minimum melting  compositions of two or more organic or 

inorganic  materials in all  combinations ( organic-organic, organic-inorganic, inorganic-inorganic). Materials to be used as 

PCM  must have  large latent heat per 1Kg, high thermal conductivity and range of  the melting-freezing  temperature      

15-30 0C or even higher, which correspond to the outside summer  daily temperature range. Beside these conditions,  PCM 

shall have small volume’s change during phase change process, high nucleation rate to avoid supper cooling of the liquid 
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phase, high rate of crystal growth, and complete  reversible freeze-melting cycle. 

The application of PCM options for cooling effects is integration in buildings envelopes  to  increase thermal mass  or  

to be  installed in   HVAC systems with natural-free  ventilation, systems with encapsulated PCM what is a group of passive 

systems  since no additional energy is needed. If mechanical ventilation is involved, then a system  is no more passive, but 

active.   

The classical refrigeration can be eliminated or replaced in some periods of day  time  by the systems with phase 

change materials which can be integrated into building elements as in walls and  ceilings, increasing building’s  thermal 

mass. But   PCM can also be a part of  AC equipment presenting   active systems  as needing  additional energy use.  

For free  cooling it is important that temperature between day and night is  about 15 0C and  existence of  a good air 

circulation. Free cooling system is storing “outdoor cold” during night period of lowest temperature. Use of air 

conditioning or ventilation systems in the buildings or rooms  in which are cooling load  varying during a day, electrical 

needs significantly  varies having its peak load during a day. In such a case  load can be  shifted to a night time when there is 

more electricity but  also with lower tariff.  

  Air conditioning systems usually combine  cooled ceiling , microencapsulated PCM slurry storage and evaporative 

cooling technologies . Such  systems can effectively achieve the target- shifting the part of cooling load from the daytime to 

night time as way of reaching  economical more  air-conditioning system. 

PCM IN  PASSIVE  AND ACTIVE  COLING SYSTEMS 

 The paper (2) is studying composite materials containing phase change materials as  mixing PCM macro 

encapsulation or  microcapsules  with shape stabilized traditional   construction materials  as gypsum or concrete. 

 

Figure 5. Holes in ceiling or roof  filled by PCM (Ref 1.) 

 

When micro encapsulation is used to integrate a PCM  in building structure the capsule shell prevent any physical or 

chemical interaction  between the PCM and the  structure. Simplest passive cooling system with encapsulated PCM is 

presented on the figure 1. The holes in the concrete ceiling or roof  are filled with PCM.  With a maximum  PCM mass 

fraction of about 25-30% or in material as high density as  polyethylene,  a mass fraction of PCM  can be up to  70%  or  

more.    

H.M.Chou, C.R.Chen and V.L.Nguyen (3) were  investigating solar influence through metal sheet  roofs  as  a  passive  

type of  energy storing system. High level of absorption could be reduced  with light roof colors till 30% but with 

implementation of metal-sheet roof using PCM , much more. It was found that  when PCM  which has melting temperature 

46,3C and latent heat capacity of 90kJ/kg was used to cover 48% of the  roofing surface with ambient temperature 25 0C, 

the energy saving rate was to 52,7%  in relation of 43% with normal insulated roof. Phase change material  is inserted in 

between insulation layers and metal sheet  roofing and is improving also thermal insulation effect.  This system is designed 

for hot  areas with and also there where are  high sunny regions (Fig.6.). 
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Figure. 6. The system with  the cirugated roofing: side and top views (Ref 3.). 

 

Average  diameter of micro capsules is 5  microns, shell width d=0,1 - 0,2 microns, PCM is  mixture of heptadecane,  

octadecane  and nonadecane;   material of the shell is of Poly -methil- metacrilate with melting temperature which varies  

according to composition  of the mixture:  21-26 0C. 

STUDIED SYSTEMS WITH MICROENCAPSULATED PCM   

 In  Hong Kong at City University , for  very long time   is  going  research program  for implementation of PCM . 

There was  proposed   air conditioning system  with cold ceiling and  with  microencapsulated PCM ( figure 7.)  slurry 

storage tank . It was selected hexadecane C16H34  with melting temperature 18 0C and latent heat of  224kJ/kg. (Fig.8.).  The 

experiment and simulation showed that in Hong Kong climate,   such a system   can decrease daily  electricity  demand  for 

1/3. 

 

Figure. 7. Cooled ceiling with PCM slurry 

 

Another system for cutting  paek  electrical energy needs for cooling is  described  and investuigated by Japans  T. 
Condo and T. Ibamoto (4). Rock wool  PCM ceiling  board  was enhansed  by adding mislocpsulate PCM having melting 
temperarure at about 25 0C  .Their system is working in three different modes:  during the night cold  air  from air handing 
unit cirkuletes into the ceiling and chills PCM ceiling board  and cold  is srored  for next day peak time when air from the 
room flows through space above ceiling  cham ber to the AHU. Air is precooled and  and maxinum thermal load was about 
85% of that using the rock wool  ceiing board only. 
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Figure.8. Cutting  peak energy for cooling 

 
It is interesting investigation done at Hong Kong polytechnic, which could be named as one of scientific centre 

having  good postgraduate program for  MPCM slurry  use for air conditioning. The last investigation was to use  
nocturnal sky radiation  for next day   cooling  of the ceiling panel ( Figure 9.) 

 
 

 
 

Figure. 9. Stoaging nocturnal sky radiation for next day cutting peak cooling load (Ref. 5.). 
 

PCM REDUCING COOLING LOAD THROUGH WINDOWS 
 

Regarding building’s cooling load the weakest” part of  the envelopes  are windows and glassed   parts of fasades. 
The authors from Brunel University in UK (B.L. Gowreesunker,  S.B. Stankovic, S.A.Tassou and P.A.Kyriacou, ref.6.) 
have investigated thermal and optical performances  of PCM  in glassed units  and compared with standard double 
glazed window. 

 
They have found that during rapid phase change of PCM  or changes in temperature  the  transimitance spectra from 

PCM is unstable. When there are  stable  conditions,  visible transmission was 90%  during the period of liquid  phase  
but  40% in a solid phase. The scattering effects are dominant in the solid phase, in the liquid phase  radiation  
absorption dominates. During mushy phase the optical properties that are not scattering in luiquid phase depends of 
the liquid fraction. The use of PCM  within  double glazed window   improves  the thermal mass during phase change 
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regarding  standard double double glazing. PCM visual aspects changes as the material changes phase and it is 
translutant  in the solid phase and transparent in the liquid phase  (Fig. 10.). 

 
 

Figure.10. Visual characteristics of dfifferent  PHC phases (Ref.6.) 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Cooling load of building  should be more reduced in the future and also  shifted out of the time when there is the 
peak of cooling needs to the  time of a day when there is  economically more efficient . Concerning this task,  use of 
phase change materials are offering very promising possibility, but there is a need of additional efforts for   
investigation of PCM having appropriate thermal characteristics. That means to produce PCM concerning daily 
temperature   range in various locations, stabile volume, constant thermal parameters. As the windows are the greatest 
energy losers in winter but also in summer regarding high heat gains from outside temperature and specially from solar 
radiation, there is a need  to find such PCM materials combination to get PCM which will have also favourable optical 
characteristics. 
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ABSTRACT 
HVAC equipment typically represents the single largest user of electricity in most commercial and institutional buildings. In many cases it 
represents the single largest user of any form of energy in the building. 
Traditional systems, where cooling and heating are produced separately by different units (typically chiller and boiler) in many cases do not 
represent the best solution for space cooling and space  heating, especially when simultaneous request of cooling and heating occurs. 
Heat pumps are a proven way to provide low carbon or even carbon-free heating and cooling without burning fossil fuels. The by-product of 
producing heat is coolth and the by-product of producing cooling is heat: the polyvalent heat pump technology allows to harvest the best from both 
situations, minimizing the energy consumption for space cooling and space heating in the modern buildings during the yearly air conditioning. 
The application of polyvalent heat pumps instead of traditional systems allows significant savings in terms of energy consumption, green-house gases 
emission and primary energy consumption, both in 4-pipes and in 2-pipes systems. These benefits are maximised where high levels of IAQ and 
IEQ are needed, with a particular focus on buildings where air conditioning is required all year round. 
Case histories prove that the polyvalent heat pump technology can match the space cooling and space heating requirements of 4-pipes systems in 
relatively mild climates (Milan – Italy) without the need for any equipment burning fossil fuels.  
Pay back analysis and data monitoring show reduction of running costs, CO2 emissions and primary energy usage ranging from 27 and 28%, 
while a 15 years forecast predicts 22% reduction in life cycle cost, compared to a traditional system with separate chiller and condensing boiler.  
Simulations show significant savings even in case of a hybrid system in a colder climate (Stuttgart – Germany) including a polyvalent heat pump 
and a traditional boiler. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Efficient use of energy is becoming a strategic measure for the conservation of fossil fuels and for the reduction of 
greenhouse gases emissions, and a very important asset to achieve significant savings in the running costs of modern tertiary 
and institutional buildings. Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) are becoming more and 
more important parameters to be granted to the occupants of such buildings and have an important role in their 
classification and assessment. A high level of comfort is required in every season of the year. 

Modern buildings development is focused on large windows façades, light walls and low thermal inertia. High 
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flexibility is required in the destination of the rooms, especially in case of renting spaces, which leads to an increasing grade 
of indetermination of the cooling and heating loads. The HVAC system is usually the largest user of electricity in most 
commercial and institutional buildings. Sometimes it is the largest user of any form of energy in the building. Moreover, the 
requirements of primary energy to cool and to heat buildings represent an important part of the overall energy consumption 
in Western Countries, summing up to about 40% of the U.S. and European global energy consumption, and reaching even 
higher percentages in countries such as Italy (up to 50%), due to the increasing use of air conditioning units for cooling 
residential and office buildings during summer. 

In this context, improving the energy efficiency of the HVAC system means improving the energy efficiency of the 
whole building and thus its value for the Investors.  

The traditional HVAC systems use independent units for space cooling (chillers, district cooling) and for space heating 
(boilers, heat generators, district heating).  

Chillers remove the heat from the rooms and reject it to the atmosphere and generally use compressors driven by 
electric motors (other systems are available, but are not the scope of this paper); heat generators use fossil fuels – usually oil 
or natural gas – to produce hot water. 

In the modern commercial or institutional buildings it often happens that cooling and heating loads happen at the 
same time, or in a limited time frame. Heating and cooling loads are also often comparable. In this situation the heat 
removed from the space that needs to be cooled – instead of being simply rejected -  could be used to heat the space that 
needs to be heated, or to produce hot water for domestic applications. This could be seen also from the opposite side: the 
heat required for the space that needs to be heated could be recovered from the space that needs to be cooled and not 
generated by fossil fuels. This is not possible with a traditional system using 2 independent units, which do not interact with 
each other.  

There is then a potential free energy (in cooling or heating) which is wasted and which could represent a concrete 
saving. The use of a polyvalent heat pump allows this energy potential to be recovered and concretely used and allows then 
a concrete improvement of the environmental performance of the building, by means of: reduction of plant LCC (Life 
Cycle Costs); reduction of running costs; reduction of primary energy usage; reduction of CO2 emissions. 

 
 
 

POLYVALENT HEAT PUMPS TECHNOLOGY 

A polyvalent heat pump is a packaged heat pump equipped with a flexible and versatile heat recovery system, which 
can either produce cooling only, or heating only, or cooling and heating at the same time. Each unit is equipped with three 
heat exchangers: the so called “main heat exchanger” where chilled water or hot water can be produced; the heat recovery 
or “secondary heat exchanger” where hot water only can be produced; the condenser/evaporator where heat rejection or 
heat absorption take place. This last heat exchanger can be a finned coil in case of air-cooled units, or a refrigerant to water 
heat exchanger in case of a water-cooled unit. In each operating mode, only 2 heat exchangers are activated. 

When only chilled water is required, the unit will operate like a normal chiller: the heat will be removed from the main 
heat exchanger and rejected at the condenser (A1 mode in fig.1). 

When chilled water and hot water are required at the same time, the unit will switch to heat  recovery mode: the heat 
removed at the main heat exchanger producing chilled water will be rejected to the heat recovery producing hot water (A2 
mode in fig.1). 

If the chilled water requirements are satisfied, but there is still request of hot water, the unit will switch to heat pump 
mode, using the third heat exchanger as evaporator and rejecting the heat to the main heat exchanger or to the heat 
recovery producing hot water (A3 mode in fig.1). 

The unit can change its operating mode at any moment, according to system requirements.  
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If the unit is equipped with 2 independent refrigerant circuits, each circuit can operate in A1, A2 or A3 mode 
independently from each other. The control logic of the unit will optimise the operation of each circuit in order to minimise 
the energy consumption. 

 

 

Figure 1: Working principle of the single refrigerant circuit in a hybrid heat pump. (E=main heat exchanger; 
C=compressor; V=expansion valve; R=secondary heat exchanger; S=condenser/evaporator) 

 
 
A more detailed description of the refrigerant circuit of a polyvalent heat pump includes the description of 

components and technologies which represent the intimate know-how and expertise of a specific manufacturer and is not 
the scope of this paper. It is important to underline the extreme flexibility of the unit and its capability to adjust the output 
in terms of cooling and heating capacity to the real system requirements. 

The efficiency of traditional systems including chillers or normal heat pumps can be only analysed in terms of EER or 
COP, as simultaneous heating and cooling is not available. Typical values for EER are included in the range 2,8÷3,2 for air-
cooled units and 4,5÷6,0 for water-cooled units (Eurovent conditions). Typical values for COP are included in the range 
2,9÷3,5 for air-cooled units and 4,0÷5,0 for the water-cooled units (Eurovent conditions). 

Hybrid heat pumps can take advantage from the simultaneous production of chilled water and hot water with a single 
power input, according to the principle “double useful effect, single expense”. In this way, typical values for TER (Total 
Efficiency Ratio) index are included in the range 7,0÷9,0. 

In Fig. 2 the typical trend of TER index for an air-cooled unit in the mid-season is shown. When the cooling and 
heating loads are comparable, the heat recovery effect is maximised and the TER values reach the highest peaks.  

Typical applications for  polyvalent heat pumps technology are all situations where simultaneous or independent 
production of chilled water and hot water is required, and where heating and cooling loads of the system are comparable. 
This is the case of 2-pipes systems, with seasonal space heating or space cooling and all-year-round production of hot water 
for domestic applications; and of 4-pipes systems with independent or simultaneous space cooling or space heating. 

In a 2-pipes system the air conditioning circuit is normally connected to the main heat exchanger of the polyvalent 
heat pump and will be fed with chilled water in the cooling season and with hot water in the heating season, according to 
the summer/winter changeover. The secondary heat exchanger will be connected to the hot water circuit for domestic 
applications. 
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Figure 2 : TER values for an air-cooled polyvalent heat pump, producing chilled water at 7°C and hot water at 45°C, with 
15°C ambient temperature, in different conditions of cooling and heating loads . Nominal cooling capacity of the unit: 550 
kW 
 

 
In a 4-pipes system the main heat exchanger only provides chilled water to the circuit dedicated to space cooling, 

while the secondary heat exchanger provides hot water to the circuit dedicated to space heating. 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show principle arrangements for a 2-pipes and a 4-pipes system. 
Both in Fig.3 and Fig.4 a make-up boiler is indicated, as in some cases it could be necessary as integration to top up 

the heating capacity or the hot water temperature if required. 
The plant system design described in the previous pictures can be found in almost the totality of commercial and 

institutional buildings: hotels, hospitals, shopping malls, office buildings, libraries, industrial halls, events and exhibition 
buildings and so on. 

For this reason the polyvalent heat pump technology can be successfully implemented in almost the totality of HVAC 
applications for commercial and industrial comfort, but also for process cooling. 

The concrete and effective advantages of this technology will be shown in the next section of this paper. 
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Figure 3: principle arrangement of a 2-pipes system connected to a polyvalent heat pump. The main heat exchanger is 
providing chilled water or hot water to the A/C circuit and the secondary heat exchanger is providing hot water to the 
domestic circuit. 

 
 

Figure 4: principle arrangement of a 4-pipes system connected to a polyvalent heat pump. The main heat exchanger is 
providing chilled water to the space cooling circuit and the secondary heat exchanger is providing hot water to the space 
heating circuit. 
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APPLICATION OF THE POLYVALENT HEAT PUMPS IN A REAL PLANT SYSTEM 

In downtown Milan, at the end of 2011, a 40-year-old office building has been refurbished and extended 
implementing two more floors, thus resulting in a total of six floors. The building comprises typical areas such as offices 
(open spaces, but not only), meeting rooms and conference rooms, a reception area, press rooms, server rooms and an 
internal garden among others. The design of the building has followed the parameters required by the rating “LEED-Italy 
Building Design and Construction” with the aim of achieving a gold level certification. One opportunity to meet the target 
set by the LEED rating chosen was given by the replacement of the existing 2-pipes heating and cooling plant, composed 
by a liquid chiller and a boiler, with a 4-pipes system, using a polyvalent heat pump to produce chilled water and hot water 
independently or simultaneously.  

Being the building L-shaped, with very different exposures, the various areas have very different heating and cooling 
loads, with areas which may require cooling and others which may require heating at the same time, especially in the mid-
seasons. This is also a consequence of the new architectural lay-out of the building after refurbishment, based on large 
windowed areas and low thermal inertia of the interiors (Fig.5 and Fig.6). 

 

 

Figure 5 and 6: a rendering (left) and a picture (right) of the building after the refurbishment  

 

The choice of using a polyvalent heat pump was backed by the consideration that, due to the large glazing and the 
presence of heating loads in some areas of the building all year round, an amount of cooling was always required, and for 
many hours during the year the cooling and heating loads were simultaneous and comparable.  The minimum winter 
temperature recorded in Milan (-5°C) allows the efficient use of a heat pump all year round and helps to pursue the 
additional target of fossil fuels-free building. Fig. 7 shows the energy modeling of the building, together with a 5-degree 
polynomial trend line for the cooling and heating capacity, in order to underline all periods when simultaneous and opposite 
loads are present. 

When only cooling is needed, the unit runs like a normal chiller, rejecting the heat into the atmosphere. When 
simultaneous cooling and heating are required the unit starts to use the heat recovery to produce free heating. When the 
heat recovered is not enough to cover the heating requirements of the building as the cooling capacity required is very low – 
and so is the heat available at the heat recovery – the unit runs with one refrigerant circuit operating in cooling and heating 
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and the second circuit operating in heating only mode. The switch between the different operating modes is completely 
automatic and managed by the load requirements of the plant system. 

The primary circuit is composed by a 550 kW (156 TR), constant water flow, air to water polyvalent heat pump, 
equipped with 2 independent refrigerant circuits, screw compressors and R134a refrigerant. The unit is capable to produce 
chilled water at 7°C and hot water at 45°C in a simultaneous or independent way.  The variable water flow secondary circuit 
is made up by 2 AHUs, 25.000 mc/h (14.700 cfm) each, equipped with cross-flow airside heat recovery and EC brushless 
fans motors; and 263 ductable fan coil units, equipped with additional heating coil, pressure independent 2-way valves and 
EC brushless fans motors. The refurbishment was completed and 2011 and the energy consumption of the building has 
been constantly monitored using energy meters on the water distribution lines in order to check the energy saving granted 
by the polyvalent unit. 

 

Figure 7: Building load profile across the whole year. Cooling and heating trend lines are also shown to underline 
simultaneous and opposite loads  

 
The solution using a polyvalent heat pump all year round was compared with a traditional system using a chiller to 

produce the chilled water for space cooling and a condensing boiler to produce the hot water for space heating. The results 
of the life cycle cost (LCC) comparison on a 15 years timeframe are summarized in the Table 1 below.  

 
Table 1.   Energy Consumption and Life Cycle Cost Comparison 

 Traditional system Polyvalent heat 
pump 

Installation cost (€) 97.650,00 125.160,00 
Electricity consumption (kWh) 326.057,71 498.399,86 

Natural gas consumption (Nmc) 79945,96 - 
Yearly energy cost (€) 104.102,74 77.251,98 
Payback time (years) - 1,03 

Yearly maintenance cost (€) 2.250,00 1.500,00 
LCC in 15 years timeframe (€) 1.330.028,07 1.037.710,18 

 
 
The present analysis was performed considering the following parameters: 
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1. Electricity rate: 0,15 to 0,165 €/kWh according to hourly rates 
2. Natural gas rate: 0,67 €/Nmc 
3. Interest rate: 6,00% 
4. Inflation rate: 2,50% 

 
It is important to underline how a single polyvalent unit can satisfy the cooling and heating requirements of the 

building all year round. The heat recovered at the secondary heat exchanger any time A2 operating mode is possible 
represents a real and significant saving as it is produced as free heating. This is of course not possible in a traditional system, 
where the two independent systems for the production of chilled water and hot water do not interact with each other. 

Furthermore, the power input used by the polyvalent heat pump is pure electricity: no fossil fuels are used. 
But the advantages of using polyvalent heat pumps are not limited to reduction of gas and electricity bills. The heating 

energy available as free heating, which represents by far the majority of the heating energy used by the building, dramatically 
reduces the amount of fossil fuels necessary to satisfy the heating loads of the building, thus resulting in a significant 
reduction of CO2 emissions, with a concrete reduction of the carbon footprint. 

Furthermore, the possibility to use every kWh of energy input twice any time heat recovery is available (double useful 
effect, single power input), allows a strong reduction of primary energy usage as well, thus making the polyvalent heat pump 
system extremely environmental friendly. 

Figure 8 shows respectively the reduction of CO2 emissions and primary energy consumption of the polyvalent heat 
pump system compared to the traditional system. 

 
 

 

Figure 8: greenhouse gases emissions (left) and primary energy consumption (right) of the polyvalent heat pump system 
compared to a traditional system. 
 

The system has been commissioned at the end of 2011 and the energy performance of the building has been 
monitored ever since. Real data collection shows good correspondence between displayed performance and energy 
modeling simulations, confirming then the validity of choosing a polyvalent heat pump system instead of a traditional 
system. 
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APPLICATION OF THE POLYVALENT HEAT PUMPS IN COLDER CLIMATES 

The good results seen so far for the application of a polyvalent heat pump refer to a relatively mild climate – Milan 
area, North Italy – where an efficient use of a heat pump for space heating is viable all year round, as the minimum ambient 
temperature does not sink below -5°C. In these conditions it is possible to use a polyvalent heat pump to match all building 
requirements of space cooling and space heating and to harvest the best results from an intensive use of the heat recovery. 

In order to evaluate the convenience of using the polyvalent heat pumps technology even in colder climates, where 
the use of a heat pump is not convenient in the coldest days, a simulation in Stuttgart – Germany was performed: a building 
similar to the one in Milan, with the same envelope, orientation, glazing and destination was modeled and analysed. As 
ambient temperature in Stuttgart ranges from -14°C to 31°C, an efficient application of a heat pump all year round, even in 
the coldest days, is not viable. For this reason a traditional system with chiller and boiler was compared to a system 
composed by a polyvalent heat pump and a boiler as alternative heating source for space heating during the coldest days. 
The lowest efficiency required for the heat pump to be  still convenient was calculated with the following formula:  

 

 

(1) 
 

Where: 

: efficiency of the condensation boiler, in this case 1,05 

:  lower calorific power of the natural gas, in this case 35.880 kJ/Nmc 

:   cost of gas in this case 0,67 €/Nmc 

:   cost of electricity, in this case 0,15 €/kWh 

 
Which gives a value of COP of 2,34 which can be achieved at an ambient temperature between -5°C and -6°C. For 

this reason, a changeover temperature of -5°C was chosen. Below -5°C, where a very low cooling capacity is required, a very 
small amount of heat is available as free heating from the heat recovery: the rest will be given by the boiler, as the operation 
of the unit as heat pump is disabled. 

The simulation performed in the case of Stuttgart with the same approach used for the building in Milan shows the 
following results listed in Table 2: 

 
Table 2.   Energy Consumption and Life Cycle Cost Comparison 

 Traditional system Polyvalent heat 
pump 

Installation cost (€) 97.650,00 150.160,00 
Electricity consumption (kWh) 360.109,57 527.579,39 

Natural gas consumption (Nmc) 91.256,40 14.449,88 
Yearly energy cost (€) 116.958,77 91.456,23 
Payback time (years) - 2,17 

Yearly maintenance cost (€) 2.250,00 2.250,00 
LCC in 15 years timeframe (€) 1.478.999,26 1.235.994,73 

 
Table 2 shows that even in climates where a heat pump cannot be conveniently used all year round and a boiler is 

required during the coldest days, the use of a polyvalent heat pump in combination with a boiler still represents a good 
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solution in terms of energy saving in comparison to a traditional system with chiller and boiler. The reason for this is that 
the number of mid-season hours when simultaneous and opposite loads are present still represents a significant part of the 
time when cooling and heating are  required. This means that free heating is available for many hours, making then the use 
of a polyvalent heat pumps a good choice. 

Figure 9 shows the building load profile in Stuttgart and the trend lines for cooling and heating demand. 
 

 

Figure 9: Building load profile in Stuttgart across the whole year. Cooling and heating trend lines are also shown to 
underline simultaneous and opposite loads  
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper shows that the application of polyvalent heat pumps technology has proved to be energy efficient 
and economically convenient, and to improve the environmental impact of buildings in the refurbishment or new real estate 
development. It can then be a concrete help to achieve important certifications for the building intended as a whole. All the 
data and the figures reported in this paper are project based and refer to a specific building in a specific climate. 
Nevertheless, the approach and the trends underlined in this analysis can be considered valid in almost the totality of 
commercial and institutional buildings or in any application where simultaneous and opposite thermal loads are present. 

The polyvalent heat pumps technology represents also a very good answer to the more and more demanding 
directives and regulations in terms of energy efficiency for the modern buildings, and it can represent a concrete and 
significant help when the achievement of a  Green Building Certification is required 

Polyvalent heat pumps technology has a huge growth potential in the future, as it can satisfy the requirements of 
modern buildings in terms of efficiency, flexibility, energy saving and reduction of life cycle costs. 

Real case analysis and simulations give evidence that this technology can be successfully implemented even in cold 
climates, and energy-based calculations show significant saving even in case of hybrid systems when an integration boiler is 
required. 
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Chiller System Performance 
Analysis by Data Development
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ABSTRACT 
The operation of HVAC systems could take up over half of the electricity consumption of air-conditioned buildings in subtropical regions. 

This paper explains how to examine the effectiveness of their energy management by using data envelopment analysis. In this paper using data 
envelopment analysis to facilitate benchmarking their energy performance. System serving a USGBC LEED Certified hotel building in Jaipur, 
India. This study investigates the energy performance of water cooled screw chiller of cooling 950kW and cooling tower systems integrated with 
variable condenser water flow and optimal speed control for tower fans and condenser water pumps looped with primary and secondary variable 
frequency drives water pumps. To analyze the thermodynamic behavior of chiller a spectrum analysis was performed, which highlights the presence 
of fouling factor (scaling) in condenser tubes and moisture content in refrigerant. Due to scaling, the evaporator and condenser temperature 
approach increases which directly affects the chiller load/COP. Moreover the presence of moisture in refrigerant might damage the compressor and 
expansion valve. 
Hence, the changing of refrigerant and descaling of condenser tubes operation was performed. This results in improvement of chiller COP from 
4.61 to 5.37. Additionally it reduces the chilling load/ power consumption of chiller by reducing the evaporating approach temperature up to 
0.34oC and condenser approach 2.36oC. 

Keywords 
Water-cooled chiller; Coefficient of performance; Electricity consumption; Energy saving; Statistics; Operating costs; Data envelopment 

analysis (DEA); Coefficient of performance (COP) 

INTRODUCTION 

There are increasing global concerns regarding energy management and sustainability. The commercial building sector, 
including the hotel industry, uses about 27% of the world’s total delivered energy. In India the commercial hotel buildings 
usage are approximately 10% of the national electricity supplies. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the commercial 
building has considerable potential for demand-side management. 

Chiller is a more electricity power consumption part in a HVAC system so the energy audit of chiller is crucial to 
reduce power consumption. Now a days, many commercial buildings, public buildings, and manufacturing industries also 
incorporate chillers systems in HVAC design, which accounts for large proportion (over a half of total electricity 
consumption) of electrical energy consumption. And therefore evaluation of its energy management opportunities should 
be prioritized. So its thorough analysis is necessary in different conditions and establishing standard energy and 
performance audit system is necessary in all climates conditions. These systems are always integrated to maintain comfort 
conditions. Additionally, rigorous cooling demands required are presenting greater challenges in hot summer climatic 
conditions due to increased outdoor air temperatures. 

Decreasing the energy usage of hotel cooling systems is thus an important demand-side management incentive. A 
preventive energy-efficiency measure to decrease the energy usage of cooling systems has been developed. The practicality 
has been performed on a existing operations. USGBC LEED certified hotel (build up area 337,495 ft2) chiller system by 
means of a theoretical chiller COP analysis on the basis of recorded data and refrigerant oil analysis. Additionally, strategy 
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involves the use of existing modern technologies such as variable speed drives (VSDs) and control valves as well as new 
control methods for water flow based on system constraints. The integration of these methods is achieved by means of a 
specialized energy management solution called Online Energy Management System for Cooling Auxiliaries (OEM). Not 
only should saving results be quantified and cost effectiveness be evaluated, but the effects of such an initiative on actual 
preventive maintenance service delivery must also be examined and monitored to ensure that energy savings do not 
compromise production. 

This paper reports on the implementation, results and the effects of this particular preventive energy-efficiency 
strategy on a hotel cooling system. The case study results are also compared to Online Energy Management system results 
for other sites. The emphasis is on the energy and cost-saving benefits of the strategy as measured against the effects it has 
on the hotel cooling system. 

SCREW/SCROLL WATER COOLED CHILLER 

This particular helical-rotary water chiller makes use of a shell-and-tube evaporator where refrigerant evaporates inside 
the shell and water flows inside tubes. The compressor is a twin-rotor, helical-rotary compressor. It uses a suction-gas-
cooled motor to operate the compressor. Another shell-and-tube heat exchanger is used for the condenser, where 
refrigerant is condensed inside the shell and water flows inside tubes. Refrigerant is metered through the system using an 
electronic expansion valve. A liquid/vapor separator can be used to enhance the effectiveness of the refrigeration cycle. An 
oil supply system provides near oil-free refrigerant to the shells to maximize heat transfer performance while providing 
lubrication and rotor sealing to the helicalrotary compressor. A control panel is also provided on the chiller and a starter 
connects the chiller motor to the electrical distribution system. 

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF CHILLER 

Chiller performance is certified by the Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI), a manufacturer 
trade organization, according to its Standard 550/590: Performance Rating of Water-Chilling Packages Using the Vapor 
Compression Cycle. Two efficiency metrics are commonly used for water-cooled chillers: full-load efficiency and part-load 
efficiency. 

Full-load efficiency: The efficiency of the chiller at peak load and at AHRI standard conditions is measured in 
kilowatts per ton (kW/ton). A lower kW/ton rating indicates higher efficiency. Part-load efficiency: The efficiency of the 
chiller at part load is measured by either integrated part-load value (IPLV) or nonstandard part-load value (NPLV), 
depending on the particular AHRI part-load test conditions. Both give the efficiency of the chiller using a weighted average 
formula referencing four operating load points (100 percent, 75 percent, 50 percent, and 25 percent) and are expressed in 
kW/ton. 

Different performance parameters are available. Manufacturer provides performance matrix EER (Energy Efficiency 
Ratio) by ratio of net refrigeration capacity in kW by power input to compressor. The higher the EER, the more efficient 
the unit. Main performance parameter is ikW/TR and it is define by ratio of power input to compressor divided by tons of 
cooling produced. Lower ikW/TR indicates higher efficiency. COP (Co-efficient of Performance) is define by ratio of EER 
by 20.20. 
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Table 1 Chiller Specification 

Tags Hotel 
1. Capacity (tons) 269.22 
2. Design kW 159.89 
3. Efficiency (kW/ton) 0.594 
4. NPLV (kW/ton) 0.431 
5. Evap. Entering Temperature (oF) 54 
6. Evap. Leaving Temperature (oF) 44 
7. Evap. Flow Rate (gpm) 643.44 

Water (Each) - 
8. Evap. Fluid Freeze Point (oF) 32 
9. Evap. Pressure Drop (ft H2O) 11.16 
10. Evap. Fouling Factor (hr-sq ft-deg oF/BTU) 0.0005 
11. Cond. Enetering Temperature (oF) 90 
12. Cond. Leaving Temperature (oF) 97.50 
13. Cond. Flow Rate (gpm) 1006.88 
14. Cond. Fluid Concentration (%) 0 
15. Cond. Pressure Drop (ft H2O) 12.57 
16. Cond. Fouling Factor (hr-sq ft-deg oF/BTU) 0.001 
17. RLA (A) 262.79 
18. MCA (A) 328.49 
19. LRA (A) 1536 

Study presents performance of a water chiller in tropical climate. Pre-audit performance condition was compared with 
post audit performance condition. At 100%, 75%, 50% and 40% load of pre-audit compared with 100%, 75%, 50% and 
40% post audit load. Following table 1 and 2 shows comparison of pre-audit performance and post audit performance of 
950 kW chiller. 

Table 2 Pre–audit performance of 950 kW Water Chiller
Pre – Audit 100% 75% 50% 40% 
kW/TON 0.76 0.74 0.82 0.85 

EER 15.72 16.16 14.69 14.15 
COP 4.61 4.73 4.30 4.15 

Table 3 Post – aduit performance of 950kW Water Chiller
Post - Audit 100% 75% 50% 40% 
kW/TON 0.65 0.62 0.68 0.76 

EER 18.34 19.32 17.54 15.76 
COP 5.37 5.66 5.14 4.62 

Scale Removing 

Water scale on any heat transfer surface reduces the effectiveness of heat transfer. This results in reduced equipment 
efficiency while increasing energy consumption, increasing costs and even increasing plant downtime. So energy audit of 
any heat transfer surface is required for energy saving. 

Here, the descaler and chemical cleaning method were kept confidential by team of Manufacture Company and this work 
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was done by four member team of Manufacture Company. Figure 1a shows an evaporator’s tube sheet in 950 kW chiller 
before scale removal. Figure 1b shows an evaporator’s tube sheet in 950 kW chiller after scale removal. After scales were 
removed performance of both chiller were improved as shown in a table 3. 

     Figure 1 a. Before scale romve           Figure 1 b. After scale remove 

Replacemant of Refrigerant 

In 950 kW chiller, team conduct the oil analysis to identify for the chillers operating properties parameters are 
following: 

9 Conduct to verify system integrity 
9 Measure Oil pressure drop to determine if filter needs changing 
9 Measure refrigerant charge 
9 Analysis of refrigerant 
9 Inspect purge system 
9 Identifiy the waer and tear of compressor 

The oil analysis report show in figure 2 highlight the following results are:- 

9 Chemistry - The acidity level complies with value of the specififcationslimit. 
9 Contamination - The moisture level trends towards the upper specififcation limit value. 
9 Wear - All values are in satisfactory ranges of the specifications. 

For this reason oil and refrigerant was replaced. High pressure chillers using CFC-12, HFC-134a, or HCFC-22 operate 
at pressures well above atmospheric pressure, and leaks in these types of chiller release potentially hazardous refrigerants 
into the environment. Environment regulations limit the amount of annual refrigerant leaks. Leaks also results in a lower 
refrigerant charge and other operational problems, such as lower evaporator pressure, which can cause the compressor to 
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work harder to produce a lower cooling capacity. 

Figure 2 Oil spectrum analysis report 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The pressure–enthalpy chart (p–h c hart) plots showen in the figure 3 a. and b. reflects the comparsion between pre 
and post audit performance of chiller. In p–h chart the properties of a refrigerant — refrigerant pressure (vertical axis) 
versus enthalpy (horizontal axis). Enthalpy is a measure of the heat content, both sensible and latent, per pound [kg] of 
refrigerant. 

Figure 3 a. Pre audit performance evaluationof chiller     Figure 3 b. Post audit performance evaluationof chiller 

Figure 4 shows that power consumption of 950 kW chiller was reduced after removing of scaling effects by chemical 
cleaning method. Reduction in power consumption was mainly due to following reasons. After the removal of scale, heat 
transfer between hot fluid and cold refrigerant was increased, resulted in increased TR and replacement of the refrigerant 
same parameters, reduction in pressure loss was noted in evaporator, which resulted in reduction of power consumption. 
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Figure 4 ikW/TR comparison for 950 kW chiller at 40%, 50%, 75% and 100% load 

Figure 5 EER comparison for 950 kW chiller at 40%, 50%, 75% and 100% load 
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Above figure 1a & 1b shows that chiller performance term EER (Energy Efficiency Ratio) was increased due to 
descaling process and replacement of refrigerant. Figure 4 (ikW/TON) depicts that due to descaling process and 
replacement of refrigerant, performance term COP (Co-efficient of Performance) was increased as heat transfer rate was 
increased, flow rate of water and refrigerant in evaporator also increased and decreased pressure loss in evaporator due to 
replacement of compressor, eventually resulted in power consumption of 950 kW chiller at 40%, 50%, 75% and 100% load. 

Figure 6 COP comparison for 950 kW chiller at 40%, 50%, 75% and 100% load 

CONCLUSION

Study presents energy performance assessment of a water chillers (950 kW cooling capacity) with Screw/Scroll type 
compressor technology in tropical climate, in a hotel. 

Based on energy audit data certain improvement measures were taken which resulted in successful saving of chiller 
energy consumption. In screw/scroll chiller, it is found that energy consumption is mainly reduced by removing scales in 
evaporator and condenser tubes and tube sheets. Other measures like replacement of refrigerant may also improve heat 
transfer rate due to the improved temperature difference and water flow rate. 

Periodic energy audit and condut of oil analysis may result in periodic maintenance or replacement of 
refrigerant/compressor oil and timely action may reduce the waer and tear in compressor screw/scroll chillers, which will 
be helpful to company to match green building regulation regarding environment. 

Periodic energy audit of compressor may result in periodic maintenance of compressor, which can prevent hazardous 
refrigerant to pollute the environment. 

Quantification of scaling effect of heat transfer rate can be done by measuring thickness of scale formation and 
measuring temperature distribution along the condenser tubes and tube sheets, which has got good scope for future 
research. 

For hotel project therotical methodology like p–h chart analysis and design envelopment analysis can be carried out to 
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standardize decision making in terms of flow regulation, percentage load requirement, and pumps utilization, etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, an energy transfer model for a building space conditioned with a hvac system is developed. The dynamic processes which act as 

load to a hvac system are mapped into the model. This involved quantification of linkages between temperature conditions and level occupancy 

(number of occupants, occupancy schedule) within building space. Energy transfer processes of conductive, convective, and radiative heat balance for 

each room surface and a convective heat balance for the room air are modeled. Room space is modelled for both sensible and latent heat transfer. 

State space approach is used to model the building construction elements such as walls, etc making up the conditioned room. Parameters of the 

elements are estimated using a non linear optimization problem with constraints. hvac system is modelled with a control valve, heat emitter, 

occupancy driven ventilation controlled through a PID controller. Parameters affecting the energy consumption of a building such as the thermal 

properties of materials of construction, orientation, planning, and design specifications; climatic parameters of temperature, radiation, and air 

movement and occupancy factors such as the functional use of a building space are also modelled which would establish the required comfort 

conditions and resultant thermal loads. MATLAB/Simulink has been used to model the dynamics of heat and mass exchange in a building 

space, taking into consideration the factors of thermal energy balance of each of the construction elements of the conditioned space and also of 

internal room air mass. Thermo physical properties of the building construction materials such as density, thickness, specific heat, thermal 

conductivity and necessary solar data have been obtained from the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, 2013. The model developed is 

simulated for a one month period and is used to develop control strategies to save energy and maintain comfort and productivity for the energy 

systems of buildings. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of methods have been developed to construct load models or energy consumption models that simulate a 

building / plant system for load prediction or cost saving estimates. Such models vary in magnitude from modeling of a 

single slab (or a wall) (Bruckmayer, 1940) to modeling of a complete building through modeling of rooms subjected to 

temperature variations. A three stage process for model formulation was illustrated in (Clarke, 1985). In the first step, the 

building system is converted from continuous state to a discrete state. This involves selection of nodes at the points under 

study, representing the homogeneous or non – homogeneous control volumes like that of internal air mass, boundary 

surfaces, building fabric elements, renewable energy systems, equipments of the room, etc. Equations satisfying mass, 

momentum and energy conservation principles are developed in the second step for each node which is in thermodynamic 

contact with its surrounding nodes. Last step involves solving the equations derived in the second step for successive time 

steps to obtain state variables of the node for future time periods as a function of present time state variables with the 
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boundary conditions prevailing at both times. 

Models developed to simulate the building energy systems can be divided into many types. Basically, models are 

classified as physical, symbolic and mental models. Symbolic models are comparatively less complex and are thus frequently 

used. Models can be mathematical and non-mathematical models. Development of mathematical model of a system 

involves mapping of the physical laws governing the dynamics of the system’s process into mathematical relations using 

variables and constants. Due to ease in evaluation and manipulation mathematical models are the most suitable and the 

most widely used category of models (Clarke, 1985). Mathematical models can be of theoretical and experimental type. As 

name suggest, theoretical models involve breaking down of a larger system under study into a number of smaller and 

simpler subsystems. Mathematical equations constrained through physical laws are then used to relate the different 

subsystems. On the other hand, experimental models are developed through empirical relations i.e., through measurement 

of input and output signals of the system and then, evaluating the system’s response. Such models don’t provide any 

information about the mechanics or behavior of the system. Differential or difference equations along with the use of soft 

computing techniques like fuzzy are made use of in experimental modeling.  

BUILDING ENERGY SYSTEM MODEL 

Building energy systems can be defined as those which are responsible for consumption of energy in buildings (Harish 

& Kumar, 2014). These can be any physical equipment or machinery or can be a process or a combination of them.  

Figure 1 shows a simplified representation of the developed building energy model. 
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Figure 1. Overall structure of Building Energy System (BES) model 

 

A complete description of the mathematical model developed of all the components in the energy model of the 

building is given. Mathematical equations governing the development of the associative models are also described.  

Building model 

Physical processes occurring within a building space that encounter heat and mass transfer processes are modeled 

using mathematical equations. The complete building model is comprised of the following sub systems. 

Space/Zone Model. A mathematical energy model of a building space is been developed in MATLAB/ Simulink 

taking into account following assumptions: 
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1. Construction elements of the building like wall, roof, etc are lumped into a single thermal capacitance. 

2. Temperature of the layers of the walls and roof are the same and are equal to the indoor air temperature. 

3. Heat loss occurs only due to ventilation (including heat loss due to small air gaps). 

4. Air inside the room is well mixed. 

5. Heat transfer in the building materials is isotropic. 

6. Properties of the material are independent of temperature. 

7. No internal heat source or sink exists. 

8. Heat transfer in the direction across the thickness of each wall or any other slab is considered. 

 

· Exterior, adjacent, lobby walls surface 

Temperatures (°C)

· Floor and roof surface temperatures 

(°C)

· Outdoor air dry bulb temperature (°C)

· Internal (Causal) sensible heat gain (W)

· hvac plant sensible heat output (W)

· Ventilation & infiltration air change rate 

(h-1)

· Outdoor air relative humidity (%)

· Internal (Causal) latent heat gain (W) 

Input parameters

Space Zone Model

( Model of both heat and 

mass energy balance 

equations)

Air dry bulb temperature

Air relative Humidity

Output parameters
 

Figure 2.  Building space/zonal moel parameters 

 

Governing equations: 

A simple mathematical model of the conditioned space is developed using heat balance equation derived from the first 

law of thermodynamics. The model developed is a single zone model. As per the first law of thermodynamics: 

heat sysU Q W                ... (1) 

 where, ΔU is the change in internal (already available) energy of the system under study (Joules), Qheat is the amount 

of heat absorbed or dissipated (Joules), and Wsys is the work done by or to the systems (Joules).  

Now, using above equation for a building zone under study 

( )( ) i
th

dT tdU t
C

dt dt
                  ... (2) 

For the present study of modelling of a conditioned space we have, 

( )
( )i

th vent

dT t
C Q t

dt
                   ... (3) 

where  

1
( ) ( ( ) ( ))i o

th

t T t T t
R

                    ... (4) 

Thus, the energy balance equation finally takes the form of: 

( ) 1
( ( ) ( ))i

th vent i o

th

dT t
C Q T t T t

dt R
                  ... (5)  

where, Cth is the total/global thermal capacitance of the conditioned space (J/°C), Rth is the total / global thermal 

resistance (°C/W), Ti(t) is the room air temperature (°C), To(t) is the outside air temperature (°C), Qvent is the ventilated 

heat flow through the conditioned space in the zone under study, ϕ(t) is the flow of heat due to temperature variations 

between outside & indoor environment (W). 
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The values Cth & Rth are material dependent. These depend on the thermo physical characteristics of the building 

construction elements such as walls, roof, etc. 

i.e., 

1

n
i

th si so

i i

x
R r r

k

                    ... (6) 

1
i

n

th i i p

i

C x C


                   ... (7) 

where rsi & rso are internal and external surface resistances of the building construction elements, respectively (°C/W), 

x is the layer thickness (m), k is the thermal conductivity of the layer (W/m-K), rho is the density of the layer (kg/m3), Cp is 

the thermal capacity of the layer (J/kg-K), n is the number of layers in the construction element.  

Envelope Model. A building envelope or building enclosure provides physical separation between the indoor and 

outdoor environments. A building assembly is any part of the building envelope, such as wall assembly, window assembly, 

or roof assembly, that has boundary conditions at the interior and the exterior of the building. A building component is any 

element or material within a building assembly Building model is developed to map the dynamics of both heat and mass 

transfer processes, which act as load on to a hvac system, are modelled. Energy models for the construction elements 

making up the conditioned space, indoor environment including causal and non causal heat gains are developed 

[ASHRAE]. Construction elements such as walls and roofs, etc are made up of multilayer materials, thermo-physical 

properties of which are given in table below. 

 

Table1. Thermo-physical properties of the materials making up the building walls 

Building 

Element 

Wall Layers Thickness (m) Thermal 

Conductivity 

(W/m-K) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Specific heat 

capacity 

(kJ/kg-K) 

Outdoor 

wall 

Gypsum 0.0159 0.17 801 1 
Insulation 0.0254 0.029 35 1.21 
C-Block 0.101 0.721 961 0.88 
Brick 0.101 0.721 1922 0.8 
Plaster 0.0159 0.23 593 1.05 

Interior wall C-Block 0.101 0.721 961 0.88 
Plaster 0.0159 0.23 593 1.05 
Ceramic Tile 0.0127 0.057 368 0.59 

Roof  Concrete 0.0508 0.749 1922 0.88 
Insulation 0.0254 0.029 35 1.21 
Roof 0.0095 0.161 1121 1.47 

Floor Carpet 0.0127 0.052 561 1.38 

Tile 0.0064 0.519 1602 1 

Concrete 0.101 0.749 1922 0.88 

 

The input and output variables along with parameters of the wall model is shown in figure. 4 

· Conditioned space air dry bulb 

temperature (°C)

· Transmitted solar radiation per unit 

surface area (W/m2) 

· Outdoor air dry bulb temperature

Wall Model

(State space model of walls 

of conditioned space, roof 

and floor)

Interior surface 

temperature  

Figure 4. Parameters defining model of a wall 
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Now, for a multilayer wall or any other construction element, its overall thermal resistance and capacitance needs to 

be allocated to one or more number of resistors and capacitors, which indicates the order of the R-C network model. The 

model can be built by using the electrical network analogy: a thermal resistance is represented by an R (analogous to 

electrical resistance) and a thermal capacitance is represented by a C (analogous to electrical capacitance). The connecting 

nodes represent a certain temperature. The model order is equal to the number of used C’s and for every C, the governing 

equations include a differential equation. Higher the order of the model better is the accuracy. Gouda et al (Gouda et. al, 

2002) suggested that a 2nd order model with three resistances and two capacitances (3R2C), as shown in figure. 4a, is 

accurate enough to model a wall. 

1 thx R
2 thx R 3 thx R

2 thy C1 thy C

. ...
outT b sT

Building space
Outdoor  

Figure 4. Second order (3R2C) model of a wall 

 

Parameters of the lumped 3R2C model are identified using a non linear time invariant constrained optimization 

algorithm as shown in figure. 5. For windows, the primary parameter of the available weather data affecting thermal load is 

solar radiation. The effect of solar radiation is more pronounced and immediate on exposed, non-opaque surfaces. Now, to 

model the transmitted solar radiation from the window surface, the global horizontal solar radiation is decomposed into 

direct and diffuse components. An estimate of incident radiation on a tilted surface may be made from these values. The 

diffuse and direct components may be either modelled or based on a measurement of the total horizontal (global) radiation. 

This is achieved by using two different algorithms available in literature. Skartveit and Olseth (SO model) is used to direct 

and diffuse components of the global horizontal solar radiation. Lui and Jordan (LJ model) is used to model to determine 

the radiation incident on a (potentially tilted) building surface i.e., through windows using the output of SO model (Gouda, 

2000). The input and output variables along with parameters of the window model is shown in figure. 5. 

START

STOP

Compute total Rth & 

Cth for every 

construction element.

Update allocating factors 
using a nonlinear time 
invariant constrained 
optimization algorithm

Compute square root of sum 
squared error of both responses 
by varying the allocating factors.

Numerically solve heat balance 
equation using a finite-

difference algorithm using a 
large number of spatial slices.

Compute unit step 
response of 3R2C 
model for outdoor 

temperature excitation.

Determine 
allocating factors: 

x1,x2,x3 & y1,y2.

Satisficing 
solution obtained 

?

 

Figure 5. Flowchart for parameter identification of the construction elements 
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· Outdoor air dry bulb temperature (°C)

· Outdoor air relative humidity (%)

· Solar Radiation (WHm-2)

· Wind characteristics (Direction & 

Speed)

Window Model

(SO & LJ model are used to 

estimate direct and diffuse 

components of the global 

solar radiation received on 

building surface )

Transmitted radiation per unit 

area of the building surface 

(W/m2)
 

Figure 6. Parameters of window model 

 

Governing equations 

Using the available weather data of outdoor air dry bulb temperature, relative humidity, global horizontal solar 

radiation and wind characteristics, equations (1) – (7) are mathematically modeled in MATLAB/Simulink. 

Energy balance equation for building space zone model is as follows: 

1 1

1

10 (T T ) 10 (T T )10 (T T )

10 (T T ) 10 (T T )
(T T ) 0.33 (T

a

adjw cs adjws adjw cs adjw sbs ow cs ows
a p bs causal hvac

ow adjw adjw

roof cs roofs floor cs floor

win win cs out cs cs

roof floor

A AdT A
C V Q Q

dt R R R

A A
A U N V

R R


       

    

     
           T )out

 (8) 

where,  

rho, Cpa: density (kg/m3) & specific heat capacity (J/kg-K) of air in the building space, respectively 

Qcasual: casual heat (due to occupants) gain (W) 

Qhvac: heat output from hvac system. +ve if heating and –ve if cooling (W) 

A: Cross-sectional area of respective constructional elements (sq. mt.)  

Tcs: Temprature of the building space to be conditioned by hvac system (deg C) 

Uwin: Window U-value (W/m2-K) 

N:  No. of air changes per hour from the hvac system (per hour) 

Above equation represents sensible heat transfers that take place within a building space. But there are also sources of 

moisture within a building space that act as thermal loads on the hvac system and are responsible for comfort factors such 

as odors, respiration, etc. In order to obtain an accurate building energy model, modeling of mass transfer movements 

along with the thermal energy is essential. Thus, the effects of various moisture sources on the energy content of the space 

air should also be determined. Unlike the sensible heat gains, the latent heat gains of a building space instantaneously 

become thermal load on the hvac system. The most influential sources of moisture include the occupants, certain 

materials/processes and equipment or appliances that would generate moisture (such as cooking, foodstuffs, liquid water 

exposed to the air, etc.) and moisture carried by the outdoor air into the room through infiltration or the ventilation system. 

The hygroscopic building fabric elements, and the furniture, would also exchange moisture with the indoor air. 

Furthermore, the hvac system may add or remove moisture from the indoor air through provision of humidification or 

dehumidification, which may either be under active control or be processes associated with the provision of cooling. 

Now, outdoor space vapour pressure is calculated using weather data parameter of relative humidity as: 

(RH /100)vap sat outp p            … (9) 

of which, psat is a function of outdoor air temperature and is given as: 

7284
3.376 exp 15.463

1.8 424
sat

out

p
T

 
   

  
       … (10) 

Energy balance equation for latent heat transfers within a building space is given as: 
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where, 0 0.62198
101.325

vap
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Now, relative humidity for the conditioned space can be calculated as: 

,

100 101.325

(p 0.62198)

cs
cs

sat cs cs

p
RH

p

 


 
 in %         … (12) 

HVAC SYSTEM MODEL 

Heating, Ventilating & Air-Conditioning (hvac) systems are responsible for thermal comfort with necessary movement 

of air through the building space. Modeling of building energy systems and their simulations is an indispensable part of the 

design and control process for hvac systems.  

Modeling of a complete hvac system involves development of mathematical models for various system components 

(e.g. the heat emitter, valve and other hydraulic sub systems) and then, linking the sub system models together to obtain a 

complete system model. As illustrated in figure. 1, building space temperature and relative humidity and surface 

temperatures of the construction elements are the inputs to the developed hvac system model with occupancy schedule and 

PID controller output being the driving parameters. The required rate of heat (+ve for heating & -ve for cooling), 

ventilation and relative humidity for the building space according to the thermostat set point is the output of the hvac 

system.   

Ventilation model 

A hvac system is mainly used to provide a comfortable and a healthy environment for the occupants within the 

building space. Ventilation (mechanical or natural) air and infiltrated air is used to provide acceptable indoor air quality. 

Model structure of ventilation sub system of hvac is shown in figure. 

· Outdoor air dry bulb temperature (°C)

· Building space air dry bulb temperature 

(°C)

· Wind characteristics (Direction & 

Speed)

Ventilation Model

(Designed ventilation & 

infiltration air change 

rate per hour)

Conditioned space air 

change rate (per hour)
 

Figure 7. Ventilation model 

 

Governing equations: 

The ventilation subsystem calculates the external air change rate (no. of air changes per hour) to the building space 

using ASHRAE standards. 

 
 0.15 0.02908 0.009 (T T )

0.695

wind out bs

s

v
N N

    
        … (13) 

where,  

N:  Building space ventilation and infiltration air change rate (h-1) 

Ns:  Reference (or designed) air change rate (h-1) 

vwind:  wind velocity (m/s) 
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Air-Conditioning model 

Model structure for the air conditioning sub system is shown in figure 8.  

 

Heat Exchanger
(Third order lumped 

parameter hot water 

heat emitter model)

Control Valve
(Model of a 

motorized valve)

PID 

Controller
(Pre-defined 

values for P,I 

and D constants)

Thermostat set point 

temperature (°C)

Building space air 

temperature (°C)

Control Signal

(Open or Close)

Mass flow rate 

(kg/s)

Occupancy 

schedule

Cooling water 

temperature (°C)

hvac load (W)

 

Figure 7. Air-Conditioning model 

 

Governing equations: 

A complete air conditioning system is of three parts: 

a) Heat Exchanger system 

Heat exchanger system is composed of water flow system and the heat emitter material. Energy balance on the water 

side is given as: 

(T T ) Qwo
w w pw wi wo w

dT
C m c

dt
              … (14) 

where, 

Q (T T )w cw w wo mh A     

An energy balance about the heat emitter material gives: 

Qm
m w conv

dT
C Q

dt
            … (15) 

 

in which the heat emitted from the convector is assumed instantaneous and is given as: 

Q (T T )n

conv e eea m bsh A     

where, 

Qconv: convector heat output (W) 

Qw: heat transfer from water (W) 

he: air side heat emitter convection coefficient (W/m2-K) 

Tm: emitter material temperature (°C) 

Twi: emitter inlet water temperature (°C) 

Two: emitter outlet water temperature (°C) 

 

b) PID Controller 

The purpose of a PID controller is to impose the thermostat set point temperature (set manually) onto the hvac 

system. Air dry bulb temperature of the building space to be conditioned is the feedback value to the controller and the 

output is a control signal to either open or close the hydraulic valve which controls the mass flow rate of cooling water to 

the heat exchanger of the hvac plant. Proportional, integral and derivative gains for the controller are pre-defined values 
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which are desire.  

 

c) Control Valve 

Mathematical models of control valves for liquids are generally based on expressing the relationship between the flow 

rate passed by the valve and the position of the valve stem represented by the valve characteristic. 

(1 u)

inh oG G    

 2

1

1 (1/ G 1)
ins

inh

G
N


 

         … (16) 

where,  

Ginh: inherent valve characteristic 

Gins: installed valve characteristic 

GO: Valve let-by 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Developed building energy system model is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink with the architecture as shown in figure. 

2. The volumetric area of the building space to be conditioned is 400 m3. Exterior wall exposed to the outdoor environment 

has two windows with 11 sq. mts. of glass (glazing) area. All windows have the same resistance per unit area, 0.3 (m2 K/W). 

The total thermal resistance per unit area of exterior wall and interior wall is chosen as 2.69 (m2 K/W) and 0.45 (m2 K/W), 

respectively. The total thermal capacitance per unit area of the exterior and interior walls is 493 (kJ/(m2 K)) and 52 (kJ/(m2 

K)), respectively. These values are used in conjunction with the equations developed in section 2 to compute R and C 

values for the 3R2C models of the walls, the floor and the ceiling. The HVAC system used for both the buildings is 

designed to supply maximum flow rate of 0.25 kg/s per zone at the temperature of 16.5 ◦C.. Weather data of ASHRAE 

headquarters from (ASHRAE, 2013) is taken. A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller for building space is used 

in the full-scale model to determine the flow rates of conditioned air to track the desired zone temperature, which is set to 

16.5 ◦C. All simulations reported here are open-loop simulations except the controller of hvac system. 

 

Inputs to the BES model such as outdoor air temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation are given in figure 8, 9, 10.  
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Figure. 8. Outdoor air dry-bulb temperature  

 

 

Figure 9. Outdoor air humidity 
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Figure 10 Horizontal global solar irradiation 

 

 

Figure 11. Outdoor wind speed 

 

Heat is emitted to the building space by the hvac system designed to supply maximum flow rate of 0.15 kg/s at the 

temperature of 17.8 deg Celsius. 

Variations in temperature and relative humidity of the conditioned space are shown in figure 12, 13. 
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Figure 12. Building space air temperature variation 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Building air humidity variation 

 

CONCLUSION 

An energy transfer model for a building space conditioned with a hvac system is developed. The dynamic processes 

which act as load to a hvac system are mapped into the model. This involved quantification of linkages between 

temperature and humidity conditions and level occupancy (number of occupants, occupancy schedule) within building 

space. Energy transfer processes of conductive, convective, and radiative heat balance for each surface of the construction 

elements and a convective heat balance for the building space are modeled. Building space zone is modelled for both 

sensible and latent thermal energy transfer. State space approach is used to model the building construction elements such 

as walls, etc making up the conditioned room. Parameters of the elements are estimated using a non linear optimization 

problem with constraints. hvac system is modelled with a control valve, heat emitter, occupancy driven ventilation 

controlled through a PID controller. Parameters affecting the energy consumption of a building such as the thermal 

properties of materials of construction, orientation, planning, and design specifications; climatic parameters of temperature, 
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radiation, and air movement and occupancy factors such as the functional use of a building space are also modelled which 

would establish the required comfort conditions and resultant energy loads.  

The model simulations show that MATLAB/Simulink can model the building energy systems and thus, can provide a 

good platform to develop the necessary control techniques to develop control strategies to save energy and maintain 

comfort and productivity for the energy systems of buildings. 
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ABSTRACT 

Current research and practice moves towards life cycle zero energy buildings, in compliance with the European Directives as the building 

sector is responsible for about the 40% of the total energy consumption in Europe. It is important nowadays to assess building energy consumption 

and environmental impact during its life-cycle, instead of only its operational period of time. In this context, building Embodied Energy (EE) and 

Embodied CO2 (ECO2) become increasingly important data that could also be considered to assess future policies and national efforts for the 

efficient use of energy in buildings. To estimate the EE of a building, breakdown of its various components to their constitutive materials is 

required and then transformation of mass to energy values by means of EE coefficients. Although the latter are nationally dependent quantities 

and no such Hellenic database exists, quantitative results can be obtained relying on databases available in the international literature. In this 

paper, the methodology for material breakdown and analysis of the major components of Electro-Mechanical Installations (EMI) in two 

representative Hellenic dwellings of different typology is reviewed and the results are presented in a systematic manner based on estimated material 

quantities and the related EE data. The EE estimation of basic EMI items is extended to include the EE component that originates from their 

manufacturing and assembly. As an example, the case of typical central heating boilers is presented in order to assess the relative importance of 

this component. Finally, reference is made to ongoing and future research on the topic. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the building sector is responsible for about the 40% of the total energy consumption in Europe 

and about a third of the total energy related CO2 emissions. The main legislative instrument for improving the energy 

efficiency of the European building stock is the European Directive on the energy performance of buildings (EPBD recast 

Directive 2010/31/EC). Accordingly, national efforts focus towards the concept of Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) 

by the end of the decade. The NZEB is defined as a building that has a very high energy performance, while the nearly zero 

or very low amount of energy required should be covered to a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, 

including energy from renewable sources produced on-site or nearby. National work for the definition of the specific 

energy performance indicator of NZEBs and the other provisions of the EPBD recast according to national law 

N.4122/13, has not yet been initiated as of fall 2014. 

At the same time, current research and practice moves towards Life Cycle Zero Energy Building (LC-ZEB), i.e. the 

building where the primary energy used in the building in operation plus the energy embodied within its constituent 

materials and systems, including energy generating ones, over the life cycle of the building is equal to or less than the energy 

produced by its renewable energy systems within the building over their lifetime (Hernandez and Kenny, 2010). Thus, it is 

important nowadays to assess building energy consumption and environmental impact during its life-cycle, instead of only 

its operational period of time. In this context, building Embodied Energy (EE) and Embodied CO2 (ECO2) become 

increasingly important data for the overall analysis. Such data could also be considered to assess future policies or various 

energy conservation measures implemented in existing buildings. For example, to assess the replacement of an old space 

heating system by a more energy efficient unit, the relevant EE and ECO2 values should be taken into account against the 

anticipated operational energy savings and CO2 abatement. 

mailto:dkoubog@teiath.gr
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The calculations of the EE and ECO2 of a building require a lot of effort for the evaluation of the main material 

quantities that is then correlated with relevant data. The first step is to breakdown the various building components to their 

constitutive materials (material analysis), so their percent mass contribution can be estimated in order to identify the 

dominant ones. Mass values can be then transformed to relevant quantities by using EE (MJ/kg) and ECO2 (kgCO2/kg) 

coefficients. Since the required coefficients are nationally dependent parameters and currently there is no complete Hellenic 

database of such coefficients, values available in the international literature can be used as an initial approximation. 

Although such an approach is not exact, quantitative results for the energy and environmental impact of a building can be 

obtained and compared with its corresponding operational counterparts. Material analysis is very important, since no 

systematic studies that quantify the average material quantities used in Hellenic buildings exist. In addition, this data can be 

valuable information in order to identify the mass-dominant materials and to prioritize future national needs for developing 

a national EE database. The latter could be used for a global assessment of the EE for the existing building stock or in the 

context of the life cycle assessment of new or refurbished Hellenic buildings. Practically, the existence of an EE database 

will contribute, in the longterm, to the energy efficient design of the future building, since it will provide the capability of 

selecting, assessing and using environmentally friendly materials during its design stage. 

In relevant recent work, the authors presented a methodology for the material breakdown (material analysis) of 

building Electro-Mechanical Installations (EMI) that was applied in two Hellenic dwellings of different typology. In 

Koubogiannis et al., 2013, a methodology was defined to reveal the materials and estimate their quantities used in the 

components of typical residential heating installations. Using a representative urban three-floor multi-family apartment 

building in Athens, the authors presented results, for the first time, concerning space heating and hot water installations, 

focusing on their mass and EE values normalized per unit floor area. In Koubogiannis et al., 2014, a similar analysis was 

implemented for a representative single-family dwelling, located in Athens and of about the same construction period. The 

previous work was extended in this case, to include electrical and lighting installations, as well as air conditioning units. 

Some comparisons between the two case studies were attempted, while this second work mainly focused on the ECO2 

footprint of the buildings. However, the indicative results presented in the aforementioned works and concerned material, 

EE and ECO2 percentages were limited and only parts of the available data were presented. 

In the present work, the framework for research on building EE is set-up and the methodology for material analysis is 

reviewed and presented in a more systematic and comprehensive way. The EE analysis is accomplished by estimating major 

EE components, based on material analysis and available EE coefficient databases from the literature. The whole set of 

results for the two cases are revisited and more systematically presented and assessed, focusing on EE rather than ECO2. 

Since the aforementioned databases concern production of single materials, some new results are also presented, towards 

the direction of completing missing EE components of basic EMI items that concern energy consumption involved in the 

manufacturing process. As an example, the case of typical central heating boilers is presented and some quantitative results 

are obtained based on real data, in order to assess the importance of including or neglecting such a component in the 

overall analysis. Finally, reference is made to ongoing research and directions for future continuation of this work. 

MATERIALS & ENERGY IN BUILDINGS 

The life cycle of any material that can be met in a building construction, generally consists of the following stages: 

excavation, processing, construction, operation, maintenance, demolition, waste or recycling/reuse. Each stage involves 

some kind of energy consumption in order to be accomplished. The kinds of energy related to a building during its life cycle 

are reported below for the sake of completeness; these concepts are elaborated in (Georgakopoulos 2010). The Total 

Energy involved in a building over its life cycle is the sum of its Operational Energy (OE) and its Embodied Energy (EE). 

The OE is the amount of energy consumed by the building to fulfil its requirements for heating, cooling, ventilation lighting 

and operation of various appliances and equipment. The EE is the amount of energy consumed for the excavation, 

machining, construction, transportation of the building materials and equipment. Furthermore, EE of a building comprises 

of two components, namely the direct EE and the indirect EE. Direct EE is the energy consumed to transport building 

materials and products to the site to construct the building. Indirect is the EE consumed to acquire, process and 

manufacture the building materials, including any transportation related to these activities. Indirect EE can also be 
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characterized as initial and recurring EE. Initial EE is the energy consumed with the acquisition, transportation and 

processing of raw materials to create a product, while the recurring EE is related to the energy consumed in the 

maintenance and associated activities of a product during its lifetime. The above information can be summarized by the 

simple expressions: TE = EE + OE, where EE = Direct_EE (for onsite pre-construction activities /construction and 

assembly/transportation /management) + Indirect_EE (i.e. Initial_EE + Recurring_EE + Demolition_EE). Finally, a 

companion concept concerning the environmental impact of EE is that of the embodied emissions or Embodied CO2 

(ECO2) of a building, defined to be the amount of CO2 emitted to the atmosphere and corresponding to the consumption 

of the EE of the building. In the context of the present work, the focus is placed on the Initial EE of the building materials 

and equipment. 

Categorization of Buildings 

Apart from local habits and traditions in a place that play an important role on the way a building is constructed in a 

given country, two other factors determine this construction: the type and use of the building (e.g. residential, offices, 

hospitals, schools, hotels) and geographical region of the country that it is located (urban, province, mainland, mountain, 

coastal, island). This work focuses on Hellenic urban residential buildings, considering two representative buildings, namely 

a Single-Family Dwellings (SFD) and a Multi-Family Dwellings (MFD). The two buildings are similar to the Hellenic 

residential building typologies (Dascalaki et al. 2011) that are categorized according to their date of construction in the 

following periods: pre-1980, during 1981-2000, during 2001-2010 and finally after 2010 that marks the EPBD 

implementation in Greece (Dascalaki et al. 2012). The context of the present work focuses on SFD and MFD constructed 

after 2000. 

Categorization of Building Materials & Equipment 

The common required materials and equipment for building constructions used in representative Hellenic dwellings 

are those comprising the Construction Materials (CM) set and the Electro-Mechanical Installations (EMI) set. The materials 

contained in the CM set can be divided into subsets, mainly consisting of finished products rather than raw materials and 

described according to common building construction stages: Materials bearing the structure (steel and concrete, i.e. 

appropriate mixture of cement, sand and gravel), masonry – coatings (cement, sand, gravel, sand sea, lime, marble, bricks), 

flooring materials (grouts, tiles, tile adhesives, expanded polystyrene for filling the floor, marble, wood in case of wooden 

floors), integration materials (colors, aluminum, glass, tile, wood for interior windows, doors, closets, kitchen, iron for 

ironwork, railings, etc.) and insulating materials for heat protection (expanded or extruded polystyrene) or waterproof 

(wool, tar, elastomeric, asphalt) or soundproof (aeriompeto, glass, lead, particleboard, plaster). The EMI set generally 

consists of materials and equipment for space heating, hydraulic and hot water network, cooling, ventilation, fire protection, 

electrical and lighting installations, automation systems. In the context of the present work, the focus is placed on the 

representative items of the EMI set contained in urban dwelings. 

The Buidlings - Case Studies 

In order to perform material analysis and estimation of the (initial) EE concerning the basic EMI of representative 

urban Hellenic residential buildings, two cases have been selected (Koubogiannis et al. 2013 and Koubogiannis et al. 2014), 

namely a MFD and SFD, both located in Athens (climatic zone B of Greece) and of the same construction period (built 

after 2000). The MFD is a three-floor building, each floor being an apartment, with ground floor and a basement, having a 

total floor area of 435.6 m2. The SFD is a two-story building (mezonette), with a total floor area of 152 m2. Both buildings 

have a single-pipe hydronic central heating system connected to room space radiators. The SFD uses an oil-fired cast-iron 

boiler with a heating capacity of 26.7 kW coupled to a metallic oil tank. The MFD uses a natural gas steel boiler of 34.8 kW 

connected to the city natural gas network. For domestic hot water (DHW) production, all the installations include triple-
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energy hot water storage tanks, i.e. use the central heating system or solar power or electricity. An energy audit was 

performed in both buildings, while the corresponding technical reports, drawings and detailed data concerning both EMI 

were released from the twodifferent professional engineering offices. 

METHODOLOGY & APPLICATION  

To perform the relevant analysis to a set of materials and equipment (like the EMI ones of a building), the EE/ECO2 

data of this set has to be calculated. The three-step approach (Koubogiannis et al. 2013, Koubogiannis et al. 2014) involves 

the calculation of every single constitutive material contained in the set under consideration (material analysis), to calculate 

its mass (mass analysis) and then to calculate its contribution to EE/ECO2 by multiplying masses with the corresponding 

EE/ECO2 coefficients (EE/ECO2 analysis). The corresponding methodologies and their implementation in the selected 

case studies are elaborated in the following sections. 

Material Analysis 

Suppose we have a total set of materials and equipment (to refered to as “Set”) that we want to analyze into their 

constitutive materials, i.e. to perform material analysis. The Set is initially divided in distinct groups of major components 

(“Groups”) in the form of a tree. For each of the Groups, an “Item analysis” is performed, i.e. the breakdown of a Group 

to its constitutive main items. This task is accomplished by identifying the major items of the group (“Items”) and splitting 

them continuously to sub-items till reaching the level of basic items (“bitems”), i.e. the lower level entities in the item tree 

that cannot be further split into sub-items, but rather to their constitutive single materials (leading to the formation of item 

sub-trees). Thus, to complete the material analysis, breakdown of the bitems to their constitutive single materials is required, 

i.e. to identify and record the single materials that make-up the bitems recorded in the course of item analysis. Summarizing, 

the material analysis, i.e. item analysis and breakdown of bitems can be simply described by the following chain: Set  

Groups  Items  sub-items  sub-sub-items  …  bitems  constitutive single materials. 

Application in Case Studies. According to the above methodology, the EMI Set of a representative urban Hellenic 

building was divided in the following four distinct Groups: 

1. Space Heating (SH), containing the boiler, oil burner, fuel tank, flue gas exhaust, pump, radiators, pipe network, 

expansion tank, valves, and other components like magnesium anode, thermostats, deaerators, etc; 

2. Hydraulic and Hot Water (HHW), containing solar collectors, hot water storage tank, support base, various fittings 

and accessories, hot water pipe network; 

3. Air Conditioning (AC), containing split unit heat pumps, i.e. internal units (evaporator, fan, motor, support 

materials) and external units (condenser, compressor, fan, motor, four-way valve, connecting pipes, support and 

drainage materials); 

4. Electrical (EL), containing main control panels, cables, pipes and wall plugs (for SH, for HW and for the lighting 

network). 

The material analysis performed then can be briefly described by the sequence: EMI  Groups (SH, HW, AC, EL) 

 Items (e.g. boiler, radiators, etc)  sub-items  (e.g. burner breakdown)  …  bitems  constitutive single 

materials (steel, iron, copper, aluminum, glass, etc). Schematic examples of the procedure and the various components are 

illustrated in Figure 1. To accomplish material analysis, detailed composition data were collected for representative 

commercial EMIs either by retrieving available information on the internet or using the manufacturer manuals (e.g. for 

components in Figure 1c) or by personal contacts with manufacturers and commercial representatives (e.g. for 

components in Figure 1b). In some cases, whenever access to a typical product was provided, this was was disassembled to 

its bitems to record its constituent materials (e.g. in the case of the AC Group like in Figure 1a, where a typical commercial 

split air conditioning unit was used). Details are available in (Daskalaki 2012, Lavoutas and Lekkas, 2014). 
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(a)        

(b)                 (c)   

Figure 1 (a) Breakdown of the AC Group to Items. (b) Breakdown of the triple energy boiler Item to sub-items. (c) 

Further breakdown of the burner sub-item to sub-sub-items. 

Mass Analysis 

Mass analysis is the second step in the procedure. It involves the estimation of the mass for each single material and 

its contribution to the mass of the higher level item that it belongs to. To accomplish this task, accurate mass values were 

obtained for the bitems by dissassemplying their higher level items in order to isolate the specific components and to 

determine their mass by electronically weighting the individual components. When this was not practically possible, relevant 

data were extracted from the technical reports and drawings of the EMIs for the buildings under consideration (e.g. floor 

plans were used to determine the length of piping) or obtained by the manufatcturer manuals and commercial leaflets, 

accessed either on the internet or by means of personal communications with various manufacturers. In these cases, the 

volume of each single material was estimated and the mass was obtained by multiplying with the corresponding material 

density. Finally, in some limited cases, logical engineering assumptions and estimations were made. 

Embodied Energy Analysis 

The Method. The main methods used in the literature to perform EE analysis of a material, usually being in the form 

of a sequence-of-processes product rather than raw material, include the statistical approach, the Input-Output analysis, the 

process analysis and the hybrid approach. A review of the various concepts is available in (Georgakopoulos 2010). They 

mainly refer to the calculation of the EE coefficient (EE per unit mass) of a product. Such values are used to fill in the 

corresponding databases for basic materials and products used as construction materials either directly in buildings (e.g. 

cement) or for the specific equipment (e.g. a boiler). The EE analysis of this work is based on performing an initial material 

and mass analysis, followed by transformation of materials’ mass to EE values. The latter is carried out by using existing 

international EE coefficient databases. It is well known in the literature (Georgakopoulos 2010) that no globally valid EE 

database exists; rather, the relevant data are nationally dependent. However, since a complete Hellenic database is not 

available, this work relied on international data available on the internet. Although such an approach is not expected to 

obtain very accurate results, it can provide quantitative results concerning Hellenic buildings and the capability of having 

some approximate, however detailed, benchmark values to assess the situation in buildings and their components, rather 

than using rough estimated percentages based on experience. The tabulated values in this database could either be updated 

in the future, as periodically happens worldwide with the existing databases, or substituted by national values whenever they 

become available. It should be noted at this point that solely relying on material EE databases, the energy consumed during 

manufacturing, transportation and installation of various items (e.g. a boiler) is not be taken into account. Accordingly, as a 

first step, one can use a common EE materials’ database and then proceed to correct for the EE in the process analysis of 

major items, as shown in the following sections. 

The Materials’ Database. The current work is based on data from the United Kingdom (Hammond and Jones 

2008). The materials and EE coefficients required herein are depicted in Figure 2. To simplify the EE calculations, 
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whenever a material in the database was found in different forms, like for example steel (met as steel general or steel pipe or 

steel plate), instead of calculating different masses for each kind of steel and multiplying by the corresponding coefficient, 

all the steel masses were added and then multiplied by the average coefficient value of steel. Refering to Figure 2, one can 

notice that aluminium has the higher EE coefficient, the “synthetic” materials (PP, rubber, …, PEF) have high EE values, 

while copper, brass, …, glass have relatively lower EE values. 

 

 

Figure 2 United Kingdom (UK) EE coefficient databases (PP: polypropylene, HDPE: polyethylene, PEF: 

polyurethane). 

The Components’ Database. In order to account for the EE in the context of the so-called process analysis, i.e. to 

estimate the EE corresponding to the manufacturing, assembly and finishing processes of major EMIs as complete items, it 

is necessary to obtain additional data. A representative example considered in this work is the manudacturing of typical 

central heating boilers. The relevant data were collected from a boiler manufacturing facility in Athens. The detailed 

sequence of the main processes was defined for the production of steel and cast-iron boilers, i.e. the basic boiler materials 

have been procured by a steel industry or a foundry, respectively. The energy consumption was estimated for the 

manufacturing of a typical size boiler (about 58 kW). Table 1 summarizes the corresponding information for the various 

machines and processes used for the production of the two types of boilers (power and indicative times of use), as well as 

the corresponding energy consumption. The total energy consumption of a cast-iron boiler is 75.66 MJ and for the steel 

boiler (that differs to the two last stages where a welding and a saw machine are used instead of trimmers) is 118.26 MJ. The 

calculations do not account for electrostatic painting (performed by another external subcontractor), transportation of 

materials, as well as the energy consumption required for the operation of the boiler manufacturing facility (e.g. space 

lighting, heating, cooling, ventilation). Collection of the missing data is is currently in progress. 

Table 1.   Energy required for the manufacturing of a typical (58 kW) central heating boiler 

Type of boiler Cast iron Boiler Steel Boiler 

Process machine 
Time 
[min] 

Power 
[kW] 

Energy 
[MJ] 

Time 
[min] 

Power 
[kW] 

Energy 
[MJ] 

Metal cutter 45 5.5 15.66 45 5.5 15.66 
Bending press 30 11 19.8 45 11 29.7 

Drilling machine 10 3 1.8 90 3 16.2 
Single trimmer 20 10 12 0 0 0 

Double trimmer 5*x20 4.4 26.4 0 0 0 
Welding machine 0 0 0 120 120 54 

Saw machine 0 0 0 30 30 2.7 
Total   75.66   118.26 

* for a 58 kW cast-iron boiler a total of 5 molded plates are required 
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The main results obtained from the preceding analysis by the material and the EE of the EMI Set are summarized in 

Tables 2-7. The self-explenatory contents are complemented by the comments that follow each table.  

Table 2.   Results of mass analysis for the SH Group breakdown to Items 

Building typology SFD MFD 

SH Group Items [kg] [%] [kg/m2] [kg] [%] [kg/m2] 

Radiators 219.0 30.6 1.440 535.5 45.5 1.229 
Boiler 186.0 26.0 1.224 218.0 18.5 0.500 
Fuel tank 126.0 17.6 0.829 0.0 0.0 0.000 
Chimney 66.6 9.3 0.438 112.0 9.5 0.257 
Electrical 38.3 5.3 0.252 18.5 1.6 0.042 
Pipes 29.2 4.1 0.192 240.2 20.4 0.551 
Valves, etc. 27.8 3.9 0.183 25.7 2.2 0.059 
Burner 12.0 1.7 0.079 11.0 0.9 0.025 
Expansion tanks 8.8 1.2 0.058 12.5 1.1 0.029 
Pump 2.9 0.4 0.019 4.8 0.4 0.011 
Total 716.7 100.0 4.715 1178.2 100.0 2.705 

Comments: 

o Radiators dominate in terms of mass having an average value of 1.3 kg/m2, in both types of building (SFD and MFD). 

o Next dominant item is the boiler for SFD, while for MFD are the pipes, since the apartment building includes a large 

pipe network, for hot water distribution both vertically to all the floors and horizontally on inside each apartmer. 

o The fuel tank contribution in MFD is zero due to the fact that the building utilizes a natural gas boiler. 

 

Table 3.   Results of mass analysis for the SH+HHW Groups breakdown to materials 

Building typology SFD MFD 

SH+HHW Materials [kg] [%] [kg/m2] [kg] [%] [kg/m2] 

Steel 384.25 36.49 2.528 700.30 41.69 1.608 
Cast iron 169.4 16.06 1.113 199.40 11.87 0.458 
Copper 159.30 15.13 1.048 495.60 29.51 1.138 
Iron 136.68 12.98 0.899 12.50 0.74 0.029 
Glass 61.20 5.81 0.403 72.00 4.29 0.165 
Brass 34.71 3.30 0.228 33.70 2.01 0.077 
Plastic 26.45 2.51 0.174 9.10 0.54 0.021 
Rockwool 23.26 2.21 0.153 56.80 3.38 0.130 
HDPE 20.20 1.92 0.133 11.70 0.70 0.027 
PEF 16.92 1.61 0.111 22.80 1.36 0.052 
Aluminum 8.80 0.84 0.058 57.60 3.43 0.132 
PP 7.88 0.75 0.052 0.00 0.00 0.000 
PVC 2.20 0.21 0.014 7.80 0.46 0.018 
Rubber 1.52 0.14 0.010 0.00 0.00 0.000 
Magnesium 0.66 0.06 0.004 0.00 0.00 0.000 
Polyester 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.30 0.02 0.001 
Total 1053.16 100.00 6.929 1679.60 100.00 3.856 

Comments: 

o Steel clearly dominates in terms of mass, due to the the dominance of radiators that are made by steel and in case of the 

MFD also due to the steel boiler. 

o Copper is the second ranked material in terms of mass in MFD and the third in SFD, due to the high value of the pipes 

that are made by copper, having a value of about 1 kg/m2. 

o Cast-iron is the second ranked material in terms of mass in SFD higher than copper due to the cat-iron boiler used in 
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this case. 

 

Table 4.   Results of EE analysis for the SH+HHW Groups breakdown to materials 

Building typology SFD MFD 

SH+HHW Materials [MJ] [%] [MJ/m2] [MJ] [%] [MJ/m2] 

Steel 15369.92 37.36 101.118 28012.00 37.64 64.307 
Cast iron 4228.50 10.28 27.819 4985.00 6.70 11.444 
Copper 7965.00 19.36 52.401 24780.00 33.29 56.887 
Iron 3417.00 8.31 22.480 312.50 0.42 0.717 
Glass 918.00 2.23 6.039 1080.00 1.45 2.479 
Brass 1527.24 3.71 10.048 1482.80 1.99 3.404 
Plastic 2129.55 5.18 14.010 732.55 0.98 1.682 
Rockwool 390.77 0.95 2.571 954.24 1.28 2.191 
HDPE 1549.34 3.77 10.193 897.39 1.21 2.060 
PEF 1219.64 2.96 8.024 1643.88 2.21 3.774 
Aluminum 1364.00 3.32 8.974 8928.00 12.00 20.496 
PP 751.47 1.83 4.944 0.00 0.00 0.000 
PVC 169.61 0.41 1.116 602.16 0.81 1.382 
Rubber 138.32 0.34 0.910 0.00 0.00 0.000 
Magnesium 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.000 
Polyester 0.00 0.00 0.000 15.30 0.02 0.035 
Total 41138.35 100.00 270.647 74425.82 100.00 170.858 

Comments: 

o Steel clearly dominates in terms of EE, having an average percentage of 37.5% in SFD and MFD, even if its EE 

coefficient is relatively low, due its emphatic dominance in terms of mass. 

o Copper is the second ranked material in terms of EE, with an average value of 54.6 MJ/m2, even in the case of SFD 

where cast-iron is higher in terms of mass, due to its higher EE coefficient than that of cast-iron. 

o The list of EE is not the same with that of mass. Except the copper mentioned above, while aluminum is 11th in mass 

it becomes 8th in EE in SFD and from 4th it becomes 3rd in MFD. Also, plastic from 7th in mass becomes 5th in EE in 

SFD and from 11th becomes 10th in MFD. Both aluminum and plastic have high EE coefficients. 

 

Table 5.   Results of mass analysis for the EMI Set breakdown to Groups 

Building typology SFD MFD 

EMI Set Groups [kg] [%] [kg/m2] [kg] [%] [kg/m2] 

SH 716.6 54.90 4.714 1178.3 70.16 2.705 
HHW 198.2 15.18 1.304 501.2 29.84 1.151 

AC 243.1 18.62 1.599 0.0 0.00 0.000 
EL 147.5 11.30 0.970 0.0 0.00 0.000 

Total 1305.4 100.00 8.588 1679.5 100.00 3.856 

Comments: 

o The SH dominates in terms of mass among the Groups of the EMI Set. 

o The SH-HHW Groups are in analogy 70%-30% in terms of mass percentage in SH+HHW Set in the case of MFD. 

o Considering the same set (SH+HHW) in SFD, the analogy becomes about 78.5%-21.5%, thus in general terms the 

analogy expected in a dwelling for mass is 70-80% for SH and 30-20% for HHW. 

o An average value of about 1.2 kg/m2 is observed for the mass of the HHW Group. 

o Since the material analysis of a the heat pump is typical, the advantage of the present study is that even in the case of 

MFD that no air conditioning exists, it can be taken into account in material analysis, even ad hoc, provided the 

number of units to be used by appropriately multiplying the values recorded in the SFD case. 
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Table 6.   Results of EE analysis for the EMI Set breakdown to Groups 

Building typology SFD MFD 

EMI Set Groups [MJ] [%] [MJ/m2] [MJ] [%] [MJ/m2] 

SH 28912.9 45.2 190.2 52111.6 70.0 119.6 
HHW 12225.6 19.1 80.4 22314.2 30.0 51.2 

AC 12956.7 20.2 85.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EL 9911.0 15.5 65.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total 64006.2 100.0 421.0 74425.8 100.0 170.8 

Comments: 

o The SH dominates in terms of EE among the Groups of the EMI Set. 

o The SH-HHW Groups are in analogy 70%-30% in terms of EE percentage in SH+HHW Set in the case of MFD. 

o Considering the same set (SH+HHW) in SFD, the analogy becomes about 71%-29%, thus it may be stated that 

generally the analogy expected in a dwelling for EE is about 80% for SH and 20% for HHW. 

Representative results for the contribution of the various materials in terms of their mass and EE to the whole EMI Set 

for the SFD is summarized in Figure 3. Again, the materials exhibiting the most notable difference between their EE and 

mass percentages are those with high EE coefficients, i.e. aluminum, plastic, PVC. 

 

Figure 3 Percentage contribution of each material to the whole EMI Set of SFD in terms of mass and EE. 

Table 7.   Results of mass analysis for the EMI Set breakdown to Groups 

Building typology SFD MFD 

EMI Set Groups [MJ] [kWh/m2] [MJ] [kWh/m2] 

Burner 1258.6                   2.3 1097.7                      0.7 
Boiler 5198.4                  9.5 6115.8                       3.9 
Burner+Boiler (A) 6457.0                 11.8 7213.5                       4.6 
Boiler construction (B) 75.7                   0.14 118.3                        0.08 
(A)+(B) 6575.3                11.94 7331.8                       4.68 

Comments: 

o The EE analogy of the burner and boiler in the boiler-burner set is 19.5%-80.5% for SFD and 15.2%-84.8% for MFD, 

i.e. an average analogy estimate between burner-boiler is roughly 17%-83%. 

o The EE required for manufacturing a boiler is about the 1.45% of the boiler EE in SFD and about 1.93% in MFD, i.e. 

it is of the order of 2%. Accordingly, not including the EE component for the manufacturing and assembly of the 

boiler seems to be negligible. 
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From a practical point of view, results like the present ones could also be considered to assess popular energy 

conservation measures, for example, in case of the replacement of oil-fired boilers in old central heating installations with 

new units. According to (Balaras et al. 2007), such a replacement in the case of single-family dwellings would result to 17% 

annual operational thermal energy savings for the entire Hellenic SFD stock, which results to an estimation of about 19.6 

kWh/m2 annual energy savings per SFD. According to the present study, the EE corresponding to the boiler-burner (bb) 

set of SFD is EEbb=11.8kWh/m2 (Table 8). The total EE consumption for the replacement is doubled to account for the 

old unit output, as well as for the new unit input, i.e. EErepl=23.6 kWh/m2. Thus, the operational energy savings would 

compensate EErepl in about 14.5 months, or about over two heating seasons. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a methodology for material and EE analysis was systematically presented and applied in case of the EMI 

of a single-family and a multi-family dwelling, providing a number of useful statements and correlations towards the 

direction of obtaining some benchmark values. The results reveal that the prevailing materials in terms of mass are generally 

the same, since the electro-mechanical installations used in the Hellenic residential buildings are similar. However, 

normalized material quantities have different values among the two investigated typologies of a SFD and MFD. The 

corresponding EE values that were estimated by means of available international databases, provide initial guidance for the 

life cycle assessment evaluation of buildings, as well as to assess common energy conservation measures. For example, the 

present results indicate that the annual operational energy savings due to the replacement of traditional oil-fired boilers with 

more energy efficient units will account for EE in relatively short time frames. However, proper analysis of the embodied 

versus operational savings is required to account for the relevant differences in achieving the anticipated savings. Ongoing 

and future research is focused on extension of the current analysis for a number of different Hellenic building typologies, to 

conclude on the repeatability and correlation of the results. Similar efforts are also underway towards the collection of 

relevant information and perform an analysis for the building envelope construction materials that dominate a building’s 

total EE and ECO2. The long-term goal is to derive suitable benchmarks in order to compare the results, since no Hellenic 

database for EE or ECO2 exists.  
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ABSTRACT 

Recently, one of the main challenges set to the construction sector is the development of solutions able to induce reduction of total energy 

consumption, both at manufacturing and at building operation level. For the building materials, achieving this target requires finding solutions 

that can provide improved thermal performance-thus reduced operating energy demands-, and low embodied energy. 

This paper presents inorganic polymeric materials which can be used for the production of “green” building materials with improved thermal 

insulation properties maintaining at the same time good performance characteristics. Inorganic polymers derive via alkaline activation of 

silicate/aluminosilicate sources under the proper curing conditions. The investigation of inorganic polymers and their properties resulted in the 

development of: 

Compact inorganic polymers, with thermal conductivity as low as 0.19 W/mK, density ~1500 Kg/m3, that are compatible with 

traditional aggregates and conventional shaping methods such as moulding or extrusion, and exhibit adequate compressive strength above 20MPa, 

which renders them suitable to be used for the production of pre-fabricated non-structural construction elements with superior thermal insulating 

properties and lower embodied energy compared to the traditional analogues.   

Foamed inorganic polymers, developed though the foaming of alkali activated pastes based on perlite wastes, using either H2O2 or organic 

surfactants as foaming agents, with density and thermal conductivity values as low as 344 Kg/m3 and 0.062 W/mK respectively and adequate 

mechanical strength to be used as insulating pre-fabricated elements.  

Lightweight granular inorganic polymers, based on perlite wastes, recycled glass and silica fume, expanded using IR heating at moderate 

temperatures with tunable properties (density 15-120 Kg/m3 and thermal conductivity 0.033-0.045 W/mK) that be used as bulk insulation or 

as lightweight aggregates, replacing conventional products such as expanded perlite or expanded polystyrene beads.  

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, extensive research has been carried out by the majority of developed countries having as main objective the 

reduction of total energy consumption. For Europe in particular, one of the main goals set by the European Commission to 

be realized by 2020 is a “Greener, Energy Efficient and a Resource Efficient Europe”. The EU directives 2002/91/EC and 

its amendments described in 2010/31/EU sets out the European Commission’s energy strategy, in which leading role plays 

the limitation of energy use in Europe. Furthermore, the Council, taking in account the Commission Proposals, adopted its 

‘Action Plan for the Energy Policy for Europe (EPE)’, confirming the 20-20-20 objectives: to achieve by 2020 (i) 20% 
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greenhouse gas reductions compared to 1990 levels, (ii) saving 20% of the EU’s energy consumption compared to 

projections for 2020, (iii) a 20% share for renewable energy in overall EU energy consumption.  

The orientation of EU towards a “greener” Europe sets new rules for energy management and consumption for all 

the involved sectors. According to statistical data, the main energy consuming sectors in Europe are Industry, 

Transportation and Buildings accounting for 28%, 32% and 40% of total energy consumption respectively, while many of 

the most important and energy consuming industries in Europe are related to the Construction Sector. For construction 

industries in particular, the implementation of the new energy policies appears very challenging since they are required to 

provide construction materials that, apart from meeting with the demanding current construction regulations, can also 

provide improved thermal performance minimizing at the same time the energy required for manufacturing.  

A new type of construction materials that can result in building components with improved insulating properties 

ensuring at the same time low embodied energy (translated to reduced manufacturing energy), compared to traditional 

analogues, are inorganic polymers. Inorganic polymerization is based on the reaction of a silicate/aluminosilicate raw 

material with an alkaline activation solution (containing sodium and/or potassium) and optionally a source of soluble 

silicon. Therefore, contrary to traditional building components, the raw materials for inorganic polymerization are not 

cement or clay, but any silicate or aluminosilicate material. Consequently, a vast variety of silicates/aluminosilicates can be 

considered as source materials for inorganic polymerisation including wastes (e.g. various ashes and slags, mineral tailings) 

and recycled materials such as glass. The synthesis of inorganic polymers involves two simultaneous reactions that begin 

once the solid silicate/aluminosilicate raw material is mixed with the activation solution. The first reaction involves 

dissolution of silicon species (and aluminum when available) from the raw material via alkaline hydrolysis and the second 

reaction includes the orientation of the dissolved species and their polymerization into an amorphous network. The 

progress of the reaction requires curing at temperatures lower than 100 °C and for a period of time, typically between 24-

72h. Inorganic polymers are considered as tailor-made materials therefore by changing the synthesis parameters like the 

type of raw materials, the type of alkali ion, the alkali and dissolved silicon content of the activation solution and the water 

content it is possible to receive materials with the desired final product properties suitable for the designated applications. 

This paper presents three different types of inorganic polymers designed and developed by NTUA that are based on 

industrial wastes or by-products and recycled materials and can be used for the production of “green” building materials 

with improved thermal insulation properties whilst maintaining good performance characteristics. The presented inorganic 

polymeric materials are designed in such a way so as to be able to potentially meet the requirements of different applications 

such as pre-fabricated non-structural building components, insulating pre-fabricated elements and bulk insulation or 

lightweight aggregate replacement. Even though at the present time only lab-scale specimens have been produced, the 

synthesis of inorganic polymers shows good compatibility with current building materials manufacturing processes, 

presenting therefore good potential for industrial application.  

EXPERIMENTAL 

Raw materials 

The raw materials used for the synthesis of the inorganic polymer materials were two types of perlite wastes (PW1, 

PW2), recycled borosilicate glass cullet (BGL) and Silica Fume (SF). The perlite wastes, originating form Milos Island, come 

from different steps of raw perlite processing. BGL and SF are both X-Ray amorphous. BGL came from Germany, while 

SF is a commercial product (Holla Microsilica) from Fesil/Norway. 

Table 1 presents the chemical analysis and d50 of the raw materials. Perlite wastes present small differences in their 

SiO2 and Al2O3 content, while their main difference is that PW1 has a significantly lower particle size and higher specific 

surface area. Regarding their mineralogical analysis performed by X-ray diffraction, both types of perlite wastes were found 

to be mainly amorphous containing only small amounts of crystalline phases such as biotite, quartz, cristoballite and 

feldspars.  
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Table 1. Chemical analysis and particle size distribution (d

50
) of raw materials 

SiO2 Al
2
O

3
Fe

2
O

3
 CaO Na

2
O B

2
O L.o.I 

PSD 

(d
50

/µm) 

PW1 67.21 13.56 2.27 1.11 3.70 - 5.54 6.87 

PW2 75.33 10.51 1.17 1.38 3.99 - 2.83 30.23 

BGL 79.11 3.47 0.08 0.15 3.00 13.65 0.10 27.42 

SF 96.00 0.25 0.15 0.35 0.15 - 1.5 <1 

Inorganic polymerization requires an activation solution that must absolutely contain sodium and/or potassium (alkali 

activation) and optionally a source of soluble silicon (alkali-silicate activation). Both activation types can produce polymeric 

structures, even though it is reported by many researchers that the presence of dissolved silicon favors the reaction of 

aluminosilicate- based inorganic polymers. NaOH solution was used as alkali source, while, in the case of alkali-silicate 

activation, dissolved silicon was added to the alkaline solution as an aquatic colloidal solution containing 50% w/w in SiO2 

(referred from now on as sol SiO2) and left under stirring for 24h prior its use.  

Synthesis 

Depending on the targeted application, the raw materials as well as the quantities of the synthesis-important 

parameters such as the alkali content, the dissolved silicon content (if decided as necessary) and the water content were 

differentiated and optimized. 

For all three types of inorganic polymers the first stage on their synthesis process is the mixing of the base material 

with the suitable activation solution. A suitable blend of PW1 and PW2 was used as raw material for of the synthesis of 

compact inorganic polymers; PW2 was used for the synthesis of foamed polymers, while a suitable blend of PW2, BGL and 

SF was used for the synthesis of the lightweight granular material precursors.  

The solid raw materials were mixed with the alkali activator solutions using a typical mixer for lab scale preparation of 

cement products. In the case of mortar preparation, the aggregates (standard silica sand) were introduced after the 

preparation of the inorganic polymer paste, followed by additional mixing of the paste with the aggregates. The mortars 

presented in this paper followed the synthesis requirements of ASTM C-109 (500g of raw material and 1350g of sand) while 

the liquid content was modified to ensure a suitable rheology. 

After the paste preparation, the subsequent stages of the synthesis process were differentiated according to product 

type and are summarized in Figure 1. 

The preparation of compact materials requires shaping of the mixture achieved either by moulding or by extrusion and 

is followed by curing in order for the shaped materials to set and harden. The curing protocol was the same as for the 

production of foamed materials for moulded samples, while extruded samples required significantly les curing time (usually 

overnight).  

For the preparation of foamed materials, foaming of the paste is performed using either H2O2 or an organic surfactant 

as foaming agents. The foamed paste is moulded and cured in two-stages: during the first stage at 70 °C humidity control 

was required and was achieved through sealing while for the second stage, performed at 50 °C, the specimens were 

unsealed. The time required for each curing stage was found to be dependent on the specimen size but in any case the total 

time required for receiving the final products did not exceed 5 days.  

The synthesis process for lightweight granular materials involved overnight curing of the paste at 100 °C, crushing of 

the hardened product, sieving in order to obtain the desired granulometry and finally expansion using IR heating. 
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Figure 1. Synthesis process of inorganic polymers according to the final product type: lightweight granular materials, 

foamed materials and compact materials 

Properties 

The Thermal conductivity (λ) of the samples was measured on NETZSCH HFM 436/3/1 Lambda heat flow meter 

at 10 °C mean temperature and 10 °C temperature difference. For lightweight granular inorganic polymers, the Loose Bulk 

density was measured according to Perlite Institute Method PI-200-77 and the compaction resistance according to PI-306-

80. 

The compressive strength of compact and foamed inorganic polymers was measured by a CONTROLS apparatus 

according to the ASTM C-109. Flexural strength of compact inorganic polymers was measured using the same apparatus, 

according to ASTM C-348. The %Cell Volume of foamed inorganic polymers was determined from Skeletal Density 

measurements, performed using a E stereopyknometer(QUANTACHROME). The % mass loss of compact and foamed 

inorganic polymers was determined after immersion of 2g of material in 200ml of water for 24h  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Compact Inorganic Polymer materials 

For the synthesis of compact inorganic polymer materials, both types of activation were implemented (alkali -alkali 

silicate activation) while the forming method used for the specimen preparation was moulding. Table 2 presents the 
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thermal, mechanical, and physical properties of the best performing compact inorganic polymers (in terms of mechanical 

properties) for both activation types, along with selected properties of conventional building materials with similar 

applications.  

Table 2. Properties of Compact Inorganic Polymers and conventional building materials 

Material type 
Compressive 

Strength (MPa) 

Flexural 

Strength (MPa) 

Thermal conductivity 

coefficient (λ) (W/mK) 

Density 

(Kg/m
3

) 

Alkali activated 

inorganic polymers 
21 5.97 0.1921 1484 

Alkali silicate activated 

inorganic polymers 
28 7.76 0.2641 1604 

Cement 0.72 1860 

Clay Bricks 0.62-1.3 1300-2080 

Clay tiles 0.8-1.3 1890-2000 

Both materials show good mechanical properties, with the alkali-silicate material showing increased strength as 

expected. On the other hand, alkali activation results in lighter materials with lower thermal conductivity coefficient. 

Therefore, it is highlighted that it is possible to obtain inorganic polymer materials with the desired properties (in the range 

indicated by the raw material potential) by adapting the synthesis parameters. The % mass loss after immersion in water is 

<10% for both materials, indicating stable aluminosilicate structures.  

The λ values of the compact inorganic polymers are significantly lower compared to traditional construction materials 

such as cement (λ=0.72 W/mK) and clay bricks (λ= 0.63-1.3 W/mK). Nevertheless, compared to traditional cementitious 

binders, perlite-based inorganic polymers present inferior compressive strength therefore can be considered only for non-

structural applications. Thus, both materials are good candidates for the production of pre-fabricated non-structural 

elements with improved thermal properties. Their production process is highly compatible with minor modifications with 

the present manufacturing process of traditional pre-fabricated concrete which involves temperature curing.  

Regarding their compatibility with traditional aggregates, the new compact inorganic polymers were found to be highly 

compatible with traditional siliceous aggregates. The compressive strength of alkali activated mortars reached 13.5 MPa 

while alkali-silicate activated mortars presented compressive strength close to 20 MPa. The λ value of alkali-silicate mortars 

was measured at 0.2923 W/mK while for the alkali activated mortars is not measured yet but is expected to be lower.  

The previously presented materials were prepared using the standard forming method for inorganic polymers which is 

moulding. Nevertheless, it was possible with suitable rheology modifications (mainly for the increase of plasticity and 

stiffness) and technical modifications of a typical clay extruder to successfully extrude perlite-based inorganic polymers. The 

possibility of forming inorganic polymers via extrusion creates perspectives for new applications such as the production of 

inorganic polymeric bricks. With the possibility of extrusion, the synthesis process of compact inorganic polymers 

(Figure 1) becomes highly compatible with the current manufacturing process of traditional clay bricks with the added 

advantage of omitting the energy consuming stage of firing. 

Regarding the embodied energy of perlite- based compact inorganic polymers, it was found to be strongly dependent 

on the formulation (the quantities of NaOH and soluble silicon source depend on the selected formulation thus the 

contribution of raw materials and reactants to the embodied energy varies). Nevertheless, an average value for a typical 

perlite-based geopolymer was estimated at 1.37 MJ/kg which is considerably lower than that of cement (5.2 MJ/kg) and of 

fired ceramic bricks (3 MJ/Kg) or tiles (12 MJ/kg). It must be noted that the estimated embodied energy of the inorganic 

polymer includes the energy required for curing (typically 70 °C for 48h) which was calculated for a typical geopolymeric 

binder and found 0.12 MJ/Kg. 
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B. Foamed materials 

The synthesis of foamed boards was performed using both types activation and in the case of alkali-silicate activation the 

Si doping was performed using Na-waterglass. Two types of foaming agents where used for the synthesis of the discussed 

materials: H2O2 and an organic surfactant. In the case of H2O2, the foaming mechanism of the polymeric paste is based on 

the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide which liberates oxygen creating small bubbles inside the mass of the viscous paste. 

In the case of organic surfactants the air is entrapped inside the paste during the mixing phase. Foamed pastes were 

moulded in specifically designed metallic moulds in order to achieve uniform curing.  

The addition of foaming agent generates a foamed microstructure in the hardened material with mean pore diameter 

from 500 to 3000 µm depending on the foaming agent content which strongly affects the architecture of the foamed 

materials, as seen in SEM images presented in Figure 2. The increase of H2O2 in the paste induces an increase in the pore 

diameter. Further increase results in pore-interconnection and for very high agent contents the network of interconnections 

is so extended that ultimately results ino the destruction of the foamed structure. Therefore, controlled modification of the 

foaming agent content can allow the modulation of both the pore size and the overall number of interconnections, thus 

permitting the orientation of the foaming capacity and pore distribution of the resulted material towards the application 

targets. 

H2O2 content !
Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy of foamed inorganic polymers with increasing foaming agent content. 

Table 3 presents the properties of selected foamed inorganic polymers using H2O2 and organic foaming agents) as 

well as commercial building materials with similar applications. 

Table 3. Properties of Foamed Inorganic Polymers and Conventional Building Materials 

Material Type 
Foaming 

process 

Thermal conductivity 

coefficient (λ) (W/mK) 

Density 

(Kg/m
3

) 

Compressive Strength 

(MPa) 

Foamed inorganic 

polymers 

Foaming with 

H2O2 
0.062-0.119 344-680 

0.7-2.7 
Foaming with 

organic surfactant 
0.062-0.100 371-650 

Organic Insulating Materials 0.024-0.039 29-55 0.07-15 

Aerated Concrete 0.60-1.40 200-1600 1-10 

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete 0.07-0.21 300-800 1.3-8.5 

As seen in Table 3, foamed inorganic polymers are lightweight with density lower than 400 Kg/m
3
 and have low 

thermal conductivity, below 0.06 W/mK., thus constituting good candidate materials for the synthesis of insulating pre-

fabricated elements. During the foaming stage, the inorganic polymeric paste doubles its initial volume as the % foaming 

reaches 192% for H2O2 and 211% for the organic surfactant. The stability of the specimens in aquatic environment was 

better when H2O2 was used as foaming agent (mass loss 3.79% w/w), while when an organic surfactant was the foaming 

agent the mass losses reached 16.52 % w/w. 
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Foamed inorganic polymers have good potential in applications such as light weight building materials as they present 

comparable thermal conductivity with aerated concrete and autoclaved aerated concrete-AAC and their optimum 

compressive strength is 2.7 MPa. 

C. Lightweight granular inorganic polymer materials 

For the synthesis a mixture of perlite waste, recycled glass and silica fume is activated by NaOH. The cured paste can 

be crushed and sieved to the desired granulometry according to the application. The material is then expanded in a specially 

designed horizontal furnace based on Infrared heating. The material is expanded at moderate temperatures, in the range of 

300-350 °C.  

The developed materials can be used as bulk insulation or as lightweight aggregates, replacing conventional products 

such as expanded perlite or expanded polystyrene beads. The properties of three selected granular inorganic polymer 

materials, designed to be used as bulk insulation in cavity walls, as replacement of expanded perlite or vermiculite in fiber 

cement boards, and as replacement of expanded perlite in insulating bricks cavities, are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Properties of Inorganic Polymer Lightweight Granular Material per Application and 

Conventional Granular Insulation Materials 

Material Type Application 

Loose Bulk 

Density (LBD) 

(Kg/m
3

) 

Thermal conductivity 

coefficient (λ) 

(W/mK) 

Compaction 

Resistance 

(psi at 2’’) 

Inorganic Polymer 

Lightweight granular 

material 

Cavity walls insulation 49.7 0.036 28.1 

Fibre cement boards 76.7 0.039 67.8 

Brick cavities 38.9 0.034 11.9 

Expanded perlite 

Granular insulation 

50-120 0.045-0.070 

EPS beads 15-35 0.032-0.040 

Expanded polystyrene (EPS) beads are commonly used as granular insulation, and exhibit low density and thermal 

conductivity values compared to other granular materials, but also the highest embodied energy (>100 MJ/Kg). Moreover, 

EPS beads have almost zero strength and are combustible and therefore when mixed with cement in concretes or mortars, 

they lead to final products characterised by dramatically decreased mechanical properties, even to unacceptable levels, 

limiting significantly the range of their application, and suffer from lack of fire resistance.   

Expanded perlite is characterised by lower, but still quite high embodied energy (10MJ/Kg) but also higher thermal 

conductivity and density, compared to EPS. Moreover due to the high porosity and low mechanical strength, perlite can 

easily disintegrate when mixed with cement or other materials resulting in difficult workability and also increase in thermal 

conductivity. 

The main advantages of the lightweight granular inorganic polymer materials is that they are totally inorganic and their 

properties can by fine-tuned according to the specifications of the various applications. This can be achieved by regulating 

the formulation as well as the grain size before expansion, obtaining materials with λ values between 0.033-0.045 W/mK 

and loose bulk densities 15-120 Kg/m
3
. The expansion temperature is significantly lower compared to expanded perlite, 

which is expanded at ~1200 °C which also contributes to the lower embodied energy of the new materials, which is 

estimated at ~6MJ/Kg, while their properties are competitive even with the high embodied energy and organic EPS beads.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, the synthesis and properties of three types of inorganic polymer materials is studied; compact, 

foamed and lightweight granular based on alkaline or alkali-silicate activation of silicate/aluminosilicate sources such as 

perlite wastes, recycled glass and silica fume. The research lead to the development of: 
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• Compact inorganic polymers based on a paste of alkali or alkali-silicate activated perlite wastes which is cured at 70 

°C. The cured materials exhibit λ values 0.1921-0.2641 W/mK, compressive strength 21-28 MPa, flexural strength 5-

7 MPa and density 1480-1660 kg/m
3
. The developed pastes and highly compatible with traditional aggregates and 

can be potentially used as binding systems, applying conventional shaping methods such as moulding or extrusion, 

for the production of pre-fabricated non-structural construction elements with superior thermal insulating properties 

and lower embodied energy compared to the traditional analogues.   

• Foamed inorganic polymers, developed though the foaming of alkali activated perlite pastes, using either H2O2 or 

organic surfactants as foaming agents, and cured at 70 °C. The cured foamed polymers exhibit densities between 344 

and 680 Kg/m
3
 and thermal conductivity 0.062-1.119 W/mK and can be potentially used for the production of 

insulating pre-fabricated elements.  

• Lightweight granular inorganic polymers based on perlite wastes, recycled glass and silica fume, activated by NaOH. 

The paste is cured at 100°C, crushed and sieved to the desired granulometry, and expanded using IR heating at 

moderate temperatures. The expanded material is characterised by λ values between 0.033-0.045 W/mK and loose 

bulk densities 15-120 Kg/m3, while its properties can be tailored, according to the targeted application. The 

developed materials can be used as bulk insulation or as lightweight aggregates, replacing conventional products such 

as expanded perlite or expanded polystyrene beads.  
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Synthesis of Silica Aerogels from Rice 
Husk Ash for Building Insulation 
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ABSTRACT 

Aerogels are low density highly porous materials consisting of more than 90% air and less than 10% solid, in the form of highly cross-linked 
networks. Their unique properties, such as large surface are, substantially low bulk density and thermal conductivity, as well as their potential 
applications, have placed aerogels in the scientific spotlight.  
Silica aerogels have received significant attention in many fields such as catalysis, adsorption and drug delivery systems, while being extensively used 
in thermal insulation. In order to provide an environmentally friendly and cost effective alternative to the production of silica aerogels, starting silica 
precursors such as rice husk ash [i](RHA, an agricultural byproduct) were employed in this study. RHA is significantly cheaper than silicon 
alkoxides that are the most prevalent silicon precursors. Through incineration, rice husk results in the formation of RHA with content in SiO2 
that varies from 87 to 97 %, depending on the burning conditions, the rice variety, the climate and the geographic area. In this study, RHA was 
alkali extracted under reflux at elevated temperature and the solution was neutralized to form silica hydrosol. The gelation was in some cases 
assisted through the addition of surface modifying agents, while in some other cases the silica aerogels  were doped with fibers as a skeleton 
supporting material in order to reduce the fragility of the final product. Ethanol was then employed for water removal and the silica aerogels were 
then turned hydrophobic, through silylation, followed by a second solvent exchange. The resulting aerogels were characterized to evaluate  their 
structure with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)), as well as their thermal properties, 
via Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) and Differential Thermogravimetric analysis (DTG). The work demonstrates a facile, environmentally 
friendly and low-cost route toward silica aerogel preparation, suitable for applications in the building sector. 

INTRODUCTION 

Aerogels are low density highly porous materials consisting of more than 90% air and less than 10% solid, in the form 
of highly cross-linked networks. Their unique properties, such as large surface are, substantially low bulk density and 
thermal conductivity, as well as their potential applications, have placed aerogels in the scientific spotlight.  Depending on 
their form, aerogels can be classified as monoliths, beads/granules or films [ii]. Silica aerogel beads are ideal thermal 
insulation materials, with a preferred method of application being simply filling hollow spaces with the aerogel. In addition, 
silica aerogels have several other critical applications such as capturing CO2 as well as thermal superinsulators in solar 
energy systems, refrigerators etc [iii], catalysts and catalytic supports [iv] as well as several others. Despite the theoretical 
applicability of aerogels in these applications, aerogels are not yet mainstream since their structural properties are usually 
lacking. Aerogels are fragile, collapse easily and are difficult to prepare in a large-scale industrial production setting [v]. 

The most popular method for the production of silica aerogels is sol–gel polymerization of alkoxides such as 
tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), and methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) that are high-cost as well as 
hazardous materials. In addition, the wet gel is usually supercritically dryed at elevated temperature (260 °C) and pressure 
(100 bar). This method enables the removal of the entrapped solvent from the wet gel while it maintains its integrity and 
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high porosity [vi] and has been extensively adopted, even though the associated cost is substantial and safety issues related 
to the heating and evacuation of flammable solvents persist.  

Due to these limitations, there is significant interest in low cost starting materials, as well as more economic and 
environmentally friendly drying methods.  Ambient pressure drying (APD), is a process that has been substantially 
investigated over the past twelve years [vii], since it is superior in terms of cost and safety. APD is based on solvent 
exchange and surface modification of wet gels [viii]. These two processes are essential to the preservation of the porous 
network of the gel before the drying itself. However, solvent exchange is a lengthy and tedious process that involves 
diffusion of a solution within a gel. Due to this lengthy process, drying of silica aerogels (large in size) at anambient pressure 
can take several hours or even days, which limits industrial large-scale production. Solvent exchange processes depends on 
the surface tension of the solvent and the size (surface area) of the gel. Moreover, large-scale hydrogels are fairly weak and 
tend to crack during solvent exchange and an ambient pressure drying. Thus, the synthesis of large-scale sodium silicate-
based monolithic silica aerogels at an ambient pressure has limitations. In contrast, if silica hydrogel beads (micrometer-size) 
are used, solvent exchange is much faster. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

Rice husk obtained from a Greek rice mill (Agrino) was used for the preparation of RHA. Amorphous RHA, pellets of 
sodium hydroxide (fluka), sepiolite (Aldrich), sulfuric acid (Aldrich), tetraorthosilicate (Aldrich), hexane (Aldrich), ethanol 
(Aldrich) and distilled water were used as starting materials in the initial mixtures for the preparation of silica aerogels. 

Treatment of rice husk 
RHA was used as an alternative silica source in the present  study and it was prepared by burning rice husk at 700oC 

for 1.5 h in a furnace so that amorphous RHA is obtained [ix].  

Preparation of silica aerogels from RHA 
The amorphous RHA was alkali extracted by thermal heating under refluxing using aqueous NaOH solution, followed 

by neutralization with sulfuric acid to form silica hydrosol. The gelation was in some cases assisted through the addition of 
surface modifying agents, while in some other cases the silica aerogels were doped with fibers as a skeleton supporting 
material in order to reduce the fragility of the final product. 
After the gelation, all samples were aged for 24h in ambient temperature, then washed with deionized water several times in 
order to remove the sodium sulphate produced during the neutralization stage and consequentely washed several times with 
ethanol for water removal. 
Two different approaches regarding the use of tetraorthosilicate (TEOS) as sililating agent were applied. The fisrt approach 
consisted of doping the formatted gel with TEOS in a volume ratio 1:10 TEOS:Sodium silicate solution, then the gel was 
immersed in a TEOS-Ethanol solution 50%-50%(v/v) for 24h. Finaly, the gel was washed with Hexane and dried at 60oC 
under atmospheric pressure. 
During the second approach, the formatted gels were immersed either in  100%(v/v) TEOS solution, in 50%(v/v) TEOS-
ethanol solution or in 10%(v/v) TEOS-ethanol solution over the time of 1 or 2 days. The gels were then washed with 
hexane and dried at 60oC under atmospheric pressure. 

Both approaches were repeated with additional doping of the the silica hydrosol during the gelation phase with sepiolite 
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fibers as a skeleton supporting material in order to reduce the fragility of the final product. 
Finally, for reference purposes, a run test was carried out without the use of any sililating agent. More specific, after the 
neutralization with sulfuric acid, the gel was aged for 24h, washed several times with water and then with ethanol for water 
removal. The gel was then washed with hexane and dried at 60oC under atmospheric pressure. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The resulted aerogels were characterized to evaluate the effect of specific materials and methods employed during the 
aerogel development.  

Characterization of RHA 

The amorphous state of the RHA which was used as a raw material was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (Siemens 
D5000) (not shown here) with a monochromatized source of Cu Ka1 radiation (� = 1.5406 Å) at 1.6 kW [ix]. AAS (Varian 
AA240FS) measurements showed that the sodium silicate solution has a SiO2 concentration of 28.9 g/L. 

Characterization of silica aerogels 

The crystallinity of the produced silica aerogels was determined by and X-ray diffraction (Bruker Advance D8) with a 
monochromatized source of Cu Ka1 radiation (� = 1.5406 Å) at 1.6 kW. A Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM Quanta 
Fei) was used to observe the morphology and microstructure of the resulting aerogels. FTIR has been used for gathering 
information on the chemical structure and surface functional groups of the resulting silica aerolgels (Jasco 4200). The 
thermal stability of the prepared samples was evaluated by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TG-DTG) with a Mettler Toledo 
TGA/SDTA851e. 

Thermal analysis (TA-DTG) 
Figure 1 illustrates the TG and DTG curves of the unmodified gel and the aerogels treated for 2 days with 10 and 

50%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solutions, respectively. The measurements were carried out under an air atmosphere. All 
samples exhibit similar thermal behavior but with different percentages of weight loss. The DTG patterns showed a peak 
bellow 100 oC which results from dehydration and/or removal of ethanol. The DTG patterns of the treated aerogels 
showed a second peak in the temperature range 500 - 550 oC due to the removal of organic matter resulting from the 
addition of TEOS. However, the weight loss is higher in the case of the treated aerogel with 50%(v/v) than that with 
10%(v/v) due to the bigger amount of reacted TEOS to Si-OH sites of the gel during the surface modification with the 
TEOS treatment. 

Figure 1: TG-DTG curves of (left) unmodified gel (centre) aerogel treated for 2 days with 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol 
solution and (right) with 50%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution, respectively. 
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Similar thermal behavior is observed for the silica aerogels doped with sepiolite fibers as a skeleton supporting 
material. Figure 2 shows the corresponding TG-DTG curves of the aerogel-sepiolite composite treated for 2 days with 
10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution and with 50%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution, respectively. For both samples, there 
are two weight losses as it is demonstrated by the existence of two peaks in the DTG curves, one bellow 100 oC 
corresponding to the dehydration and/or removal of ethanol and one in the temperature range between 500 - 550 oC due to 
the removal of organic matter resulting from the addition of TEOS. However, the weight loss is also higher in the case of 
the treated aerogel with 50%(v/v) than that with 10%(v/v) due to the bigger amount of the reacted TEOS to the Si-OH 
sites of the gel during the surface modification with the TEOS treatment.    

Figure 2: TG-DTG curves of (left) aerogel-sepiolite composite treated for 2 days with 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution 
and (right) with 50%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution, respectively. 

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 
In Figure 3 (left) are shown the XRD patterns of sepiolite fibers and the sepiolite-aerogel composite, respectively. As 

we can see, the diffraction peaks of sepiolite are superposed as it was expected with that of the resulting silica aerogel which 
shows a broad peak between 15o and 30o (2�) in agreement with earlier studies [x]. Figure 3 (right) shows the XRD 
patterns of the unmodified gel (without any TEOS treatment) and the corresponding patterns of the surface modified silica 
aerogels with 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution after 1 and 2 days of treatment. As it can be seen, only the sample which 
is treated within 2 days shows the characteristic broad peak between 15o and 30o (2�) which is characteristic for amorphous 
SiO2.  
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Figure 3   (left) Comparison of sepiolite peaks persisting in the aerogel spectra and (right) Comparison of the effects 
of10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution on the produced gel over the time of 1 or 2 days. 
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For comparison reasons, we demonstrate in Figure 4 the XRD patterns of resulting silica aerogels after surface 
modification treatment with 50%(v/v) and 10%(v/v) of TEOS in ethanol solution, respectively, as well as the resulting 
aerogel that was doped from the beginning with TEOS during the gelation process and it was further treated with TEOS. 
As it can be seen from the figure, all samples are shown the characteristic XRD pattern which the silica aerogel 
demonstrates, ie, the broad peak between 15o and 30o (2�) which is characteristic for amorphous SiO2.     
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Figure 4      Gel structure effect of TEOS concentration (10 to 50%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution) and duration of 
TEOS treatment. 

Fourrier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy of RHA 
Infrared spectroscopy has been used for gathering information on the chemical structure and surface functional 

groups of the resulting silica aerolgels. As it can be seen from Figure 5, the aerogels are characterized by a broadband 
between 3600 and 3300 cm-1 which can be attributed either to the stretching vibrations of O-H bonds in water molecules 
absorbed in the gels or to the stretching vibrations of silanol groups (Si-OH) [ix]. The bands between 2940 and 2830 cm-1 
can be attributed to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the aliphatic C-H bonds in CH3 and CH2 groups 
arising from the surface modification of the gels with the TEOS treatment. The band at 1625 cm-1 corresponds to the 
deformation vibrations of water molecules. The bands at 1260 and 840 cm-1 are related to the Si-C bonds of the surface 
modified gels with the TEOS treatment [xi]. The band at 1100 cm-1 corresponds to the stretching vibration of siloxane 
bonds. The band at 750 cm-1 corresponds to the Si-O stretching vibrations in the silicon oxygen network, while the peak at 
460 cm-1 is due to the bending vibration of siloxane bonds [ix]. 

 Comparing the spectra in Figure 5, someone can notice that in the unmodified gel (Figure 5c), there is not any band 
related to the existence of any C-H or Si-C bonds something that is expected due to the absence of any TEOS treatment to 
this gel. It is also worth to mention that the sample prepared with 50%v/v treatment of TEOS presents stronger bands in 
contrast to that of the 10%(v/v) treatment due to the insertion of additional functional group like Si-O, C-H, Si-C, with the 
surface modification treatment with 50%(v/v) TEOS (Figures 5a,b).   

a 

b 

c 

d 
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Figure 5 FT-IR Spectra of aerogel treated for 1 day with (a) 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution and (b) 50%(v/v) TEOS 
in ethanol solution; comparison of FT-IR spectra of (c) unmodified gel and (d) aerogel treated with 50%(v/v) TEOS in 
ethanol solution. 

Similar results were also obtained for the aerogel-sepiolite composite material. As we can see from its spectrum in 
Figure 6c, the FTIR spectrum of the composite aerogel exhibits exactly the same vibrational modes as the other TEOS 
treated aerogels along with the coexistence of new vibrational bands which are due to the precence of sepiolite in the 
composite material.	   

Figure 6 FT-IR spectra of (a) sepiolite , (b) aerogel treated with 50%v/v TEOS in ethanol solution and (c) aerogel-
sepiolite composite treated with 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol solution. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The morphologies of the resulting aerogels were studied by FESEM and the images are shown in Figure 7. The figure 
shows the FESEM images of the obtained aerogel which was treated with 100%(v/v) TEOS (Figures a and b), the obtained 
aerogel after treatment with 50%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol (Figures c and d) and finally, the aerogel that was doped from the 
beginning with TEOS during the gelation process and it was further treated with TEOS (Figures e and f).   The images are 
in a magnification of 16000x and 30000x respectively. As we can see, the modified silica aerogels exhibit a highly porous 
structure. However, the aerogel which was treated with 100%(v/v) TEOS (Figures a and b) seems to be more densed and 
this could be due to the introduction of more reacting groups that partially clog the porous structure of the gel during the 
surface modification treatment. Even though the magnification is not so high, the aerogels seem to display a highly porous 
three-dimensional continuous silica structure in which there is interconnection between the pores and the silica skeletons 
leading to sponge-like silica structure in all samples. Figure 8 shows the FESEM images of the aerogel-sepiolite composite 
treated with 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol in a magnificatiuon of 8000x (a) and 16000x (b), respectively. 

c 

a 

b 
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Figure 7 FESEM images of aerogel treated with 100%(v/v) TEOS at 16000x (a) and 30000x (b); aerogel treated with 
50%(v/v) TEOS  in ethanol: at 16000x (c) and 30000x (d); aerogel doped and treated with TEOS at 16000x (e) and 
30000x(f). 

As we can see from the images, there is a good dispersion of the sepiolite fibers into the aerogel network with only 
few fibers sticking out on the surface of the composite. However, the composite material exhibits a large number of 
macroporous as it is clearly seen from the images leading to a more fragile structure.  

Figure 8 FESEM images of aerogel-sepiolite composite treated with 10%(v/v) TEOS in ethanol at 8000x (a) and 16000x 
(b). 

a b 

d c 
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CONCLUSION 

This work demonstrates a facile, environmentally friendly and low cost route towards silica aerogel preparation, 
suitable for applications in the building sector. Amorphous rice husk ash (RHA) was utilized as an alternative cheap silica 
source for the preparation of silica aerogels using two different synthetic approaches regarding the use of tetraorthosilicate 
(TEOS) as sililating agent. The produced aerogels were characterized using several analytical techniques, including XRD, 
TG-DTG, FT-IR and FESEM. The study showed that the utilization of an industrial by-product as starting material can 
lead to the production of silica aerogels using ambient pressure drying. However, further studies are required in order to 
improve the properties of the final products and to cut further down the total cost of the whole procedure towards silica 
aerogel preparation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Alkali activated aluminosilicate binders (also called inorganic polymers or geopolymers) are new construction materials possessing interesting 

properties such as rapid development of compressive strength and improved durability. The development of geopolymer technology can contribute to 
the reduction of green-house gas emissions and the exploitation of industrial by-products which are converted to valuable construction materials. 
The application of fly ash as a raw material serves a dual purpose: reduces the cost of the overall process and promotes the environmental 
friendliness of the final product. This work concerns the use of fly ash (coming from the power station at Megalopolis, Greece), as raw material for 
the synthesis of inorganic polymers with reduced density.  

Fly ash based geopolymers, with Si/Al and Na/Al molar ratios varying from 2.20 to 2.50 and 0.65 to 0.95, respectively, were prepared 
and their compressive strength was measured. X-ray Diffraction and Scanning Electron Microscopy were applied in order to examine the mineral 
composition and microstructure of the final products. Al and Si powder, silica fume, metakaolin, expanded polystyrene or a combination of them 
were introduced in the starting mixture in order to reduce the density of the final product.   

The compressive strength of geopolymers is found to depend on the Si/Al and Na/Al ratios, with the maximum about 60 MPa for a 
Si/Al ratio of 2.4 and Na/Al ratio of 0.95. The addition of expanded polystyrene grains can lower the density by 35%, however the reduction 
of strength is much higher. Fly ash based geopolymers with reduced density can be prepared using Al powder as foaming agent. Silica fume works 
as a foaming  agent in combination with metakaolin, but the presence of fly ash inhibits the foaming reaction, probably due to the high iron 
content. 

INTRODUCTION 

The formation of geopolymers involves a chemical reaction between an aluminosilicate material and a silicate solution 
in a highly alkaline environment. The synthesis and chemical composition of geopolymers are similar to those of zeolites, 
but their microstructure is amorphous to semi-crystalline. Theoretically, any amorphous aluminosilicate material can 
undergo geopolymerisation under certain circumstances. Previous works have reported the formation of geopolymers from 
natural minerals, calcined clays, industrial by-products or a combination of them [Kani et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2010; 
Fernandez-Jimenez et al., 2005]. Factors, such as the curing conditions and the composition of the precursor, strongly affect 
the structure and properties of geopolymers. In addition to the nature and composition of the raw aluminosilicate material, 
the content of soluble Si, the kind of the alkali ion and the alkalinity of the activation solution are, according to the 
literature, the most significant factors [Panagiotopoulou et al., 2009; Komnitsas et al., 2009; Rowles et al., 2003]. Depending 
on the raw material selection and processing conditions, geopolymers can exhibit a wide variety of properties and 
characteristics, including high compressive strength, low shrinkage, fast or slow setting, acid resistance, fire resistance and 
low thermal conductivity.  

The main advantages of geopolymers are the use of wastes and by-products as raw materials as well as the very low 
embodied energy and CO2 footprint compared to other conventional construction materials. However, their greatest 
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advantage is that they are tailored made products. This flexibility of geopolymer production is of great importance when 
products of specific properties are required.  

Fly ash is an industrial by-product, coming from power-supply plants, that causes deposit problems. It is estimated 
that 9500000 t/y of fly ash are produced from the electric power generation plants in Greece and only 10% of this amount 
is exploited in cement and concrete technology. Given the EU regulations, it is crucial to develop new technologies that 
allow the recycling of coal fly ash into added-value products.  

Geopolymers with reduced density can be used in retrofit panels or as construction elements with improved thermal 
and acoustic insulation properties. Besides the incorporation of lightweight materials (e.g. expanded polystyrene), foaming 
agents such as Al and Si powders can also be used in order to reduce the geopolymer density. Their foaming action is due to 
the hydrogen formation according to the reaction xH2O + Me (Si or Al) Ⱥ 0.5xH2 + Me(OH)x. According to literature 
metakolin - silica fume mixtures can also be used for the production of low-density geopolymers [Prud’homme et al., 2011; 
Henon et al., 2013]. Silica fume acts as foaming agent due to its low content of elemental Si. 

This work concerns the utilization of Greek fly ash as raw material for the synthesis of alkali activated aluminosilicate 
binders with low density for application as structural elements in energy efficient buildings 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Fly ash used for geopolymer synthesis comes from the power station at Megalopolis, Greece and its chemical 
composition is presented in Table 1. This material consists mainly of quartz (SiO2) and feldspars (NaAlSi3O8) while 
anhydrite (CaSO4), ghelenite and maghemite (Fe2O3) are found in smaller quantities. Fly ash was previously ground and its 
mean particle size (d50) was approximately 20 Ƭm. This is a typical fineness of fly ash when used in construction technology 
(as main constituent in blended cements).  

Table 1.   Chemical composition of Hellenic fly ash (% w/w) 

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O SO3 L.O.I.

47.86 23.54 7.15 10.56 2.28 -30 - 2.50 4.30 
 
The geopolymer samples were prepared using an aqueous activation solution containing sodium hydroxide and 

commercial water silica solution. The raw material and the activation solution were mechanically mixed to form 
homogenous slurry which was transferred to cubic moulds and mildly vibrated.  The specimens were left for 2 h at ambient 
temperature before they were cured at 70 qC for 48 h. These curing conditions were found to be optimal in a previous work 
[Panagiotopoulou et al., 2009]. Their compressive strength was measured after 7 days and their structure was examined 
using  XRD and SEM. X-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained using a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer, CuKa1 
radiation (ƫ=1.5405 Å), operating at 40 kV, 30 mA. The microstructure of the samples was studied using a JEOL JMS-5600 
SEM and an OXFORD LINK ISIS 300 microananalyser.  

The first part of experimental involves the optimization of geopolymers synthesis based on fly ash. The Si/Al and 
Na/Al molar ratios vary from 2.20 to 2.50 and 0.65 to 0.95 respectively. In all mixtures the ratio msolids/mwater was kept to 
2.8.  

0.5 to 2.0% expanded polysterene and 0.08 to 0.1 % w/w Al powder were added in the starting mixture in order to 
lower the density of the final product. The materials with the foaming agents were thermally cured for 24 h. The effect of 
curing temperature (50 oC and 70 oC) and the water/solid ratios (2.8 and 3.0) on the density of the samples was studied. 
Finally, geopolymers based on a mixture of metakaolin - silica fume and metakaolin - silica fume - fly ash were prepared.  In 
this case the activation solution was a water solution of KOH and potassium silicate (Si/K=1.5, water=76% w/w).  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effects of synthesis parameters of the compressive strength of geopolymeers 

Table 2 shows the compressive strength and the density of the prepared geopolymers, in relation to the Si/Al and 
Na/Al molar ratios.  As it can be seen, the increase of Na/Al ratio causes an increase of both compressive strength and 
density, while the increase of Si content in the activation solution has the same effect but in a smaller extent. The sample 
having Si/A=2.40 and Na/Al=0.95 (sample D12) showed the highest strength. However the sample D11 was chosen as 
reference because it has lower alkalinity but very similar compressive strength compared with the sample D12. 

Table 2.   Compressive strength and specigic density of geopolymers 

Sample Si/Al Na/Al Compressive 
strength (MPa) Density (g/cm3)

D1 2.20 0.65 31.65 1.53 
D2 2.20 0.75 40.27 1.60 
D3 2.20 0.85 45.24 1.66 
D4 2.20 0.95 51.24 1.70 
D5 2.32 0.65 34.34 1.55 
D6 2.32 0.75 41.53 1.61 
D7 2.32 0.85 54.85 1.72 
D8 2.32 0.95 52.56 1.74 
D9 2.40 0.65 37.57 1.61 
D10 2.40 0.75 44.13 1.69 
D11 2.40 0.85 55.83 1.73 
D12 2.40 0.95 58.89 1.78 
D13 2.50 0.65 37.73 1.59 
D14 2.50 0.75 47.50 1.68 
D15 2.50 0.85 53.70 1.77 
D16 2.50 0.95 55.12 1.80 

Incorporation of expanded polystyrene 

Figure 1 presents the effect of common expanded polystyrene on the compressive strength and the density of 
geopolymers. As it can be seen, the addition of 2% w/w of expanded polystyrene can lower the density by 28%, however 
the reduction of strength is much higher (78%).  Despite the low content of expanded polystyrene, its volume fraction in 
the geopolymer is high and the dilution of binding matrix causes a severe decrease of compressive strength. The use of 
other forms of expanded polystyrene is under investigation. The preliminary results showed that the use of expanded 
polystyrene with well formed spherical and uniform grains can lead to specimens with density around 1 g/cm3 and 
compressive strength around 10 MPa. 
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Figure 1 Compressive strength and density of geopolymers with expanded polystyrene 

Incorporation of foaming agent 

Al powder was tested as foaming agent in fly ash based geopolymers with Si/Al=2.4 and Na/Al=0.85. The effect of 
curing temperature and solid/water ratio on the density is shown in Figure 2. The density of the reference geopolymer is 
1.77 g/cm3. As it is seen, in all specimens, there is a remarkable decrease of density by 50-60%. Higher curing temperature 
and lower solid/water ratios have a positive effect on the density of the specimens. It seems that higher curing temperature 
and denser precursors favour the foaming action of Al and the gas entrapment in the geopolymer matrix. The final density 
is strongly affected by the Al content in the starting mixture. The decrease of Al content from 0.1 to 0.08% (on fly ash 
basis) led to the increase of density from 0.73 to 0.83 g/cm3. As it is expected the increase of porosity has a negative effect 
on the compressive strength of the specimens (< 5 MPa). Further investigation is needed in order to optimize the synthesis 
of foaming geopolymers on the basis of density – strength relationship. 

The use of Si, instead of Al, powder did not cause any foaming action in fly ash based geopolymers. 
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Figure 2 Density of geopolymers with 0.1% Al, in relation to the curing temperature and solid/water ratio 

Silica fume was also tested as foaming agent, in combination with metakaolin and metakaolin – fly ash. The results are 
summarized in Table 3.  Foaming geopolymers were produced when silica fume-metakaolin mixtures were KOH activated. 
However when fly ash was used instead of metakaolin or in addition to metakaolin, no foaming action was observed. The 
presence of fly ash seems to inhibit the foaming reaction, probably due to the high content of iron which forms colloidal 
hydrates during the alkaline activation of fly ash. In all cases, the KOH activation has a more positive effect on foaming, 
compared with NaOH activation. Figure 3 presents photos of the prepared geopolymers. 

Table 3.   Foaming effect in relation to the starting materials 

Raw materials Mass Ratios Foaming effect 

Silica fume – Metakolin 1:1 yes 
Silica fume – Fly ash 1:1 no 
Silica fume – Fly ash 1:4 no 

Silica fume – Metakaolin – Fly ash 1:1:1 no 
Silica fume – Metakaolin – Fly ash 1:1:3 no 
Silica fume – Metakaolin – Fly ash 2:2:1 little 
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Figure 3 Photos of geopolymers (a: fly ash geopolymer, b: fly ash geopolymer with 0.1% Al, c: Silica fume – 
Metakaolin – fly ash geopolymer, d: Silica fume – metakaolin geopolymer) 

Characterization of geopolymers 

Figure 4 presents the XRD patterns of fly ash and fly ash based geopolymer. The geopolymer matrix is mainly 
amorphous and the only indication of its formation is the increased background between 25o and 35o 2ƨ. Feldspars and 
anhydrite have completely reacted during geopolymerization, while quartz, maghemite and gehlenite are not significantly 
affected. 

Figure 5 presents SEM photographs of the geopolymer with and without foaming agent (Al). In the reference sample 
(photos 5a) the matrix is dense with very few unreacted grains. In the sample with Al, many pores have been formed during 
the foaming reaction (photo 5b). The pore size varries from a few microns up to 1 mm. This wide size distribution is the 
reason for the low compressive strength of the specimen. It is expected that a smaller and more uniform pore size will 
improve the compressive strength of geopolymers. Further investigation is needed on the control of porosity during the 
foaming reaction. In both samples the binding matrix is very similar (photos 5c and 5d). 
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Figure 5 SEM photos of geopolymers (a, c: reference sample, b,d: geopolymer with Al 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Fly ash coming from Megalopolis, Greece, can be used for the synthesis of geopolymers.  The compressive strength 
of geopolymers is found to depend on the Si/Al and Na/Al ratios, with the maximum about 60 MPa for a Si/Al ratio of 2.4 
and Na/Al ratio of 0.95. The addition of expanded polystyrene grains can lower the density by 35%, however the reduction 
of strength is much higher. 

Fly ash based geopolymers with reduced density can be prepared using Al powder as foaming agent. The density of 
the foamed geopolymers depends on the Al content, the curing temperature and the solid to water ratio. The density of 
geopolymers containing 0.1% Al (on the basis of fly ash), cured at 80 oC and with solid/water ratio equal to 2.8, is 0.73 
g/cm3. These samples have large pores with a wide pore size distribution and therefore they have low compressive 
strength.  

Silica fume works as a foaming agent in combination with metakaolin, but the presence of fly ash inhibits the foaming 
reaction, probably due to the high iron content. 
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ABSTRACT 
Although there are various references for outdoor applications of TiO2 based Building Materials (TBMs) in the literature, limited 

information concerning the interaction between TiO2 and traditional building materials like concrete, mortar, and facades is available. Most of the 
external building walls become spoiled from automobile exhaust gases, which contain oily components. Titanium dioxide is a popular photocatalyst 
that is activated under UV irradiation. Therefore, TiO2 nanostructured powders have been studied for a number of applications in self-cleaning 
and anti-fog surface, dye-sensitized photovoltaic cells as well as antireflective (AR) coatings. The interest in TiO2 properties stems from the 
limitations of current technology that requires UV light to interact with water vapor and oxygen resulting in hydroxyl radicals and superoxide ions 
that disperse over the surface of the catalyst and react with pollutants. Thus, significant attention has been devoted to the activation of TiO2 
nanostructured powders under visible light. This is due to the fact that the electromagnetic spectrum constitutes the 46% of incident solar energy, as 
opposed to UV irradiation that accounts for merely 5% of the solar spectrum. Furthermore, the super-hydrophilic nature of titanium dioxide, 
enables the dust particles to be swept away following the water stream (rain), thus making the key feature of self-cleaning. During this study the 
doping of various metals and non-metal elements in the TiO2 lattice was investigated, employing sol gel method to produce TiO2 particles in the 
nano-scale. Metal and non-metal doping element were introduced in the sol, while Titanium(IV) butoxide (TBOT) was chosen to act as the 
titania precursors. Ag as a metal dopant studied was and non metal elements investigated were N and S. The effect of synthesis parameters was 
also investigated, namely temperature, hydrolysis ratio, duration of hydrolysis and aging. All these factors affect the final quality, the physical, 
chemical, optical and electrical properties of the doped titania nano-particles. Some key benefits that will arise through this work are: keeping 
building envelopes cleaner, purification of the organic and air pollutants near and on the surface (e.g. car exhausts, NOx, VOC's), reduction of 
water stains after rain, absorption of UV thus protecting building surface from UV damage and color fading. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is considered as one of the basic materials in everyday life as it has been 
widely used in a variety of applications such as paints pigment, cosmetics and foodstuffs. This is due to the fact that TiO2 is 
a well-known semiconducting material which can be chemically activated by light and exists in three crystalline 
modifications: rutile, anatase, and brookite from which its superior properties arise. Due to its chemical composition it is 
considered as nontoxic, stable and inexpensive building material with high refractive index (n= 2.7). Traditional TiO2-based 
materials were developed in the 1910s [1], when toxic lead oxides started to be replaced by TiO2 in the application field of 
pigments and opacifiers. Since Fujishima et al. [2] observed and proved that water can be split into H2 and O2 by TiO2 in 
1972, physicochemical properties of TiO2 such as photocatalysis, photoinduced superhydrophilicity, and ultraviolet 
radiation absorption started to be further investigated. In 1997, Wang et al. [3] obtained highly hydrophilic TiO2 surfaces 
with anti-fogging and self-cleaning properties. Currently many researchers combine TiO2 with building materials by mixing 
or coating methods to produce novel TiO2 based Building Materials (TBMs) that provide photoactive functions such as air 
sterilization [4], cleaning [5],self-cleaning [6], anti-fogging [7], decoration and building cooling. These TBMs are widely used 
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in exterior construction (paints, tiles, glass, plastic, and aluminum panels), interior furnishing [8] (paints, tiles, wall paper, and 
window blinds), and road construction (soundproof walls, tunnel walls, road-blocks, paints, traffic signs and reflectors, 
lamps, and coatings). It should be noticed that TiO2 used for TBMs comes in forms of nanoparticles or nanometer thin 
films so as to succeed in photoactivity efficiency and ease of use. Despite the wide applications of TBMs, there are still 
challenges in improving the stability and enhancing their photoactive performance whereby the target lays on their 
functionalization through doping.  

Table 1. Classification of TBM photocatalytic construction and building materials [9, 10]
Category Product Function 

Exterior construction material Tiles, glass, tents, plastic films, panels Self-cleaning, pollutants degradation 

Interior furnishing material 
Tiles, wall paper, window blinds, paints, 
finishing coatings 

Self-cleaning, anti-bacterial, pollutants 
degradation 

Road construction materials Soundproof walls, tunnel walls, 
roadblocks, concrete pavements 

Air-cleaning, self-cleaning, pollutants 
degradation 

Due to the fact that sole TiO2 can be activated only by UV, a minor fraction (5%) of total solar irradiation, it is crucial to 
achieve a suitable structural/chemical modification of TiO2 so as to extend its activation also under visible light spectrum 
(Vis) (Fig. 1) [11]. This assumption supports the scientific effort to synthesize Vis active TiO2 materials in a sustainable way. 
Such modifications not only can increase the efficiency of TiO2 photocatalysis under solar irradiation but also can shift the 
usage of TiO2 in indoor application. In order to obtain doped TiO2 the most prominent methods could be divided in three 
categories: wet chemistry, high-temperature treatment, and ion implantation. These in terms are divided in sub categories 
known as electrochemical, continuous reaction, multi gelation, spin coating, dip coating, two step wet chemical, 
precipitation [12], thermal (hydrothermal and solvothermal) [13], CVD, High Energy Ball-Milling HEBM [14], ultrasonic 
irradiation [15] and different types of sol-gel [16]. The sol-gel method is a rather adaptable process used also for the 
synthesis of various oxide materials. Particularly, the Sol-Gel synthesis of doped titania nanomaterials comprises various 
steps. Depending on the desired crystal phase composition, particle size and shape regularity, an inorganic TiOSO4 [17], 
TiCl4 [18] or alternatively organic precursors with a generic formula of Ti(OR)4 such as Ti(O-Et)4 and Ti(O-nBu)4 [19] have 

been widely investigated. These precursors are metal 
alkoxides, which undergo various forms of hydrolysis and 
polycondensation reactions [20].This method has also 
several advantages over other methods, such as allowing 
impregnation or coprecipitation, which can be used to 
introduce dopants. The major advantages of the sol-gel 
technique includes molecular scale mixing, high purity of 
the precursors, and homogeneity of the sol-gel products 
with a high purity of physical, morphological, and chemical 
properties. When a metal precursor alkoxide/salt reacts with 
water, nucleophilic substitution occurs. For the 
coordinatively saturated metals such as the metal alkoxides, 
hydrolysis and condensation both occur by nucleophilic 
substitution (SN) mechanisms, in which coordination and 
proton transfer are involved and followed by removal of 
either alcohol or water. As complementary reagents, acids 
(or a mixture of acids) can be applied to prevent immediate
precipitation of the hydrolyzed precursor. Also, depending 

on the acid’s chemical properties they can be utilized to the fine tuning of the crystal phase composition [21,22] can be used 
to control the crystallite formation process. More specifically the overall chemistry of the hydrolysis and poly-condensation 
process in the case of a metal alkoxides leads to the formation of extended oxopolymers, which are then transformed into 
the oxide network. The resulting product is strongly affected by the reaction rate constant i.e. the kinetics of hydrolysis and 

 

Figure 1. Electromagnetic spectrum of solar radiation 
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condensation reactions. Experimental parameters such as the hydrolysis ratio (h),n H2O/n alcoxide and the nature of the 
alkoxy groups (R) are important factors influencing the kinetics. As mentioned above, the field of self-cleaning surfaces is 
characterized by two types of materials: hydrophobic and hydrophilic ones. These two types of surfaces both have the 
ability to clean themselves through the action of water. Hydrophilic surfaces based on TiO2 paints, however, have an 
additional property: they can chemically break down adsorbed dirt through light irradiation. The self-cleaning ability of TiO2 
is attributed to its hyper-hydrophilicity, and hence water does not form drops on a titania-based surface, but a sealed water 
film is formed instead. TiO2 photocatalytic ability is translated as the mechanism in which the nanopowders are suspended 
in water and irradiated with ultraviolet (UV) light, highly reactive free radicals are generated (OH-, H2O2, O-2) destroying 
biological molecules. This mechanism is activated by irradiation of energy, equal or higher than its band gap. 
photoexcitation creates surface charge that may react with the molecules in the neighbourhood. Concluding, irradiating 
titanium oxide by a photon with energy as high as its energy gap leads to the photoactivation, which can catalytically split 
water into free reactive oxidative species [23] (see Figure 2, left). The latter phenomenon occurs mainly under UV light 
irradiation which in turn can decompose organic pollutants with which they come in contact. Which in turns has a bearing 
on its physicochemical properties such as crystallinity, shape, size of particles and surface area [24]. 

Figure 2. Photocatalysis mechanism of TBMs (left). The electromagnetic spectrum: wavelengths ranges splitting chart 
(right). 

Especially, the nano-crystalline configuration of TiO2 plays therefore a key role, in most cases anatase (Ev=3.2 eV, 388nm) 
has higher photocatalytic properties in comparison with those of rutile (Ev=3.0 eV, 414nm) (see Figure 2, right). The TBM 
surfaces become self-cleaning and anti-microbial using only UV light as the catalyst absorbing sunlight at wavelengths less 
than 500 nm. Using TiO2 nano particles and doping them with various elements can enabled the creation of entirely new 
products, opening new applications. The target of the present work was orientated towards the production of doped TiO2 
Visible light photocatalytic nano-powder via the as described wet method (sol-gel) in order to be used in photocatalytic 
paintings for both exterior and interior use. For this reason, the powder should be activated under visible light irradiation 
and thus the band gap of produced TiO2 should be less than 2.3 eV. In this study the effect of various precursors and 
doping elements is examined, while the efficiency of the powder had been validated via a series of structural and properties 
characterizations. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Synthesis 
All the chemicals were used without further purification. Titanium(IV) butoxide (Ti(OBu)4) was used as starting precursor 
for the sol-gel synthesis of nanocrystalline TiO2 nanoparticles. Nitric acid (HNO3) was used as a catalyst for alkoxide 
hydrolysis. As a hydrolysis media acidified aqueous solutions have been explored, this has been selected based on literature 
findings due to the fact that nanostructured materials result. Deionized water was used for the hydrolysis of the titania 
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precursors. Different synthetic route combinations and conditions have been investigated altering the titanium precursor as 
well as the accompanied alcohol. Non metal elements that have been investigated were N, S and C. The latter has been 
achieved by implementing different diverse precursors such urea and thiourea. The effects of synthesis parameters were also 
investigated namely temperature, hydrolysis ratio, duration of hydrolysis, loading of doping sources, aging and calcination 
temperature. After the typical process the mixtures were vigorously stirred for 4.5 h and small amounts of n-propanol or 
butanol were added. The solutions were left overnight under vigorous stirring for aging and homogenization. Urea or 
Thiourea (1, 5, 10 and 15g) was added after 1.5 hour stirring, ultrasound for 15min was implemented and finally the solvent 
was evaporated and the mixture calcinated at 400oC for 2h. The resulted powder was cleaned with H2SO4 1M and washed 
several times with water until the pH remains unchanged. In the case of co-doped samples the non-metal doping source 
investigated was the Silver Nitrate (AgNO3). Thus 0.065g, 0.13g and 0.26g of silver nitrate were added and the mixture 
remained in the dark (due to sensitivity of Silver) under vigorous stirring for 1.5h. The resulting powder was selected and 
filtered after dispersing it in 100 mL distilled water. All the other process parameters became identically the same like in the 
case of non-metal doping. The product was dried at 110◦C and stored in the dark. The resulted TBM nanoparticles had a 
vivid yellowish colour.  

Methods 
Room-temperature Diffuse Reflectivity (DR) UV-Vis spectra were collected on finely samples with an Agilent Cary 60 
spectrometer equipped with a diffuse reflectance accessorize including remote diffused reflectance probe Harrick Barellino, 
optical fiber optical coupler and computer control using the “Scan” software. Diffuse reflectivity was measured from 250 to 
1000 nm (i.e., from 4.96 to 1.24 eV) with a 2 nm step using Halon powder (from Agilent) as a reference (100% reflectance). 
UV-Visible spectra were also recorded using an Agilent Cary 60 spectrometer spectrophotometer. All measurements were 
performed at 27 ±1 oC. The slit width and data interval were set to 1 nm and the scan speed in all measurements were 300 
nm/min, measured by data interval of 0.50 nm and keeping an average time 0.1 s. In order to evaluate the photo catalytic 
activity of the TBMs all the photocatalysis experiments were carried out by using a homemade photo-reactor. Freshly 
prepared solvent mixtures were used for the study of photodegradation of all compounds. The doped TBMs were irradiated 
with a setup of four visible OSRAM F18w/54-76 light lamps (λexc= 400-800 nm, P = 18W). The reported absorption 
maxima energies correspond to the average of three measurements. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images as well as 
Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy analyses were obtained using a FEI Quanta 200 electron microscope. 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was used in order to define the size distribution of sample powders. A Malvern 
Instruments Ltd. Zetasizer Nano ZS was used with a He-Ne 633nm laser source and the detector selected to be set at 173q. 
Finally, powder XRD measurements were carried out using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer using Cu Ka1, radiation λ= 
1.5405 Å.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Structural characterization 
In order to evaluate the crystallinity of the as prepared powders, XRD measurements have been implemented. These types 
of measurements provide also qualitative information about the samples concerning the percentage ratio of anatase to rutile 
phases. In all cases the patterns of TBMs (doped and non-doped) prepared by the sol-gel method and calcinated at 400 oC 
for 2 h with a heating rate of 5 oC/min have been monitored in order to elucidate the accompanied structural characteristics. 
It should be noted that depending on the synthesis parameters the powders showed an almost amorphous material at low 
temperatures that indicates a dominant single anatase phase, while TiO2 that has been formed by a rapid hydrolysis shows a 
high rutile phase transformation that has been indicated as a second phase (Fig. 3 (left), Tsg1_1). Indicatively XRD patterns 
of the heat-treated 10g thiourea doped samples at different temperatures are shown in Figure 3 (right).  
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of undoped TiO2 powders at 400 oC (left) and thiourea doped TiO2 nano-powder 
calcinated at 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800o C for 2 h

As mentioned beyond it is clearly depicted that the doped TiO2 nanopowders are primarily in the amorphous phase until 
400 oC. Annealing at higher temperatures 500, 600, 700 oC leads to the formation of the rutile and in most of the cases at 
800 oC the anatase completely disappears, and rutile has been observed as the dominate phase. 

PHOTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES 
The band gap values of the produced visible light active doped TiO2 nano powders have been calculated from a plot of 
modified Kubelka–Munk function versus the energy of exciting light by converting the scanning wavelength (λ) into photon 
band gap energies (Eg). The light reflectance was monitored as a function of wavelength and has been recorded for all the 
doped TiO2 particles. The onset of light absorption in the samples indicates that photons with the corresponding energy 
have the required energy to excite electrons into the valance band, and this energy equals the band-gap energy. The 
Kubelka-Munk function F(R) (Eq. 1), enables the optical absorbance of the samples to be estimated from its reflectance. 
Following of a Tauc Plot (F(R).hν)1/2 vs. E(=hc/λ) allows measuring the direct band gap. The band gap for optical 
absorption is defined as the minimum energy required to excite an electron from the ground state (HOMO, at the top of 
the valence band) to the exciting state (LUMO, at the bottom of the conduction band) [25]. Extrapolation of this Tauc 
linear regime line to the photon energy axis yields the band gap. Fig. 5 shows Tauc plot for anatase powder and the band 
gap (the intersection point on photon energy) is measured to be 3.2 eV, which is in agreement with the known band gap 
value. 
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F(R∞)=(1-R∞)2/2R∞ (1)

where R∞ is the measured diffuse reflectance and (hν) is the photon energy in eV. 

The indirect band gap of titanium dioxide means that the for photon energies above the band gap, the absorption of light 
scales as the square root to the photon energy. Plotting the (Aeq)½ vs. E(hν) and making a linear fit to the curve section 
just above the energy gap allows the extrapolation of the fit for (Aeq)½ = 0 in order to find the corresponding energy which 
is then designated as the band gap energy. 

Figure 4. Plots of [F(R)*hν]1/2] vs. hν for 1, 5, 10 and 15g Thiourea doped TBMs (left) and 
co-doped S, N and Ag TBMs (right), all at 400 oC 

Due to the fact that all the doped TBMs could be considered as indirect band gap semiconductors, the exact energy values 
have been calculated from the extrapolation of the linear part of the modified Kubelka-Munk function [F(R∞)hν] ½ vs. hν. 
The diffuse reflectance spectra of all the Thiourea (S, N) samples are almost identical indicating their switch to the visible 
light region that could be translated as the exhibition of a weak absorption shoulder in the range of 400-450 nm as 
presented at the graphs of Fig. 4 (left). If this visible absorbance originates from a local excitation of the sensitizer, it 
progressively gets higher for almost all TBMs doped by 1, 5, 10 & 15g Thiourea accordingly. It is clearly observed when the 
loading mass of the dopant reaches the 10g the band gap reaches a maximum; however, this is not observed at the doped 
powders that have been prepared with higher or even smaller than 10g loading percentage. As a result, it could be assumed 
that a very high loading percentage further disfavour the possibility of a local excitation and in turn forces the reduction of 
the band gap. The optimal parameters that revile the highest response in the visible light irradiation range were thus 
determined to be doped by 10g of thiourea, this had as result the provision of a threshold value for absorption in the visible 
range of Eg=2.2 eV (564 nm). 
Based on the noticeable low bang gap values that has been observed for the case of 10g loading with thiourea, co-doping 
experiments with Ag followed. This decision to use as doping manner Ag was taken due to the intention to synthesize 
powders that would also provide potentials to be act as antibacterial semiconducting materials, thus photocatalysts active 
under visible light illumination. Three different loading percentages for that purpose have been evaluated. Comparing the 
band gap energy values, it is noticed that only the samples with 0.13 g of Ag contributed to the narrowing of the band gap, 
more specifically the bandgap value has been calculated to be Eg=2.3 eV. Despite somewhat lower band gap values of the 
silver, thiourea-doped system, clearly reviled that doping of Ag+ ions has, at most, a small contribution to the band gap 
reduction. Based on the above descriptions and the process protocols of evaluation it has been concluded that the co-
doping with S,N and Ag introduces some trap states (impurity levels) within the valence and conduction bands of titanium 
dioxide that is responsible of the reduction of the band gap. Consequently, a peaks shoulder at the absorption profiles of all 
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selected samples has been observed that, in turn, indicates the photocatalytic potential of these TBMs to degrade organic 
pollutants through Visible light irradiation. The latter observation will be discussed in details later on.  

Morphology 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) allows the monitoring of TBMs and assists their evaluation in respect to morphology 
as well as chemical composition. The SEM images of thiourea and silver nitrate co-doped TiO2 compared with those of 
pure TiO2 confirm the presence of S, N and Ag as doping elements. The EDS spectrum was recorded in the binding energy 
region of 0–20 keV which is shown in Fig. 7. The signals from the spectrum revealed the atomic percentages of C, N, O, S, 
Ag and Ti at 2.04, 9.12, 34.74, 0.88, 0.76 and 52.46 keV. The peaks of Ag are irrelevant to its content in co-doped TiO2, 
indicating the Ag present in the catalyst. 

Element Before After 
C 6.93 2.62 
N 13.04 10.36 
O 34.75 35.51 
S 2.13 0.56 
Ti 43.14 50.96 

Element Before After 

C 2.04 
N 9.12 
O 34.74 
S 0.88 

Ag 0.76 
Ti 52.46 

Figure 6. SEM analysis data of thiourea and co-doped TBM 

Particle size 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used in order to measure the modal particle size. DLS analysis on each sample was 
expected to give a more comprehensive picture of the particle size synthesized and hand milled in the mortar. A small 
quantity of powder sample (~1mg) was dispersed in a plastic cuvette with help of deionized water. The suspension was 
stirred rigorously so as to imitate the photocatalysis stirring conditions. Accordingly the suspension was left at ease and the 
measurement sequence was immediately initiated (optimization of laser beam vertical position, attenuation and series of 
measurements respectively.) In some cases dispersion solutions were filtered by using a syringe applicable PVDF filter with 
a pore diameter of 450nm in order to remove dust particles that affect the photon correlation function and consequently the 
deduced particle size distribution. Most of the samples exhibited multimodal particles size distribution and some of them 
some large figures. The average size obtained by the DLS distribution plot for the urea doped TBMs was between 24 to 
70nm and around 70nm for the case of thiourea doped powders. Ones the co-doping occurs a rather homogenious size 
distribution is observed with particles ranging from 6 to 80nm by case. 

Photocatalytic properties 
The photocatalytic performance of the sol-gel produced TiO2 based building materials was examined and monitored against 
the photocatalytic degradation of Methylene Blue (MB) and Methyl Orange (MO) under visible light irradiation for different 
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time intervals. Different loadings of doped TiO2 were added to water based solution, containing MB or MO as pollutant in 
order to evaluate the photocatalytic performance. Specifically, in MO aqueous solutions (10 mg/L), different amounts of 
powder samples (30, 50, 100 mg/L) were added. In case of MO one main absorbance peak at 464 nm has been located (Fig. 
7, right). At the first stage suspensions were placed in the homemade photocatalytic reactor (Fig. 7) in dark conditions and 
continuous stirring for 30-40 min. This is a very important evaluation step due to the fact that during this part an 
adsorption/desorption equilibrium occurs. Compared to the initial MO solution values an absorbance reduction is observed 
at the end of this stage and is attributed to the aforementioned phenomena and not to pollutant degradation due to any 
photocatalytic activity of the powders. 

Figure 7. Homemade photocatalytic reactor (left), prepared stock solutions of Methyl Orange (MO) in different loadings 
(middle), UV-Vis absorption spectra of MO (right). [26]

Accordingly the samples were exposed to visible light irradiation while the variation of the absorbance measured, at 
different exposition times. For each measurement a 3ml solution was taken from the suspension after constant periods of 
irradiation. Figure 8 reveals the absorption spectra of MO decomposed in the presence of different loading percentages of 
TBMs under UV-Vis light irradiation. It can be seen that the characteristic absorption peak intensity of MO decreases with 
increasing the irradiation time in a reasonable manner. After one day irradiation the degradation is up to 90% for both cases, 
the latter is attributed to the almost complete removal of the main absorption peak (see Figure 8). The pollutant 
concentrations in the solutions were determined by UV-Vis spectrophotometer in the range of 200 to 800nm. 

It has been observed that in order to conduct reliable measurements, a pre separation process is required to ensure that no 
nanopowders are present in the under measurement pollutant solution. When the size of TiO2 particles is decreased to that 
of nanometer scale, their catalytic activity is enhanced. This is attributed to an optical band gap widening due to a 
combination of quantum size effects and increased specific surface area. Fig. 8 demonstrates also the evolution of MO 
pollutant degradation. As mentioned the first measurement at t=0 represents the absorption of the pollutant at the surface 
of TiO2, and thus is not calculated in the degradation rate. The results indicate that the P25 material has rather weak 
photocatalytic response under visible light illumination and is less active than the TiO2 under the selected loading amounts 
and illumination parameters. On the other hand, by increasing the loading percentages and extending the illumination times 
to ca. 17 hours, the photocatalytic degradation has reached improved degradation levels that are translated to enhanced 
photocatalytic respond (Fig. 9). The behaviour of P25 is quite similar with good photocatalytic response only under visible 
light irradiation, this is probably attributed to the lowering of the band gap value that shifted bathochromic the absorption 
shift of the doped TBMs. Hence, it could be estimated that the thiourea doping during the sol–gel synthesis and in the case 
of 10g loading and thermal treatment conditions is concluded as an efficient means to improve the photocatalytic activity of 
titania in the visible range 
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Figure 8. UV absorption spectra of MB aqueous solution (a-b) and MO aqueous solution (c-d) during  photodegradation 
caused by doped-TiO2 powders under Vis-light irradiation. In pictures e-g the colour changes indicate the photocatalytic 

degradation of MO during time,  induced by N-doped TiO2 powders, under Vis-light irradiation 

In order to investigate the durability of doped TBMs a prototype catalyst recycling experiment was setup in order to 
determine its stability. As described above the pollutant MO solution was examined under visible light radiation, sequential 
additions of MO was carried out after 300min cycles reusing the treated solution to avoid loss of catalyst during the 
filtration process (and prevent dilution by keeping the MO initial concentration approximately the same and equal for each 
target cycle). 86.1%, 16.0%, 1.8% and 0.0% of discoloration were obtained by two-run consecutive experiments, 
respectively. All the content was completely bleached after the experiments, which explains the discoloration of the 
solutions.  
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Figure 9. Photocatalytic activity of thiourea and silver modified titania 
under diminished radiation conditions (UV and IR cut off as well as visible irradiance diminishment.) 

Furthermore, the amount of intermediates such as by-products produced during the MO oxidation may also have affected 
its degradation because the high concentrations of dye and its intermediates may cover the active sites of the catalyst surface 
thereby reducing the generation of OH radicals; also, such dye intermediates may produce a solar light-screening effect 
where a significant amount of sunlight may be absorbed by the molecules of the dye intermediates instead of the catalyst 
particles. Thus, the discoloration efficiency and the efficiency of the catalytic reaction are reduced because the 
concentrations of OH radicals decrease. 
After an extended series of photocatalytic experiments, a membrane was introduced to the system in order to achieve 
diminished radiation conditions. The setup now was consisted of four (4) OSRAM F18W/54-765 and a membrane that cuts 
off (a) UV by 99%, (b) IR by up to 92%, and (c) visible band by 10%. The manufacturer claims a total solar energy rejection 
of 49%. One of the most photocatalysis capable samples was chosen and tested under the aforementioned conditions. Its 
activity was proven excellent, as post ca. 17 hours the MO removal reached 87%. This is considered as an important result, 
due to the fact that conditions of diminished radiation will also be the case in any place where the samples prepared would 
be applied, e.g. on a cloudy day, under shades that may be created on various surfaces. 
Among a collection of several samples synthesized, some characteristic pairs were selected for examination (Fig. 10-14). 
The purpose was to spot the best behaving samples under visible irradiation and, in any case, what would be the best 
dopants mixture allowing use of Ag and thus promoting additionally antibacterial action. The successful synthesis of Vis 
active TiO2 is demonstrated in Fig. 10. The same powder sample was tested under UV-Vis and filtered UV-Vis irradiating 
lamps. It is obvious that UV results to a quite enhanced photocatalytic activity but still under UV free irradiation the sample 
reaches almost 50% of the UV-Vis irradiation treatment. In Fig. 11 the comparison between N and Ag used for the basic 
synthesis shows that Ag is not promoting the activity considerable. On the other hand, in Fig. 12 it is shown that if the N 
and Ag doped sample originally calcined at 400qC and further calcined at 500qC, in this case it is clearly seen that for 1h 
irradiation conditions its removal capability is slightly enhanced. This result agrees in principal also with the band gap 
figures for these samples (Fig. 4). In the same comparison it is also demonstrated that N doping is slightly better than N 
and S doping that in turns is also in agreement with the monitored band gap values. In contrast to the Fig. 11 set, in Fig. 13 
the N, S and Ag doped TBMs it is illustrated and evident that these powders have a better photocatalytic respond than the 
N and S doped.  
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Figure 10. Comparison between UV-Vis and Vis irradiation on the same sample. 

Figure 11. Comparison between N doped and N, Ag doped 
samples. 

Figure 12. Comparison among samples calcined at 500qC 
and having all different dopants (N, S and Ag). 

Figure 13. Comparison between N, S doped and N, S and 
Ag doped samples. 

Figure 14. Assessment on the Ag doping amount. 
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Additionally, in Fig. 13 an attempt to compare N, S and Ag samples under the same conditions but varying the loading 
percentage of AgNO3. In that case, the least Ag containing sample shows a significantly enhanced behavior compared to 
the reach Ag doped one. All sets examined helped in setting a framework for a more systematized dopants selection. 
Finally, in order to investigate the durability of the doped TBM catalyst powder have been passed through a prototype 
recycling/recovery experiment three times to determine its stability using 1 gl-1 of catalyst load at the pollutant solution, 
under visible light radiation. Sequential additions of MO were carried out into the home build photocatalytic reactor after 
each cycle (that lasted 300min) reusing the treated solution to avoid loss of catalyst during the filtration process (and prevent 
dilution by keeping the MO initial concentration approximately the same and equal for each target cycle). A constant 
discoloration was obtained by three-run consecutive experiments, respectively using the 10g urea doped TiO2 catalyst.  

CONCLUSION

In this work doped TBMs were prepared by sol-gel method. The hydrolysis parameters of the titania precursor were 
controlled obtaining mainly anatase TiO2, these powders were further investigated by co-doped with metal (Ag) and/or 
non-metal (S, N) elements. All the compositions were characterized using XRD, SEM, EDX, DLS and DR-UV-Vis 
spectrophotometry. The most representative results were presented and discussed. From XRD it is concluded that the sol-
gel prepared TBMs contain mainly pure anatase phase that promotes their self-cleaning activity. Band gap energy of samples 
doped with 10g Thiourea and of those additionally co-doped with Ag demonstrated reduced band gaps of 2.2 and 2.3 eV 
respectively. From SEM images, the entire doping elements (S, N and Ag) have been identified in an evocative manner. 
DLS measurements indicated the particle size to be in the nanometer scale and ranging around 20nm for the Ag co-doped 
TBMs. The as prepared TBMs showed higher photocatalytic activity compared to P25 under Visible light irradiation 
conditions. Enhanced photodegradation of methyl orange (MO) clearly indicates the prevention of electron hole 
recombination which is one of the major limitations of non-doped TiO2. The enhanced photocatalytic activity of the sol-gel 
synthesized TBMs could be attributed to their optical properties that have been proven to wider the range of UV to Visible 
light; this in turn has been directly connected to the significant lowering of the band gap. As a concluding remark it could be 
said that new functional photocatalytic TBMs have been successfully synthesized and characterized. Further implementation 
and combination of these complementary functions can potentially opened up various novel applications, particularly in the 
field of building materials. 
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ABSTRACT 

Aerogel is known to be one of the lightest foamed materials. While the majority of aerogels described in the literature are silica-based, there 
are a limited number of references to clay-based aerogels. The abundance of clay and its limited toxicity make them particularly attractive. 
Aeroclays are materials with low density and high porosity that are especially promising for insulation applications. Their formation involves 
mixing of clay with water, freezing of the suspension and freeze-drying of the frozen gel. Comparing to other insulation materials, aeroclay is easy 
to be produced, nontoxic and inflammable. From all clays, montmorillonite (MMT) is preferred due to its layered structure, high cation exchange 
capacity, high aspect ratio and large surface area. This work concerns the use of montmorillonite as a raw material for the synthesis of aeroclays 
with low density. Aeroclays were synthesized by mixing montmorillonite clay and water and their density was measured. Polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA), casein and cellulose fibers were used for the reinforcement of the aeroclay. A multifactorial experimental design model is applied in order 
to study the combined effect of synthesis parameters on the density of aeroclays.  X-ray Diffraction was used in order to determine the layer spacing 
in the final products. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Infrared Sprectroscopy were applied in order to examine the microstructure of the 
products. As it is concluded, aeroclays, derived from a solution of montmorillonite clay and water alone, were brittle so the addition of reinforcement 
agent is crucial. Depending on the synthesis conditions, a density range from 0.1 to 0.4 g/cm3 was achieved. The factors with the highest impact on 
the density of the final product were the content of MMT and reinforcement agent in the precursor solution.  

INTRODUCTION 

Aerogels are materials with low density and high porosity that are especially interesting for insulation applications 
[Gawryla et al., 2009]. A wide variety of applications for aerogels have developed over the past 20 years [Bandi et al., 2005]. 
Though most aerogels are based on silica, first reported by Kistler in 1932 [Kistler, 1932], recent work has shown the ability 
to create similar porous structures with other constituent materials. Clay is a promising constituent, since it is a chemically 
benign and abundantly available material [Hostler et al., 2009]. Smectite clays, such as Na-MMT, are preferred because of 
their swelling properties, high cation exchange capacities, high aspect ratios and large surface areas [Wang et al., 2013a]. 

Montmorillonite (MMT) is a 2:1 layer clay having a high cation exchange capacity (typically about 70 meq per 100 g) 
due to the presence of many interlayer charge compensating cations. The hydration of these cations allows the penetration 
of up to 4 layers of water molecules between the clay layers, increasing the volume of the clay by up to two times, relative to 
the dry clay. Sodium ion-exchanged montmorillonite is commonly used to produce clay aerogels due to its ability to form 
hydrogels at relatively low solid fractions. By utilizing a single freeze-drying step, the layered silicates can be rearranged into 
a house of cards structure with bulk densities typically ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 g/cm3 (~95% void volume fraction) [Bandi 
et al., 2005]. During freezing of aqueous clay mineral dispersions, the growing ice fronts cause alignment/shearing of the 
Na+-MMT particles along the ice crystal faces to produce lamellar structures, which, after high vacuum sublimation, result 
in ultra low density layered structures. 

Although the structure of aerogel, derived from a solution of montmorillonite clay and water alone, is stable, its 
mechanical strength is low. To improve its mechanical rigidity and to produce the foam like structure that improves the 
thermal/mechanical properties, the incorporation of reinforcement agents such as poly(vinyl alcohol) [Hostler et al., 2009; 
Alhassan et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013b; Chen et al., 2013; Bandi and Schiraldi, 2006], casein [Pojanavaraphan et al., 2010a; 
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Gawryla et al. 2008], natural rubber [Pojanavaraphan et al., 2010b; Pojanavaraphan and Magaraphan, 2008; Pojanavaraphan 
et al., 2011], natural or synthetic fibers [Finlay et al., 2008], pectin [Chen et al., 2013], ammonium alginate [Chen et al., 2012] 
and poly(ethylene imine) [Johnson et al., 2009] have been studied. The effect of modified clay and freezing conditions on 
aeroclay structure, flammability and waterproofing were also under investigation [Wang et al., 2013c; Chen et al., 2012; 
Johnson et al., 2012]. 

In this paper, we report the effect of the MMT and reinforcement agent content in the starting solution as well as the 
effect of the freezing temperature on the density of the aeroclays.  

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sodium montmorillonite clay (Na-MMT, commercial product, S&B), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, 98-99% hydrolyzed 
with Mw=31,000-50,000 Sigma Aldrich), casein (Sigma Aldrich) and cellulose fibers (Sigma Aldrich) were used as received. 

Na-MMT was mixed with deionized water in a slow shear rate mixer for two minutes. Reinforcement agents, casein 
and cellulose fibers, were added in clay suspension. In the case of PVA, a solution was prepared by dissolving PVA in water 
at 70-80 oC until complete dissolution. To produce PVA/MMT aeroclays, polymer solution is added to clay gel in order to 
achieve specific final concentration of clay and polymer. The clay/reinforcement agent suspension was transferred into 
polystyrene matrices and was placed in a freezer for 48 h. The frozen sample was then placed in a freeze dryer (Scientz 
50ND) and was subjected to very high vacuum ~1Pa), for the ice to sublime. The effect of freezing temperature (T: -195, -
85, -30 oC) and duration of freeze drying (t: 24, 48, 72 h) was studied.  

In the case of MMT and PVA, the combined effect of synthesis parameters on the density of the final product was 
evaluated by using a multifactorial experimental design model. The implementation of a multifactorial experimental 
designing model allows the investigation of the combining effect of selected parameters, conducting the minimum number 
of experiments. Taguchi has developed a parameter design method based on orthogonal arrays (OA), which provides a 
simple and efficient tool for optimizing parameters in complicated systems.  

The examined parameters were the content of MMT and PVA in the starting solution, as well as the temperature of 
the frozen bath. The experimental design involved their variation in three levels, while their variation range was selected 
based on previous literature. The variation levels of the selected parameters are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1.   Parameters and level variation 

Parameters 1 2 3 

MMT content in solution (% w/w) 5 10 20 
PVA content in solution (% w/w) 2 5 10 

Freezing temperature (oC) -30 -85 -185 
 

A full factorial design requires the conduction of 27 experiments. The application of a L9 orthogonal array, based on 
Taguchi method and shown in Table 2, reduces the number to 9. 

Table 2.   L9 (32) standard orthogonal array and the related conditions 

Sample MMT PVA T MMT 
(%w/w) 

PVA 
(%w/w) T (oC)

M5PVA2T-30 1 1 1 5 2 -30 
M5PVA5T-85 1 2 2 5 5 -85 

M5PVA10T-185 1 3 3 5 10 -185 
M10PVA2T-85 2 1 2 10 2 -85 
M10PVA5T-185 2 2 3 10 5 -185 
M10PVA10T-30 2 3 1 10 10 -30 
M20PVA2T-185 3 1 3 20 2 -185 
M20PVA5T-30 3 2 1 20 5 -30 
M20PVA10T-85 3 3 2 20 10 -85 
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The density of the aeroclays was calculated based on mass and volume measurements. XRD measurements were 
performed in order to evaluate the distance separating the layers. A Siemens D-5000 X-ray diffractometer, with CuKơ, 
radiation (ƫ=1.5405A) was used. FTIR was used in order to identify the presence of certain functional groups in the sample. 
The IR measurements were carried out using a Fourier Transform IR (FT-IR) spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer 880). The 
FTIR spectra in the wavenumber range from 400 to 4000 cm-1 were obtained using the KBr technique. The pellets were 
prepared by pressing a mixture of the sample and dried KBr (sample: KBr approximately 1:200) at 8 t/cm2. The 
microstructure of clay aerogels were studied using a JEOL JSM-5600 Scanning Electron Microscope. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of synthesis parameters 

All the MMT/PVA samples were received as monoliths. The effects of the studied parameters on the density of 
MMT-PVA aeroclays is presented in figure 1. The impact of each factor on the development of density was defined 
through the Tagushi mathematical processing and is, also, presented in figure 1. The sample with 5% MMT, 5% PVA and -
30 oC freezing temperature has the lower density.  The increase of MMT content to 10% almost doubles the density of the 
aeroclay, but further increase does not seem to have any effect. The optimum PVA content is 5% as lower and higher 
content lead to increased density. Finally, the best freezing temperature is -30 oC. PVA content is the most important factor 
for the density of the final product with a contribution of 59%, while the contribution of MMT content and freezing 
temperature is lower. From confirmation experiments, the mean value of the density corresponding to the optimum 
conditions was found to be 0.1 g/cm3.   

Figure 1 The effect of MMT content, PVA content and freezing temperature on aeroclay density (Taguchi method) 

The effect of MMT and reinforcing agent content was also examined in samples with casein and cellulose fibers. The 
freezing temperature was kept at 30 oC.  The samples with 10-15% MMT and 10% casein were received as monoliths, with 
densities in the range of 0.2 – 0.3 g/cm3. However in the case of cellulose fibers all samples were turned into dust (Figure 
2). 
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Figure 2 Photos of samples (a: Cellulose fibrer/ MMT aeroclay, b: casein/MMT aeroclay, c: PVA/clay aeroclay) 

Structure of aeroclay 

The XRD patterns of selected samples are presented in Figure 3. MMT pattern corresponds to MMT raw material. 
The main component of MMT is montmorillonite.  Bentonite, calcite and albite are also identified as minor components.  
Clay powder shows diffraction peak at 2ƨ § 7 corresponding to d001 diffraction plane with spacing of 1.17 nm (Figure 3, 
MMT pattern). Addition of PVA resulted in the increase of this spacing (Figure 3, MMT/PVA pattern). In the sample with 
20% MMT and 2% PVA the d001 spacing increases by 0.48 nm, indicating  the presence of one polymer chain between 
two parallel clay layers, as a single PVA chain has a thickness of 0.4 nm.  The increase of PVA content to 5% results to the 
increase of d001 spacing by 0.72 nm, probably due to the presence of two PVA chains. The pattern of the sample with 
cellulose fiber (Figure 3, MMT/CF pattern) is similar to that of MMT, while in the case of casein (Figure 3, MMT/casein 
pattern) the peak at 2ƨ§7 is absent.  

Figure 3 XRD patterns (1: Montmorillonite, 2: Bentonite, 3: Calcite, 4: Albite) 

The FTIR spectra of the MMT/PVA samples are shown in Figure 4. The broad hump in the region 800-1300 cm-1 
corresponds to the aluminosilicate phase and is associated with the Si-O-T (T: tetrahedral Si or Al) asymmetric stretching 
vibrations. As the PVA content increases, the characteristic absorption of clay is diminished, probably due to exfoliation of 
clay. PVA polymer has a peak at 1635 cm-1 that is attributed to the stretching bond of carbonyl group (-COO-). Vinyl 
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polymers exhibit typical bands at 2800–3000 cm-1 due to stretching vibrations of CH and CH2 groups. These peaks become 
stronger, the higher the content of PVA. Hydroxyl groups in PVA and MMT exhibit a strong peak in the range 3200–3650 
cm-1 which becomes smaller in the aeroclays.  
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�

Figure 4 FTIR spectra of samples 

Figures 5 and 6 present SEM photos of the aeroclays with casein and PVA. As it is observed aeroclays with different 
reinforcement agent have different structure. Unlike with the samples with casein (fig. 5a), the MMT/PVA aeroclay exhibit 
well defined lamellar structures (fig. 5b), having layer spacing of 30-60Ƭm (fig. 6a). These layers are connected together via 
strands of polymer/clay (fig 6b). Layer thickness and layer spacing varies as the percentages of the clay and MMT is 
changed.  

        a b 

Figure 5 SEM photos of aeroclays (a: MMT/casein, b: MMT/PVA) 
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Figure 6 SEM photos of aeroclays MMT/PVA 

CONCLUSIONS 

Na-montmorillonite and PVA as well as MMT and casein of high content, can be used for the synthesis of clay 
aerogels. The synthesis route comprises the mixing of the reagents, the freezing of the samples and the sublimation of water 
by means of freeze drying. The content of reagents in the starting solution and the freezing temperature strongly affect the 
density of the aeroclays. Depending on the synthesis conditions, a density range from 0.1 to 0.4 g/cm3 can be achieved. 

The factors with the highest impact on the density of the final product were the content of MMT and reinforcement 
agent in the precursor solution. The sample with 5% MMT, 5% PVA and freezing temperature -30 oC has the lower density 
(0.1 g/cm3). The PVA content is the most important parameter as far as the density of aeroclays is concerned.  

The kind of reinforcing agent affects the microstructure of the aeroclays. The MMT/PVA aeroclays exhibit well 
defined lamellar structures, having layer spacing of 30-60 Ƭm. As it is confirmed by XRD, FTIR and SEM measurements, 
PVA chains are placed between the clay layers causing the increase of the basal spacing. As a result, aeroclays with reduced 
density can be prepared.  
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ABSTRACT 

The close control of building services is seen as essential component for delivering low energy performance. This inevitably means some form of 

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. To increase the penetration of this technology into the market place, it is inevitable 

that internet communication will be employed increasingly in the future. However, it can be very challenging to ensure that a widely dispersed 

monitoring network is secure from cyber attacks.  Tools are readily available on the Web that can challenge the Building Management Systems 

(BMS), especially if they are not configured carefully. The nature of these threats is explained. Results are reported using the search engine 

Shodan. This search engine was able to find the IP address of a controller several thousand miles away through the internet that had been 

purposefully misconfigured. It is concluded that ensuring a secure system will be a critical component of commissioning any new advanced Building 

Energy Management System. Without this step the application of intelligent building technology designed to meet challenging energy performance 

will be limited to low profile projects. In the near future, when  BMSs will be integrated into the Smart Grid, poor cyber security of building 

management systems will pose a threat not only to the building itself, but to a country’s infrastructure as well. 

INTRODUCTION 

The imperative to improve energy performance and service delivery has resulted in the import of Supervisory Control 

And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems technology from industry. Industrial control systems are frequently configured to 

hold flows at optima values. While these flows may be at impressive pressures and flow rates, arguably building controls 

have a harder task because heating and cooling loads are continually changing. There is always a risk that poor control leads 

to heating and cooling plant fighting each other to service some zones. Intelligent buildings frequently deploy active solar 

control, occupancy sensing, lighting control, as well as being able to change the season mode of operation of the building. It 

is difficult to see how advanced buildings can achieve their design expectations without close monitoring and control. 

Failure to ensure that the systems are cyber secure may risk the whole application of this exciting technology. Whole 

systems solutions for other low energy technology such as passive cooling or solar panels naturally include restraints relating 

to the physical security of a building. That is rational because one of the primary purposes of a structure is to keep its 

occupants ‘safe’. What has not been widely recognised is that comparable constraints apply to BEMS. Part of the 

responsibility for cyber security lies with the client, to make sure that enterprise’s general security standards are met.  
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Cyber security has not been an issue previously considered for Operational Technology (OT), especially in the design 

phase. As the systems in OT move from ICS (Industrial Control Systems) to CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems) and to the IoT 

(Internet of Things), many questions arise regarding the security and robustness of these systems. Stuxnet, a computer 

worm back in 2010 that targeted the PLCs (Programme Logic Controllers) of an Iranian Nuclear Plant hit the media and 

drew attention to cyber security in ICS. Since then, there has been a sharp increase in cyber-attacks incidents in ICS and 

cyber security awareness has been raised not only, for control systems in critical environments, but for Building 

Management Systems as well. 

Building Management Systems (BMS) aim at managing and controlling the mechanical and electrical equipment of a 

building and its’ subsystems through integration. Following other SCADA systems in the past, they used to be physically 

isolated and they constituted a separate network inside the building, using proprietary protocols and software. However, 

whilst “security through obscurity” has been a way to safeguard the BMS by using proprietary architecture, this cannot be 

the case in modern control systems. The modern building environment requires current IT technology in order to improve 

and maintain the quality of building services and the effective operation of the systems associated with them. Since the 

trend for the modern BMS, as it moves from the field level towards the management level, is to act as an integrating layer 

for the different subsystems connected to it, the continuous adoption of open standards and commercial off-the-shelf 

products is inevitable in order to achieve interoperability and flexibility. On the other hand, the BMS industry has not taken 

into serious consideration the security issues that arise from this modernization and it was not until recently that security 

breach occurred and signs of counter measures from the industry begin to show. 

BACKGROUND 

ICS is a wide-ranging expression that refers to different types of control systems with three main categories SCADA 

systems (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition), DCS (Distributed Control Systems) and a hybrid of the two. (NIST SP 

800-82-R, 2014) 

• SCADA: systems are implemented for data acquisition and control on dispersed geographical sites over large 

distances. The data collection from the field level is forwarded to a central computer facility where the information is 

visualized in graphical or text form, allowing an operator to monitor and control systems in different locations from a 

central point, simultaneously. SCADA systems are used in power transmission and distribution, oil and natural gas 

pipelines, water distribution, and transport systems. (NIST SP 800-82-R, 2014) 

• DCS: systems used in sites located in the same neighbourhood, especially for process control in production. The 

control is achieved by a central control point supervising a set of subsystems in a lower level that direct a localized process. 

Distributed controllers manage processes through feedback or feedforward control while process variables remain at the 

desired level. DCS are mainly employed in power generation, wastewater treatment, oil refineries, chemical processes and 

the automotive industry. (NIST SP 800-82-R, 2014) 

In practice, many of the ICS implemented, are a hybrid of both systems, since customisation in order to address the 

customers’ needs is usually required. Additionally, modern control system components allow integration on a level where 

SCADA and DCS may be combined, depending on the application. 

BMSs can be categorized more as DCSs, since they are based on distributed architecture in a single geographic 

location. However, nowadays in many cases a BMS can have SCADA features at the management level, supervising a range 

of BMSs in different locations through a WAN (Wide Area Network).Building Automation and Control has been a parallel 

industry with the Industrial Control Systems over the years. Although, these systems follow broadly the same logic and 

present many similarities, there are a few significant differences between the two systems. BMSs mostly use DDC (Direct 

Digital Control) as control system components and hardly ever PLCs. DDC controllers differ from PLCs because they are 



designed especially for HVAC and lighting control applications in buildings and not for industrial and critical environments, 

where customization is first priority in comparison to cost. BMS controllers are pre-engineered and preconfigured in order 

to achieve cost reduction and execute less complex functions that building services require. Likewise, programming, 

commissioning and maintenance of the system can be completed in a shorter period of time and demand less skilled 

technical staff for this purpose than a highly skilled PLC engineer. In addition, BMSs use different standards and protocols, 

especially designed for building automation (eg. BACnet), where high-bandwidth and low-latency are not as crucial as in 

critical and industrial environments. On the other hand, some BMS vendors manufacture controllers based on PLCs and 

use industrial protocols as CAN-bus for instance, that can be found in the automotive industry. Other industrial protocols 

implemented in Building Automation are Modbus and Profibus to name a few.  BMSs are designed to be easy to configure, 

space and cost efficient and incorporate energy management functions that are not requested in industrial control systems 

yet. 

Whilst BMS moves forward to the “internet of things” and integration will be realised at its highest level, cyber 

security has been largely neglected by the industry. Cyber security measures have not been adopted in existing systems and 

recent reports about cyber incidents and events in BMS, support this notion. Although, the amount of cyber incidents that 

occurred specifically in BMSs have not yet been recorded by an established organisation or professional body, some cyber 

incidents are classified into the general category of ICS cyber incidents and events. 

According to the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (CERT), there is a dramatic increase of 782% cyber 

incidents, reported from 2006 to 2012 (Fernandez Ivan, 2013). In 2013, ICS-CERT released a report stating that there have 

been 256 cyber incidents responded, with the majority of them regarding industrial control systems involved in critical 

infrastructure. More specifically, 59% present of the cyber incidents came from the energy sector and 20% from critical 

manufacturing. (ICS-CERT, 2013) 

BMS cyber incidents are classified under the umbrella of ICS incident reports, thus there is no official recorded 

number of exclusive BMS cyber incidents and events. In addition, many incidents may remain unreported in order to avoid 

public disclosure and brand image erosion. In other cases, many incidents and events remain undetected from the asset 

owners, due to lack of auditing and intrusion detection tools. However, some BMS cyber incidents and events have been 

publicly reported which indicates the vulnerabilities of the existing systems and the need for prompt reaction to future 

cyber attacks. Some officially reported BMS cyber incidents and examples of potential damage are: 

The Carrell Clinic 2009: A leader of a hacker group gained unauthorised access to the hospital’s HVAC control system. 

He posted images on the internet that presented the control interface of an HVAC plant that was responsible for the air-

conditioning of the hospital’s surgery unit. The test alarm notification of the control system was turned to inactive. (Goodin 

Dan, 2009) 

Super Bowl XLVII Blackout 2012: In 2012, a power outage lasting for 22 minutes stopped the game for 34 minutes due 

to a mechanical failure of a relay device. Although, this incident did not involve a cyber attack, cyber security experts 

consider this event as what could happen if the BMS that controls lighting in a stadium, fall into the hands of a potential 

attacker. (Korber Sabrina,2013) 

US Business 1 2012: as stated in the FBI report in 2012, intruders gained unauthorised access to the ICS network of the 

air-conditioning company US Business 1 in New Jersey. The ICS was using the Tridium Niagara ICS system that is widely 

known for vulnerabilities allowing remote management of the system. Through the ICS network they also gained access to 

the HVAC control system of the company. (FBI, 2012) 

Google Wharf 7 Building 2013: In 2013, during a research project , cyber security researchers from Cylance gained access 

to the BMS of Google’s Wharf 7 Building in Australia. They posted screenshots of the BMS user interface showing floor 
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plans, water and HVAC systems of the building. Though, they did not try to control the system and notified Google 

immediately for this vulnerability, they later stated that ‘’If Google can fall victim to an ICS attack, anyone can’’. (Rios Billy, 

2013) 

North Shore Private Hospital 2013: In the same research project from Cylance the two cyber security researchers 

discovered that the BMS of the North Shore Private Hospital in Sydney was protected by the user name "admin" and 

password "anyonesguess". This could allow possible attackers to easily hack into the system which was exposed to the 

internet, due to a weak password policy. (Grubb Ben, 2013) 

Target 2014: In the Target incident earlier this year, phishers got access to the enterprise network of Target and stole card 

credentials of millions of customers. Although, there is no official evidence so far, experts believe that this security breach 

was achieved through the HVAC control and monitoring system that was remotely managed by a third-party vendor. (Krebs 

Brian, 2014) 

IDENTIFICATION OF THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES 

Security analysis for the system can be summarized in the following words; threats, vulnerabilities, risks, assets. Threat 

agents exploit known or unknown vulnerabilities of the system to damage assets and create risk to asset owners. The 

concept can be depicted in the following diagrams from the international standard ISO/IEC 15408-1 that describes the 

relationship between the different elements of security. 

 

 
Figure 1: Security Elements relationship (ISA-62443-1-1, 2013) 

Threat-Risk assessment shows how assets are subject to risks by various vulnerabilities that are exploited from threat 

agents and how risk can be minimized by adopting countermeasures. 

 



 

Fig. 2: Threat-Risk Assessment (ISA-62443-1-1, 2013) 

In order to adopt countermeasures, first threats and vulnerabilities must be identified in current BMSs and then a risk 

assessment must be generated. BMSs are the asset in this case, as well as the building itself and its’ systems that are 

interconnected to the BMS, which can be put in jeopardy from cyber-attacks. In many cases, the main target for the 

attackers may not be the building’s BMS, but other systems like the enterprise network that through the BMS it can be 

reached for malicious attacks. 

Threats 

The ISO/IEC FIDIS 27005:2008 defines threat as any potential cause of incident that can have negative 

consequences in a system or an organization. Threats are related to other terms as threat source and threat event or 

incident. Threat source is addressed to the intent or method that threats have to exploit vulnerabilities. A threat event is an 

event that is likely to have a negative impact on a system or organization, whereas an incident is when the event actually 

occurs. Threat sources can be divided into internal or external. 

Internal threat sources may be threat agents that have physical access to the system components or authorised 

network access to the system from the inside of the security perimeter and often called insiders. The knowledge of hacking 

in this case is not a prerequisite since insiders usually have physical access to the BMS system components, such as control 

panels or control rooms usually left unlocked and can penetrate to the system’s network without having first to break the 

security defences, if any exist. From there, they can for instance, insert a USB device that contains malicious software into a 

controller or the central computer that usually runs on commercial operating systems’ platforms. Added to this, they can 

also remain untraceable due to the common use of usernames such as ‘’administrator’’, ‘’operator’’ and ‘’user’’ to access 

system components. Moreover, privileged users that obtain authorised network access to the system, do not only need to 

have physical access to the system components to cause problems. A modern IP enabled Building controller with an 

embedded web - server can easily accessed from anywhere through the internet and inflict harm based on the attacker’s 

incentives.  

External threat sources are threat agents that have no physical access or authorised network access to the system and 
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need to hack the system defences for penetrating into it and cause damage. However, in cases where a security perimeter 

for the BMS is not defined and an attacker can obtain authorised access to a web-embedded controller through the internet 

using default usernames and passwords, often published on the internet by the vendor, can also be classified as an external 

threat.    

The main external threat to the BMS is the internet. Potential attackers will use the internet to intrude into the BMS 

network, either because they want to compromise the system itself or to use the BMS as a “back-door” to reach another 

network connected to it (eg. Enterprise network). Furthermore, the use type of building plays a major role to motivate 

attackers to break into the BMS network. Military facilities, for example, may have high-level security when it comes to 

physical access, but the BMS that controls the premises’ mechanical and electrical equipment may not be safeguarded as it 

should. For an intentional attacker the BMS network acts as the vulnerable access point to reach his target. 

Vulnerabilities 

System vulnerabilities can be defined as weaknesses of the system in security issues related to policy and procedures, 

hardware and software of system components, system’s architecture and communication networks. Vulnerabilities are the 

holes of the system that allow threat sources to exploit them in order to jeopardise the BMS or use them as a “back-door” 

to other systems interconnected to the BMS. Owing to the large variety of building types that the BMS can be implemented 

and the multiple vendors of the system components, BMSs may differ considerably depending on the plant equipment they 

control, the communication protocol they use, the systems integrated into it, the system’s architecture as well as on the 

security policy applied by the building owner. Thus, vulnerabilities cannot be determined clearly, unless these features are 

defined and identified in detail. However, some common vulnerabilities are frequently discovered in current BMSs, 

especially nowadays that the use of commercial-off-the-shelf products is increasing dramatically in the BMS industry. 

Overall, BMSs’ vulnerabilities can be divided into policy and procedure, hardware, software, network and communications 

as well as configuration. 

Security policy in building automation has never been a major concern for the industry until recently, when certain 

cyber incidents occurred. Certainly, security and safety in the design of system components regarding environmental 

conditions such as temperature, humidity and explosive environments were seriously considered but the security of the 

whole system in operation was significantly neglected. Whilst the primary BMS was designed like other ICSs as an isolated 

system, systems started to become more complex and interoperability as well as system integration, were an immediate 

request from the market. Nevertheless, BMSs may moved in this direction, but a security policy for the new features was 

not introduced from the industry. Consequently, this mentality was inherited also to the system integrators, operators, and 

maintenance and facility management staff. Security policy in organizations may be implemented when it comes to IT 

networks and equipment, but building control systems are usually ignored due to lack of knowledge and unknown 

communication capabilities of the systems or because no one informed them about security issues. Policy and procedure are 

one of the main significant vulnerabilities of the BMS since it is a matter of coordination between the BMS manufacturer, 

the installer, the operator and the asset owner. The first part of the chain provokes the next so that a security policy may be 

defined and implemented. In many cases, especially in legacy systems, technical documentation and specifications of the 

system are poor or they do not even exist. Many organizations are not fully aware of their complete BMS architecture or the 

full range of system components that are in operation or have been replaced. In legacy systems, many functions of the BMS 

may have been disabled or system components like a controller or a thermostat may have been replaced without being 

properly commissioned. New systems may have been integrated or older systems may have been disconnected. A system 

that is not completely known it is impossible to be safeguarded effectively.  In such cases, retro-commissioning is a 

prerequisite for security procedures to be implemented. 

BMSs include system components that are designed for a wide range of functions and due to flexibility and cost 

reduction some of them can also have multiple uses as standalone controllers, as sensors and actuators for smaller 

applications or can be integrated into third-party systems. Thus, this makes the hardware of the system vulnerable since the 



customisation of the system is based on the system designer that may use different components from multiple vectors. 

Although, the system components individually may have been tested for security issues, the final BMS system will be 

actually tested in live operation. Thus, if the hardware of the system contains design flaws that have not been detected 

before, security problems may arise. 

Software is an integral part of the BMS to execute control functions and can be found at all levels of the system, field, 

automation and management level. Smart sensors and actuators, controllers and central computers all include software that 

may have unknown vulnerabilities. Frequently, software contains design flaws that until a security breach or a malfunction 

occurs, remain unknown. In such cases, vendors release software patches that must be installed immediately to fix the 

problem and secure the system. However, especially in legacy building automation systems and systems that are not 

connected to the internet or the vendor’s server, software updates must be installed manually and it depends on the system 

operator or maintenance department to do so. Regularly, vendors use third-party software in many system components that 

may contain vulnerabilities that they are not fully aware of and they may not be able to fix promptly in case of an attack. 

This software may come from a single manufacturer and may be applied in different types of applications in ICS, as 

SCADA and DCS. Consequently, an exploitable vulnerability found, for instance, in an industrial SCADA system can affect 

a wide range of devices from different vendors in the BMS industry. 

The network architecture of a BMS is a critical part concerning cyber security, since it is through the communication 

network that most cyber-attacks will be performed. Unfortunately, BMS networks are often not taken into serious 

consideration in the design phase or change in the implementation phase from the initial design. In many cases, one of the 

main issues is that the asset owner has not clear view of the complete system architecture or of the connection links with 

other systems. BMSs may allow remote access for remote control and monitoring, but they should always be kept inside 

security defences. Proprietary protocols may have been the common practice in the past defending the network by “security 

through obscurity”, but as the industry adopts open protocols and standards, the vulnerabilities increase in the 

communication layer. However, this does not mean that proprietary protocols are the answer, as many vulnerabilities have 

been reported in conferences regarding them and they cannot be tested properly due to lack of expensive equipment and 

facilities from vendors. BMS components are becoming IP-enabled and integrate IT technology that oppose a risk if 

security measures are not implemented correctly. 

As already mentioned, BMSs are unique systems due to diversity of various system components from different 

vendors that constitute the system. Vendors may have included security features in their products, but this does not mean 

that security is inherited in the whole system. Hence, it is upon the system installer to configure the system correctly and 

ensure security as well as the system operator to maintain configuration at an acceptable security level. Most of the 

deficiencies that have to do with configuration in BMSs are the low level of authentication and access. The use of default 

passwords in accessing web-enabled automation controllers or central control PCs is very common in BMSs. Default 

passwords can be found easily in technical manuals published on the manufacturer’s website or on websites listing devices 

and their default passwords. Default passwords may have not been changed due to lack of password policy within the 

organisation. Furthermore, even if the password is changed usually remains weak and lockout policy as well as password 

history is not enabled. Short passwords or easily guessed ones, can be hacked with spending less time and resources by 

potential attackers. Strong, long and complex passwords must be applied in BMS components to prevent unauthorised 

access. 

SHODAN  

Shodan is a computer search engine launched in 2009 by John Matherly that identifies specific computer devices 

connected to the internet like servers, routers, industrial controllers etc. The user can make queries online for certain terms 

through a web-interface. Shodan can find IP-enabled devices as webcams, printers and heating systems that are connected 

to the internet and display specific information about them, like firmware version, location, and IP address. Therefore, 

Shodan is often called the “Google for hackers” or the “search engine for the Internet of Things”. Nevertheless, Shodan 
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differs from engines like Google and Bing since it does not search for context on web pages, but it interrogates ports to 

receive the returning banners. Banners can be defined as metadata that the client receives from the server (Matherly J, 

2014). 

In the popular searches section of Shodan, the term “webcam” is the first listed with 4,083 queries. IP-enabled video 

cameras have been deployed the recent years, allowing surveillance remotely through the internet. IP cameras are part of the 

CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) system that in large buildings it is usually integrated into the BMS along with the Access 

control system. IP cameras can send information to the BMS regarding the occupancy level of a space in order the BMS to 

adjust the HVAC or lighting control accordingly. From this, derives that if hackers are pointing to CCTV systems to attack, 

through interconnectivity BMSs are also affected. 

Fifth in the list of popular searches is the term “default password” with 433 searches. This query presents results 

where the “default password” is included in the banner. Surprisingly, many banners contain what the default password 

actually is. In one case, the username was “admin” and the password was “password”. Certainly, this does not mean that 

the device can be accessed by these credentials. However, the possibility still remains, considering the use of weak 

passwords in BMSs mentioned in Vulnerabilities section. 

LIVE EXAMPLE 

In an attempt to show that BMSs are vulnerable to cyber-attacks a live example is demonstrated for this purpose. With 

the assistance of Shodan it was possible to identify exposed BMS components on the internet. After the initial search of 

general terms concerning BMSs, a query for a specific model of Building Automation controller was performed. The next 

step was to connect a dummy controller of this type on the internet. The controller was easily accessed from a remote 

location several thousand miles away through the internet and it was available for monitoring and configuration. Finally, the 

last step of the experiment was to identify if the specific controller would be scanned from the Shodan search engine. 

The first search term inserted in Shodan search engine was the general term “BMS”. The number of results displayed 

concerning this term was 1,054. However, this does not prove that all 1,054 are Building Management System devices, since 

the term “BMS” in the banner may refer to something else. In one case, the term BMS in the banner was part of the brand 

name of a consulting group.On the other hand, a banner message from a server in Russia contained the phrase “ 

Servername: BMS-SERVER”  running on Microsoft Windows that seems likely to be the main control server of a building 

automation system  installed in a building, located in Russia. Moreover, phrases like “BMS-PC” and “BMS-SERVER” in 

the server name were found multiple times. In one case, the server name in the banner message was the name of a popular 

building management software followed by the word BMS. This made clear that it was the server of a Building Management 

System with this software installed..Finally, the most representative example of the results for building automation systems 

was the identification of multiple Bacnet devices from a building in Australia After searching on the internet the Model and 

Vendor’s Name, included in the banner, it was found that is a Bacnet/IP controller for HVAC equipment. Bacnet 

communication protocol was created by ASHRAE especially for Building Automation. Conclusively, the next step was to 

use as query the term “Bacnet” and port:47808  that the Bacnet communication protocol uses as default, in order the search 

to be narrowed only into Bacnet devices. 

The search identified 5,534 Bacnet devices in Shodan with 3,650 of them located in the United States. The second 

country in the list was Canada with 685 devices. Despite this, the map generated by Shodan indicated that Bacnet devices 

were discovered globally, excluding mostly Africa and some part of South America. Shodan also displays the ISP (Internet 

Service Provider) of the device detected and the domain information if it is available. In some cases that the ISP is not a 

telecommunication company, the name of the organization that the device is located can be recognised. In this specific 

search among others, many academic institutions were identified in the United States, Spain, France, Australia and the 

United Kingdom. 

A specific model type of a Bacnet/IP controller used in BMSs referred to here as X was chosen from the 

manufacturer Y for the next query in Shodan. Manufacturer Y is specialised in building automation control with a long 



history in the building control sector. The model X is a programmable DDC controller that enables Bacnet /IP 

communication according to EN ISO 16484-5, and uses an embedded web-server for remote access. Additionally, it can be 

implemented as a standalone controller or as a part of a BMS network for controlling and monitoring mechanical and 

electrical equipment. The controller has integrated functions such as time schedules, calendar, data and alarm historian. 

In Shodan the model type of controller X was inserted in the search engine and 208 results were returned. All the 

results were related to the specific controller with France and Spain being the top locations for this model type. 

Unfortunately, the domain information did not reveal in most cases the type of buildings that the controllers are located, 

except ISP names. Still, in 12 cases the domain name was an academic institution in Spain and one in Germany. Specific 

dates were added to the next searches in Shodan showing that all controllers were added in the Shodan database in 2014. 

More specifically, in a time period of three months, 123 controllers were launched on the internet indicating a sharp 

increase of approximately 59%.The banner of controller X in Shodan reveals significant information about the device. The 

information revealed depends on the configuration that was made in the device by the programmer of the controller. 

For example, in a banner returned from the Bacnet controller X, part of a BMS installed in a hotel in Spain, the 

following information was provided: 

The Instance ID that reveals the unique device ID in the network. The Vendor ID that shows the name of the 

manufacturer Y. The model name field that is the type of model of the device, in this case was X. Other fields displayed the 

current versions of firmware and software while in the location field, the name of the hotel was disclosed. In the description 

field, the name of the hotel was repeated, followed by the public IP of the device and the internal IP in the local network. 

Furthermore, in many instances of this query, the Object name indicated the plant assigned to the controller together 

with the number of the automation station in the network. 

A potential attacker gaining access to this information can easily compromise the system. Looking to the current 

version of firmware and software, he can find on the manufacturer’s Y website if these are the latest versions installed. If a 

known vulnerability is released on the manufacturer’s website and the device has an earlier version, then the attacker can 

exploit this published vulnerability for his own benefit. Furthermore, the public IP address given from Shodan will allow 

the attacker to access the web-server of the controller from the internet. If the default username and password has not been 

changed, then the attacker can gain authorised access to controller X by using the default password available on the 

manufacturer’s Y website. In this case, the default password gives the attacker administrator’s privileges that can be used to 

configure the controller X and modify data and settings.  

In order to assess the capability of Shodan to identify BMS devices connected to the internet and how vulnerabilities 

can be exploited by potential adversaries, a controller X was connected to the internet for this purpose. The controller X 

did not control any real plant equipment, but it was programmed with specific functions for HVAC equipment. Controller 

X was configured with a software tool in order to allow communication with the Bacnet/IP network. The router’s firewall 

was disabled to allow requested ports to operate. A public IP was assigned to controller X and was tested if it was accessible 

through the internet. The author accessed the web- interface of the controller by inserting the assigned IP address to a web 

browser. 

After the successful launch of the controller X on the internet, a search was performed in Shodan. The search term 

included the controller’s X model type followed by the filter of country in which the controller X was located. The 

controller X was identified by Shodan search engine after 14 days. The information in Shodan disclosed the ISP name , 

controller’s X public IP and geolocation, vendor’s ID, application software version, firmware version , device ID, model 

name and the plant equipment the controller is assigned to control in the description field. However, even after controller 

X was disconnected from the internet, it still showed up in Shodan searches. 

DISCUSSION 

The research in literature concerning BMSs has shown that there is no clear classification of BMSs as ICSs. In many 

cases, BMSs are considered to be a sub-category of ICSs, where BMSs in truth are a parallel industry with ICSs and present 
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a few key differences. ICSs are mainly implemented to control and monitor critical infrastructure and industrial processes, 

in contrast to BMSs that are installed only in the building environment. Buildings are not regarded as critical environments, 

nor require the accuracy and safety of industrial processes. Building automation aims to improve living conditions inside the 

building environment, ensure safety and increase the energy efficiency of the building. On the other hand, in ICSs time is 

critical and system failure can have severe consequences. Until now, energy saving is not a priority in industrial 

environments. As mentioned before, the system components used in BMSs differ in some parts from ICSs in design, 

functionality and applicability. 

Due to these diversities BMSs should follow separate guidelines when it comes to cyber security. Nevertheless, there is 

no clear distinction between BMSs and ICSs in cyber security literature. Possibly, this is because the literature in BMSs can 

be characterised as poor, in general. Explanation on this matter may be that building automation industry was not an open 

industry until recently. Owing to the fact that most of the BMSs were proprietary systems certain rights should be 

purchased to publish books about building automation. Most of the older books in literature analyse proprietary systems or 

protocols and it wasn’t until recently that open protocols and systems were discussed.  

This ambiguity in literature about BMS’s classification and the lack of tailored guidelines can be considered as 

vulnerability with reference to cyber security. If there is not enough documentation to support the BMS stakeholders from 

the system integrator to the asset owner, then security policies and procedures cannot be implemented effectively. 

The results of the case study in Shodan indicated that a considerable number of BMS devices are exposed to the 

internet. The fact that the IP addresses of these devices are saved in the Shodan database means that they are not behind a 

firewall and a security perimeter is not defined. Some of the buildings identified, are large complex buildings like 

Universities and hotels that can be easy targets for cyber attackers. The ability of Shodan to detect BMS devices and reveal 

available information as geolocation, software version and vendor’s id, is a useful tool for penetration testing, whilst a 

dangerous tool for potential attackers. It can be similar to a thief that knows that one back door or window in a house is 

open but he has to search to find out which one, in order to get in. However, Shodan does not reveal information that is 

not already there and is a good reason for the industry to start adopting cyber security measures. 

On the other hand, the fact that controller X was identified by Shodan after 14 days of its’ initial launch on the 

internet, proves that the data in Shodan are not real-time data. Moreover, even after controller X was disconnected from 

the internet, it still showed up in Shodan searches. This is because Shodan uses a web crawler that scans the internet 

regularly for IP addresses and saves the returned banners in a database. According to a research study that assessed the 

ability of Shodan to identify PLCs connected to the internet, Shodan randomly selects IP addresses and then randomly 

interrogates ports. (Bodenheim, R. et al, 2014). As a result, if Shodan has never visited the desired network, it will not index 

the device requested. In the same study, the devices used for the assessment were scanned successfully and indexed by 

Shodan within 19 days. Conclusively, the fact that BMS devices are identified and listed in Shodan does not mean that they 

are still exposed to the internet, but at some point in the past they were. Another aspect is that a larger number of BMS 

devices may be exposed to the internet that Shodan has not indexed yet.  

Another question that emerges from the above analysis is, if current IT solutions are enough to safeguard the system. 

Although the convergence between OT and IT is a fact nowadays, BMSs present considerable differences in comparison to 

IT. Firstly, the BMSs are designed for a lifetime of almost 10 years and many legacy systems have served buildings for a 

longer time. On the contrary, IT systems have a shorter lifetime and are replaced regularly every 3 to 5 years. Secondly, in 

IT confidentiality of data is the first priority, followed by integrity and availability, whereas in BMSs availability is the main 

concern. Interruptions in IT systems may not have severe consequences for the organisation, whilst in BMSs uninterrupted 

operation is normally required. Moreover, time delays in IT systems are often acceptable in comparison with building 

automation that immediate response is of paramount importance, including critical alarms and emergency mechanisms 

triggered by fire safety systems, for instance. Last but not least, information management is completely different from 

control of mechanical and electrical equipment. Typically, control systems are more complex than IT and can generate 

unexpected effects, in case of failure, difficult to be managed by IT personnel. In order for the BMS to be defended 



properly, it requires not only deep knowledge of the system itself, but of the equipment that controls and of the systems 

that interacts with. 

CONCLUSIONS  

BMS is an integral part of the low energy future. But whereas security would be an integral part of other design 

options such as passive ventilation or the external mounting of expensive solar panels, it has not to date featured in BMS 

configuration. The integral part of cyber security in Building Management Systems is neglected significantly by the industry. 

However, as buildings become more intelligent and integration is requested at a higher level, Building Management Systems 

become more complex and sophisticated. The continuous incorporation of commercial-off-the shelf products has resulted 

in increasing the vulnerabilities in BMSs. Even where the manufacturer has taken security into consideration, this research 

has exposed that proper security commissioning is necessary. This is no mean task as it involves the set-up of many 

geographically spread objects sometimes in a legacy system of ill-defined architecture. At least one Code of Practice has 

been recently issued for cyber security in the built environment, and this is likely to be a growing trend if BMS are to be 

widely deployed.  

Finally, there is a potential market for commercialisation of the cyber security assessment of BMSs. The lack of cyber 

security experts that have deep knowledge of the system constitutes an opportunity for market establishment. Currently, 

cyber security in BMSs is performed by IT consultants that make use of IT products to safeguard the system. Although, IT 

solutions can improve the security of a BMS, a defence-in-depth strategy requires the involvement of a BMS cyber security 

expert that will act as the bridge between Operation and Information Technology. 
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